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6PHONETIC SYMBOLS
NE vowels MONOPHTHONGS
/i/ heat [hit]
// hit [ht]
// bet [bt]
/æ/ cat [kæt]
// cart [kt]
// cot [kt]
// court [kt]
// cut [kt]
/] put [pt]
/u/ pool [pul]
// nurse [ns]
// about [bat]
// [AmE] pot [pt]
DIPHTHONGS
/e/ rain [ren]
/a/ wine [wan]
/] toy [t]
/a/ out [at]
// coat [kt]
// fear [f]
// there []
/] poor [p]
TRIPHTHONGS
/e/ prayer [pre]
/a/ fire [fa]
// lawyer [l]
/a/ hour [a]
// lower [l]
CamE vowels MONOPHTHONGS
/i/ hit, heat [hit]
7/e/ element [elemnt]
// ten [tn]
/a/ cat, cart [kat]
// cot, court [kt]
/o/ coat [kot]
/u] pull, pool [pul]
// able [ebl]
DIPHTHONGS
/ie/ nearly [nieli]
/i/ dear [di]
/ia/ their [dia]
/i/ period [pirit]
/iu/ millennium [milenium]
/ua/ usual [juual]
/ue] fluency [flueni]
/u] fluent [flunt]
/u/ continuous [kntinus]
/ea/ Korea [korea]
/eu/ Thaddeus [tadeus]
RP, AmE and CamE consonants
/p/ pot [pt]
/b/ bag [bæ]
/t/ take [tek]
/d/ deep [dip]
/k/ court [kt]
// goat [t]
/t/ chose [tz]
/d/ job [db]
/f/ farm [fm]
/v/ van [væn]
// thing []
// that [æt]
/s/ sister [sst]
/z/ zoo [zu]
// shirt [t]
// usual [jul]
/h/ house [haz]
/m/ man [mæn]
/n/ no [n]
// hang [hæ]
/l/ like [lak]
8/r/ rain [ran]
/j/ yam [jæm]
/w/ wind [wnd]
NB The transcription is in RP
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Introduction
The purpose of this study is to measure the intelligibility of Cameroon English speakers to
British and American English speakers and vice versa, and to analyse the major causes of
intelligibility failure when speakers of these varieties of English interact. Focus is on
segmental and supra segmental phonology. This study was motivated by a number of
concerns, several of which are more prominent: the trepidation nursed by some scholars that
the emergence of non-native varieties around the world, would cause English to disintegrate
into mutually unintelligible varieties, in the way Romance languages devolved from their
Latin ancestors; the fact that previous studies on intelligibility were centred on the traditional
approach which considers non-native varieties of English to be deficient, and not different
from native varieties; the debate on the level of phonological analysis that is suggested to pose
the greatest threat to intelligibility between native and non-native speakers. The investigation
aims to contribute its own quota to the search for answers to the concerns raised above.
Evidence is provided by the research design for the work. Five tests were designed for the
study, namely Test I (Connected Speech), Test II (Reading Passage), Test III (Phonemic
Contrast Elicitation), Test IV (Nucleus Placement in Words) and Test V (Nucleus Placement
in Sentences)
With the emergence of non-native varieties of English across the globe, the concept of
intelligibility has attracted the sustained attention of many international scholars. However,
the majority of major works on the concept were carried out some decades ago (Bansal 1969;
Tiffen 1974). These studies were carried out with the traditional notion of intelligibility in
mind. That is, the tendency of seeing native English speech as prestigious, correct, intelligible
and the sole norm that must be emulated by non-native varieties. The non-native varities were
thus seen as substandard, incorrect, unintelligible and needed remediation at all costs. Thus,
the findings and the comments made reflected the conventional wisdom of the time. The
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present study deviates markedly from this line of thought. It sees intelligibility from a two-
sided point of view whereby the participants in the communication act put in equal efforts to
make the process a success. We hope to be able to give illuminating insights to the concept of
intelligibility with regards to the relationship between native and non-native English Speech,
using Cameroon English (henceforth CamE) and British and American English (hereafter BrE
and AmE) as a case study. This approach is in line with new trends in respect of the
relationship between the new and older English varieties. Gone are the days when systematic
new English features were seen as mistakes that needed to be corrected at all costs, when
native English accents were imposed on non-native learners of the language. If the new
English varieties are now being recognised and accepted as varieties of English in their own
right, then trends like intelligibility should follow suit as well. The investigation on the
intelligibility of native speech, as covered in this work, will act to demystify the previously
held belief that only non-native speech should be tested, as they only are considred to pose
problems of intelligibility when native and non-native speakers of English interact. An
investigation of this kind is even more urgent, as the demographic distribution of speakers of
this world language is tilting in favour of those in the Outer Circle (Those who use english as
a second language). In short, a lot has changed with regard to the so-called native/non-native
speaker dichotomy that needs to be reflected when studying one of the main areas of
controversy in the field; intelligibility.
This study can be used for a number of purposes. In general it can be useful to the linguist,
and to those particularly interested in the concept of intelligibility. It can also be useful to
those interested in the intelligibility situation between native and non-native varieties. This is
more so because it takes a step forward to measure the intelligibility, not only of non-native
speech to native speakers but also native English Speech to non-native speakers. The
investigation will also be useful to those linguists who are taking up the task of establishing a
neutral variety of English, when catering for the needs of international intelligibility. This
study will also be useful because one of the proponents of this variety, Jenkins (2000),
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observes that there is a dearth of literature on intelligibility to help move the project forward.
It will also be of interest to those scholars who still see intelligibility from a one-sided
perspective, and could help challenge their stance as we move the hands of the clock forward
to a more realistic position.
The work is organised into six chapters. The first chapter covers the background in non-native
varieties of English. The main issues discussed here include the identification of non-native
varieties of English, problems of standards, as well as pedagogical and attitudinal concerns.
Chapter II centres on the review of literature on intelligibility.  Attention is paid to factors that
hinder and aid intelligibility, as well as intelligibility testing. Chapter III concentrates on
English in Cameroon. It takes a look at the historical background and the linguistic situation
as well as some salient phonological features of CamE. Some previous findings on
intelligibility are also reviewed and some unexplored areas are brought to the fore. Chapter IV
focuses on the research design for the work. It dwells on the test material used for the study,
the speakers and the recording procedures as well as the listeners and the listening procedures.
Chapter V centres on the scoring process and intelligibility scores as well as data
interpretation. Chapter VI takes up the analysis of the main causes of intelligibility failure
within interaction between CamE and native English speakers. The conclusion summaries
the findings, and looks at the results' implications for teaching in Cameroon. It equally looks
at pronunciation teaching in Britain and America in the light of EIL, and finally suggests areas
of further research.
The appendices include background information on the 40 informants, the test material for all
the ten tests, the CamE speakers’ spontaneous speech texts, BrE and AmE speakers’ speech
texts, data on intelligibility failure speaker by speaker, etc.
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CHAPTER ONE
Background to the Study
1.1 Introduction
The English language has always been on the move since it arrived in England in the 5th
century from northern Europe. It has not only spread to settlement areas but also to
exploitation areas. Commentators have shown no hesitation in labelling English as a global
language, an international language, a world language, and world lingua franca, to name just a
few. Kachru (1986) sees the spread of English as three concentric circles representing
different ways in which the language has been acquired and also how it is currently used. The
three concentric circles are the Inner Circle, the Outer Circle and the Expanding Circle. The
Inner Circle comprises the traditional historical and sociolinguistic bases of English in those
areas where it performs all functions. In this circle, English is used as a mother tongue or first
language. Britain, the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa belong to this
circle. The Outer circle comprises the areas or countries that were colonised by Britain. In
these settings, English plays a vital role as a second language in a multilingual milieu. The
English-speakers in these areas first acquire a mother tongue or first language before learning
English. They are often referred to in literature as non-native speakers of English. Countries
like Nigeria, Cameroon, Kenya, Singapore, India, etc. belong to this circle. The Expanding
Circle is made up of nations that recognise the importance of English as an international
language. They give English a priority position on the list of foreign languages learnt.
Germany, France, China, Gabon etc. fall in this category. The spread of English around the
world shall be briefly examined in two major phases, namely the spread to settlement areas
and the spread to exploitation areas.
The spread to settlement areas had to do with the massive movement of English people
to these areas. This spread was first witnessed on a domestic basis: the spread around the
British Isles. The major and most significant movement was to America, which commentators
like Crystal (1997) point out that this marked the turning point of the spread of English around
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the world. For instance, Crystal (1997) reports that when asked what he considered to be the
most decisive factor in modern history, Bismarck answered, “the fact that North Americans
speak English”. Today, America has the largest native English-speaking population in the
world. English equally spread to other settlement areas like Canada, the Caribbean, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa.
In contrast to settlement areas, exploitation areas were not repopulated with British
settlers. They had English adopted for administrative purposes and initially the population
continued to employ the local languages, resulting in a multilingualistic situation. The status
of English in the two areas is therefore different. English is seen in the exploitation areas as a
second language (ESL). Countries in this category include: Cameroon, Nigeria, Kenya, India
and Singapore.
The spread of English to exploitation areas has ushered in a very fascinating area of
research on the English language during last two decades or so. This is more so because the
spread has led to the emergence of several varieties of the language all over the world. English
has thus assumed a myriad of functions, statuses and forms in these new ecologies. These new
varieties are variously called new Englishes, non-native varieties, Third World Englishes, etc.
to contrast with the native varieties. This exciting twist witnessed by the language has raised a
number of concerns, prominent among which is the trepidation researchers have raised
concerning the English language disintegrating into mutually unintelligible languages - the
example being the way Romance languages devolved from their Latin ancestor. In this
connection, the concept of intelligibility has attracted the sustained attention of researchers.
In this chapter, whilst reviewing literature on intelligibility, it will be rewarding to look
at closely related issues to this concept. The identification of the new Englishes, pedagogical
and attitudinal problems, as well as some salient characteristics of these non-native varieties
of English will be examined. The concept of intelligibility will hopefully thus be better
understood against this background.
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1.2 Identification of New Englishes
To begin with, we shall identify non-native varieties of English from a geographical and
societal perspective. The issue of identification of the New Englishes has been very
problematic, due to the confused way in which characteristics of these Englishes are
distributed across the whole non-native English speaking world, as we shall see in the
following paragraphs.
1.2.1 Geographical Identification
The emergence of non-native varieties of English around the world has raised a number of
problems, among which is the identification of these varieties. This is more so due to the non-
identical nature between the sociolinguistic and cultural backgrounds of these new settings.
Each non-native environment seems to have its own sociolinguistic realities that make the
identification of the non-native varieties problematic. Although these new Englishes have
many features in common, there are some striking differences that do not permit us to see
them as homogenous in nature. Thus it is not strange to describe theses non-native varieties
using the labels below:
Yoruba English
Nigerian English
West African English
African English
Third world/New Englishes/ Non-Native Englishes
When we take a close look at the labels used to describe the English varieties above, they
predict a certain degree of confusion with regard to the geographical identification of these
Englishes. Many researchers think that varieties of English should be identified from the
ethnic perspective. They base their argument on the fact that one of the major characteristics
of non-native Englishes is the influence of local languages (see for example Spencer 1971,
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Tiffen 1974, Wells 1982, Bailey and Görlach eds. 1984.) If this argument is accepted, then the
label Yoruba English (Nigeria) is appropriate. The proponents of this approach contend that it
is more appropriate. They argue that identifying a variety from an ethnic perspective
guarantees the variety’s homogeneity. In their consideration, homogeneity cannot be achieved
if the variety is identified from a national perspective. These national varieties tend to be
influenced by many ethnic accents, such as Yoruba, Igbo and Hausa in the case of Nigeria.
The above description, though convincing, is not totally satisfactory, a lot of shared
linguistic characteristics cut across ethnic boundaries and occur nation-wide (Tiffen 1974:19).
When discussing the range of accents identified in Nigeria, he suggests,
all have a Nigerian accent, which varies to some extent according to the speaker’s
mother tongue. But there are some features of Nigerian speech, which appear to be
uniform throughout large parts of the country, irrespective of the mother tongue.
This argument supports the use of national labels when describing the varieties of English like
Nigerian English, Cameroon English, Singaporean English. Mbassi-Manga (1973) bases the
number of varieties of English upon the number of countries where English is used as a
second language. Simo Bobda (1994:8) however confounds this, saying that this division
based on political or national boundaries is not completely satisfactory, as research shows
common linguistic characteristics cutting far beyond national boundaries. This assertion is
based on the fact that most features that are reported in Ghana, Nigeria, etc. are also
commonly heard in Cameroon (see Spencer 1971 Sey 1973). These findings are made
available thanks to not only research carried out on individual national varieties, but also to
some comparative studies carried out on these varieties by Schmied (1991a, 1996); Simo
Bobda (1995, 2000a, 2001a); Simo Bobda, Wolf and Peter (1999); Wolf and Igboanusi
(2003). One must remark here that this is quite a groundbreaking endeavour. A dearth of such
data already exists, helping to provide answers to some pertinent questions concerning
varieties of English in the world in general, and Africa in particular. Having seen that we can
conveniently talk of West African English, there are still a good number of features that cut
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across the whole of English-speaking Africa. Thus, it is not strange to come across labels like
African English. Schmied’s (1991a) English in Africa and other publications like those cited
above show that although the varieties of English in Africa exhibit a great deal of differences,
there are certain features that cut across the whole English-speaking continent. Simo Bobda
(2000a:254) observes that the following patterns of restructuring are common to all African
English accents: RP /i, />i, RP /u, />u, RP /, />. This renders the following pairs
homophonous in all African Englishes: beat, bit; fool, full; port, pot. Non-application of
vowel reduction, consonant cluster simplification, glide formation, etc. are among other
phonological features in African English. Simo Bobda (2000a, 2001a) can be referred to for a
more comprehensive picture of phonological features that cut across the various English-
speaking regions of Africa.
Lastly, it will be very interesting to note that contrary to the thought that the influence of
indigenous languages account for almost all the features of a new English, research has proved
that African deviations from native English phonology are not all caused by the influence of
the user’s source language (Simo Bobda 2000b:124). He outlines three kinds of evidence to
support this assertion: first, some vowel distinctions in native English that are found in
African languages are neutralized in the direction of a local form of pronunciation. Secondly,
the fact that although some native English sounds are attested in African languages and occur
in the same environment, they are vitiated in African English. Thirdly, although almost all
African languages have the same seven-vowel system, /i, e, a, , , o, u/, the substitution for
non-occurring native English vowels are not the same throughout African Englishes (Simo
Bobda 2000b:125). On the basis of the above points, it will not be surprising to find features
that cut across most, if not all, the new Englishes. Simo Bobda (2000a:253) observes that
many new Englishes in fact share most of the features common to all African accents of
English. For example, features like the pronunciation of RP // as /a/, the merging of /i/ and
// as /i/, the production of spelling pronunciations like parl[i]ament, bom[b]ing, s[w]ord,
s[au]thern, etc. are shared by most if not all the New Englishes (see Simo Bobda 2001a:272).
The identification of non-native Englishes is therefore a very complicated but equally
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rewarding endeavour.  This is more so because most of the new English varieties and
sometimes, whole regions still suffer from great lack of literature (see Peter 2003:129; Peter
and Wolf 2003; Simo Bobda 2000a, etc.). We shall now examine the new Englishes from a
societal perspective.
1.2.2 Societal Identification
In the domain of new Englishes, research has shown that the education level of speakers of
such a language plays a vital role with respect to the different types of English spoken within
that variety (see Criper 1971, Sey 1973). Scholars agree that there is a correlation between the
level of education and the type of English used. The fact that writers tend to label national
varieties as, for example, Ghanaian Educated English (Sey 1973), Cameroon Educated
English (Masanga 1983) show this. The qualifier, educated, that precedes English is meant to
provide a contrast to those varieties that lack this aspect. When talking of a New English
variety, we are indeed referring to the educated variety spoken in that linguistic setting. In a
non-native English-speaking country like Cameroon, there are around four sub-varieties of
English, namely the English of Francophone Cameroonians, who are seen as users of the
performance variety of CamE; the English of Cameroonians influenced by the native accents;
the English of uneducated Cameroonians, and lastly the English of educated Cameroonians.
The last variety is used by researchers as representative of CamE as a non-native variety of
English. The level of education of the speaker is a major determining factor in this case.
However, as asked by Simo Bobda (1994:9): how much education is required to
quantify the label ‘educated’ and a representative of a local norm? In CamE, Masanga (1983),
like Sey (1973) for Ghanaian English, sees the GCE Ordinary level as the basic qualification,
but this seems not to provide a satisfactory answer to the question, as Masanga himself
confesses:
...this does not necessarily imply that every Anglophone Cameroonian who has
attained this level of education automatically speaks Cameroon Standard English
(CSE).
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Still on the question as to where to set the level for what we call educated, Platt et al.
(1984:165) quote Boadi (1971), who declared when talking about English in Ghana:
 A few years ago most people who had spent eight to ten years at elementary
school could get a reasonably good job because they could claim that they were
educated. Now the position is different; present day primary school leavers and
certain categories of G C E “O” level holders are said for many purposes to be
“illiterates”. In a desperate effort to look for the educated norm, some people
have turned to university graduates and sections of the community who have
professional qualifications. The difficulty with this criterion is that it leaves out a
relatively large section whose use of English is undoubtedly what one would like
to describe as educated.
The dilemma expressed by Masanga and Boadi is evidenced by the fact that various
studies carried out on the new Englishes do not draw their informants from the same
level of education. In some cases the same researcher turns to different levels at
different points in time. For example, Simo Bobda’s (1983) investigation used
informants from a lower level as compared to his 1994 investigation. It should be noted
that presently there is no rigid level of education set for the educated norm, with regard
to investigations on non-native Englishes. But as Boadi (1971) points out, many people
have decided to place the bar a higher than the G C E “O” level although not without
creating more problems.
In order to show how pivotal a level of education is when determining the norm of a new
English variety, Brosnahan (1958); Berry (1964); Banjo (1971a); Sey (1973); Masanga (1983)
have tried respectively to identify the levels of English in Ghana, Sierra Leone, Nigeria and
Cameroon, based on school attainment.
From the above analysis, and useful significant statements made by eminent scholars on
the topic, it is clear that education remains a major identifying factor with regard to standards
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in the non-native English-using environment. But the identification and even the acceptance
and recognition of these Englishes do not solve all the problems that concern researchers.
Issues still puzzle researchers in this field, such as what model should be used in the non-
native classrooms when a non-native English teacher is accepted in the ELT profession.
Furthermore several attitudinal complications remain.  These concerns are intrinsically linked
to our main concern - “intelligibility”. For example, points are raised by those who exhibit
negative attitudes towards non-native English, who oppose the involvement of non-native
teachers in the ELT profession.  They argue they want to ensure the international intelligibility
of English. They think the acceptance and recognition of these Englishes and their speakers, in
the realm of education, will lay the foundation for mutually unintelligible varieties all over the
world. The following paragraphs will look at the problem of standard, as well as pedagogical
and attitudinal problems that these Englishes face in the English-speaking world.
1.3  Problems of Standard
The spread of English across the globe has raised commonplace questions like “which
English, whose English?” It is not new to point out that among the English varieties in the
world, only two have held sway in terms of standards and codification. That is, British English
and American English. By every indication, these two varieties, often referred to as the two
main native varieties, are seen by many as the model for other varieties. Many who think that
this underminds the sociolinguistic and cultural realities of the non-native speaking
environment do however not share this view.
This debate is centred on the problems and prospects as well as the motivation of
accepting native standards in non-native speaking settings. Geeraerts (2003) identifies two
models in which the trends outlined above are situated: the Romantic and the Rationalist
models, respectively. The proponents of the Romantic model (Prator 1968, Quirk 1990) hold
that English as a world language should remain a monolith - international intelligibility will
only be guaranteed if a single standard is maintained. Diametrically opposed to this view is
Braj Kachru, who raised a myriad of concerns about this debate on standards in a series of
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articles during the last years of the 20th century. The titles of some of these articles tell the
whole story,  (1994b) “The Speaking Tree: A Medium of Plural Canons”, (1994c) “The
Paradigms of Marginality”, (1995) “Teaching World Englishes Without Myths”, (1996)
“World Englishes: Agony and Ecstasy”. Anne Pakir (1997:172) shares the concerns raised by
Kachru in his publications. She reiterates two lessons of the global spread of English: “we
have to place the English language in its regional and social context, and “to know” in the
classical sense, the multi-identities and faces of such a language” and secondly, “we have to
accept the inevitable “pluricentricity” of English (Kachru 1996), rather than carrying on with
the tradition that there can only be a duo-centricity (viz., the British or the American centres
of linguistic hegemony)”.
When we talk of standards, the fear is often expressed that a non-native variety may
become unintelligible to the rest of the English-speaking world. This is more so because the
feast of English varieties around the world has developed many statuses and functions. The
speakers in the new English environments have twisted the language or nativised it to suit
their sociolinguistic realities, against those who wish to see it remain a monolith. Bamgbose
(1998:5ff) identifies three types of nativisation, namely pragmatic, creative and linguistic
nativisation. Of these three types, he observes that linguistic nativisation stands less chances
of being tolerated. He blames this on the lack of codification. “…one of the major factors
militating against the emergence of endonormative standards in non-native Englishes is
precisely the dearth of codification(p.4)”. Scholars have been deeply divided on the
acceptance of non-native English norms in non-native settings. Bamgbose (1998:1) reports a
scene in 1984, at the conference held in London to mark the 50th anniversary of the British,
where Lord Randolph Quirk and Professor Braj Kachru were engaged in what he calls a
“battle royal on Standard English as a norm for the English-using world”. Quirk argued in
favour of a global standard, which he thinks will guarantee international intelligibility, while
Kachru argued in favour of the legitimacy and equality of Englishes in the three concentric
circles. To Kachru, English as an international language cannot be seen as the sole property of
native speakers. Simo Bobda (2000c:54f) observes that during the 1980s and 1990s, countless
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formal and informal academic and non-academic debates were centered on a standard which
non-native speakers could use. He cites a case in 1989, when a Cameroonian television series
English With a Difference provoked long passionate arguments for and against the emulation
of anative English model, namely in pronunciation. In the same vain, Simo Bobda reports on
how in South Africa, the increasing divergence of South African Black English (SABE) from
the native English norms resulted in a seminar on “Appropriating English in Democratic
South Africa” at the University of Pretoria. The debate was centred on whether stable
deviations in SABE should be accepted as alternative norms. The debate featured Professor
Peter Titlestead (1997) on the “con” side, and Professor Christa van der Walt (1997) on the
“pro” side (ibid). Judging from the hot debate on this topic, it is clear that researchers have
invested a lot of time and energy in a bid to clarify some of the myths that surround this issue
of standards. Despite the consensus by a majority of these scholars that it is unrealistic to
impose native norms in non-native environments, some conservatives still think that British
and American English  should be still used as the norm in these New English settings.
Quirk (1990:7) is one of those who still strongly believe that Standard English norms
should be maintained in non-native areas, if we do not want to see English degenerate to
mutually unintelligible varieties. Talking about falling standards in non-native areas, he
contends “there is the need for native teachers support and the need for non-native teachers to
be in constant touch with the native language”. He further observes, “Since research has
shown that natives have radically different internalisations, the implications for attempting the
institutionalisation of non-native varieties of the language are too obvious for me to mention”.
He frowns at the liberal way in which issues of standards are handled. “If recent history has
given us “liberation theory” why not also “liberation linguistics?”
Quirk raises two concerns about variation: He thinks that it will set up barriers to
communication and “we won’t be able to breakdown barriers to careers and social mobility”
(ibid). But Fairman (1990) sees the issue of barrier and mobility as a prejudice against
regional dialects, and that any theory which defines regional dialects deficient as compared
with native standards, helps to maintain this prejudice and barrier. “We can’t replace dialect
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variation. What we ought to do, however, is to make variation the basis for action against
social and communication barriers in this multidialectal world (1990:26)”.
Chevillet (1992) concurs with Quirk (1990) when posing the question, “would it be
reasonable for an EFL teacher to recommend to his students to acquire a Nigerian or an Indian
accent? Certainly not…” Gimson (1980, 1981) and Christopherson (1990, quoting Salmon
Rushdie); Link 1999 both exhibit a negative attitude towards the use of non-native norms in
non-native settings.
Simo Bobda (1994) echoes Makoni (1992:8), in thinking that there are many economic
considerations behind the fight for maintaining native English as the sole norm. He notes that
during recession, it is Britain and America who can sell English teachers and teaching
materials unchallenged, an advantage lost if new Englishes are recognised in education in
Africa and Asia. He quotes Sir Richard Francis, Director General of the British Council, who
argues that “Britain’s real black gold is not the north sea oil but the English language”, and the
Director of the International House in London, who writes “once we used to send gunboats
and diplomats abroad; now we are sending English teachers”.
It would appear that the fight for the maintenance of native English norms in non-native
environments is already lost. There is ample evidence to show that a majority of scholars
across the globe are unanimous on the unrealistic nature of imposing native norms in non-
native settings. In this connection, Paikeday (1985) quoted by Simo Bobda (2000c), proclaims
unequivocally: “The Native Speaker is Dead!” Paikeday’s proclamation may sound a bit hasty
but what is clear here is that the native speaker is no longer the sole norm provider of english
across the planet.
Modiano (1999), who like Brown (1995) thinks non-native features should gain
legitimacy in the classroom and should be accepted as alternative standards in international
English proficiency tests like the TOEFL and the TOEIC, suggests that non-native English
features should be taught. Simo Bobda (2000c:66) sees two problems that will likely militate
against such an ambitious proposal. First, the limited professional and educational
opportunities attached to such features in a world almost exclusively controlled by the West.
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Secondly the lack of codification of these alternative standards - a prerequisite for the design
of required didactic materials.
On the strength of the above, one can conclude that it will take a long time for attitudes
towards non-native norms to change, especially when it comes to accepting them in the
classroom. In the face of all these controversies, one may be tempted to agree with those
scholars who see codification of non-native varieties as a giant step forward. Kachru (1992),
as quoted by Pakir (1997:172), suggests that with a shift of interlocutors, there has to be a shift
of the canon - the documentation of “such additional Englishes then become a major new
focus of study”. This furthers our claim in this study that the concept of intelligibility is a two-
sided issue where the native and the non-native speaker are seen as equal partners in the
communication process, although the word partner here may not fit squarely with regard to
the realities of the world linguistic landscape. Bamgbose (1998:4) notes that the importance of
codification of non-native varieties “is too obvious to be belaboured”. The acceptance,
recognition and consequent codification of these new varieties will clearly define which
aspects of these varieties are errors and which can be called features that mark them as
varieties in their own right. This clarification is vital to the issue of intelligibility. For more on
the argument for codification of non-native varieties of English see Fairman (1990); Simo
Bobda (1994); Bamgbose (1998).
1.4 Pedagogical Problems
If the non-native varieties of English have been accepted and recognised as distinct varieties
in their own right - at least by a majority of scholars in this field - the use of these local norms
in the classroom remains a highly debatable issue. There is still the tendency for native
models, as well as didactic material that reflects only native English (hereafter NE) to be used
in the teaching of non-native speakers (henceforth NNs). Simo Bobda (2000c:65) poses the
question “Do the new Englishes have a place in the ELT classroom other than that of the
uninvited guest to be driven out at all costs?” Scholars have echoed this crucial question for
the last two decades. The great worry raised by this area of study is evident in the following
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titles “the teacher’s dilemma” (Platt et al. 1984:ch.7), “world Englishes: to teach or not to
teach?” (Brown 1995), and “Torn between the norms” (Bamgbose 1998)”.
Closely linked to this problem is the unclear status of the non-native teacher within the
ELT profession. Those opposed to acceptance of non-native teachers advance the argument
that if both native models and teachers are used in the non-native settings, this will help raise
the degree of intelligibility among speakers of English around the world. This viewpoint is
rejected by some scholars, basing the thrust of their argument on the fact that the use of native
standards in a non-native setting will go a long way to ignore the sociolinguistic and cultural
realities of the non-native learner. As of now, the two opposing sides are still attempting to
agree on this crucial problem of standards. In the same vein, didactic material used in most
non-native settings hardly reflect their sociocultural realities.  Simo Bobda (1997c:226)
observes that this tendency is gradually giving way as most textbooks now are designed to
reflect, to a large extent, the cultural background of the learner. He thinks the pedagogical
advantages are obvious, as children learn better as they read, speak and write about things they
are interested in.
Closely linked to the debate on the introduction of non-native models in non-native
classrooms and the didactic material used for instruction in non-native settings, is the debate
on the non-native English teacher’s dilemma in the ELT profession.  It appears the existence
of non-native English teachers within the ELT profession has encountered negative opinions,
extending also the use of non-native norms in the classroom. They believe the presence of a
non-native teacher will only lead to the dissemination of local features, and the dream for
mutual intelligibility among speakers of English across the globe will be hindered. Many
scholars dismiss this assertion, arguing that the non-native teacher stands a better chance of
teaching their fellow non-native learners than native English teachers who do not know the
realities of these settings.
Cheshire (1991b: 2) points out the distinction conventionally drawn between the native
speaker and the non-native speaker, is becoming blurred and increasingly difficult to
operationalise. This is supported by Nayar (1998:28), who argues that the concept of the
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native speaker, particularly for a language with such a trans-national and trans-ethnic profile,
creates some insidious pragmatic problems.
On the same line of thought, Widdowson (1994b) argues that the native speaker teachers
are generally equipped with knowledge only in a privileged intuitive sense, and with
pedagogic competence only to a rudimentary degree. By contrast, he goes on to argue non-
native speaker teachers know the “subject”, English, in an explicit rather than intuitive sense,
by virtue of having themselves learnt it as a foreign language.  Therefore their pedagogic
“credentials” are more credible.
Jenkins (2000) seems to take a more radical stance with regard to the non-native
speaking teachers’ status in the ELT profession. She thinks strongly that the NNS teacher is
better placed to teach other NN learners because of their personal knowledge of the “route”
that their learners are travelling. This is an experience that NS teachers have not passed
through. NNS teachers have this privileged knowledge, which informs their teaching,
particularly if they share the same L1 (see Kershaw 1996; Saxton 1997; Parrott 1998;
Seidlhofer 1999:238; Gnutzmann 1999).
Kachru (1992:27) thinks the “accent bar” segregating Ns and NNs users is still alive and
well. Nobody wants to spend time looking into what the NNs teachers are doing in the domain
of pronunciation teaching; instead people keep evaluating these teachers’ accents in terms of
their proximity to standard accents. This type of attitude only goes to explain the difficulty
NNs teachers face in securing teaching positions. Bony Norton, referring to her experience of
studying job offers at the 1996 TESOL Convention in Chicago, says she was “struck by the
number of advertisements that called specifically for a “native English speaker (1997:422)”.
The phenomenon of relegating the NNs teacher to the background has got to the point
where they have developed an inferiority complex, and most of them now show the ultimate
desire in “becoming like the native speakers in their command of the English language and
perhaps even in their general behaviour”. This absolutist status of “nativespeakerism” is
largely the direct result of audio lingualism which, according to Phillipson (1992:49), would
not have had such significant impact globally without American economic might behind”.
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Cynics like Prator (1968), Chevillet (1992), and Buckmaster (2000) still find it difficult
to accept that NNs are qualified to teach the language. Walelign (1986:41) notes with
indignation that even a marginally qualified native Speaker “ has long been preferred to a
well-trained and experienced non-native speaker”. This is rather unfortunate however. As
Jenkins (2000) believes, the battle is almost won. She thinks we may one day get to the
situation predicted by Eph Tunkle, a presenter at a colloquium entitled “Non-native teachers
teaching pronunciation!” held at the 1999 TESOL teaching Convention in New York. She
now asks the question if it is not feasible that in a few years, a colloquium will be held on the
topic “Native English teachers teaching pronunciation; where can we put them?” (2000:227).
For more on those who vote for a shift in attitudes towards the NNs teachers, (see Yau 1990;
Jenkins 1998; Medyes 1992, 1994 etc.).
However this debate only appears to further the fear of English disintegrating into
mutually unintelligible languages. But as we have pointed out before, English cannot survive
this global spread and remain a monolith. Even in native settings the language manifests a
certain degree of variation.  English disintegrating into mutually unintelligible languages, if
non-native norms and teachers are accepted in non-native classrooms, is thus not tenable. We
see this acceptance rather as a way to facilitate the process of codification, which will
guarantee fairly stable non-native standards that can help in the process of looking for
solutions to the intelligibility problems raised. Personally, the fight being raised by some
scholars to prevent acceptance in non-native settings, and even the use of non-native norms in
the classroom, is a futile one. What has been achieved so far is quite amazing, and the fight to
bring in these non-native standards must continue. Crucial to the problems faced by non-
native varieties of English are the type of attitudes towards these new English varieties.
1.5 Attitudes Towards Non-Native Varieties of English
A close look at the terms “variety” and “variation” reveals certain negative connotations.
People tend to associate these terms with unreliability, lower standards or compromising the
accepted norm - human nature tends to favour conformity to standards. Because language is
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closely bound up with human identity and attitudes, it is likely that we encounter different
attitudes towards varieties of a language or variation in general.
It is worth noting here that variation regarding a language is not the preserve of non-
native varieties of English. It is a natural linguistic phenomenon. Even in the native
environment like Britain and the USA, there are noticeable regional and social accents that
sometimes cause problems of intelligibility (See Wells 1982; Crystal 1997; Trask 2001).
Algeo (1991:3), elaborating on the diversity in English language, notes that a language system
such as English is a great abstraction, “a fiction, analysable into large aerial varieties-
American, Australian, British …” He points out that this chain of abstractions narrows down
“until we reach what linguists take to be the ultimate root of the tree of language variety-the
idiolect”. Even at this lowest point, it is worth noting that the same person talks differently at
different times, in different companies, for different purposes, under different circumstances.
This probably explains why Algeo (ibid) thinks that the idiolect, like all other varieties, is a
fiction. This phenomenon is even more fascinating with non-native speakers who mix up
native and non-native forms when they talk. With the debate on the status of non-native
Englishes looking far from over, most non-native speakers will continue to be entangled in
this web.
The question of acceptability and recognition of non-native varieties of English has
always constituted a point of major debate between the native and non-native speakers of
English. This controversial issue becomes more complex when attention is based on universal
intelligibility. It is clear that one of the major clarifications to make with regard to the future
of then new Englishes is the attitude of both native and non-native speakers of English
towards them. We shall try to survey the attitude of both native and non-native speakers
towards the emergence of these non-native varieties of English in the following paragraphs.
1.5.1 Native Speakers’ Attitudes Towards Non-Native Englishes
Some native speakers of English think that the non-native varieties of English are completely
different from the native varieties, and are unintelligible. This means that they see these
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varieties as deficient and not even different.  Firstly we shall look at the attitude of purists who
think that the English language should remain a monolith, and who thus see any variation as
something undesirable. Purists think that if the native model is imitated, then international
intelligibility will be enhanced.
 Purists think that English is in disarray internationally, and is going through a process of
decay - these new Englishes are thus declines from perfection. The choice of words, like ugly,
different, lacking, deficient, is telling. However, moderates see this extreme attitude as merely
exaggeration. It is true that the new English varieties deviate markedly from the native model,
but this is not strange, if we understand the nature of language itself. There are obvious and
natural factors that work in favour of variation, which in my opinion, are beyond man’s
control.
  Prator (1968) stands out clearly as a typical example of this attitude. He is so far the
most quoted example of a purist. The title of his paper testifies to this: “The British Heresy in
TESL”. He does not see how a local model or variety of English can serve as a model for
English language learners. To him, this is heretical. The following quotation by Prator places
him undoubtedly under the term “purist”.
The heretical tent I feel I must take exception to is the idea that it is best, in a
country where English is not spoken natively but is widely used as a medium of
instruction to set up the local variety of English as the ultimate model to be
imitated by those learning the language. (Prator 1968:459)
 The same author, quoted in Lee (1992:125), argues that if teachers in different parts of the
world aim at the same stable well-documented model, the general effects of their instruction
will be convergent; if people opt for diverse forms instead of the native model, inter-
comprehensibility will be lost.  Prator sounds like a concerned linguist whose desire is to
protect a language that has made its way to the pinnacle of glory. But one thing forgotten is
that he wants to stop one of the factors that have made English such a popular language in the
world today.
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Kachru (1986:101ff), commenting on this attitude, thinks that Prator exhibits
ethnocentrism, that is to say ignoring non-native varieties of English as culture-bound codes
of communication.  He believes Prator ignores linguistic interference and language dynamics,
systematicity of non-native varieties of English, and overlooks the “cline of Englishes” in
language intelligibility and that of exhibiting linguistic colonialism.
 Simo Bobda (1994:17) agrees with Kachru (1986) that Prator’s attitude is extreme,, but
emphasises that the general feeling in native circles has long been that of caution, suspicion,
amusement and condescension.
Simo Bobda (1994:18) identifies two types of native speakers who seem to tolerate the
new Englishes. Firstly the kind of tolerance akin to apartheid, with the native speaker enjoying
perceiving the speaker of the outer circle as different. He suggests that this type of attitude can
be held responsible, at least in part, for the spread of innovations in the third world Englishes,
due to its pedagogic implications. This point goes to complement Kachru (1986:22), who
asserts that the colonisers, in their attempt to establish and maintain distance, did not insist on
teaching their language proficiently to colonised Asians and Africans.  Language deficiencies
within the colonised made them an object of ridicule, whilst the acquisition of “native-like”
competence led only to suspicion.
The second type of tolerance can be called genuine tolerance. Here the native speaker
accepts the reality of the new Englishes. He sees them as different and not deficient. Simo
Bobda (1992:28) points out that there is a significant amount of literature in favour of these
local standards produced by native researchers like Noss (ed 1981), Pride (1982), Leith
(1983), Platt et al (1984), Trudgill and Hannah (1985), Todd and Hancock (1986), Crystal
(1988, 1997), and to which we can add McArthur (1992), Jenkins (2000), etc. On the basis of
the above arguments, one can say that the general trend is positive. It shows that there is at
least concern about the emergence of these Englishes.
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1.5.2 Non-Native Speakers’ Attitudes Towards Non-Native Englishes
As we have seen in (1.5) above, mankind has an innate acceptance of what is described as
original, standard, stable, etc. This is probably why even some non-native speakers tend to
reject their own variety of English in favour of the native model. They are yet to know that
these varieties are only different from the mother varieties and not deficient.
From the abundant literature on the New Englishes, it is now clear that these varieties
are being recognised and accepted. This recognition and acceptance may not necessarily mean
that they have gained the prestige that the native varieties seem to be enjoying. Many people,
non-native speakers included, still feel that the non-native varieties lack substance. This
attitude is still very prominent in areas like Tanzania where Kishwahili is supplanting English.
Schmied’s (1985) survey on attitudes towards English in Tanzania reveals they are
conditioned by the fact that it should not pose any threat to Kishwahili. But more interesting is
that while many non-native English-speaking countries are struggling to solve the problem of
standards – achieved by acknowledging a national variety spoken by the educated elite - this
solution does not seem realistic in Tanzania today. Most politicians, educationists and teachers
still adhere to the older ideals of correctness: “What is correct is what the educated native
speakers of a language say (p.264)”. This declaration is supported by a survey carried out
among twenty primary school teachers, where they were posed the question: “which type of
English should be learnt in Tanzanian secondary schools?” They were expected to choose
from the following list: “British Standard English + RP”, “American English”, “Standard
English + East African accent”, “Educated East African English” and “Simplified East
African English”. Schmied (ibid.) remarks that “although the meaning of some of these terms
must have been dubious, the reaction was quite straightforward: two thirds of our informants
put British Standard English + RP in the first place”. Although this survey is almost two
decades old, one should not expect that much has changed. It will therefore not be surprising
if the same scenario presents itself in countries like Malaysia, where English suffers the same
fate like in Tanzania. Again, it should be noted that when it comes to issues of attitudes, one
must be very careful, given that there are many factors that influence this behaviour. This
helps to explain why we may have different attitudes portrayed by different people even in the
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same speech community. There are some non-native speakers of English who do not want to
accept that they speak a new variety of English. They think they speak the native variety. But
this may not be true, as Kachru (1986:117) that no member of the Outer Circle speaks RP and
that even if he could, he would lack those mannerisms distinct of a native speaker. A similar
assertion was made by Todd (1984:289), who declared, “Virtually no African speaks RP”.
Platt et al (1984) note that during a workshop on English language in Singapore, a speaker
with a noticeable Singaporean accent vehemently declared, “I speak RP”. This drew laughter
and protest from the British English speakers in the audience. The commentators do not hence
understand why some of these people are not perceptive enough to realise that they speak a
different type of English from, for example, that spoken in Britain or America. Bamgbose
equally gives an account of an important person who, when told that the university department
was interested in research on Nigerian English, commented that it was a waste of time as there
was no such thing as Nigerian English. A few minutes later, he said upon being interrupted
“let me land” - the Nigerian equivalent of “let me finish”. In contrast to this attitude of
denying the obvious, is that of non-native speakers seeing non-native forms as markers of
their identity. They think their accents help to identify them with a particular country or
region.
In an investigation into graduate Indian students’ attitudes towards varieties of English,
Kachru (1986:23) proves that only 55.65% of the respondents label their own variety as
Indian, although the same respondents tend to show more preference for native varieties at the
expense of their local varieties. In short, it will take some time to achieve a stable and
predictable trend of even non-native English speakers’ attitudes towards their own variety of
English.
Despite this degree of uncertainty and some small pockets of resistance, the general
atmosphere in the non-native milieu is that of acceptance of the local varieties, and those who
try to stick to native-like pronunciation are seen as the exception rather than the rule. Kachru
(1986) asserts that non-native varieties are gradually gaining prestige among their own
speakers. Kachru (1986:23) continues to confess, “Only a generation gap ago, one would have
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hesitated to label his own English ‘Indian’”. Attitudes towards these new varieties are
changing rapidly thanks to the contribution of eminent non-native scholars led by Braj
Kachru. For more on positive comments on non-native attitudes towards their own varieties of
English see Passe (1947:43), Bamgbose (1971:41), Bailey and Robinson (1973:71), Sey
(1973:1), Leith (1983.209), Awonusi (1989, quoting Adekunle 1979 and Okoro 1986), Chew
(1991:43), and Odusina and Ikegulu (1990:10).
It is clear that very few people would insist on native models of English to be used in
non-native settings today. The general trend is that people are gradually seeing English in non-
native areas as their own, and as a vehicle of not only intranational communication but also as
a marker of national identity. These attitudes go to confirm what Raja Rao (1938) said,
“English is not really an alien language to us” and Achebe (1977:56f) who said he does not
expect an African to use English as a native speaker but to “refashion it to suit his
experience…” (see Hibbert 1990; Wright 1993, 1998; Chick and Wade 1997).
Ndebele (1986:23) exhibits a rather radical attitude towards the debate. He thinks
“Black South African English must be opened to the possibility of its becoming a new
language.” This opinion , however, is extreme given that the majority of the people who use
English would like to see their variety remain intelligible to the rest of the English-speaking
world. It is worthwhile mentioning here that whatever the interest of both native and non-
native users of English around the world may be, the majority of them would like to see the
speakers of the different varieties of English mutually intelligible. Those who would like to
see English disintegrate to mutually unintelligible languages like Ndebele form the minority.
It should be stressed that pedagogical as well as attitudinal concerns are intrinsically
linked to the concept we are considering in this work. This is more so because those who
favour pro-native norms in non-native settings base their argument on the fact that the
acceptance of non-native norms and non-native teachers could lead to a situation where
English would disintegrate into mutually unintelligible languages across the planet.
Nevertheless the argument continues that what is taught and who teaches it should reflect the
learner’s sociolinguistic and cultural setting. But to what extent does the speaker’s
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sociolinguistic and cultural setting affect the English that s/he speaks? To satisfactorily answer
this question, we will review some literature on the main characteristics that give these non-
native varieties a quasi-autonomous system.
1.6 Major Characteristics of Non-Native Englishes
The unprecedented spread of English across cultures has led to the emergence of new varieties
of the language which deviate markedly from the native norms at all levels. A large amount of
literature can be found on the phonological, morphological, lexical, syntactic, etc. features of
these new Englishes. It is very clear from the literature that there are certain salient features of
these Englishes that map as varieties in their own right. Given that our focus is phonology, we
shall concentrate on those features which have to do with this level of analysis.
It is not new to state the impact of sociolinguistic, cultural and other factors on English
as it spread across the globe. These factors may look the same but their impact on each variety
may be different. Thus, many scholars have asserted that every variety has its own
specificities that give it a somewhat distinct identity. Despite these peculiarities, there are
quite a good number of characteristics that are shared by almost all the new Englishes.
 It is no longer news to assert that English phonology is very complex - much more
complex than that of any European language. Simo Bobda (1994:49) quotes Wijk (1966:7),
who states that proof of this exceptional difficulty is the fact that English dictionaries, even
those that are meant for native speakers, usually indicate the pronunciation of each individual
word. This kind of information is not normally considered in dictionaries of other European
languages such as French, Italian, Spanish, Finnish, Hungarian, etc. In the same connection,
Schmied (1991a:57) remarks that English appears to be very fluid at the phonological level,
because “even the supposed norms in Britain have moved so far away from the
institutionalised written form that the graphemic system cannot symbolise the diverging
phonemic systems any more.”  If the phonology of English is as complex as this, then the
emergence of non-native varieties of English will only make the situation more perplexing. It
is therefore not strange if pronunciation poses the greatest threat to intelligibility between
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speakers of native and non-native varieties of English. Research on phonology with regard to
the new Englishes in general is very scarce. What is available, though not even sufficient, is
research on the various ethnic, national, and to a lesser extent regional varieties of English.
Simo Bobda (2001a:269) observes that there is great lack of research on regional varieties of
English, especially in respect of pronunciation. Talking of research on regional varieties, he
notes that East and South African accents are under-researched when compared with West
African English. Scholars like Platt et al. (1984); Bailey and Görlach (1984); Kachru (1986);
Schmied (1990, 1991b, 1996); Simo Bobda (1994, 2000c, 2001a, 2003 etc.), Bamgbose
(1998), Crystal (1997), etc. have made worthwhile statements on the major characteristics of
non-native Englishes. It will be impossible for us to review all these findings here. In the
paragraphs that follow, we will look at some major aspects phonological features of these new
Englishes.
1.6.1 Vowels
1.6.1.1 Restructuring of Vowels
Vowels constitute the bulk of deviations of non-native forms from NE. This deviation comes
as a result of a tendency in non-native Englishes to restructure the sounds of native English to
suit their purpose. Compared to consonants, vowels exhibit a very high degreeof restructuring.
In short when we talk of sound restructuring between native and non-native Englishes, what
comes to mind more readily is the restructuring of native vowels than consonant sounds.  Platt
et al (1984:37) summarise what they term the general tendencies, which are shared by some or
all of the new Englishes:
- a tendency to shorten vowel sounds;
- a lack of distinction between long and short vowels;
- a tendency to replace central vowels by either front or back vowels;
- a tendency to shorten diphthongs and to leave out the second element in a diphthong.
The four points summarised by Platt et al, roughly correspond to Schmied’s (1991a:59) three
point summary that captures the behaviour of English vowels in African English as follows:
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- length differences in vowels are levelled down and not used phonemically, i.e. to
differentiate meanings systematically,
- the central vowels //, //, as in but, bird and a. are avoided and tend towards half-open or
open positions [, , a]
- diphthongs tend to have only marginal status and to be monophthongised
Schmied (1991a:59f) remarks that since these general observations on pronunciation cut
across many African varieties, they cannot then be interpreted “merely as a product of mother-
tongue interference”. This pertinent observation is further reinforced by Simo Bobda as he
warns against the dangers of the “interference approach” to doing research on varieties of
English, an approach that sees features of non-native varieties only in terms of first language
interference (see Van der Walt 2000). In this paper, he considers colonial input, non-classic
intralingual phenomena, sui generis processes, and the learning context as explanations for the
features of African English pronunciation. The findings, which proved to be true to a large
extent, can be used to apply to other non-native varieties across the globe. This is more so
because most of these African English features cut across most Third world varieties that are
geographically far away from Africa, as well as genetically.
Simo Bobda (1994:24f) elaborates on Platt et al’s tendencies:
- Shortening of vowels
The phenomenon of shortening of vowels is found in the substitution of /a/ for /æ/ and //
for //, // for /i/, etc. He, however comment that shortening to /, , / does not seem to
apply to CamE.
- Lack of distinction between long and short vowels
In most New Englishes, bit and beat, cat and cart, pot and port, pull and pool are
homophonous and pronounced [bit], [kat], [pt] and [pul], respectively.
The schwa is reported to be replaced in West (Black) South Africa and East Africa by /a/
in many environments. // is replaced in West Africa by // and in East Africa by /a/. The
NURSE vowel // can be considered the single most distinguishing parameter in the
regional, national and even ethnic identification of a speaker Simo Bobda (2000d:41). The
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vowel is generally restructured to /, , a/, in West African countries. He thinks that this
may be determined in some cases by the age or the level of education of the speaker, but
which are mostly conditioned by the orthography as well as the national or ethnic origin of
the speaker.
- Shortening of diphthongs
The vowel /e/ of take is often rendered as // or/ e/, that of boat (//) as //, that of pair
as // (Platt et al 1984). Todd (1984:287) identifies only three or four diphthongs in West
African English: /e/ (which she says is rare in colloquial English), /a/, //, /aU/. Simo
Bobda (p.25) points out that this claim is only true of RP diphthongs found in West
African English, for there are many more non-RP diphthongs in use in West African
English.
We can thus say that the New English varieties have restructured the sound system of English
to suit their own sound systems. This has given these new varieties quasi-autonomy, as
scholars now treat them as distinct varieties in their own right. These differences go to create
serious problems of communication between speakers of native and non-native varieties of the
language, as reported by earlier studies on intelligibility (see Bansal 1969; Tiffen 1974; Smith
1992; etc.).
New English varieties equally exhibit many similarities at the level of consonant
clusters. That English is known to have very heavy consonant clusters is subject to no dispute.
A word like strangles /strælz/ exemplifies a cccvcccc syllable structure, which is not
common in many human languages (Simo Bobda and Mbangwana 1993:124). The non-native
speakers of English, like speakers of other languages that do not exhibit such syllable
structures, resort to patterns of simplification such as epenthesis and consonant deletion.
1.6.1.2  Epenthesis
This is one of the prominent processes that characterise most new Englishes across the globe.
We shall review only a few of them in this chapter. In West African varieties of English, Todd
(1984:288) reports the following: [btul], [trbu], [sumul] for bottle, trouble and small.
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From South Asian English, Kachru (1984:359; 1986:39), report that school, station, sloth etc.
are pronounced, [iskul], [istean], [islo]. From East African English, Hancock and Angogo
(1984:313), report that against response kidney are produced, [enst], [rispnis], [kidnz],
respectively. For more on vowel epenthesis from non-native Englishes, (see Platt et al.
1984:43; Wong 1982:274; Dunstan 1967:123; Simo Bobda 1992:39ff).
1.6.2 Consonants
1.6.2.1 Restructuring of Consonants
Two native English consonants, the voiced and voiceless inter dental fricatives ([] and []
stand out as those sounds that almost all non-native speakers have found very difficult to
produce. In most of the New Englishes other sounds are often used instead of the above RP
sounds. Often [d] is used in place of [] in words like those, father, the, etc. and [t] in place of
[] in words like thin, breathe, thing, etc. The production of the above sounds with a non-
native English flavour renders the following words in most new English varieties
homophonous: thought/taught; those/dose; thin/tin; bath/bat. As asserted above, this is a
characteristic that cuts across almost the whole of the non-native English-speaking world.
Kachru (1983, 1986); Platt et al (1984:38); Bailey and Görlach (eds.) (1984), report the above
as a characteristic of the whole of Asian English. The same is reported in West and East
African Englishes in Spencer ed. (1971), and Hancock and Angogo (1984), respectively. With
the two sounds being replaced by [d] and [t] in West African, and by [z] and [s] in East
African Englishes respectively.  Schmied (1991a:58) even reports that these two problematic
consonants sometimes deviate in the direction of the voiced and voiceless labiodentals /v/ and
/f/.
Some other minor consonantal deviations are also reported. For example, the
replacement of RP rolled /r/ by more trilled varieties (Bailey and Görlach 1984, Kachru 1986).
Schmied (1991a:58) observes that this consonant is usually only articulated in pre-vocalic
positions in most English varieties including RP. This means African accents of English are
non-rhotic and its pronunciation varies considerably, he adds. Schmied (ibid) highlights the
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phenomenon in New Englishes where, for instance, (dark/velar) // generally, and word-initial
plosives, which tend not to be aspirated as in RP, or are realised as implosives, so that the
aspiration is not audible. Lastly, there is the devoicing of final consonants, which Simo Bobda
(1994:24) describes as one of the most salient characteristics of non-native Englishes. This is
seen in the pronunciation of the following words, read, proud, married, save, five, robe, bees,
bags, dogs (Platt et al 1984:37).
1.6.2.2 Consonant Deletion
This process has to do with the omission of a consonant in a cluster to alleviate the weight of
the syllable. Simo Bobda (2000a:262) reports that while East African English and Hausa
English in Nigeria used vowel epenthesis to simplify consonant clusters, other African English
speakers resort to consonant deletion. On the basis of the following data reviewed by Simo
Bobda (1994:27ff), one can say that the phenomenon of consonant deletion goes beyond the
African continent.
From Malaysian English
Des (desk)
Ris (risk) 
(Wong 1982:274)
From Ghanaian English
[pas] pass
[p:s] post
[mis] mist
[t:n] tend
 (Sey 1973)
From Singaporean English
Jus (just)
recen (recent)
frien (friend)
(Platt et al. 1884:44)
[ak] act
From Hong-Kong English
thousan (thousand)
dollar (dollars)
(Platt 1984:409)
From Nigerian English
[fos] first
[lmos] almost
[main] mind
[raun] ground
(Tiffen 1974)
From West Indian English
ban (band)
ban (banned)
laugh (laughed)
scream (screamed)
(Todd and Hancock 1986:4984)
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[bs] best
[bil] build
[san] sand
[tk] talked
  (Todd and Hancock 1986:96)
1.6.3 Stress
The extreme complexity of English stress has been and still is a problem for both teachers and
learners. The complexity of stress in English has attracted sustained attention from scholars all
over the world. These scholars have been attempting to find a remedy for the problems posed
by English stress. They want to find out how stress, especially word stress placement, can be
predictable. Previous scholars had concluded that English word stress was difficult to predict
but recent research has shown that a reasonable percentage of English word stress is
predictable. David Taylor’s (1996:46) paper on “Demystifying Word Stress” shows how he
thinks stress rules are simple and “accessible to teachers and learners and usable in the
classroom. Most of the rules Taylor proposes are based on word endings. Simo Bobda
(1997b:48) shares most of Taylors views but thinks that the subject is so complex and
demanding that “the more we write, the more there is to write about”, thus the title of his
paper “Further Demystifying Word Stress”. The titles of the two papers give a lot of hope to
the teacher and the learner, who before now were in a dilemma. Simo Bobda’s (1997b) reply
to Taylor’s (1996) paper further clarified a good number of points with respect to word stress
placement. For example, he contends that the “pattern of full and reduced vowels” is induced
by stress, and not vice versa (1997.48). While clarifying the point made by Taylor (p.50) that
–ish does not attract stress to the immediately preceding syllable,he  puts together some
groupings for some of the endings (see p.59). For more on the progress on the predictability of
word stress placement, see McArthur (1992), Taylor (1996), Simo Bobda (1994, 1997b).
Non-native English stress deviates markedly from native English stress. In fact a good
number of findings have proven that the greatest threat to communication between native and
non-native speakers of English is posed by stress differences between the two broad varieties.
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English stress is essentially a backward stress. That is the stress falls mostly at the beginning
of the word. But non-native Englishes have shown a tendency to move the stress forward. It
should however be noted that the rule is not a stable one. There are some words that move
away from forward native English stress to non-native backward stress, as seen in the
following examples from Nigerian English reported by Tiffen (1974:235):
• Movement of accent away from first syllable onto succeeding syllables: in
interesting, usually, interval, normally, etc.
• Movement of the accent away from the second or third syllable:
importance, enjoyment, recreation, etc.
• Movement of accent towards the first or second syllable:
arrange, acquainted, allow
and Cameroon English Simo Bobda (1994:266ff):
• Movement of accent away from first to succeeding syllables: barrier, Sammy,
curative, maintenance, tentative.
• Movement of accent away from the second or third syllable to succeeding syllables:
attribute, embarrass, collaborate, administrative
• Movement of accent one or two syllables backwards: extent, unlike, suspend,
European, expertise, Cameroonian
On the predictability of stress in New Englishes, the question that may be asked: if gold rusts,
then what will iron do? If earlier scholars saw the degree of predictability of native English
stress to be so low, one would then imagine the picture they painted of the predictability of
stress in New Englishes. Simo Bobda (1997b:51) observes that research on non-native English
stress has long been vitiated by the pronouncements of early writers like Spencer (1971:26),
who describes the rhythm of New Englishes as syllable-timed and their stress patterns as
isochronous. He points out that these labels misled subsequent researchers. They interpreted
this to mean that all the syllables of a word in New Englishes strictly have equal stress. Simo
Bobda (ibid) then reiterates the fact that “in New Englishes, just as in native English, one
syllable in a polysyllabic word is always more prominent than the others”. This phenomenon
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should not at all be confused with the fact that non-native Englishes usually retain strong
vowels, even in unstressed syllables.
Despite the unstable nature of stress deviation in non-native Englishes, it is generally
agreed that stress in CamE tends to occur in the word later than obtains in RP. More on this
can be found in Sey (1971); Bamgbose (1971); Tiffen (1974); Simo Bobda (1994, 1997b);
Taylor (1996).
To assert that non-native varieties of English around the world share more similarities than
differences is not new. But this does not mean that the differences that exist between these
varieties can be neglected. Every variety tends to have its own peculiarities that give them
their identity as national or regional varieties (see Hancock and Angogo 1984:315).
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CHAPTER TWO
Review of Literature
1.7 The Concept of Intelligibility
Kenworthy (1987) sees intelligibility as being understood by a listener at a given time in a
given situation. This means that the process of intelligibility will entail that the more words a
listener is able to identify accurately when said by a particular speaker, the more intelligible
the speaker is.
Clatford (1950:8) had earlier argued that an utterance could only be considered
intelligible if it is what he calls “effective”. This means that the listener should be able to
respond to a speaker’s intentions in a manner which is appropriate to his purpose in speaking.
He thinks that the term “intelligibility” can only be used for utterances which are both
intelligible and effective. This definition goes to show the complexities of pinning down the
term “intelligibility”.
Smith (1992) thinks that in order to make sense of the term “intelligibility” one needs to
draw a clear-cut distinction between intelligibility, comprehensibility and interpretability:
Intelligibility = word/ utterance recognition.
Comprehensibility = word/ utterance meaning.
Interpretability = meaning behind word/ utterance.
He argues that the three categories, intelligibility, comprehensibility and interpretability,
constitute three degrees of understanding in a continuum: from intelligibility to interpretability
in order of importance. One should hasten to say here that this distinction seems not clear. In
the process of testing intelligibility, we seem to see no hard and fast rules about where one
category ends and another one begins on Smith’s categorization. For instance, when we talk of
familiar topics, the effect of context and other clues that a listener can use to decode the
speaker’s message - we are dealing with aspects that go beyond simple word utterance
recognition. What then does Smith mean by intelligibility being restricted to word/utterance
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recognition? This definition does not give a true picture of intelligibility. As a result, we are
not going to treat the terms as separately distinct non-overlapping entities. If this debate calls
for a lot of concern, it is due to the place the concept of intelligibility occupies in present day
research on New Englishes.
Intelligibility is one of the main areas of research in the field of New Englishes. As
mentioned above, the debate on the emergence of non-native varieties of English seems to
centre on this concept. The literature on the subject shows a lot of scepticism and caution in
the way scholars handle the concept. Most of these scholars nurse the fear that the emergence
of non-native varieties may lead to mutual unintelligibility among English-speakers around
the world. While some of these scholars who nursed this fear long ago are now trying to revise
their stance, others remain glued to their position. Gimson in a forward to Raymond Huang’s
(1965) English Pronunciation had this to say:
It is, of course, natural that a language should develop along different lines in
different environments, but if such linguistic development proceeds too far along
its natural, uninhibited path, we are in the end likely to be faced with forms, which
take on the characteristics of a new language. In particular, unrestricted
development in the pronunciation of English may lead to the emergence of new
forms of the language, which, in speech at least, are mutually unintelligible. There
are signs that this is already happening; and, with it, the possible decline in
effectiveness of English as a truly international spoken means of communication.
From the concerns raised by Gimson, one could be tempted to think that this reflected the
thinking of the time, but it would appear that even in the 1980s Gimson did not seem to
deviate much from this line of thinking. Restricting the spread of non-native forms would not
guarantee international intelligibility. Doing this will be ignoring the sociolinguistic and
cultural realities of these settings. Present research has shown that it is unrealistic to attempt to
make English a monolith across the globe. It is a very complex question and scholars have
been grappling with it for a long time now.
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 Owing to the complexity of this concept, Kachru (1986) thinks that three problems exist
in using the concept of intelligibility with any rigour. Firstly, although this term is always
encountered in pedagogical literature and in studies on second language acquisition, it is
unfortunately the least researched and least understood concept in cross-cultural and cross-
linguistic contexts. Secondly, research available on the second language varieties of English
primarily focuses on phonetics, specifically on the segmental phonemes. He argues that the
interference in intelligibility is at other levels, especially in communicative units. Thirdly, in
the case of English, we must be clear about whom we have in mind when we talk of
participants in a linguistic interaction. He poses the question “what role does the Native
Speaker’s judgement play in determining the intelligibility of non-native speech acts that have
intranational functions in, for example, Asia or Africa?” He thinks that in international
contexts one may say that an idealised Native speaker could serve as a model, but not in the
case of non-native varieties as a native speaker is not a participant in the actual speech
situation.
I agree with Kachru when he questions the legitimacy of the native speaker as a judge
when it comes to non-native speech in non-native settings. Researchers like Jenkins (2001)
may want to differ with Kachru when he sees the native speaker as the one who sets the norm
in the international milieu. She thinks that the spread of English and the demographic
distribution of speakers calls for a revisiting of some prerogatives the native speaker enjoyed
before.
1.7.1 Communication and Intelligibility
The easiest case of communication takes place between two persons. The speaker conveys a
message to the listener, through speech and sometimes aided by gestures. It may also entail
one person speaking to a crowd or many people conveying a message to one person. Thus true
communication cannot take place without a speaker and a listener. There is a certain
relationship of give and take that exists between the two. It is clear that for a complete act of
communication there must be a cycle. As Gray and Wise put it, “if we speak to someone who
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gives no evidence of having heard, the act of communication has not been completed; we
must have knowledged that he has heard and responded in some way (1959:10)”.  In other
words, they are saying that we can only talk of effective communication when the speaker is
intelligible to the listener or when both are mutually intelligible. Communication and
intelligibility are therefore closely related phenomena. Any form of communication involves
some degree of intelligibility. In other words, communicative expressions are ways of making
things intelligible.
Furthermore, mankind uses language to communicate.  Constraints exist in
communication, being phonological, morphological, and lexical – there is also shared
understanding of the meaning of words. Both speakers and listeners must feel involved and
see the process from the point of view of give and take and not as a one-sided affair. Tiffen
(1974:48) says the listener and the speaker must be “tuned in“ to each other if real
communication is to take place.
Communication breakdown may be caused by many factors, but what is generally clear
is that this is usually undesirable to both participants. For speakers of different varieties of
English this should be the same scenario. Take for instance that a British entrepreneur needs
some raw material from Cameroon for his company and picks up the phone to call a supplier
in Cameroon for this transaction to be made. It will not make sense if this business deal fails
because one or both participants fail to “tune in” in the course of their conversation. This will
have profound consequences upon the two businessmen because it is not only the native
speaker but also the non-native speaker who loses. That is why we think that the whole idea of
international intelligibility, though seen by many as unrealistic, should be taken seriously.
This will be beneficial to all English language speakers across the globe. If this study is
investigating the intelligibility of both native and non-native speech, it is to show that
intelligibility is a process of give and take. Thus deviating from the tradition of seeing this
concept from a one-sided perspective. Intelligibility can be enhanced as it can be hindered.
When people communicate, there are certain factors that may either foster the process of
intelligibility or hinder it. We shall now look at those factors that hinder and aid intelligibility.
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1.7.2 Factors Hindering Intelligibility
The speaker’s speech may be full of self-corrections, hesitations and grammatical
restructurings. Listeners will find such a speaker very difficult to understand. It has been
found that speakers who hesitate a lot also tend to have pronunciation problems (see
Kenworthy 1987).  Another factor impeding intelligibility is rapid speech. When a speaker
speaks too quickly, this can also hinder intelligibility. The issue of speed has, however, been
seen to be less of an issue because two people or speakers may have the same speed of speech
but one turns out more intelligible than the other.
Idiosyncratic speech habits may also affect intelligibility. Some individuals develop
certain unique speech habits that can confuse listeners, especially those who are not familiar
with these speech habits. This is one of the serious factors to consider when selecting speakers
to represent a given variety. Those with idiosyncratic speech habits are not supposed to be
included in such experiments.
Noise is equally a very sensitive point in that many commentators tend to talk about
noise as a factor that militates against speech intelligibility. It is good to always think of noise
in terms of the degree. It is true that communication is often surrounded by many
uncertainties. Kenworthy (1987) reports Cherry’s (1968:273) view on these uncertainties:
Uncertainties of speech sound or acoustic patterning, e.g. variations in accents, tones
or loudness.
Uncertainties of language and syntax, vocabulary and usage
Environmental uncertainties, e.g. street noises, telephone bells, background chatter.
Recognition uncertainties, e.g. the peculiar past experiences of the listener, his
familiarity with the speaker’s speech habits, knowledge of the language, subject matter
etc. (Kenworthy 1987:279)
It is rare for communication to take place in completely ideal conditions. That is, avoiding all
the factors that hinder intelligibility. Many studies on intelligibility have tried to create this
ideal scenario.  It all depends on what you want to test. If you want to measure the degree of
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intelligibility in a very noisy or extremely quiet environment, this focus will help you to make
your choice of the venue for the recordings.
1.7.3 Factors Aiding Intelligibility
In most investigations carried out on intelligibility, the listener and the speaker are not
engaged in a face-to-face interaction. Most of the speech samples used are tape-recorded and
played to the listener maybe some thousands of kilometres away from the speaker. In this
way, the possibility of visual as well as auditory clues to help in the recognition of the
speaker’s message is ruled out. Despite this, there are still certain factors inherent in language
that can duly assist the listener to decode the speaker’s message. This means that the listener’s
infinite knowledge of the rules of language, the linguistic context and the situational context
are usually very helpful when it comes to decoding the speaker’s message.
The effect of context in intelligibility cannot be overlooked. Previous studies on
intelligibility have proved that context is a very crucial factor in intelligibility. This may
explain why the major investigations on the subject tended to give preference to connected
speech (Bansal 1969; Tiffen 1974). Fry (1955:15) suggests that intelligibility can be increased
12 to 14 times when a context is supplied. The possibility may not be as high as Fry suggests
but the general tendency is that context greatly enhances intelligibility. For example, a
Cameroonian speaker of English would pronounce the word colonel as [klnl], and the
chances of a native speaker understanding the word in isolation will be lower than the chances
of understanding the word in context, e.g. the sentence The colonel was promoted to the rank
of a general. This is more so because the other words in the utterance like promoted, rank and
general are capable of helping the listener even if s/he did not understand the word upon
hearing it at first. On the basis of this the test material for this work is justified in that even
where particular sounds were tested, the words were imbedded in sentences. This was to make
the process as close to a real life situation as possible.
One of the major listener factors with regard to intelligibility is familiarity. Familiarity
can either be with the speech of an individual or within a given variety. Thus, if the listener is
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familiar with or exposed to the speech habits of the speaker, this will ease intelligibility. In a
like manner, if the listener is familiar with or exposed to a given variety of English, this will
equally affect the degree of intelligibility. Many surveys on intelligibility have proven that
familiarity stands out as one of the key factors that foster intelligibility. Those surveys that
tend to select subjects who are familiar with the speech habits of the speakers or the variety of
English under investigation end up with very high intelligibility scores. A case in point is
Smith’s (1992) survey, whose findings show familiarity as a very important factor in respect
of the listener decoding the speaker’s message. That is probably why he recommends that
familiarity should be taken into consideration if we want to reduce the rate of intelligibility
failure among speakers of different varieties of English. Larry Trask (2001) equally points out
that intelligibility is not fixed, but improves over time, as speakers become more familiar with
one another’s speech. This helps them to adjust their speech accordingly.  Trask (2001:1)
drives home the point by reporting an experience he had “In my case (I’m American), the first
time I met a vernacular speaker from the English city of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, I could not
understand a single word he was saying, and I was not even sure, he was speaking English.
But after a few days my ears adjusted, I could understand everything he said, apart from the
odd unfamiliar words.”
Trask’s experience is very fascinating because he is a native speaker of English, and that
another native speaker of English could be so unintelligible until familiarity was the only
remedy. This account shows us not only how the concept of intelligibility is a complex one,
but also the influence of exposure and familiarity with respect to intelligibility testing.
Furthermore, Smith (1992) observes that language proficiency is another listener factor
to take into consideration, especially when it comes to comprehensibility. This is probably
why we always take the level of education of the subjects we use in investigations into serious
consideration. Scholars are still to agree on the basic level of education that qualifies a person
or speaker to be called a speaker of an educated variety of English, especially when it comes
to the new varieties of English. We have discovered that there are crucial factors with regard
to intelligibility testing. These factors must be taken seriously when carrying out any
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investigation on this subject, if we intend to portray an accurate picture of intelligibility. The
data collected for this study comprises spontaneous speech, reading passages, and sentences
with target segments.
1.7.4 Intelligibility Testing
Kenworthy (1987) posits the easiest way to assess the intelligibility of particular speakers is
simply to ask someone to listen to them and say how difficult it is to understand them. She
claims that such impressionistic and subjective assessments are both accurate and dependable.
This is more so because several investigations are being conducted using the subjective and
the objective methods and the two results tend to agree (1987:20). She then concludes that
there is no need for complicated tests and procedures to assess the intelligibility of non-native
speakers.
Kenworthy (1987:20) talks of ways of assessing ease of intelligibility, arguing that
reading aloud and spontaneous speech can be used. She thinks reading aloud is good but that
many studies have shown the tendency for learners to make more pronunciation errors when
reading aloud than when speaking spontaneously. This is due to the fact that the reading form
of the words may induce ‘spelling pronunciations’ or “spelling interference”, especially in
words which have cognates in the learner’s native language. She concludes by saying
spontaneous speech would be the best way of testing intelligibility because this is what is done
in the outside world.
Looking at Kenworthy’s (1987) proposal on ways of assessing intelligibility it may be
hastily concluded that the process is as easy as that. This may not be true. She contends that a
subjective assessment of intelligibility poses no problem and that we do not need complicated
tests to do this. It may be worthwhile to remark here that it depends on what you expect from
the investigation
It is debatable when Kenworthy (1987:20) claims that “several studies” on subjective
and objective assessments have been carried out on the same speakers and “the results of the
two types of the assessments tend to agree”. There are a number of problems that arise when
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we carry out subjective assessments. Apart from trying to ask people to listen to tapes and to
say how much of the speaker’s message they understood, some researchers have equally tried
to ask listeners to press the buzzer or switch when they did not understand something. This
method still has its own flaws in that some listeners can become very inconsistent about how
often and when they have to press the buzzer, and secondly when a speaker does not
understand something, he or she may want to wait and try to collect some clues. This places
doubt on the accuracy of the whole process. There is equally a third category of listeners who
will ignore some of the instances of communication breakdown and continue to listen,
especially in a situation where there will be no instance or opportunity for his/her
understanding to be assessed in order to know if he/she did point out all what was not
intelligible in the speaker’s message.
 The above arguments and the purpose of this study are the factors that have motivated
this researcher to opt for the “write-down-what-you-hear” method. The test material is equally
well justified with regard to intelligibility testing. It should be noted here that connected
speech is capable of providing all what is needed as far as a thorough investigation of this type
is concerned. It was, however, thought that some subsidiary test materials like reading
passage, phonemic contrast elicitation, nucleus placement in words and nucleus placement in
sentences should be included. This will permit us to make a statement in respect of the debate
on the type of test material that is preferable for investigations of this kind.
Turning to other previous studies carried out on intelligibility, scholars have used
various methods to test intelligibility. Bansal (1969), investigating the intelligibility of Indian
English used connected speech, reading of sets of passages, sentences and some word lists.
This was played to listeners who were supposed to repeat and then write down. Tiffen’s
(1974) study consisted of connected speech, reading passages and some words and sentences
played to listeners. The listeners were supposed to write down what they heard and to respond
to a reading passage. Smith and Rafigzad (1979) on their part used the cloze test as a way of
assessing intelligibility. These two researchers proposed a further method of testing
intelligibility which, they themselves confess, is subjective in nature.
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It has been proven by previous studies that the method a researcher uses to test
intelligibility will depend on the purpose or objectives of the study, but it is generally agreed
that objective assessments take precedence over subjective assessments.
1.7.5 Other Previous Investigations on Intelligibility
About 400 years ago Samuel Daniel, a minor poet, fantasised about the spread of the English
language across the globe in his poem ‘Musuphilus’. In his poem he expressed the fear that
‘their’ language was going to spread and enrich other countries, even those not yet discovered.
Though Samuel Daniel’s linguistic vision materialised many years ago, it was not until some
two decades ago that this phenomenon caught the attention of many scholars around the
world. Since then, scholars have been sparing no effort in trying to investigate the issues
raised by this unprecedented spread of English to all the corners of the planet. This sustained
attention is found in the abundant literature available on the subject, which shows that the
language is immensely diverse, more diverse than any other language has been (McArthur
1992:XVII). Although much effort is concentrated on diversity as the language spreads across
cultures, it is worth noting that even within the same linguistic environment, diversity is a force
to reckon with. This phenomenon has been reported in Britain, American and other native
English-speaking countries. The degree is, however, reduced within the same speech
community than it is among different varieties.
Some of these differences are so serious that speakers of the different varieties and
sometimes of the same variety of English itself, fail to be intelligible when they interact with
each other. The concept of intelligibility today has become one of the most attractive areas of
research in the field of New Englishes. Scholars like Egan (1945), Fry (1947), Peterson and
Barney (1952), Bansal (1969), Tiffen (1974), Smith (1992) have carried out investigations on
the subject. Scholars like Kachru (1986), Kenworthy (1987); Bamgbose (1998); Jenkins
(1998, 2000) have also made worthwhile statements in this direction.
There is a large amount of research into various aspects of intelligibility carried out
across the globe. The quality and relevance of some of this research is possibly open to
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question. If we accept that intelligibility is a complex and vast topic, then it goes without
saying that it would be very difficult to make certain generalisations from this mass of
experiments conducted on the subject. This is more so because a good number of these
experiments deal with very restricted fields and sometimes produce conflicting results.
Scholars have reported a large amount of anecdotal evidence to show that issues of
intelligibility failure among users of English around the world are more serious than we think.
Simo Bobda (2000c:59) observes that the literature on intelligibility is replete with evidence,
supported by real life stories of problems of intelligibility involving non-native Englishes,
hence implying their unacceptability.
G.Brown (1977:48) quoted in Simo Bobda (1994), reports how she found it difficult to
understand her students saying [animizm] for [ænmzm] (animism) in Shakespeare’s King
Lear. To her mind, the word had to do with anaemia, because of the rhythmic pattern. Chike
Ikonne, quoted in Unoh (1986:29) provides the following account:
A Nigerian woman went to do her hair in a salon owned by an American lady of
Jewish extraction. The Nigerian, an English major from a famous Nigerian
university, was of course sure of her English. She confidently articulated her needs
in what she considers the Queen’s English. Much to her chagrin, however, the
only response she drew from the hairdresser was an apology “I’m sorry, but I
know no foreign language. I speak only English”.
This account is really startling but one thing we need to understand is that this Nigerian lady
could have surely been intelligible to other Nigerian speakers. This brings us to the question
“intelligibility with whom?” asked by scholars like Platt et al. (1984); Kachru (1986); Taylor
(1991). Simo Bobda (1994:14)) points out that intelligibility is relative; for it depends on the
participants in the speech act, as well as on the context. He thinks Brown’s students would
have faced no problem of intelligibility in Nigeria or Ghana.
Honey (1989) gives an account of how Salmon Rushdie’s wife, an English woman, had
a conversation with an Indian intellectual on a train and each thought the other was speaking a
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different language. He equally comments on how the services of Indian engineers, doctors,
university professors, etc. are solicited in Britain, but because of intelligibility problems, these
services are restricted to the Indian community. Speakers of Indian English have made
announcements on trains in times of emergency and have failed to be understood.
Communication between Indian doctors and their patients outside of India is becoming
increasingly difficult. For this reason, the British National Health service has decided to
institute, in addition to a test on medical competence, one on language proficiency for
overseas doctors who apply for practise in Britain. “The rate of failure in such examinations
has been appallingly high Simo Bobda (1994:13)”.
Still on the intelligibility of Indian English, Honey (1989:105) quotes and shares the
judgement of John Wells of the University College London, who asserts that “there are
Indians with a fair knowledge of English whose accent is so impenetrable that English people
can only understand them, if at all, with the greatest difficulty”. One may like to add here that
the above account by Honey, though very fascinating, has a problem that must be addressed.
The problem that arises here is that some of these comments about non-native varieties of
English are always made without taking into account what Kachru (1986) calls “cline of
intelligibility”. If this were taken care of, some of the comments that follow these accounts
would have to be revisited.
Honey (1989:109) equally reports that in 1982, a Federal Judge declared that the state of
Washington had the right to bar a Pakistani-born employee from a job as an auditor because of
the unintelligibility of his accent.
Honey’s accounts of the intelligibility failure among native and non-native speakers of
English do not end on examples from Indian English. He makes the following predictions on
West African English:
Since English as spoken in West Africa has a similar problem (to Indian English),
the large number of students in Britain who come from that region, (...) will
continue to encounter problems in making themselves understood. (Honey
1989:109)
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Furthermore, Rocha (2001) reports a startling and disastrous case of intelligibility failure in
the early 1980s, when a pilot accepted instructions from an air traffic controller while taxiing
to take off in Tenerife. The German pilot manoeuvred his aircraft into the position anticipating
the go ahead when another in the process of take off suddenly struck the aircraft. Over 600
people perished in one of the worst aircraft accidents in history. The accounts given above
show that the issue of intelligibility needs utmost attention. It also obliges us to join previous
researchers in questioning intelligibility with whom? From those accounts, we shall now look
at some other findings on intelligibility in the following paragraphs.
In 1945 and 1947 Egan and Fry, respectively, conducted research into the use of
articulation tests in measuring intelligibility. The experiments showed that there was a
considerable degree of intelligibility failure when native speakers listened to non-native
speakers.
Peterson and Barney (1952) studied the relation between the vowel phonemes intended
by the speaker and those identified by the listener. The list consists of ten monosyllabic words
beginning with /h/ and ending with /d/ differing only in the vowel phoneme, e.g. “heed”,
“hid”.. The results showed that certain vowels are generally better understood than others.
Examples of easily understood vowels were //, //, //, // and // (1952:175ff.). It must also
be remarked here that this investigation suffers from a number of drawbacks. Firstly, the
material used for the test is not good enough for a thorough investigation into a complex
concept like intelligibility. The authors used monosyllabic words in isolation for the study.
Experience has shown that isolated words do not always paint a true picture of intelligibility.
Secondly, the study is restricted to segmental phonology. Previous studies like Bansal (1969)
and Tiffen (1974) have shown that supra segments pose more problems of intelligibility
compared to segments. The findings may only portray a very restricted picture of
intelligibility.
One of the surveys on intelligibility reported by Tiffen (1974) is Elanani’s (1968) study
on the intelligibility of Jordanian English to British listeners. It can be said here that this study
reflects the conventional wisdom of the time, with native speakers being used to judge the
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intelligibility of non-native speakers. He used 15 Jordanians and a handful of British listeners.
The aim of the study was to determine the linguistic variables causing interference in
Jordanian use of English and to examine the points at which intelligibility breakdowns recur
in the process of speech. Tiffen (1974) remarks that the study suffers from methodological
drawbacks, for recordings were done in Jordanian classrooms with not much attention paid to
a number of factors, which could mire the exercise.
The results of the findings show that defective pronunciation and inadequate language
selection on the part of the speakers play a major role in communication breakdown. One
would refuse to agree with Tiffen that Elanani’s work suffers from methodological
drawbacks; as the recordings were carried out in a classroom where he thinks the environment
was not quiet enough. This is not a very valid argument. In my opinion, it does not matter
where you do the recordings. What matters is the objective of the investigation.
1.7.5.1 Indian English
Tiffen (1974:62) reports an investigation carried out by Bansal (1969) on the intelligibility of
Educated Indian English. Bansal used listeners of different nationalities, especially British,
American, Indian, Nigerian and German. He used connected speech, reading of set passages,
sentences as well as word lists. The following results were arrived at:
a. With British RP speakers and listeners, mutual intelligibility is approximately 97%.
b. With Indian English speakers, listened to by three or more British listeners, the mean
intelligibility score was 70%, with a range for individual speakers of 53% - 95%.
c. Individual Indian speakers obtained different scores in different tests, but the average for
24 speakers were fairly constant from one test to another.
d. American and British listeners did not differ significantly in the scores obtained.
e. Indian English was much less efficient among Indians having different mother tongues
than RP was among speakers of that dialect.
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f. Compared to British listeners listening to Indian English, Indian listeners scored
significantly higher in part I (connected speech) but significantly lower in part II (reading
passage).
g. Nigerian and German listeners understood Indian English much less well than British
listeners.
h. The most frequent causes of unintelligibility in Indian English were: “wrong” word stress,
“wrong” sentence stress, and rhythm, lack of clear articulation, unfamiliar proper names,
incorrect vowel length, lack of aspiration in voiceless plosives, the absence of /w/, /v/, //,
// and , and mistakes in the distribution of vowels and consonants.
Simo Bobda (1994:11), commenting on Bansal’s findings, thinks that result (a) is quite
understandable and self-explanatory. Result (d) is equally understandable since British and
American English are quite close. The above comments and test results reveal that the notions
of familiarity and exposure are very crucial to intelligibility testing, and thus serves as a
pointer to scholars who are interested in international intelligibility and intelligibility testing in
general (see Smith 1992 and Nihalani 1999). Nelson (1982:60) reports the findings of Smith
and Rafigzad (1979) who, using the cloze test for their investigations into intelligibility,
confirm geographical vicinity as a major factor of intelligibility as opposed to the Indian
example cited above. The table below gives a clear picture of the results obtained.
Table 1: Indian English. Mean intelligibility score in %
               Listeners
 Speakers
India Nepal Average accuracy in %
 India 92 55 78
 Nepal 92 75 72
 Sri Lanka 93 84 79
 USA 83 23 55
 Average 86 44 ---
The above results show that the farther the listener’s geographic origin is from the speaker, the
lower the intelligibility. This should be a very important point to note here because most of the
studies on intelligibility are based on tape-recorded material of speakers from one part of the
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globe to speakers in another. The material for this study comprises tape-recorded speech
samples of Cameroonian speakers of English to be listened to by mostly British and American
speakers of English and vice versa who are thousands of kilometres apart.
1.7.5.2 Ghanaian English
Ghanaian English (hereafter GhE) is one of the West African varieties of English that has
received considerable attention with regard to intelligibility. Three of the studies will be
reviewed in the paragraphs that follow:
Tiffen (1974) reports two studies carried out on the intelligibility of GhE. The first is
that of Strevens (1965:119ff.), who reports on a quantitative assessment of the intelligibility of
speakers with West African pronunciation and Received Pronunciation. Tests were
constructed in which context was eliminated. Strevens found out that not only RP speakers but
also Ghanaian speakers understood Received Pronunciation better. This is in line with
Bansal’s (1969) study on Indian English.
Another study on the intelligibility of GhE, reported by Tiffen (1974), is K. Brown’s (1968)
investigation. Brown used Twi, RP and Ewe speakers as subjects. The tests used in the
experiment were administered to the above subjects with data from Ghanaians with Twi and
Ewe as mother tongue. The test consisted of three parts – phoneme discrimination, placement
of tonality in sentences, rhythm and intonation. The experiment yielded the following results.
Table 2: Ghanaian English. Mean intelligibility score in %
Twi listeners Ewe listeners
Twi reader 83 73
RP reader 72 70
Ewe reader 72 78
The above results are understandable. It is normal that GhE is somewhat more intelligible to
both types of Ghanaian listeners than RP. The results tend to contradict what Strevens found
out in the previous experiment. Simo Bobda (1994:12) sees the implication of the above
results at the general level of varieties of English throughout the world. He remarks that the
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results articulate the fact that different varieties of English throughout the world have a lot in
common. Proof of this is the fact that most intelligibility scores are far above 50%.
The last investigation on Ghanaian English is that of Adjaye (1987). He used Ghanaian
informants and British speakers as judges. The judges were expected to score each informant
ranging from 25% to 100%. That is, how well they understood each informant. The results
showed that the two RP speakers scored 100%. The Ghanaian informants scored between 50%
and 80%. The results are convincing enough in that the two judges were British English
speakers and should normally understand their fellow British informants perfectly well. The
results obtained by the Ghanaian listeners are equally not surprising in any way. They are self-
explanatory.
1.7.5.3 Nigerian English
Tiffen’s (1974) survey on the intelligibility of Nigerian English is the major work carried out
so far on intelligibility in this West African country. He used Nigerian undergraduate students
and British English speakers as subjects. The test material comprised segments and supra
segments. The Nigerian students’ speech was recorded and played to BrE speakers in a bid to
measure the intelligibility of Nigerian Educated English to British speakers of English. The
British listeners were expected to listen to the tapes and write down what they thought they
heard. The intelligibility scores ranged from 97.7% to 29.9%, with the mean score of 64.4%.
The RP score stood at 99.4%.
The study reveals that the two main sources of intelligibility breakdown are due to
rhythmic/stress and segmental ‘errors’. It is also worth pointing out that the Hausa speakers
and the Yoruba speakers portray a certain degree of diversity. This is shown by the mean
number of intelligibility failure per Yoruba speaker compared with the Hausa speaker. One
sensitive point raised by the findings is the fact that rhythmic/stress “errors” stand out to
constitute the major source of intelligibility failure and segmental errors only ranking second.
Many surveys have produced conflicting results as far as this issue is concerned. While the
majority of researchers agree that Phonology stands out as the most troublesome area when it
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comes to matters of intelligibility, they are still to agree on whether at this level the main
problem occurs at the level of segments or supra segments. Jenkins (2000:32) points out that
to date no “serious comprehensive investigation of the relative contribution of these two areas
has been conducted at all, let alone within the context of international Language teaching”.
This study intends as one of its contributions to shed some light on the debate. Proof of this is
that one of the objectives of the investigation is to analyse the major sources of intelligibility
failure among native and non-natibve speakers.
Another study worth considering is Smith’s (1992) investigation on the spread of
English and understanding. His aim was to determine the effect of the spread of English
across cultures on understanding. He uses three types of subject groups (non-native, native
and mixed) involving nine different national varieties. He argues that the phenomenon of
intelligibility failure among speakers of different varieties of English is now established, and
that every user of English does not need to be intelligible to every other user of English in the
world. He thinks we need to be intelligible only to those with whom we wish to communicate
in English. It is worthwhile remarking here that other scholars have made the same proposal,
but there seems to be a problem. How do we select the people with whom we will have to
communicate in a world where science and technology have demystified the whole notion of
distance and boundaries? How do we know those we are supposed to communicate with in a
world where man is desperate and would want to defy any boundaries to better his lot? We are
not saying that it is possible for every speaker of English in the world to be intelligible to
every other speaker of English. However the effort that researchers, students and teachers are
making to improve the degree of intelligibility among speakers of various varieties of English
should be encouraged.
One of the main purposes of Smith’s study is to determine the differences, if any,
between intelligibility, comprehensibility and interpretability; how familiarity of topic and
national variety influences the listener; how the language proficiency of the speaker and /or
listener influences the intelligibility, comprehensibility and interpretability of these varieties.
The results of Smith’s experiment show that there are significant differences between
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intelligibility, comprehensibility and interpretability. The study equally proves that familiarity
is a major listener factor as regards intelligibility testing. A third revelation is that language
proficiency enhances intelligibility and interpretability, but seems to be most important for
comprehensibility
The distinction Smith draws between these concepts is not clear. It is not easy to see
intelligibility strictly as word/utterance recognition. Van Der Walt (2000), as well as many
other researchers, seems not to see the terms from Smith’s point of view, as they tend to use
them interchangeably.
Motivated by the assertion that South Africans will become incomprehensible to the
international community and lose the very advantages for which English is learnt (see, for
example, Wright 1993; and Makoni 1992) Christina Van Der Walt (2000) investigates the
comprehensibility of five native and non-native varieties of South African English. She finds
that all varieties of English in South Africa ranging from the traditional White English through
to Black South African English are intelligible internationally. On the basis of her findings,
she recommends that research in the area of intelligibility/comprehensibility be taken into
account. Markova, Graumann and Foppa (1995) call this commonality, mutuality and
reciprocity (see Gumperz 1995:102f). Apart from accounts and investigations carried out on
intelligibility, concerned scholars have made some pertinent statements that cannot go
unnoticed.
1.7.5.4 Other Significant Statements on Intelligibility
Bamgbose (1998), commenting on the issue of international intelligibility, terms it the “vexed
question of international intelligibility” and thinks gone are the days when people thought
“such intelligibility was a one way process in which non-native speakers are striving to make
themselves understood by the native speakers whose prerogative it was to decide what is
intelligible and what is not (1998:10)”. Bamgbose seems to see this issue from a progressive
point of view, as do other scholars. There are however scholars like Prator (1968:473),
Chevillet (1992), who think that the traditional status quo must be maintained.
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The comments Bamgbose makes concerning this debate on intelligibility are central to
our study in that we are not only testing the intelligibility of CamE speakers, but also that of
native speakers of English. This is in a bid to start filling the gap left by previous investigators
on the subject. The study gives both the native and the non-native speaker of English equal
opportunity in communication, seeing them as partners in the process.
It can be said that Smith and Nelson (1985); Smith (1992); Bamgbose (1998) and others
seem to be saying the same thing, namely, that every speaker of English in the world need not
be intelligible to every other speaker of English. The main point of agreement among the
above scholars is that international intelligibility is the preserve of those who desire to use
English for international purposes. This sounds really convincing but the point, which begs to
be made here, is that there are no hard and fast rules by which we can determine those who
will need English for international purposes, and those who will need English for national or
local purposes. In this case, the debate on this issue is far from over.
As mentioned before, some scholars think the ideal would be to establish an
international Standard English to cater for the needs of international intelligibility. There
seems to be a serious debate on this as scholars are still to agree on the form it should take.
The main debate seems to be revolving around the following points:
What will this international standard language look like?
Is it going to be one of the native varieties?
If so, which one? What will be the criteria for selecting such a native variety?
Is it going to be a language with features from all major varieties, native and non-native? How
do we determine what we call “major”?
These are the many problems that surround the issue of establishing such an international
Standard English. Some researchers think that the two main native varieties, British and
American Englishes, can fill the gap. Others think that this will be unreasonable given that the
native speakers of English are now in the minority. There is yet another school which thinks
that the non-native varieties have not been adequately defined so as to provide anything
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concrete when it comes to issues of a common model. From this we can see that a lot still has
to be done with regard to the dream of international standard of English. Bamgbose (1998:12)
posits, “if an international standard does emerge, it will not be identical with any national
variety, native or non-native, because all the varieties would have contributed to it”. That is
probably why the different varieties of English in the world need adequate description with
regard to intelligibility and codification. Still on this debate, Gimson (1981:65) thinks that
there are two possible ways by which this problem can be solved. “Either the pronunciation of
a mother-tongue form of English should be strictly prescribed as a model in the training of
teachers of English or an international “neutral” pronunciation of English should be advised
which will contain the dominant features of the main mother-tongue English accents”. He,
however, thinks that the first proposition is “clearly the most realistic since it will reflect the
usage of millions of native speakers”. Contrast this with Crystal (1997); Bamgbose (1998);
Jenkins (2000). Gimson, though writing at a time when views about the native speakers’
ownership of English are being seriously put to question (see McArthur 1992; Crystal 1997;
Kachru 1986; Fairman 1990; Jenkins 2000), still uses possessives like “our” language.
Gimson (1981:67) concludes that it would be “over-optimistic to believe that the English-
speaking countries would reach a rapid or harmonious conclusion as to the precise nature of a
synthetic neutral form of pronunciation”.
Simo Bobda (1994), drawing on Kachru’s (1986) findings on how many users of Indian
English use English to interact with the native speakers of English, questions the relevance of
the native model in non-native environments. He thinks that those non-native speakers who
acquire the native model for purposes of international communication tend to be unintelligible
at the national level. He sees Bamgbose’s (1971:41) proposal for the establishment of a local
model to satisfy the minimum requirement of national and international intelligibility to be the
ideal. He however hastens to say that the concept of minimum requirement of national and
international intelligibility is fluid.
One can, from the scenario presented above, say that the concept of international
intelligibility is not only complex but also perplexing. Research on a concept of this nature is
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like playing a football match in which the posts are constantly being shifted each time one
gets closer to scoring a goal. One may want to think that the polymodel approach is better.
Here, the speakers of each variety keep a local accent for national communication and identity
and learn an international neutral variety for international communication. This will enable
speakers of different varieties of English to have their cake and eat it.
Gimson’s views concur with Prator’s, concerning the spread of English around the globe
and the different forms and functions it assumes. He thinks that the status quo must be
maintained, as a proliferation of varieties would lead to the disintegration of the language.
“Yet its rapid and widespread use is accompanied by dangers which are already apparent”. He
reluctantly acknowledges language change as an inevitable phenomenon but warns “if such
linguistic development proceeds too far… we are in the end likely to be faced with forms
which take on the characteristics of a new language” (Forward to English pronunciation by
Huang, 1965). Gimson has been very consistent in his view about the safety of “their
language”. He thinks that it is the duty of native speakers of English to defend their “linguistic
heritage against undue impoverishment or adulteration (1981:61)”. He thinks something must
be done, especially in the field of pronunciation, which “constitutes one of the major hazards
to the easy comprehension of English (1981:64)”. To him, the pendulum has swung too far in
the wrong direction. This can be contrasted with Jenkins (1998,2000).
1.7.6  Summary of Previous Findings on Intelligibility
 From the literature reviewed on intelligibility, a number of conclusions can be drawn which
bear on the methods of testing or assessing intelligibility, and the analysis of the causes of
varying intelligibility scores.
At the level of testing intelligibility it was discovered that intelligibility can be measured
either by subjective or objective methods. It was also revealed that subjective and objective
methods of assessing intelligibility had no significant differences, and that we do not need
complicated methods in intelligibility assessment or testing.
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We further found that in testing mutual intelligibility two methods could be used to
obtain results: that is, to allow the speaker to choose his own words or by “eliciting”, where
the researcher decides on the words he/she wants to be spoken. It was discovered that it is
good to allow the speaker choose his own words, but that it is also rewarding to design
subsidiary tests based on words chosen for the speaker. The “write-down-what-you-hear”
approach proved to be very effective with regard to listening to texts.
Some of the surveys reviewed had specific aspects of English pronunciation as their
focus. Some revealed that certain vowels and consonants pose particular intelligibility
problems. At the supra segmental level, stress placement in words or in sentences seems to be
the major source of intelligibility failure when speakers of different varieties interact. The
review equally highlights some important factors to be considered when devising
intelligibility tests. For example, context on intelligibility of words and sentences proved to be
very important.
Of note is the serious influence of familiarity as a listener factor with regard to
intelligibility. One major revelation in all the works reviewed is that most of the researchers
bore in mind the traditional notion of intelligibility. This sees intelligibility as a one-sided
issue whereby non-native speakers of English were struggling to make themselves understood
by the native speaker, who was the infallible judge of what was considered intelligible. That is
why the majority of the surveys are centred on the intelligibility of non-native speech to native
speakers of English. It seems as if it was taboo to assess the intelligibility of native speech to
non-native speakers. The most interesting thing about it is when researchers try to do this, the
comments that follow such analyses will be centred on the fact that non-native speakers are
unable to understand native speakers and not that native speakers are unintelligible to non-
native speakers. This seems to suggest that the poor non-native speakers have a two-fold task:
firstly, to make themselves understood as much as possible by the native listener, and
secondly, to put in all their efforts to understand the native speaker when the latter speaks.
This is the central argument in our study.
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Another very striking aspect of intelligibility we have reviewed is the heated debate on
the concept of international intelligibility. While some scholars think that this is unrealistic,
others still do not want to despair as they think something has to be done about it. Their
project entails getting features of the various varieties of English together to establish a
common lingua franca for international communication. The greatest problem that seems to
militate against this gigantic project is the dearth of accurate data on the intelligibility of most
varieties of English. It is needless to mention that our study sets out to contribute its own
quota towards the realisation of this dream, with focus on CamE.
Lastly, it was also discovered that the issue of speech intelligibility is so serious that
failure to communicate in certain occasions has led to loss of lives.
From what we have reviewed so far, it is now very clear that there are certain very
systematic deviations from native English, which stand out as hallmarks of non-native
varieties. These differences that exist between the two varieties account in large part to the
central issue in this work: “intelligibility”. Since it is not possible to use all the non-native
varieties for this comparison, we shall use the non-native variety best known to us, namely
CamE. The following chapter reviews some salient aspects of this variety, with special
attention to its phonology.
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CHAPTER THREE
Cameroon English
1.8 Introduction
This chapter  focuses on CamE, the non-native variety best known to the investigator. It
handles some salient aspects of this variety prominent among which are the history of English
in the country, the linguistic situation, which is viewed by many scholars as one of the most
complex in the African continent. The variety is also identified and some pedagogic and
attitudinal concerns are addressed. The chapter goes forward to look at CamE phonology. This
is so far the most salient aspect of this variety with regard to the present study. Finally some
previous literature onthe concept of intelligibility is reviewed and some unexplored
dimensions pointed out.
1.9 History of English in Cameroon
Historically, Cameroon had witnessed a good number of European visitors who either came as
traders or as explorers. Most of their activities were concentrated at the coastal region of the
country. In order of arrival, the Portuguese were the first to arrive on the coast of Cameroon in
about 1472. Simo Bobda (2001b:1) sees the statuses and perceptions of English in Cameroon
divided into four main periods, namely the transportation and transplantation period, the
colonial years and the early post-Independence years, and the turn of the millennium. The first
two are of prime importance to this study. He situates the transportation and transplantation
period from the 15th to the 19th centuries. During this period, English could be regarded as a
foreign language because it was being spoken only by a tiny handful of British sailors,
merchants and traders. A Portuguese based pidgin developed but was later replaced by an
English based pidgin as a lingua franca, probably because of the English privateers who were
in the Portuguese ships (Mbassi Manga 1973).
The British did not feel particularly motivated to settle on the coast of Africa as
colonisers and spread their language, even when they were expressly called upon to do so
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(Simo Bobda 2001b:1). This is shown by the numerous pleas made by local chiefs to the
Queen of England to make their territories a British protectorate. This reluctance and feet-
dragging attitude of the Crown led to the German annexation of Cameroon. The British only
got involved in the colonisation of Africa after Bismarck’s Berlin Conference had laid down
modalities for such an exercise in 1884. This carefree attitude of Britain can be interpreted to
mean that they did not want to settle in Africa. Simo Bobda (2001b) echoes Görlach (1991),
who reports that Britain mostly needed islands (e.g. St Helena and Mauritius) or ports and
forts as stepping-stones to these destinations.
The Germans were thus the first colonial masters of Cameroon, as they were probably
the first to sign treaties of annexation with the traditional chiefs. During the period 1884-1916,
they moved into the hinterlands and signed more treaties with the traditional rulers thereby
establishing German administration in these areas.
As a colonial power, the Germans did not care about teaching Cameroonians their
language. They preferred using English. Wolf (2001:2) points out that some court sessions
were held in English. Nachtigal even used English for his negotiations with the Duala chiefs,
and a representative of the Reichstag spoke English in his conversation with King Bell during
a visit to Duala.
German stay in Cameroon was however short-lived because by 1916 Germany lost
Cameroon to France and Britain as part of the punishment for having fought on the losing side
of the First World War. The treaty of Versailles decided that Cameroon and other German
possessions were to be shared among the victors. Cameroon was then shared unevenly
between France and Britain, which was later mandated by the League of Nations and the UNO
to administer and develop their respective shares. France was given 4/5 of the country while
Britain took 1/5- then known as East and West Cameroon respectively.
Linguistically speaking, the British did not do enough to encourage the formal
acquisition of their language by Western Cameroonians. It is even said that they did all to
discourage Cameroonians from learning English. Commenting on what he terms “linguistic
apartheid”, Simo Bobda (2001b:2) remarks that this policy was not limited to Cameroon but
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was noticed across the globe (also see Simo Bobda 2004). This goes to confirm Kachru
(1986:22), who notes that while English language deficiencies made the colonised an object of
ridicule, the acquisition of “native-like” competence made them suspected. In the same
connection, Kachru quotes Christerphersen, who asserts that to some British people, a non-
native speaker whose English pronunciation sounds too British is considered to be intruding in
British privacy: “It is as if an uninvited guest started making free of his host’s possessions”.
To add more credibility to the observations above, Christophersen (1992:16) reports a real life
experience he had while teaching English Phonetics in Norway. He reports that good teaching
coupled with the motivation to learn English among his students sometimes produced
graduates who were mistaken as English from their language ability “But I did from time to
time notice a degree of irritation among English people resident in Oslo when they found that
they were not able immediately to distinguish our students from their own compatriots”.
The above accounts go to explain in large part why the British paid little attention to the
promotion of English in Cameroon. Compared to the French sector of the country, Britain
opened fewer schools and did so quite late. Wolf (2001:75) points out that the situation
became worse with the advent of the economic quagmire that befell Britain in the 1930s. This
obliged London to stop the construction of new subsidised schools. To make things worse, the
Basel Mission, one of the main providers of education, ran short of money. It is interesting
that they instead paid more attention to the promotion of local languages, which has been
interpreted both negatively and positively (see Mazrui and Mazrui 1996:273; Abdulaziz
1980:140; Yahya-Othman and Batibo 1996:373).
In 1960 France granted independence to East Cameroon and by 1961, West Cameroon
voted to gain independence, joining their fellow Francophone brothers east of the River
Mungo. This saw the birth of a Federated state with two official languages, English and
French.
A unitary state was proclaimed in 1972 with the constitution reiterating the need for the
two official languages, English and French, to be maintained.
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Although the constitution stipulates that as official languages English and French have
equal status, French tends to dominate in almost every domain of public life, may be because
of its majority speakers.  It should however be noted that with the global prestige that English
enjoys, most francophone Cameroonians are beginning to develop a lot of interest in English.
Proof of this is the number of francophone children who seek admission into Anglophone
schools as well as those who fill the language centres in the country like the Pilot Linguistic
Centre, the B&K language Institute, the British council and the American Cultural Center.
1.10 Linguistic Situation
Mbangwana (1987:411) points out that Cameroon is situated in one of the complex
multilingual areas of Africa, which experiences the enriching effects of linguistic interference
and contact. Cameroon’s linguistic situation lives up to its nickname as Africa in miniature.
Not only can most of the climatic regions that exist in Africa be found in Cameroon, but also
three of the four major families of African languages. Of the Congo-Kordofanian, the Nilo-
Saharan, the Afro-Asiatic, and the Khoisan families, only the last is not represented in
Cameroon (Wolf 2001:149). See also Chia (1983:19); Breton and Fohtung (1991:11). 248
indigenous languages, a very strong pidgin and the two received languages of English and
French, are found in one linguistic landscape, confirming Todd’s (1982a: 7) assertion that
Cameroon is among the most multilingual nations in the world. We shall briefly look at the
linguistic setting with special attention on the indigenous languages, Pidgin English, and the
two official languages, English and French.
1.10.1 Indigenous Languages
The exact number of indigenous languages in Cameroon is not known. This goes a long way
to add more complexity to the already very complex linguistic landscape of the country. There
has been a serious war of figures going on with respect to the number of indigenous languages
spoken in the country. One of the contributory factors to this debate is the inability to
differentiate between a dialect and a language. This difficulty may be due in large part to the
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fact that Cameroon indigenous languages do not have the word dialect in their lexicon. The
figures range from 90 to 285 languages. Most researchers think that 248 is a plausible number
spoken in Cameroon. What is clear is that researchers are not unanimous on the exact number.
Until this problem is settled, readers will continue to encounter varied figures in different
investigations on Cameroon. This is not however our priority in this work. What we are
interested in is the fact that there are so many indigenous languages spoken in Cameroon as
compared to other countries in the region, and that every Cameroonian speaker of English first
acquires one of these indigenous languages before learning English. The degree of
intelligibility among speakers of these languages may also be of interest to us.
Interesting and fascinating enough, most of these languages are mutually unintelligible.
It is not surprising to come across two neighbouring villages with 10,000 inhabitants each,
which speak mutually unintelligible languages. For example, the Upper Ngemba tribe of the
North West Province of Cameroon where I come from is made up of nine villages but it is
interesting to note that I can only manage to understand Akum along with my own mother-
tongue Awing. Unlike Nigeria where there are major regional languages like Yoruba, Hausa
and Igbo which map out the country into three major language zones, Cameroon seems to
have some broad group languages which can be considered as lingua franca covering some
regions but not as influential as those in Nigeria. Examples of such languages in Cameroon
are Ewondo, Duala, Fufulde and Arab Choa (Chia 1983). Again these broad group languages
lack the ability to map out the country into major accent zones, as in Nigeria. And more
importantly, none of them is found in the Anglophone part of Cameroon, which is our focus in
this study.
1.10.2 Pidgin English (PE)
Despite the numerous indigenous languages spoken in Cameroon, it would appear that the
most widely spoken lingua franca in the Anglophone part of Cameroon is Pidgin English. This
is a form of language which developed in the coastal region of Cameroon around the 18th
century to serve not only the communication needs of the European missionaries and traders,
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but also that of native Cameroonians who spoke mutually unintelligible languages. PE in
Cameroon is variously referred to as Cameroon Pidgin English (CamPE) and Cameroon Talk
(Kamtok). Simo Bobda (2003:103) notes that Pidgin English was a very popular vehicle of
communication in the pre-colonial and colonial days. Proof of this is the fact that the
Germans, who hardly taught their own language, learnt Pidgin English themselves and used it
successfully for evangelisation, administration, education, commerce, in the military, and on
the plantations. This popular language shared most of its functions with English during British
rule. Again, the carefree attitude of the British in teaching the standard form of their language
to Cameroonians helped the popularity of PE to soar. Pidgin English was, however, going to
witness a decline in its prestige. Although this period is imprecise, Simo Bobda (ibid)
speculates that it can arguably be situated in the early years of post independence, which can
well span into the 1980s. He admits that the language has not totally recovered its “lettres de
noblesse”, but it is definitely more positively perceived than a few years ago. Proof of this
recovery is that it is now the first language of a growing number of children, and is found in
broadcast and print media (p.1). Koenig et al. (1983), D’Epie (1998) carried out surveys
which all showed that PE was gaining ground in the country. More interesting is even the
revelation that it is surviving very well in the francophone part of Cameroon, especially in the
language of adults in urban centres like Douala, Nkongsanba, Bafang, Bafoussam and
Dschang. Though widely used in the country, Mbangwana (1983) points out that it has
received no official status and is very low in prestige compared to the official languages
English and French.
1.10.3 Received Languages
The linguistic landscape of Cameroon is further complicated by the use of two official
languages, English and French. French is spoken in eight of the ten provinces of the country
while English is spoken in two. Unlike English, French has no pidgin form. The language
dominantly used in administration and other official domains is French. Simo Bobda
(2000a:253) remarks that CamE shares official function with French and that the influence of
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French on English is very noticeable at the lexical, syntactic and pragmatic levels, as well as
at the phonetic and phonological levels (see Mbangwana 1989; Wolf 2001). Apart from
the influence of French on English, a more interesting scenario that has cropped up of late is a
type of speech form that has to do with the transfer of English items into French. Kouega
(2003) reports that Ze Amvela (1989) coined the term Camfranglais to differentiate between
this speech form and Franglais, the unconscious transference of English items into French,
including code mixing and code switching by bilinguals in Canada and France.  Kouega notes
that this idiom is actually spoken by secondary school pupils when they want to freely
communicate among themselves in the presence of other members of the community, without
the latter being capable of making sense of the linguistic interactions going on. These pupils
make use of words which are common but which are manipulated and twisted in order to keep
information secret and mysterious.
1.11 Identification of Cameroon English
Wolf (2003:71) echoes Todd (1982:130), who observes “there is an almost infinite set of
English varieties in Cameroon”. Todd’s claim may be correct in that it paints an extremely
complex picture of the linguistic landscape of Cameroon, where the national variety of
English has not been codified. But one must hasten to point out that the use of the word
“infinite” is somehow hyperbolic. The literature shows that CamE exhibits at least certain
features, which are fairly stable, so to speak. This is even more so given that some
comprehensive studies, especially on pronunciation, have been carried out on the variety,
thereby throwing more light on some of these issues. The identification of CamE poses some
problems, no doubt, but one must remark that they are not as serious as people think.
The appellation Cameroon English or Cameroon Educated English as used by previous
researchers like Masanga (1983), Simo Bobda (1983, 1986,), Mbangwana (1987), or
Cameroon Standard English as used by Mbassi Manga (1973, 1976), is meant to contrast with
four main kinds of speech. Firstly, it stands in contrast to Pidgin English used as a vehicle of
wider communication in the country. Secondly, it contrasts with the speech of uneducated
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speakers of English in the country. That is why previous researchers have not got it easy
situating the variety. Masanga (1983) situates CamE between the speech of secondary school
leavers and that of university graduates. Simo Bobda (1983, 1994) seems to endorse this, but
apart from his 1983 study, the rest of his investigations have tended to draw informants from a
much more higher level than the secondary school level which Masanga (1983:73) thinks
reflects “the minimum education requirement that would generally make for the use of a
variety of English that may be considered standard within the Cameroonian context…”
Thirdly, CamE contrasts with the speech of Francophone Cameroonians. Simo Bobda
and Mbangwana (1993) remark that some of these francophone speakers may have a high
command of English, but they are regarded as users of a performance variety of the language
and can hardly serve as a source of reference for CamE.
Lastly, CamE does not include the speech of a handful of Cameroonians who have been
so influenced by other varieties (RP, GenAm, etc.) that they can no longer be considered as
representative of the English spoken in Cameroon.
From the above we can identify a continuum of English ranging from near native to
something quite distant from it. Although this classification looks convincing, not everyone
seems to endorse it.
Kouega’s (1999) study equally identifies four major types of English spoken in
Cameroon, which can be distinguished in this continuum as follows: Pidgin, Pidginised
English, General Cameroon English and Educated English. Although Kouega’s four major
categories look like the ones proposed by Simo Bobda and Mbangwana, Kouega seems to
have simply dismissed two of these categories of English, namely “the English of
Francophone Cameroonians” and the “English of a handful of Cameroonians who sound near
native” and decided to split the other two categories into four types: pidgin English is split
into Pidgin and Pidginised English, and Educated English is split into General English and
Educated English types.
In my opinion, it looks a bit difficult to provide differences between Pidgin and
Pidginised English as well as between General English and Educated English. It is also very
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surprising that the classification tends not to see the need to distinguish Cameroon English
from the speech of francophone Cameroonians. Worse still to fail to contrast CamE with the
speech of a handful of Cameroonians who have been so exposed to the native varieties that we
can no longer see them as representative of what we can call CamE. In the present study we
shall rely on the identification made by Simo Bobda and Mbangwana. It is worthwhile noting
that many previous studies on Cameroon English are conducted based on a population
reflecting the profile outlined by Masanga (1983) and Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993).
Although the level of education is sometimes misleading, secondary school education seems
to be the minimum level where the bar can be comfortably placed. The complications of the
educational qualification of CamE speakers will be discussed later in this chapter.
1.12 Pedagogical Problems
That CamE deviates markedly from the native norm is not open to question. This variety of
English, like other non-native varieties, is now accepted and recognised as national varieties in
their own right. Despite this acceptance and recognition, this variety is still to be used in the
classroom in Cameroon. Textbooks and other didactic materials still exclude the possibility of
making use of the local forms in this non-native environment.
Simo Bobda (1994:32) observes that there is still the strong tendency in textbooks to
aim at the native models given that most of these textbooks contain innumerable painstaking
drills on RP sounds. Both the teachers and the learners are confused in that the talk of CamE,
having developed to a quasi-autonomous system, has not been translated to action where the
features of this variety are openly taught to students. For example, the spoken English scheme
of work is still based on the teaching of RP sounds and other aspects of the variety. This
ushers in a situation whereby learners end up producing both RP and CamE forms. The same
thing happens during their exams. The teachers are faced with examination scripts that carry
not only CamE and RP features but also American English features in some cases. In such a
situation, confusion is rife. Some teachers who are not exposed to some of these features stand
a chance of penalising students who use them. This scenario is shown by the dilemma faced
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by the teachers of English in Cameroon. The gravity of this dilemma forced them to summon
a meeting to seek solutions to the problems.
 To show the confusion that reigns in this domain, the teachers start by condemning the
corruption of English pronunciation by their students and end up by suggesting, “it is
unnecessary to try to teach our students to speak like BBC announcers. Also it is unrealistic,
since most teachers and English speakers your students are likely to encounter will not speak
“BBC English” but will understand SWAEE (Standard West African Educated English),
perfectly well (p.59).”
On the basis of this confusion, one sees the problem of codification and attitudes. It
would appear that recognition and acceptance of the non-native varieties is not enough. These
varieties need to be codified so that curriculum designers can have a basis for drawing up
schemes for the teaching of the language based on local forms. The lack of codification puts
the teacher and the examiner at crossroads: what to teach and what to accept when marking
students scripts. In short, the atmosphere is that of confusion and uncertainties. Something
needs to be done. Again, it would appear that a safe starting point would be the codification of
these non-native varieties, so that the disturbing question of what is an error and what is an
innovation with regard to these varieties can be addressed.
So long as the model taught and the teaching materials remain native English, the
attitude of Cameroonians towards the CamE variety will remain a controversial issue.
Although a huge majority of CamE users shows a positive attitude towards their own variety,
my suspicion is that this will be better enhanced if the variety is given a place in the
classroom.
People will also be expected to be unanimous when it comes to attitudes towards their own
variety of English. Although the overall assessment of attitudes show that CamE speakers as
well as speakers of other non-native varieties favour their own accents, there are still some
small pockets of resistance here and there as we shall see in the following section.
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1.13 Attitudes Towards CamE
Like speakers of other non-native varieties, majority of CamE speakers now show a
favourable attitude towards the variety of English they speak. They think their localised
pronunciation is more realistic than trying to imitate the native model. They equally think that
speaking English with a Cameroonian flavour is maintaining their national identity which will
be lost if they tend to sound native or near native. Thus those “Cameroonians who insist on
sounding like Britons are sometimes ridiculed rather than admired (Mbangwana 1987:423)”.
As a good test of Cameroonians’ attitude towards native pronunciation Simo Bobda (1994:33)
reports on how the television programme, English with a Difference (EWAD), whose aim was
to suggest dictionary versions of certain rampant pronunciation deviants observed in
Cameroon, was seriously attacked by the public. While some of the correspondents lauded the
initiative, many others frowned bitterly at the insistence on British pronunciation norms in
Cameroon. The above attitude goes a long way to point to the fact that the native model is no
longer relevant in the non-native environment, but the problem that comes up here is the
question of intelligibility. Are these non-native varieties internationally intelligible? How
much deviation from the native norm would guarantee international intelligibility? How
consistent are these features? The answers to these questions can only be got if the variety is
codified. It should be noted that despite the acceptance and recognition of the non-native
accents, they still lack the prestige that the native models possess. CamE, like many other non-
native varieties of English, do not possess dictionaries, textbooks, or grammar, which can
guarantee a fair competition with the native models that are highly documented.
1.14 Phonology of CamE
Unlike Nigerian or even Ghanaian English that received early attention, CamE did not attract
such attention until late. Wolf (2001:1) observes that CamE has been somewhat neglected
within the field of “world Englishes”. This observation goes to confirm Simo Bobda’s (1994:
38) who equally points out that there is a dearth of literature on CamE especially in the field
of phonology.
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Despite this rather late start, scholarly attention on the variety can be rated as being on a
good footing. Earlier works on the variety include Mbassi Manga (1973, 1976; Koenig et al
eds. 1983), who worked on Sociolinguistics. Another  intersting publication has surfaced in
the field of sociolinguistics, Wolf’s (2001) book English in Cameroon. It is a major
contribution to the sociolinguistic study of linguistic variation in English speaking countries
with particular attention on Cameroon. Central in this book is the introduction of the “cultural
models” concept to the study of national varieties of English. This is a laudable contribution in
this domain given that previous studies on non-native varieties of English were carried out
without taking into account the speakers’ cultural background.
Menang (1979) and Ngome (1982) did some significant work on Pidgin English, with
Simo Bobda (1983) and Menang (1991) carrying out some descriptive studies on CamE.
In the domain of phonology, which is what concerns us in the present investigation,
significant statements have been made by Masanga (1983); Simo Bobda (1986, 1992, 1994,
2000a, etc.); Mbangwana (1987, 1992, 1999, 2000, etc.); Kouega (1991); Simo Bobda and
Mbangwana (1993).
It would be an error if an investigation of this calibre loses sight of the major published
works on CamE  phonology. We will be looking briefly at some of the outstanding works on
CamE Phonology and how the description of these national varieties has evolved so far.
Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993)’s publication An Introduction to Spoken English
can be seen as a first and giant step taken in the field of CamE phonology to provide such a
resource, which has successfully served both practical and theoretical purposes. In short, the
book is a timely solution to the problems of not only undergraduate and postgraduate students
of English, but also a welcome relief to those interested in English Pronunciation.
Simo Bobda’s (1994) Aspects of Cameroon English Phonology is the most
comprehensive book ever published on CamE phonology. Bamgbose (1995), an eminent
scholar in West African English, points out in his review that this book is a comprehensive
description of English spoken in Cameroon, “What this book has done and done extremely
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well, is to codify, in a systematic manner, the phonology of the educated variety of English
spoken in Cameroon.”
The above works tend to provide some insights into English as used in Cameroon,
ranging from phonology to pragmatics. This work is concerned with the phonological aspect
of CamE. The studies on phonology tend to show certain features that are shared by CamE
and other non-native Englishes. They also show those features that stand out as hallmarks of
CamE as a national variety in its own right. On the basis of those features that are unique to
CamE, some scholars observe that this variety deserves an independent treatment. Wolf
(2001:2), while acknowledging the fact that CamE shares a lot with other West African
varieties of English, points out, “Yet, CamE may very well deserve an independent treatment
as a national variety.” This, he comments, is very important owing to the peculiar linguistic
landscape of the country, which has a serious effect on the English spoken there. Simo Bobda
(1994:34) had earlier pointed out that CamE clearly shows a great deal of demarcation from
other new Englishes.
Talking about the evolution of research on CamE phonology, it will be important to
distinguish between two phases. Phase one refers to the period from 1983, with Masanga’s
work entitled “The Spoken English of Educated Moghamo People: A Phonological analysis”.
The study is an unpublished “Doctorate de Troisieme Cycle” thesis defended in 1983. The
work is the first major contribution to CamE Phonology. The study used what we can call
today the traditional approach to analyse features of Cameroon English Phonology. That is,
analysis of features of CamE Phonology that limits itself to surface forms. Other works on
CamE phonology like Simo Bobda (1986), Mbangwana (1987), Kouega (1991), and tens of
postgraduate dissertations followed Masanga’s method of analysis. CamE phonology also
attracted some foreign researchers like Todd (1984), Trudgill and Hannah (1985) and Todd
and Hancock (1986). All these works treated Cameroon English phonology using the
traditional approach, which failed to give it the desired depth. This was, however, a giant step
towards the description of CamE phonology, given that little or nothing was known about this
national variety before then.
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Phase two of this evolution refers to the period from 1992, with Simo Bobda’s work
entitled Aspects of Cameroon English Phonology, a doctorate thesis that was later published
as Simo Bobda (1994). In this work, Simo Bobda establishes that CamE has developed a
quasi-autonomous phonology and he introduces the Generative Phonology approach for the
description of CamE deviant forms from RP or native English. These two contributions stand
out amongst others as characteristic of this second phase of the evolution of CamE, with
respect to phonological description. Simo Bobda points out that major application of
Generative Phonology to English was made in Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) Sound Patterns of
English (SPE). By this introduction, Simo Bobda explains, the authors moved a step forward
from taxonomic phonology, which was mostly concerned with the phonetic level of
analysis.Before the introduction of this approach, Underlying Representations have only been
discussed with reference to segments and not more. But Generative Phonology includes
suprasegmental features. Simo Bobda (1994:42) shows how stress placement also has an
underlying form. For example, “The verbs indicate socialise, identify have ultimate stress like
relate, devise, underlyingly but are assigned antepenultimate stress by a rule which is found in
the grammar of English”.
Reverting to the progress made so far in analysing CamE phonology, it should be
recalled that research has proved beyond doubt that CamE deviates markedly from native
English. But as Simo Bobda (1994) and Simo Bobda and Chumbow (1999:36) rightly put it,
the divergences observed have so far been mostly from a comparison of non-native surface
forms with the native surface form. The authors then propose the tracing of deviations down
to the underlying representation (UR). They suggest that RP URs (A) are restructured to
autonomous CamE URs (B). While A undergoes RP phonological rules to surface as A´, B,
which may be similar to or different from A, undergoes its own processes, and surfaces as B´.
Simo Bobda and Chumbow use the following chart to represent the this phenomenon, called
the trilateral chart (because of its three sides):
A   →  B
↓ ↓
A´ B´
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This process is called the Trilateral Process.
Thus, the application of the generative approach in analysing this non-native variety is more
rewarding, more illuminating and to a large extent more economical than the previous
approaches Simo Bobda (1994:44). This approach is more rewarding because it traces the
facts down to the underlying representations instead of focusing on the surface forms. This
method of analysing data tends to produce results that shed light on earlier findings. As
mentioned before, Masanga’s (1983) findings as well as many other studies during this period
were based on the traditional approach of data analysis, Simo Bobda (1994:44) uses some of
these findings to illustrate the concept of underlying representations. He points out, for
example, that Masanga’s “distant substitutes” are in fact very close to RP underlying
representations, while some of his cases of deletions are a resurgence of segments found in the
UR but deleted in the RP surface form. He takes the case of the modification from RP
[kklun] conclusion to CamE [kklun]. Simo Bobda (1994:71) observes capturing the
deviation in terms of substitution of // for RP // is inaccurate in generative terms, since //
itself is but the output of a series of processes”. His analysis shows that the input to // is not
RP //, but something internal to CamE. The major point Simo Bobda intends to put across is
that some features which surface as deviations in CamE are first of all underlyingly a result of
restructuring of the native form. Then processes parallel to those operating on the native form
affect the new UR in varying degrees, which eventually produces the deviant form heard.
1.14.1 The Vowels of CamE
RP has an elaborate vowel system that comprises twelve monophthongs, eight diphthongs and
five triphthongs. This elaborate vowel system is restructured in CamE. This makes the vowel
system of CamE to have fewer vowels than that of the mother variety, RP.
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1.14.1.1 Inventory of Monophthongs
CamE has the following monophthongs: [i, e, , a, , o, u, ]. Simo Bobda (1994:139) remarks
that the schwa [] occurs in the speech of a minority of educated speakers for unstressed
vowels. But more typically, he continues, this central vowel occurs in epenthetic positions.
Monophthongs occur in such words as the following:
[i] heat, hit [u] pool, pull
[e] lake, medical [o] so, show
[] pen, rest [] cot court
[a] cat, cart [] able
1.14.1.2 Inventory of Diphthongs
CamE uses some restructured form of the RP diphthongs [a, , a] and less often [, ]. In
addition it uses the following diphthongs that are not attested in RP:
[ie] nearly [ue] influence
[i] near, dear [u] arduous
[ia] India  [ea] Korea
[i] warrior [eu] Thaddeus
[iu] Julius  [e] were, their
[ua] usual  [e] neophyte
1.14.1.3 Restructuring of RP vowels
As Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993:202) put it, the process of restructuring of RP vowels
to CamE vowels takes place through splits and mergers. These patterns of replacement of RP
vowels by CamE vowels can be predicted from several hints: orthographic, phonetic,
phonological, morphological. (see also Simo Bobda 1999:38)
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1.14.1.3.1 Restructuring of RP Monophthongs
 The NURSE vowel is one, if not the most influential, of vowels with regard to the
restructuring of RP vowels in CamE. This phenomenon is equally noticeable across other
national and regional varieties of English as reported by Schmied (1991a), Simo Bobda (1994,
2000a, 2001a). Schmied (1991a:60) reports that the vowel tends toward a back vowel // in
West African varieties, towards a front vowel /a/ in Eastern and towards /e/ Southern African
varieties. To confirm the variability of this NURSE vowel, he warns that these tendencies are
neither uniform in a region nor across all ethnic groups. For example, Yoruba and Igbo are
two major subvarieties within Nigerian English-speaking community, but exhibit striking
differences with regard to the restructuring of the NURSE vowel. Still on this very important
vowel, Simo Bobda (2000d:41) calls it the “single most distinguishing parameter in the
regional, national and even ethnic identification of a speaker.”
In Cameroon, the vowel [] is generally rendered as [i, , a, ]. It is produced [i] in some
words containing the sequence-ir like circuit. It is generally pronounced [] in words
containing the graphemes -er, -ir, -ear, yr and -ur as in the following words:
Word RP CamE
serve [sv] [sf]
concern [knsn] [knsn]
heard [hd] [hd]
learn [ln] [ln]
bird [bd] [bd]
burn [bn] [bn]
[] is rendered [] as in the following words:
work [wk] [wk]
purpose [pps] [pps]
further [f] [fda]
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Sometimes, [e] or [] are heard with or, ur and our. In some cases [e, ] and [] may be in free
variation, e.g.
Word RP CamE
burn [bn] [bn], [bn]
Thursday [zd] [tsde], [tsde]
[] is produced as [a] in mat[a]nity. However, Simo Bobda (2000d:42) finds out in his
investigation that [] is rendered [a] only in the basilectal/mesolectal pronunciation of her, sir,
and commonly, in maternity and (verb) transfer. He thinks that the [a] in maternity and
transfer can be ascribed to an assimilation to the [a] of the preceding syllables, since
Cameroonians do not say [prifa, itaniti], prefer, eternity, but [prif, itniti]. As Simo Bobda
(ibid) remarks, one of the phenomena portrayed by the NURSE Vowel is the “extreme
variability” across the continent. For example, Ghanaians are unique in West Africa with
respect to the production of this vowel. They substitute it for // across the board. In East
Africa, Schmied (1991a:430) points out that the pronunciation of the NURSE vowel “strongly
tends towards” /a/ in Kenya and towards /e/ in Tanzania. Simo Bobda (2000d:45) reports that
the // is systematically substituted for by // in Zimbabwe and all the countries to the south.
[] is almost invariably rendered in CamE as [i], e.g. [hit] hit, [fit] fit. These cases are
also found in other new Englishes, especially West African Englishes. [i] is shorter in CamE
than in RP, but it is not as short as the RP []. This tendency to ignore vowel length causes
word pairs like sit / seat, hit / heat, fit / feet to become homophonous. The same sound can be
realised as [e, , ai ].
Word RP CamE
television tel[i]vision tel[e]vision
budget budg[i]t budg[]t
cowardice coward[i]ce coward[ai]ce
[]  is rendered in so many ways in CamE. These include [e, , a, , o, u, i, ia]
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Word RP CamE
[] → [o]  police [plis]  [polis]
[] → [a] human  [hjn] [juman]
[] → [e] again [n] [een]
[] → [i] flexible [flksbl] [flezibl]
[] → [] common [kmn] [kmn]
[] → [u] today [tde] [tude]
[] → [] parent [prnt] [prn(t)]
[] → [ia] socialist [slst] [sialist]
[] → [aja] martyr [mt] [mataja]
[] is almost invariably rendered as [i] in CamE as, e.g.[sit] sit [bit], bit. It should be noted that
this is not a peculiarity of CamE, it is also reported in other new Englishes. When RP []
results from reduction, it is replaced by the vowel corresponding to the underlying strong
vowel, e.g., strategy [strætd] RP for [stratedi] CamE, character [kærkt] RP for
[karakta] CamE.
[] is generally rendered as [] as in indomitable and bombing [indmitebl], [bmbi]
for RP [ndmtbl], [bm].
[] is rendered in CamE as [] as in the following:
Word RP CamE
number [nmb] [nmba]
young [j] [j]
son [sn] [sn]
bus [bs] [bs]
Simo Bobda (1994:148) remarks that one, come [wn, km] in RP are often pronounced as
[wan, kam] probably due to the influence of Pidgin English pronunciation of these words. But
is also rendered as [bt] or [bet] instead of [bt]. The replacement of [] by [] in CamE
conforms to the general tendency in nearly all of West Africa (Todd 1984; Hannah and
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Trudgill 1985). [] is also rendered as [au] as in country probably due to the analogy with
count, counter, etc. (Simo Bobda and Mbangwana 1993:204)1
1.14.1.3.2 Restructuring of RP Diphthongs
Research on CamE has shown that RP diphthongs tend to be monophthongised or replaced by
unusual diphthongs.
Kouega (1999:544) reports that the diphthongs [a] and [] tend to glide towards the
primary cardinal vowel [i] rather than the centralised RP []. The second member in [] is
sometimes nasalised into [] when followed by [n] as in join and coin.
[e] is replaced by a wide range of mid-high front vowels ranging from a very lax low [] to a
very high tense [e].
[e] → [] as in m[]de and l[]bour.
[e] → [e] as in state [stet], able [ebl], lake [lek], great [ret], shame [em]
[e] also tends to be replaced by [a] in words like Satan, fatal, stabilise.
The diphthong [] is also realised in many different ways. These realisations differ from RP
probably because the Cameroon speaker naturally does not observe the rules of pre-R
breaking and relies most of the times on spelling for pronunciation. Thus, words like serious,
period and inferior are pronounced s[i]rious, p[i]riod and inf[i]rior, for RP s[]rious,
p[]riod and inf[]rior. For spelling induced pronunciation, the graphemes ea(r), eer, ere are
often rendered as [ie] or [i], and sometimes [i] by advanced speakers.
Word RP CamE
near [n] [ni, nie]
beer [b] [bi, bie]
appear [p] [api, apie] (Simo Bobda 1994:151)
[] is also rendered [ia] as in malaria, Julian; [i] as in opinion, onion.
                                                
1 For more on the restructuring of RP monophthongs in CamE, (see Masanga 1983; Mbangwana 1987; Kouega 1991; Simo Bobda and Mbangwana 1993; Simo
Bobda, 1994, 2000, 2001).
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The diphthong [] is rendered [i, ia, , ]
Word RP CamE
tear  [t] [ti]
their [] [dia]
parent [prnt] [prn(t)]
[], is replaced in final syllables by [o] as in so, know, most etc. The diphthong is also
replaced by [] as in the following:
Word RP  CamE
focus [fks] [fks]
total [ttl] [tal]
notice [nts] [ntis] (Simo Bobda 1994:152)
Lastly, the diphthong [] may be rendered in CamE as [u, , ue, i], as in the following data:
[] →[u], as in plural, curious, rural, etc.
[] →[], as in sure, assurance
[] → [ue], as in confluence, influence
[] → [i] as in fuel
[] → [ua] as in newer, truer, annual
1.14.1.3.3 Restructuring of RP Triphthongs
As Simo Bobda (1994:155) rightly observes, CamE has no triphthongs. They are usually split
into two distinct syllables where the medial element changes into a glide. In fact they adopt
the CVC syllable structure. The normal central vocalic element, namely, [] and [] are
pronounced like the semi vowels [j] and [w]. Thus, [a] as in hire is realised as [haja] and
[a] as in hour is realised [awa]. The initial vowel element is rendered as [e, a, ] as in
greyer, hire, employer, while the final vowel element is rendered as [e, a, ] depending on the
spelling of the words, as can be instanced by the spelling of the three words, diet, lower and
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riot. [dajt, lwa, rajt] for RP [dat, l, rat]. For more on restructuring of RP
triphthongs see Simo Bobda (1994, 2000a); Kouega (1999).
1.14.2 Some Consonantal Processes in CamE
Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993) report the following consonantal processes in CamE:
1. Obstruents are devoiced in final positions; e.g. [lap, tat, bik, drks, stifs] lab, charge,
big, drugs, Steve’s for RP [læb, td, b, drz, stivz].
2. Words in V+sion have a [] instead of RP [] e.g. [divin, inven, intrun, ken]
division, invasion, intrusion, cohesion instead of RP [] e.g. [dvn, nven,
ntrun, khn].
3. Word-medially, [s] sometimes occurs for [z] and sometimes [z] occurs for [s]; e.g.
[dsf, fisikal, presidnt, rist] Joseph, physical, president, resort for RP [dzf,
fzkl, przdnt, rzt]; conversely [kmparizn, azjum, dizmba, knzjum]
comparison, assume, December, consume for RP [kmpærsn, sjum, dsmb,
knsjum].
4. While in RP [ks] is normally voiced only before stressed vowels, it is voiced in CamE
before all vowels, producing [tzas, mazimum, flezibl] Texas, maximum, flexible
for RP [tkss, mæksmm, flksbl].
5. [u], rather than [ju] occurs between a consonant and a following [l] or a vowel; e.g.[mul,
ambulans, ambius, anual] mule, ambulance, ambiguous, annual for RP [mjul,
æmbjulns, æmbjs, ænjl].
6. [h] is deleted before [j]; e.g. [juman, jut, jum] human, huge, humour for RP [hjumn,
hjud, hjum].
7. Consonant clusters are often simplified in final position. The process mostly affects [-nd, -
st, -ld, -ft]; e.g.[fain aut, post fis, tol an, lf li] find out, post office, told Ann, left
early for RP [fand at, pst fs, tld æn, lft l].
8. Postvocalic [r] is often dropped, even in the environment of a following vowel; e.g. [f
awas, jua advais] four hours, your advice for RP [fr az, jr dvais].
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9. Stem-final [b] and [] are not deleted, as in [bmbi, plmba, sia, hai] bombing,
plumber, singer, hanging for RP [bm, plm, s, hæ].
10. –stion is pronounced [-s-] instead of RP [-st-]; e.g. [kwn, sdn] question,
suggestion instead of RP [kwstn, sdstn].
11. Unlike RP, CamE has no dark []. All its l’s are clear; e.g. [tl] tell,[ blt] belt.
It should be noted here that the above consonantal processes cause enormous problems of
intelligibility when CamE speakers interact with speakers of other varieties of English,
especially speakers of the native varieties. Our analysis will help throw more light on how
these processes operate in real speech situations.
1.15 Sounds in Company
Mackey (1965:49) sees speech not just as sounds in isolation, but also as a flow of sounds
based on a system, through which phonemes are connected, grouped and modified in certain
combinations. This is where English tends to pose problems for foreign learners in that most
of them tend to stick to the stiff ideal segments when they speak, thereby violating the rule of
sounds in company in English. Some of these rules mean that a non-native speaker will need
to acquire some near-native competence, in order to be able to produce the modified sounds
that will not reveal their original nationality (Simo Bobda and Mbangwana 1993:79). It should
be noted that the non-native speaker’s inability to produce English sounds in a way dictated by
the environment, does not only betray his foreignness, but equally causes intelligibility
problems when they interact with native speakers of the language. We shall consider
assimilation, elision and liaison.
1.15.1 Assimilation
This is a process whereby a phoneme, through the process of modification, tends to resemble a
neighbouring one. For example, in isolation the word seven is pronounced as [svn] but when
it precedes a word like pounds, it will be pronounced by a majority of native speakers as
[svm] where [n] has become bilabial [m] under the influence of the following bilabial [p].
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Seven pounds will then be pronounced [svmpandz]. Previous works on CamE like Kouega
(1991),  Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993), Atechi (1996) have shown that CamE speakers,
as well as speakers of other non-native varieties, will hardly observe this phenomenon. What
they do is to stick to the stiff ideal segments thereby resisting the modifications suggested by
the environment where the sounds occur. Kouega (1999:550) provides the following data from
Cameroon media news:
Expression Fluent RP Speaker Fluent CamE Speaker
last year [l] [last ji]
not yet [ntt] [nt jt]
would you [wdu] [wud ju]
Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993) identify several types of assimilation; namely historical
and contextual, coalescent and ordinary, progressive and regressive and contact and distant
assimilation. Although it is very difficult for a CamE speaker to observe these processes, the
authors observe that CamE speakers tend to observe distant assimilation, whereby before a
final [n], a vowel changes to [i] if the vowel of the preceding syllable is a high front one as in
*[rizin] reason for RP [rizn], [ivin] even for RP [vn]. It should, however, be noted that this
is a very exceptional case of assimilation occurring in CamE speech.
1.15.2 Elision
This is a process “involving the complete disappearance of a phoneme from a phonetic
environment” (Jackson 1982:32). Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993) discuss historical and
contextual elision. Historical elision, they point out, is when a given sound or sequence of
sounds has been dropped in the course of the evolution of a language, so that it is no longer
heard in the contemporary form of the language. Examples include: cupboard, talk, and
ordinary [kbd, tk, dnr]. Contextual elision has to do with a sound that exists in a word
said in isolation but is dropped when preceding another word. Examples include, [dil] a
good deal for [ d dil], [vm] give him for [v him], [lstam] last time for [lst tam].
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It should be noted that the CamE speaker does not observe the process as outlined
above, especially when it comes to vowel-elision. He instead reinforces the pronunciation of
certain normally elided vowels like in parl[ia]ment, ord[i]nary etc. Needless to say this
sometimes causes problems of intelligibility.
Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993:84) further point to the difficulties that West
African users of English and many other learners throughout the world experience with some
English final clusters including, in particular, [ft, -st, -zd, -ld, nd]. The [t] or [d] of these
sequences may be dropped if the next word begins with a consonant, as in [lf kn] left
Kenya, [psmn] postman, [hænbæ] handbag. If non-native speakers want at all costs to
pronounce [t] or [d] in such words, they may end up producing something like *[lft kn,
hændbæ] which would obviously sound odd to the native ear. It should be remarked here
that the native speakers who make absolute use of this elision process sometimes sound
unintelligible to non-native speakers of English.
1.15.3 Liaison
Liaison or linking is a process that facilitates fluent speech. It involves the insertion of a
phoneme in an environment where it is not expected or the pronunciation of a sound that
already exists in the phonetic shape of a word.
Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993) point out that English does not usually allow a
word-final vowel to precede another vowel beginning a word. To avoid this, a [w] or [j]
coloration is often heard at word boundary between two sounds according to the distribution
below:
- [w] is inserted after a word ending in [u] or []; e.g. [juwl] instead of [jul], [twæns]
instead of [tæns] to answer.
- [j] is inserted after a word ending in [i] or []; e.g. [ijæns] (the answer) for [iæns]
- [r] insertion: Though a non-rhotic accent, British English speakers tend to pronounce [r] in
a situation where a word ends in r or re and the following word begins with a vowel
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sound. This process enhances euphony. For instance, more and more, bar owner are
pronounced [mr nd m, br n].
Kouega (1999) reports that in Cameroon media news, liaison in a vowel-vowel environment is
non-existence but in consonant-vowel environment he observes the case of expressions like
such as and there is. Apart from these few cases, liaison as well as other processes of sounds
in company largely remains the preserve of the native user of English. This non-observance of
these processes by non-native users makes their speech relatively slow and obviously strange
to the ears of native speakers. The present study, which sets out to investigate the
intelligibility of native speech to non-native speakers, will surely help to throw more light on
this phenomenon since most of the previous investigations had concentrated their efforts in
testing only non-native speech.
1.16 Spelling Pronunciation
The influence of spelling is very strong on the speaker of English as a second language
(Henceforth, ESL) like the speaker of CamE. This may be due to the fact that a speaker of
CamE makes first contact with these words through reading, and not through listening as is
the case with native speakers of English (Mbangwana 2000:115). This goes to corroborate
Wong (1981:276), who finds spelling pronunciation to be among the major characteristics of
Malaysian English. He equally attributes this to the fact that the learners have only been
exposed to the written form of English, and have only had spelling as the guide to
pronunciation. Simo Bobda (1994:321) confirms Wong’s observation by saying that the same
occurs in CamE, where after the first contacts with colonists, teachers, parents, journalists and
other setters mostly survived in English through the written forms. This explains why silent
letters in English words are pronounced as well as a good number of other spelling-induced
pronunciations.
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1.16.1 Silent Letters Pronounced
Silent letters refer to those letters in a word that are not pronounced in native English. The
pronunciation of these silent letters by non-native speakers may cause some problems of
intelligibility.
RP CamE
b: debt [dt] [dbt]
l: colonel [knl] [klnl]
u: circuit [skt] [sekuit]
w: sword [sd] [swt]
(Simo Bobda and Mbangwana 1993:206)
1.16.2 Other Spelling Induced Pronunciations
Since CamE speakers rely on spelling for their pronunciation, pairs of homophones in RP
rendition with different spellings are observed to be differentiated in CamE. The following
examples throw more light on this process.
Word pair RP realisation CamE realisations
Kernel / colonel [knl] [knl] [klnl]
Baron / barren [bærn] [barn] [barn]
Mare / mayor [m] [m] [mj]
Symbol / cymbal [smbl] [simbl] [simbal]
As Mbangwana (2000:115) rightly points out, mainstream CamE pronunciation finds it
difficult to come to terms with identical pronunciation of these pairs of words in RP, but
occurs with two visible different spellings and meanings.
Mbangwana (ibid) further indicates that there are certain spelling-induced
pronunciations that can be very detrimental to communication between native and non-native
speakers. For example, if you call any of these persons bearing the names Abel and Joan,
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CamE [abl, duan] for RP [ebl, dn ], in Cameroon with RP rendition, you can be sure
that very few of them will answer you because these utterances or similar ones mean nothing
to them in that speech form. They will rather think that you are probably talking about able
and Jones to them. This will surely be the same scenario if you try to use the same names with
a CamE flavour to address these people in Britain, or other native English speaking countries
who are not accustomed to this type of rendition.
1.17 Anglicisation of Foreign Pronunciation
Although Gimson and Ramsaran (1982:28) report a general tendency for the ordinary RP
speaker to anglicise the sound and stress systems of foreign words entering the English
language, CamE speakers demonstrate a greater tendency towards the anglicisation of the
reading rules and the stress rules of the borrowings (Simo Bobda 1994:341). For example, the
ch and the g (e, I) of French words are pronounced [t] and [d] respectively for RP [] and
[], while the final e of many Latin and Greek loans, which is pronounced in RP, is silent, as
in the following examples:
RP CamE
ch chic [ik] [tik]
non-chalant [nnlnt] [nntalant]
Chicago [k] [tikao]
g(e,I) prestige [prsti] [prstid, -t]
regime  [reim] [redim]
final e hyperbole [hapbl] [haipbol]
vigilante [vdlænt] [vidilant]
apocope [pkpi] [apkop]
 (Simo Bobda and Mbangwana 1993:209)
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1.18 Stress Deviations
Honey (1989:106) observes that Indian English has “revolutionised” the stress pattern of
English. Simo Bobda (1994:265) follows Honey and adds that this observation is not a
peculiarity of Indian English, but a characteristic of non-native accents across the globe. He
thinks that although some cases of stress deviation are reported among native accents of
English, most of these native accents have basically the same stress pattern. Remarkable
differences are mostly with non-native accents.
Within CamE, stress deviation tends to be serious. He reports a typical situation where
educated CamE speakers failed to produce certain RP stress patterns even when the model
was given. Examples include administrative, preparatory, verterinary, classificatory, etc.
Simo Bobda and Mbangwana (1993) have made other pertinent observations about
stress deviations in CamE.
1. Unlike RP, which essentially has a backward stress, CamE shows a marked tendency for
forward stress. Stress is usually established one or two (occasionally three) syllables later
than its position in RP, as in the following examples:
RP CamE
ancestor ancestor
petrol petrol
Sammy Sammy
2. In a few cases stress falls earlier in the word, moving one or two syllables backwards,
RP CamE
acute acute
extreme extreme
agreement agreement
3. Consonant clusters tend to pull stress to the preceding vowel as in challenge, calender,
for RP challenge, calendar.
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4. Nouns and adjectives have much greater tendency to be stressed initially than RP; e.g.
advice, hibiscus for RP advice, hibiscus.
5. Compounds usually have their primary stress on the first element in RP but in CamE, they
are generally stressed on the second: e.g. firewood, whitewash, etc.
6. Apart from those ending in sonorants, verbs are probably more likely than any other class
of words to have final stress; e.g. boycott, hijack, for RP boycott, hijack.
7. A final rhyme [i] tends to attract stress towards itself as in: auntie, Judy etc., for RP
auntie, Judy etc.
8. As with [i], a final [n] tends to pull stress towards the preceding vowel; e.g. plantain,
marathon, for RP plantain, marathon.
9. Affixes have (sometimes) predictable deviant stress properties; e.g.
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RP  CamE
indifferent  indifferent
incapable  incapable
impossible impossible
The above statistics shows how CamE stress deviates markedly from native accents, e.g (RP).
nucleus placement in words is important, with regard to issues of intelligibility in CamE,
considering the vital role stress plays in English.
1.19 Previous Studies on CamE Intelligibility
On the Cameroonian variety of English, which is the concern of our study, previous
researchers have made key statements on the issue of intelligibility: Masanga (1983);
Mbangwana (1987, 2000); Talom (1990); and Simo Bobda (1994). As mentioned earlier, this
topic has so far received very scant attention in Cameroon, as much as what is said on the
subject in the form of statements or comments made in passing. Masanga (1983), Talom
(1990) and Mbangwana (2000), however, did carry out some experiments on the subject but
on a very limited scale. This problem however does not seem to be a preserve of the
Cameroon variety of English (see Kachru 1986).
Masanga’s (1983) study was limited to segmental phonology. Using a very small
number of informants to test the intelligibility of CamE speech to RP speakers, he claims that
“although the spoken English of the educated Moghamo people tends to be marked by a
number of deviant forms, the sources of which may be pedagogical, linguistic or social, the
two native speakers do not seem to have any difficulty in understanding it” (1983:155ff).
 Masanga’s claims are open to question. The results of this finding suggest that this
researcher did not take a number of things into consideration. The first thing is that the sample
population is not representative enough for a survey on the intelligibility of CamE. Secondly,
the scope of the experiment was too limited to have allowed for any general statements on the
intelligibility situation in Cameroon. That is probably the reason why the examples he projects
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as hallmarks of CamE look so universal that one would have been surprised if they caused
problems of intelligibility. Some of them are the substitution of RP [] for CamE [i], RP [æ]
for CamE [a], etc.
To claim that Masanga’s conclusion stems from the fact that he focused only on
segmental phonemes will be wrong, as many studies have proved that segmental features
contribute enormously to breakdown in communication among speakers of different varieties
of English. It remains to be seen if segmental features constitute the greatest threat to
intelligibility among speakers of different varieties of English. This is one of the objectives of
this investigation. Simo Bobda (1994:50), commenting on Masanga’s findings, cites a number
of deviant forms that cause communication problems between post-graduate students of
English and their lecturers, when the lecturers pronounce the following words in an RP
flavour, mayor [m], martyr [mt], similar [sml], opponent [pnnt], as compared to
the following pronunciations in CamE [mj], [mataja], [simila], [pnnt]. Masanga,
however, lists a number of factors which he thinks account for these results:
- The majority of the deviant forms tend to be close to their respective standard equivalents.
- The listeners’ ability to use contextual clues.
- The speakers’ intuitive knowledge of the English language and
- Listeners’ familiarity with and interest in the topic.
Worth considering is Talom’s (1990) investigation on the intelligibility of some RP forms to
Cameroonian users of English. Some 36 sentences were tape recorded and played to some
high school students in Cameroon. The results showed that some RP segmental and stress
features are unintelligible in Cameroon. The following instances of intelligibility failure due to
segmental phonemes were registered:
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“quay” was understood as “key”
“peasants” was understood as “person” and “patients”
“plantain” was understood as “planting”
“bombing” was understood as “boming” (Talom 1990:19)
At the level of nucleus placement in words, the following cases of intelligibility failure were
discovered:
“coveted” was understood as “cavity”
“barrier” was understood as  “barrack” and “garage”
“purchase” was understood as  “practice”
“plantain” was understood as “planting” (Talom 1990:19)
The results of this finding reveal that stress placement constitutes one of the major sources of
intelligibility failure when speakers of different varieties of English interact. The findings are
reasonable enough and go to contradict Masanga’s claims that intelligibility was less of an
issue when CamE speakers interact with native speakers. The only problem in this study may
be the scope, and also the fact that the test material does not reflect what we do in our
everyday life, when interacting with people. From our analysis of the correlation between
connected speech and isolated words and sentences, we will be able to make a statement on
the validity of the test material used.
1.20 Unexplored Dimensions
Having reviewed this large amount of literature on intelligibility, one may ask if there was
anything left to talk about on such a topic. In other words what is our contribution to the
existing body of knowledge on intelligibility?
The study is intended as a contribution to the debate on intelligibility measuring not only
the intelligibility of non-native English, but also the intelligibility of native English. It also
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analyses the main sources of intelligibility failure when native and non-native speakers
interact.
We have reviewed two major works on intelligibility: Bansal’s (1969) investigation into
the intelligibility of Educated Indian English and Tiffen’s (1974) survey on the intelligibility
of Nigerian English
The two studies, as well as other small-scale studies on intelligibility, can be said to
reflect the conventional wisdom of the time they were carried out. Talking of the approach, it
seems as if it was contentious to test the intelligibility of native speech to non-native speakers
at the time. Proof of this is the fact that almost all the studies on intelligibility were centred on
investigating how intelligible non-native speech was to native speakers. Those researchers
who managed to investigate the intelligibility of native speech made comments, which still
showed that the intention was not to test the intelligibility of native speakers, but to find out
how efficient the non-native speaker was in understanding the standard variety. Breakdown in
communication in this case was seen as the poor non-native speakers inability to understand
the native speaker and not that native speech was unintelligible; it could also have simply been
that both speakers were mutually unintelligible. The concept of intelligibility was centred on
the fact that the native speaker was the model possessing the standard: correct, accepted,
prestigious and the superior variety. He was seen as the judge of what was intelligible and
what was not. Certain features of non-native varieties were viewed as errors as the native
listeners failed to understand them, or because they deviated from the native norm.
Our primary contribution in the present study is that we look at the concept of
intelligibility from a different point of view. The concept of intelligibility is a two-sided affair
where both participants contribute to achieving successful communication. The process is that
of give and take and not a one-sided affair, as previously understood.
Furthermore, this investigation intends to make its own contribution to the debate on the
complicated issue of international intelligibility. While some scholars think that the aim is
unrealistic, others think there is no need to despair. Those who think there is need for speakers
of English across the globe to be mutually intelligible have not yet agreed on how this can be
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achieved. They are, however, unanimous on the fact that a neutral spoken variety be
established to cater for the needs of international communication. For example, Crystal
(1997:) has proposed “World Standard Spoken English” (WSSE), Jenkins (2000:) has
proposed the “Lingua Franca Core” of pronunciation (LFC) and others “English as
International Language” (EIL), etc. Though unanimous on the fact that a common type of
spoken standard is required for the purposes of international communication, commentators
from Kachru (1986) to Jenkins (2000) argue that it will be too early to make hasty
generalizations on this matter or go ahead to establish this common core. Ample data or
literature on the intelligibility of as many varieties of English as possible all over the world is
needed. This is one of the major points that have motivated this endeavour. Our findings will
help by contributing its own quota (no matter how little) towards a possible solution to the
problem.
Cameroon English, though sharing more similarities than differences with other
varieties of English all over the world, has its own peculiarities which must not escape present
research. Many researchers have argued that CamE is a non-native institutionalised variety
with its own pecu,liarities, and that it will not be rewarding to lump varieties together if we
intend to carry out some insightful studies on varieties of English around the world. There is
no denying the fact that there are more similarities than differences among the various
varieties of English around the world, but there are equally very telling differences that will
not permit us to make certain general statements.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Research Design
This chapter presents the test material used for this study, speakers and the recording
procedures as well as listeners and the listening procedures.
1.21 Test Material
The data to be analysed comprises speech samples that were collected from both native
speakers of English from the two main native varieties of English and from CamE. Five types
of test material were designed, namely, Test I (Connected Speech), Test II (Reading Passage),
Test III (Phonemic Contrast Elicitation) Test IV (Nucleus Placement In Words) and Test V
(Nucleus Placement In Sentences).
1.21.1 Test I (Connected Speech)
This test has to do with the speaker able to choose their own words when speaking on a topic
of their choice. This test is considered to be the most important of all the tests because it
enables the speaker to be judged not only on their pronunciation but also on other levels of
language analysis. Thus intelligibility failure in this test can occur at all levels, that is from the
phoneme to the sentence level and beyond. It should also be noted that of the five tests, Test 1
is closest to a real life situation. The objective of the test on connected speech is to secure
representative texts from each of the 20 speakers of the non-native variety and each of the 20
speakers of the native varieties. Each of the texts last approximately 5 minutes.
The speakers of CamE were university students. Both the speakers and the researcher
chose a number of common topics. This was to make sure that the topics chosen were familiar
and interesting to the speakers, as this would facilitate spontaneous speaking. Each speaker
spoke on one of the topics chosen. It was discovered during the recording that the speakers
enjoyed the topics and in most cases could speak for the 5 minutes without any prompting by
the investigator. They were allowed to speak without any interruptions. The short questions
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that were prepared to help out the speaker were rarely used. The topics chosen were Football
in Cameroon, Marriage, school life, HIV/AIDS, corruption, amongst others. Although this test
is of fundamental importance and can provide information on intelligibility at all levels of
language analysis, we thought it wise to design other tests, subsidiary to it.
Unlike the CamE speakers who were relatively easy to bring together for a discussion on
the topics for Test I, it was not easy to bring the native speakers together for such discussions.
They were scattered all over the world and had very different time schedules that never
offered the possibility of all of them to come together to talk on anything. It was then decided
that they were to be contacted one after another. They were given the choice of topic for this
test. They were, however, told that this was supposed to be universal topics, void of certain
aspects like technical diction that could impair understanding. Some of the topics had to do
with their day at work, holidays, or travels. Areas such as bringing up children were also
discussed. These topics were all very interesting to talk about.
1.21.2 Test II (Reading Passage)
Although connected speech has proven to be the best way of assessing intelligibility, we
would need some subsidiary tests that would include the investigator choosing the words for
the speakers. In reading passages, intelligibility cannot occur at levels like lexis or syntax
because the words are chosen for the speaker. This does not pose any problem, as we are more
concerned here with phonology. Though useful, the reading passage has its own disadvantages
as Tiffen (1974) points out. The speaker can concentrate on pronouncing the passage
carefully, which may lead to a type of speech not typical of the speaker in normal situations.
Tiffen (ibid) however thinks that as many examination bodies use prepared reading as the sole
measure of ability in handling connected speech in a foreign or second language, it seems to
be a useful exercise to discover how far the scores on the spontaneous speech texts and the
reading passages could be correlated.
Care was taken when selecting texts for reading, ensuring they were not too long and
that the language was not technical. Two passages were chosen for both native English
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speakers and the CamE speakers. Both native English and CamE speakers could have equally
used the same reading passage, but we decided to choose two passages, one for CamE
speakers and one for NE speakers. This was simply done for the sake of variety.
1.21.3 Test III (Phonemic Contrast Elicitation)
The speakers’ ability to produce distinctive contrasts in English phonemes was tested. From
my many years of experience with Cameroonian speakers’ accent of English and the findings
of previous researchers on CamE, a list was drawn up of those phonemes that stand out as
hallmarks of CamE forms. Care was taken here not to include idiosyncrasies or what can be
called errors. Despite impressive works done on the description of CamE, there are many
issues that are still undecided when it comes to the difference between what we call errors and
innovations in this variety.
The next decision to take was whether the words were to be read in isolation or put in
context. It was thought that reading the words in isolation would not be effective, in that the
speaker would easily be sensitive to what is being tested and tend to give a more “careful and
hence more artificial pronunciation than he could otherwise do (Tiffen 1974:85)”. This may at
times even lead to a worse performance. Whilst some findings have shown that words in
isolation do facilitate intelligibility, it can be argued that this is not always the case. Some
words in isolation tend to cause more confusion than words in context. Since we tend in real
life situations to use words mostly in context, we decided to put the words in context. The 40
words for the native speakers and the 40 words for the non-native speakers were all embedded
in sentences. In all, 80 sentences were built with the target words. Some of the words are
found in both lists. That is, the words that have proven to be a source of difficulty when native
and non-native speakers communicate appear in both lists. For example, if the word martyr
poses a problem to non-native speakers when native speakers say it, and vice versa, then the
word is used on both lists but if it poses a problem only on one side, then there will be no need
for it to appear on both lists.
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1.21.4 Test IV (Nucleus Placement In Words)
 In this test we are assessing the speaker’s ability to place the nuclear accent accurately in
words. 10 words, known to pose problems when speakers of CamE and speakers of native
varieties interact were identified, selected and embedded in sentences - as was the case with
Test III. The speakers were not told the target words as they read.
1.21.5 Test V (Nucleus Placement in Sentences)
The objective of this test was to measure the ability of the speakers to place the nuclear stress
on different words in a group of three similar sentences. This means that the speakers’ ability
to use the same utterance to express more than one shade of meaning, by placing stress on
different words within that utterance was tested. An example is the sentence; “Bloomfield will
be in England in June”. In this sentence, the nucleus can be placed in about three places
depending on where the speaker wishes to put emphasis.
a) ´Bloomfield will be in England in June. (Not Olympian). The nucleus is on the word
Bloomfield
b) Bloomfield will be in England in ´June. (Not in May) Here, the emphasis or the nucleus
is on the word June
c) Bloomfield will be in ´England in June. (Not in Cameroon) Here, the nucleus is on the
word England
For this test, 15 sentences were designed for the speaker and 15 other sentences designed for
the interviewer. The interviewer put the question or made a statement, which the speaker was
supposed to contradict as strongly as possible by placing the nucleus on a particular word in
the sentence he or she had. For example,
Interviewer: Olympian will be in England in June.
Speaker: No, ´Bloomfield will be in England in June.
Or simply: ´Bloomfield will be in England in June.
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The emphasis is on the word Bloomfield, meaning that the speaker is contradicting the fact
that Olympian will be the one to be in England in June. After the exercise, the interviewer’s
voice was erased from the tapes. The questions or the statements used by the researcher will
be presented to the listener, who will listen to the speaker and then say which of the
statements handed to him or her were being contradicted by the speaker. The 5 groups of
sentences tested, added, up to 15 answers in all for each speaker. Thus the 20 Cameroonian
and the 20 native speakers altogether produced some 600-recorded samples of the ability to
place the nucleus in sentences.
The test material described above was administered to the speakers and tape-recorded. The
tape-recorded material was later administered to the listeners, who used the write-down-what-
you-hear method to prove how much of the speakers’ message they were able to decode.
1.22 Speakers and Recording Procedures
The informants both for the data on CamE and native English are those with a university
education. The Cameroonian informants are undergraduate and postgraduate students of the
university of Yaoundé 1 and several from the university of Buea.
No special attention was paid to regional representation because Cameroon, though
having a complex linguistic set up, does not portray major regional accents like those we find
in a country like Nigeria. In Cameroon, very light regional accents are noticed mostly among
the uneducated users of English. A very small number of those who speak Lamnso as a
mother tongue have the tendency to substitute the diphthong in goat, show, etc. for the vowel
in you, shoe, etc. It is also noticed that some uneducated Bafuts in the North West of
Cameroon tend to pronounce Peter as [bita], and lastly some speakers of the Kom language
are said to lack the [r]. Thus words like ruler, run etc. are pronounced [l]uler and [l]un. But as
mentioned before, these features can only be noticed among the uneducated speakers of these
indigenous languages. That is why this study did not take any regional representation into
account in the selection of the informants.
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Another criterion was where the speaker grew up. Since Cameroon is a country with two
official languages, English and French, with French in the majority, care was taken to get
those who really grew up in the Anglophone part of the country and in “pure” Anglophone
homes. Students who grow up in French-speaking homes may be very fluent in English but
they are seen to be speakers of a performance variety and thus cannot serve as representative
of CamE. For the native speakers of English, the same considerations were made as far as
level of education is concerned. The informants were supposed to have university education.
Native speakers who are familiar with or exposed to CamE were eliminated from the list.
1.22.1 Selecting the Speakers
For the Cameroon speakers, 20 speakers were finally retained for the study. This number is
not too large so as to create problems of pinning down the data and not too small as to fail to
serve as a representative sample of CamE. The 20 speakers are both male and female speakers
of CamE. This was the same for native English speakers.
1.22.1.1 Methods of Selection
Both class lists of the under- and postgraduate students were closely examined and the
following steps taken to select the students. A list of 50 students who fulfilled the basic
requirements was made. The students were invited to a meeting with the researcher. After a
detailed discussion, the required 20 students were selected from the 50 students who attended
the meeting. The selected speakers met with the researcher later to decide on the possible
topics for connected speech.
The CamE speakers range from 18 to 28 years of age, with the two Anglophone
provinces being unequally represented. There are equal numbers of male speakers and female
speakers. It can also be noted that a good number of indigenous languages are represented,
although they too may not have an individual influence when it comes to the CamE speakers’
accents.
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For the native speakers, it was decided whether the investigation was to be limited to RP
(British English) speakers, or to involve other native varieties of English. Most previous
works on intelligibility limited the notion of native speaker to RP. This could have still been
the case with our study. This would have been advantageous in that it would reduce the
variables to a minimum and data collection and analysis would be less problematic - however
it would fail to reflect the present trend of events in the discipline. Owing to the fact that RP is
presently facing a lot of pressure from American English, leaving out this variety would be
escaping reality.  It would also deprive those who would pick up this work to share in the
fascinating debate that is going on in academic circles with respect to the two varieties. It was
decided that informants were to be drawn mostly from the two main varieties while not
closing the door to the other native varieties.
The native speakers were met one by one and appointments were made for further
discussions for the researcher to be able to know who was qualified to be an informant or not.
40 native speakers were spoken to, and after a series of encounters and discussions, 20 of
them were finally selected for the exercise. They were both male and female speakers from
Britain and America. The level of education of the informants was equally taken into
consideration. Those who were finally selected had university education, as was the case with
the CamE speakers.
Exposure was a serious point to take into consideration during the selection. Those who
were found to have lived in Cameroon or in other non-native countries close to the
Cameroonian variety were eliminated from the list. There was no formal invitation to the
native speakers, as was the case with the Cameroonian speakers. A notice was put up in the
Leipzig English church and the researcher, with the help of some family friends, also launched
a campaign to get as many native speakers as possible.
It will be impossible to present all the 20 completed forms on the informants’
backgrounds. From the analysis of their background, a good number of remarks can be made.
The native speakers selected as informants range from 18 to 60 years of age. This is quite
different from the age range of the CamE speakers that range from 18 to 28 years of age. The
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simple reason here is that the CamE speakers were all university students while the native
speakers ranged from students to those on retirement. Within the native varieties a cross
section of the dialect zones both in the US and in Britain are represented, although this was
not by design. The main consideration was to get speakers who could produce speech samples
that we can comfortably call native. It is also interesting to note that there is a very negligible
difference between the numbers of males and female informants. For more on the informants’
background
see appendix I
1.22.2 Recording Process
All the recordings for CamE speakers were done at the B&K Language institute in Yaoundé,
Cameroon. The reason for this was that the Institute has a good language laboratory that was
very conducive for this exercise. Unlike the recording for the CamE speech, which took place
in a language laboratory, the recording for the native English speech was done in varied places
depending on the availability of the informants. Thus it was either in an office, at the home of
the researcher or the informant, in a room in a nearby university, in a quiet room in the church,
etc. Again this posed no problems, as the places were quite conducive for the exercise in
question.
1.22.2.1 Recording Test I
Each CamE speaker had to talk on one of the topics. The speaker had the right to choose
among the topics available. Since the speakers contributed in choosing the topics, it was
somewhat easier for them to talk for 5 minutes on each of the topics without major problems.
Only a few of the speakers ran short of words in the course of the talking. In this case the
author intervened by asking a short question to prompt the speaker to speak on.
Each of the native informants had to talk on a topic of his or her choice following the
orientation of the researcher on what was expected of them. Since they were given the free
hand to talk on a topic of their choice, it was fairly easy to do so for 5 minutes. Some of the
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topics discussed concerned travel, jobs, life experiences, bringing up children, holidays and so
on. The researcher had little or no intervention in the course of the recording.
1.22.2.2 Recording Test II
To administer this test, the CamE speakers were called in one after another. The lone passage
was handed to each speaker. They were asked to read the passage as naturally as possible.
They were, however, given a few minutes to look through the passage before reading. The
researcher did not intervene in any way in the course of the reading.
All the native English informants read one passage. They were told to read the passage
as naturally as possible. No interruption took place throughout the recording. They were given
each a few minutes to look through the passage before reading.
1.22.2.3 Recording Test III
Both CamE and native English speakers were given the 40 sentences with the target words
embedded in them. They were not told which word was the target word. They were as usual
told to read as naturally as possible. None of the informants complained about any difficult
word.
1.22.2.4 Recording Test IV
The same approach applied to the placement of nucleus in words. The target words were
placed in sentences and the speakers were asked to read them without being told the target
word. They were told to read the sentences as naturally as possible.
1.22.2.5 Recording Test V
This test and Test I were more difficult and time consuming than the rest of the tests. In this
test, an interviewer was needed to read statements that the informants were supposed to
contradict with the statements they had. After this, the interviewer’s voice was erased from the
tapes. Despite the light difficulties recorded, it all went well for both CamE and NE speakers.
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The five tests were administered to all the speakers. The data collected during this
process was good enough for a thorough investigation into the intelligibility of CamE to
native speakers of English and vice versa.
1.23 The Listeners and Listening Procedures
It was relatively easier to get CamE listeners than it was the case with native listeners. The
CamE listeners could easily be got from the university but the native listeners were scattered
all over the world. It was decided that one listener should judge one speaker. Thus 20 CamE
listeners judged 20 native speakers and 20 native listeners judged 20 CamE speakers.
1.23.1 Selection of Listeners
Firstly, both NE and CamE listeners alike had to be “educated”. That is, they were required to
have had university education.
Secondly, the word “native” implied being a speaker of any of the native varieties of
English. Though the native listeners have come only from Britain and America, this may be
due to the demographic distribution of native speakers. Equal opportunity was given to all
native varieties.
Thirdly, native listeners who had got considerable exposure to non-native accents,
especially West African accents, were excluded from the list. In like manner, the CamE
listeners who had got considerable exposure to native varieties were excluded from the list of
listeners.
1.23.2 Listening Procedures
The listening to the NE speakers’ texts was done in the university of Yaoundé. This was
relatively easier than the listening to the CamE speakers’ texts by the native speakers because
they were not on the same spot. The researcher had to organise sessions with individual
listeners in their offices, at their place of work, at their homes, in the church after service, etc.
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This was not easy given the number of native listeners that were needed. It was not possible to
hold group sessions since no two listeners listened to the same text.
1.23.2.1 Methods of Listening
The tapes were listened to directly without the use of earphones. Care was taken to ensure that
the listening sessions were free from noise that could affect the procedure. The listeners were
expected to write down what they heard from the tapes. Care was taken to ensure that the
listening conditions for the CamE listeners and the native speakers had no significant
difference.
1.23.2.1.1 Listening to Test I (Connected Speech)
As mentioned under methods of testing intelligibility, we have decided to use the objective
method in this study. Bansal (1969) and Tiffen (1974) found out that this was the best method
of testing intelligibility. Thus the listeners were supposed to listen to the tapes and to write
down what they heard. These written responses were preferred because they provide more
permanent and easily verifiable records.
The texts were divided into manageable units so as to facilitate the listening task. It was
our intension to divide the text into sense units, but this was not possible in all cases. The
listener was informed about the theme or the subject matter of the text before the session
began. Where the speaker used unfamiliar names and abbreviations the listener was told not to
bother so much as these will not be counted during the analysis.
Thus, Test I (Spontaneous Speech) was played to the listeners unit by unit. The listeners
were told to leave blanks where they did not understand or simply write down what they heard
from the tapes. Written versions of the text were obtained which would enable the researcher
to carry out a detailed comparison between these and the speaker’s version, and to make
statements about the intelligibility situation between CamE speakers and native speakers.
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1.23.2.1.2 Listening to Test II (Reading Passage)
The reading passages for both native and CamE listeners were divided into sense units where
possible, in order to facilitate the listening process, as was the case with the connected speech
texts. The listeners were told the subject matter of the passage and also where the passage was
taken from. In this case, the passage for the native listeners was taken form Daniel O.
Alishire’s Understanding Today’s Youth (Convention Press 1989) and the CamE listeners’
passage was taken from David Crystal’s English as a Global Language (Cambridge 1997).
Each passage was played through unit by unit to the listeners.
1.23.2.1.3 Listening to Test III (Phonemic Contrast Elicitation)
The native and the CamE listeners listened to 40 sentences each. The listeners were required
to fill in the blanks with the target words as they listened to the tapes.
1.23.2.1.4 Listening to Test IV (Nucleus Placement In Words)
The procedure adopted for Test III above was the same for Test IV. The listeners we required
to fill in the blanks with the target words from the tapes. 10 sentences each were designed
leaving out the target words for the listeners to fill in.
1.23.2.1.5 Listening to Test V (Nucleus Placement In Sentences)
As mentioned above, the interviewer made a statement and the speakers were expected to
contradict this as strongly as possible. During this the listeners were given three possible
statements and told to indicate by a cross against the statement they thought the speaker in the
tape was contradicting.
The five tests were presented to all the 20 CamE listeners and the 20 native English listeners.
There were no major problems observed throughout the listening process.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Analysis and Results
1.24 Scoring Procedures
As intended, all the five tests were administered to the listeners and written responses were
taken. The original versions of the speakers’ texts were then compared to the listeners’
responses and this permitted us to make some concrete statements on the intelligibility
situation under consideration. That is, it was possible from these analyses to say precisely
where break down in intelligibility occurred.
This section concentrates on the methods that were devised to measure the intelligibility
of the CamE speakers to British and American listeners, and British and American speakers to
CamE listeners. From this it would be possible to make general statements, in the form of
statistics of the intelligibility situation between the two accents under study. A comparative
analysis on the intelligibility situation between CamE and NE varieties will be made, as well
as a separate analysis of CamE and British English, and CamE and American English.
To calculate the score of each speaker with the listener, the number of intelligible units
out of the total number of units in the text were converted into percentage form. For example,
if CamE 1’s text was divided up into 50 units, and the listener successfully understood or
wrote down 30 of them correctly, this would constitute an intelligibility score of 60%. That is,
30 divided by 50 times 100= 60%.
1.24.1 Scoring Test I (Connected Speech)
As pointed out earlier, the speakers’ texts were divided up into manageable units, making sure
that the listener’s mind was not over-taxed and at the same time trying to have the units make
sense as much as possible. This was not always the case but maximum effort was made to
make sure this was respected. These units were then used as the basis for calculating the
intelligibility scores for Test 1. For a unit to be counted as correct, it had to contain the key
elements that maintain the meaning expressed by the speaker. On the other hand, if a unit
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failed to maintain the meaning as expressed by the speaker, then it was counted as incorrect.
All the cases below were counted as instances of intelligibility failure. One may argue that
there could have been some distinction between a unit that failed due to only a single word or
sound, and a unit that failed due to the listeners inability to understand or write down even one
correct word from what the speaker says. From the outset it was thought that partial scores
were to be taken into account but this was later dropped given that this was going to bring in
more confusion. It was then decided that the score was nil whether only one key word was
misunderstood or the whole unit was misunderstood, provided this led to unintelligibility.
Units counted as incorrect (CamE examples)
In the examples below “S” stands for speaker and “L” stands for listener
S (CamE 5) /and for 20 years now it has been the preoccupation of many health
ministries/
L (NE 5) /and for 20 years now it hasn’t been the prohibition of many half
ministries/
S (CamE 7) /it will be a very great step to curb corruption/
L (NE 7) /It will be a very great step to cork corruption/
S (CamE 5) /one thing we should note is that AIDS does not kill/
L (NE 5) /one thing we should note is that AIDS does not cure/
S (CamE 20) /Cameroon football suffers from a lot of problems/
L (NE 20) /Cameroon football so fars a lot of problems/
S (CamE 16) /the university of Buea is found in the South West province of
Cameroon/
L (NE 16) /..........................................founding of Cameroon/
Units counted as incorrect (BrE and AmE examples)
S (AmE 16) /until after I left America at the age of 19/
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L (CamE 16) /until I left America at the year 19.../
S (BrE 1) /my family and I lived in Switzerland for 10 years/
L (CamE 1) /my family and I lived in Swiss Land for 10 years/
S (BrE 6) /so by the year 2000 we moved to the southern part/
L (CamE 6) /so by the year 2000 we moved to the sudden.../
S (BrE 5) /my only answer was that I did this because it was true/
L (CamE 5) /my holy and..../
S (AmE 20) /I even, I like, its like funny but I would say, ya, I like/
L (CamE 20) /I even.........I am used to US/
S (BrE 3) /so this is me. It was not a good sign/
L (CamE 3) /so...................................................../
Worth noting are cases where some minor differences between the speaker’s text and the
listener’s text were counted as intelligible, because they did not cause the unit to lose its
meaning. This means that in a situation where the listener’s text had some minor changes like
the substitution of one determiner for another, or some other minor changes in tense etc.
which did not really affect the meaning expressed by the speaker, the unit was counted as
intelligible. Examples:
S (CamE 3) /the condom could get burst/
L (NE 3) /a condom could get burst/
S (CamE 2) /the wages of our professionals abroad have increased tremendously/
L (NE 2) /the wages of our professionals abroad has increased tremendously/
In the first example, the listener changed the article “the” to “a”. This does not cause any
communication problem because the meaning of the unit virtually remains the same. This also
applied to example two where the auxiliary “have” was changed to “has”. This again created
no major communication breakdown. Thus the two cases above were counted as intelligible.
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Some two cases of restructuring were noticed in the CamE listeners’ version.
S (AmE16) /for people to communicate from different cultures/
L (CamE16) /for people from different cultures to communicate/
S (BrE 9) /this has shown that it is possible to clone a mammal/
L (CamE 9) / this showed that a mammal could be cloned/
A third consideration was that where the listener understood the unit very well but because the
speaker wrongly used one to two words, the listener decides to correct them. In a situation
where this does not interrupt the meaning intended by the speaker, this was counted as
intelligible. Examples:
S (CamE 6) /which is one of the major ways of contacting this disease/
L (NE 6) /which is one of the major ways of contracting this disease/
S (CamE 6) /to develop a new strategies to wipe away this deadly disease/
L (NE 6) /to develop a new strategy to wipe away this deadly disease/
S (CamE 3) /and it go into the stomach of the woman/
L (NE 3) /and it goes into the stomach to the woman/
The cases cited above go a long way to point out that intelligibility is not only a matter of
word/utterance recognition, given that the listeners understood the meaning of what was
intended and went ahead to correct what they thought was not correct. By replacing
“contacting” with “contracted”, the listener in example one, is protesting that we do not
contact aids, we contract aids. The same applies to the last two examples, where “a new
strategies” was transformed to “a new strategy” and “it go” changed to “ it goes” by the native
speakers.
The instances cited above are intended to be illustrative rather than exhaustive, as there
were many of them identified in the texts. Such cases were marked as correct or intelligible
since the listener understood the speaker’s meaning.
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1.24.2 Scoring Test II (Reading Passage)
The same procedure was applied to Test II. The two passages were divided up into sense units
as much as possible. A unit was counted as intelligible if it contained all the main words that
make the same sense as expressed by the speaker. With the text on connected speech, each
correctly reproduced unit was marked as intelligible and any unit that was wrongly reproduced
was marked as unintelligible. The number of units marked as intelligible was then placed on
the total number of units in the text and the percentage score was got. For example, if the text
comprised 100 units and the listener ended up understanding just 30 of them, this score of 30
will be divided by 100 and multiplied by 100, which is = 30%.
Again, certain minor changes made by the listener were not counted as unintelligible,
provided the speaker’s intended meaning in that unit was maintained.
1.24.3 Scoring Test III (Phonemic Contrast Elicitation)
This test was not as difficult to score as the first two tests. The listeners’ responses were either
correct or incorrect. The listeners’ correct responses out of the total of 40 responses were
percentaged up to get the intelligibility score for this test.
1.24.4 Scoring Test IV (Nucleus Placement In Words)
The scoring procedure for Test IV was not different from that of Test III. The listeners’
correct responses were calculated as a percentage of the total number of responses in the test.
There were ten responses in total. Both CamE speakers’ as well as NE speakers’ responses
were given the same treatment.
1.24.5 Scoring Test V (Nucleus Placement in Sentences)
The scoring procedures for this test fall in the same line with those of Tests III and IV. Both
CamE listeners and BrE and AmE Listeners had each 15 responses to give. The number of
correct responses represented the score. These were then converted into percentage scores.
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It should be made clear here that the above scoring procedures were applied to both the
CamE speech texts as well as the texts in native English speech. These speech samples were
given the same treatment.
1.25 Intelligibility Scores for CamE
As described above, the five tests were treated according to the scoring procedures outlined.
The intelligibility scores that were obtained from the five tests are presented in the tables that
follow. The intelligibility scores are in percentage form. A full account of all intelligibility
failures in a speaker-per-speaker analysis is given in appendix III.
1.25.1 Results of Intelligibility Scores
The tables below show the tests that were used for this study; five tests for CamE speech and
five tests for Native English test (BrE and AmE). Tests for both CamE speech and native
English speech were conducted in the same way. The methods did not vary in any way. Of the
five tests, Test I is seen to be of primordial importance in assessing when it comes to assessing
the speaker’s ability in spoken English. This test is closer to what we do in our daily life than
the rest of the tests. Test I is closer to Test I. The only difference between the two is that the
researcher chooses the words for the speaker, while in test one the speaker could choose his
own words. Test III Test IV and Test V can be said to be different from the two in that they do
not deal with connected speech as such. The elements in the first two tests are isolated and
tested. As earlier mentioned, our aim is to show the relationship that exists between these tests
and equally try to provide answers to some of the questions often raised by scholars with
regard to the type of test material that can used to test intelligibility.
Table 3: Intelligibility Scores for CamE Speakers / NE Listeners(in percentages)
Speaker
No.
Test I
Connected
Speech
Test II
Reading
Passage
Test III
Phonemic
Contrast
Elicitation
Test IV
Nucleus
Placement
In Words
Test V
Nucleus
Placement
In Sentences
CamE 1 50.0 53.3 55.0 40.0 40.0
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CamE 2 75.6 66.7 72.5 50.0 33.3
CamE 3 60.8 88.7 70.0 60.0 33.3
CamE 4 57.2 66.7 65.0 70.0 53.3
CamE 5 62.2 33.3 60.0 40.0 33.3
CamE 6 60.7 73.3 75.0 40.0 53.3
CamE 7 60.5 73.3 75.0 60.0 53.3
CamE 8 75.5 53.3 57.5 60.0 33.3
CamE 9 76.9 46.7 70.0 70.0 46.7
CamE 10 50.0 80.0 70.0 40.0 40.0
CamE 11 53.1 80.0 60.0 60.0 53.3
CamE 12 70.6 46.7 47.5 80.0 33.3
CamE 13 57.5 73.3 72.5 40.0 46.7
CamE 14 59.7 66.7 67.5 60.0 66.7
CamE 15 55.5 66.7 75.0 50.0 53.3
CamE 16 58.8 73.3 62.5 60.0 66.7
CamE 17 47.5 46.7 60.0 30.0 33.3
CamE 18 70.5 66.7 65.0 60.0 33.3
CamE 19 58.6 53.3 62.5 50.0 33.3
CamE 20 65.3 53.3 72.5 60.0 46.7
Mean 61.3 63.0 65.8 54.0 44.3
S.D 8.7 13.9 7.6 12.7 11.3
Table 3 shows the intelligibility scores obtained by the CamE speakers in the various tests,
together with the average score and the standard deviation among speakers of each test.
The intelligibility range between the CamE speakers is not too wide with regard to
column 1, table 1. On this table we see that the intelligibility scores range from 76.9% to
47.5%. The average score is 61.3% with a standard deviation of 8.7. The range of
intelligibility scores among the speakers and the standard deviation tend to show that there
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was little variation in the speech of CamE speakers. The intelligibility scores for Test II
(column II, table 1) show a wide range in the intelligibility scores between the CamE
speakers. The scores range from 86.7% to 33.3%. The average score is 63.1%, with a standard
deviation of 14.1. Despite the wide range in intelligibility scores and consequently a high
standard deviation score, the average intelligibility is slightly higher than that of Test 1. This
is, however, statistically not significant.
The intelligibility scores for Phonemic Contrast Elicitation (table I, column III) are
higher than any other test. They range from 75% to 47.5%. The average intelligibility score is
65.8% with a standard deviation of 7.6. This shows that most of the CamE speakers possessed
the skills needed for the test.
Intelligibility scores for Nucleus Placement in Words (Table 1, column IV) are not as
high as the scores for the first three tests. The CamE speakers for this test scored between 70%
to 30% with an average intelligibility score of 54.0% and a standard deviation of 12.7. The
average score shows clearly that stress is a major source of intelligibility failure when CamE
speakers and native speakers interact.
The worst test however involved Nucleus Placement in Sentences. This test is the lowest
of all with regard to intelligibility between CamE speakers and British and American English
speakers with a mean intelligibility score of 44.3% and a range of 66.7% to 33.3%. The
standard deviation stands at 11.3. From the scores we see that a majority of the speakers
scored well below 50%. One can infer from these scores that CamE speakers have more
difficulties dealing with tonic accent both in the word and in the sentence, than dealing with
segmental features.
Table 4: Intelligibility Scores for CamE Speakers / BrE Listeners Only
Speaker
No.
Test I
Connected
Speech
Test II
Reading
Passage
Test III
Phonemic
Contrast
Elicitation
Test IV
Nucleus
Placement
In Words
Test V
Nucleus
Placement
In Sentences
CamE 1 50.0 53.3 55.0 40.0 40.0
CamE 2 75.6 66.7 72.5 50.0 33.3
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CamE 3 60.8 88.7 70.0 60.0 33.3
CamE 4 57.2 66.7 65.0 70.0 53.3
CamE 5 62.2 33.3 60.0 40.0 33.3
CamE 6 60.7 73.3 75.0 40.0 53.3
CamE 7 60.5 73.3 75.0 60.0 53.3
CamE 8 75.5 53.3 57.5 60.0 33.3
CamE 9 76.9 46.7 70.0 70.0 46.7
CamE 10 50.0 80 70.0 40.0 40.0
Mean 62.9 63.5 67.0 53.0 42.0
S.D 10.0 16.7 7.2 12.5 8.9
We thought it expedient to separate British listeners from AmE listeners so as to see if there
are any significant differences with regard to the two accents vis a vis CamE.
Column 1 shows the intelligibility scores for connected speech. Here, the mean
intelligibility score is 62.9% with a range of 75.6% to 50.0%. The standard deviation of 10
shows that there is no wide range in the intelligibility scores of CamE speakers to BrE
listeners. The intelligibility range equally reveals that no CamE speaker scored below 50%.
The mean intelligibility score for Test II and Test III 63.5% and 67.0% respectively, are
slightly higher than that of Tests 1, IV and V with mean intelligibility scores of 61.3%, 53.0%
and 42.0% respectively.
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Table 5: Intelligibility Scores for CamE Speakers / AmE Listeners Only
Speaker
No.
Test I
Connected
Speech
Test II
Reading
Passage
Test III
Phonemic
Contrast
Elicitation
Test IV
Nucleus
Placement
In Words
Test V
Nucleus
Placement
In Sentences
CamE 11 53.1 80 60.0 60.0 53.3
CamE 12 70.6 46.7 47.5 80.0 33.3
CamE 13 57.5 73.3 72.5 40.0 46.7
CamE 14 59.7 66.7 67.5 60.0 66.7
CamE 15 55.0 66.7 75.0 50.0 53.3
CamE 16 58.8 73.3 62.5 60.0 66.7
CamE 17 47.5 46.7 60.0 30.0 33.3
CamE 18 70.5 66.7 65.0 60.0 33.3
CamE 19 58.6 53.3 62.5 50.0 33.3
CamE 20 65.3 53.3 72.5 60.0 46.7
Mean 59.7 62.7 64.0 55.0 46.7
S.D 7.4 11.8 8.1 13.5 13.4
The intelligibility scores for column 1 (Connected Speech) do not differ much from the
intelligibility scores registered when BrE speakers listened to CamE speakers. The mean
intelligibility score stands at 59.7% with intelligibility scores varying from 70.6% to 47.5%.
The mean intelligibility scores for Tests II and III, 62.7% and 64.0% respectively, are higher
than those of the other tests. What this indicates, especially the relatively high mean
intelligibility in Test III(Phonemic Contrast Elicitation) is that segmental features constitute
less of a threat to intelligibility than other features like suprasegments. This point is further
buttressed by the low mean intelligibility scores registered in Test IV and V, 55.0% and
46.7% respectively, which have to do with suprasegmental features.
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Table 6: Intelligibility Scores BrE and AmE Speakers / CamE Listeners
Speaker
No.
Test I
Connected
Speech
Test II
Reading
Passage
Test III
Phonemic
Contrast
Elicitation
Test IV
Nucleus
Placement
In Words
Test V
Nucleus
Placement
In Sentences
BrE 1 50.5 52.9 62.5 50.0 47.7
BrE 2 48.3 47.1 47.5 60.0 33.3
BrE 3 70.8 58.8 65.0 20.0 66.7
BrE 4 60.5 58.8 70.0 70.0 53.3
BrE 5 66.9 58.8 65.0 60.0 40
BrE 6 52.0 70.6 37.5 40.0 46.6
BrE 7 86.4 70.6 75.0 50.0 73.3
BrE 8 52.2 58.8 70.0 60.0 80
BrE 9 60.8 47.1 57.5 70.0 53.3
BrE 10 38.4 70.6 62.5 40.0 60.0
AmE 1 26.6 70.6 70.0 60.0 60.0
AmE 2 55.4 41.2 72.5 50.0 46.7
AmE 3 48.1 76.5 60.0 30.0 66.7
AmE 4 70.4 64.7 47.5 70.0 73.3
AmE 5 65.3 52.9 62.5 60.0 80.0
AmE 6 42.8 58.8 62.5 70.0 53.3
AmE 7 55.9 58.8 50.0 40.0 33.3
AmE 8 48.4 58.8 62.5 50.0 46.7
AmE 9 65.1 64.7 62.5 50.0 60.0
AmE 10 60.5 41.2 67.5 60.0 40.0
Mean 56.3 59.1 65.0 56.0 58.7
S.D 12.9 10.0 9.40 13.5 14.0
Table 6 presents intelligibility scores for native English speakers for the five tests. It also
shows the average score as well as the standard deviation among the speakers for each test.
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Unlike column 1 table 1 where the range in the intelligibility of CamE speakers was
narrow, there is a wide range in the intelligibility of native speakers of English. The
intelligibility scores in this column vary from 86.4% to 26.6%, with a mean score of 56.3%.
The average intelligibility score for Test II, 59.1% is very close to the average intelligibility
score in Test 1. Both have to do with connected speech. The score for Test III is as high as
usual, 65.0% with a standard deviation of 9.40. The closeness of the averages of these two
tests explains why we always put them together when making general statements about test
material for the study. One interesting revelation that we can see from the average
intelligibility scores for native English speakers is that the average for Test 1 and Test V are
almost the same. This was not the same with the mean intelligibility scores for CamE
speakers. It is equally worth noting that the mean intelligibility for all the native English tests
tends to be above 50%.
Table 7: Intelligibility Scores For BrE Speakers Only / CamE Listeners
Speaker
No.
Test I
Connected
Speech
Test II
Reading
Passage
Test III
Phonemic
Contrast
Elicitation
Test IV
Nucleus
Placement
In Words
Test V
Nucleus
Placement
In Sentences
BrE 1 50.5 52.9 62.5 50.0 47.7
BrE 2 48.3 47.1 47.5 60.0 33.3
BrE 3 70.8 58.8 65.0 20.0 66.7
BrE 4 60.5 58.8 70.0 70.0 53.3
BrE 5 66.9 58.8 65.0 60.0 40
BrE 6 52.0 70.6 37.5 40.0 46.6
BrE 7 86.4 70.6 75.0 50.0 73.3
BrE 8 52.2 58.8 70.0 60.0 80
BrE 9 60.8 47.1 57.5 70.0 53.3
BrE 10 38.4 70.6 62.5 40.0 60.0
Mean 58.7 59.4 61.3 52.0 55.4
S.D 13.6 9.0 11.3 15.5 14.7
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Table 7 presents the intelligibility scores for BrE speakers. Column 1 shows the intelligibility
scores for connected speech, which is the most important of the five tests with regard to
intelligibility testing. The range is fairly wide as the scores vary from 86.4% to 38.4%, with an
average of 58.7%. Col. 2 (Reading Passage) tends to exhibit almost the same characteristics,
with intelligibility scores ranging from 70.6% to 47.1% and a mean of 59.4%. This shows the
close relationship between the two tests.
The average intelligibility scores for the rest of the three tests, namely Test III
(Phonemic Contrast Elicitation, Test IV (Nucleus Placement in words) and Test V (Nucleus
Placement in sentences) stand at 61.3%, 52.0% and 55.4% respectively. The test on phonemes
consistently proves to be the easiest to handle by speakers of the accents under consideration.
Proof of this is the high intelligibility scores and consequently the high mean intelligibility
scores recorded both in the speech of CamE speakers and that of BrE and AmE speakers.
Table 8: Intelligibility Scores AmE Speakers Only / CamE Listeners
Speaker
No.
Test I
Connected
Speech
Test II
Reading
Passage
Test III
Phonemic
Contrast
Elicitation
Test IV
Nucleus
Placement
In Words
Test V
Nucleus
Placement
In Sentences
AmE 1 26.6 70.6 70.0 60.0 60.0
AmE 2 55.4 41.2 72.5 50.0 46.7
AmE 3 48.1 76.5 60.0 30.0 66.7
AmE 4 70.4 64.7 47.5 70.0 73.3
AmE 5 65.3 52.9 62.5 60.0 80.0
AmE 6 42.8 58.8 62.5 70.0 53.3
AmE 7 55.9 58.8 50.0 40.0 33.3
AmE 8 48.4 58.8 62.5 50.0 46.7
AmE 9 65.1 64.7 62.5 50.0 60.0
AmE 10 60.5 41.2 67.5 60.0 40.0
Mean 53.9 58.8 61.8 54.0 56.0
S.D 13.0 11.4 7.9 12.6 14.8
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This table shows the intelligibility scores as well as the average intelligibility score and the
standard deviation for the various tests conducted with the AmE speakers. Col. 1 (Connected
Speech) shows a wide range in the intelligibility scores of AmE speakers. They vary from
70.4% to 26.6% with an average intelligibility score of 53.9%. Test II (Reading Passage)
shows a slight difference in terms of average intelligibility score, with 58.8%. There is,
however, no significant difference between the standard deviations of the two tests, 13 and
11.4 for Tests I and II respectively.
As usual, Test III (Phonemic Contrast Elicitation) shows slightly higher mean
intelligibility score as compared to the rest of the four tests, 61.8% and the lowest standard
deviation score of 7.9. Col. 4 and 5 as usual, show low mean intelligibility scores, 54.0% and
56.0% respectively. The two tests do not differ much with regard to standard deviation scores;
12.6 and 14.8 respectively.
1.25.2 General Comments on the Intelligibility Situation Between CamE and
Native English Speech
 The aim of this work was to measure the degree of intelligibility as well as analyse the major
causes of intelligibility failure when CamE speakers interact with native English speakers. The
data collected was analysed as seen above. The six tables above present a vivid intelligibility
situation between CamE speakers and British and AmE speakers.
Looking at the intelligibility situation between CamE speakers and Native English
listeners, we see that it does not create the type of fear nursed by some scholars like Prator. If
we base our argument on connected speech, which is assumed to be the criterion of
fundamental importance with respect to the speaker’s ability in spoken English, we will say
that the degree of intelligibility is fairly reasonable. The mean intelligibility score for
connected speech is 61.3%, while the mean intelligibility score for all the five tests put
together stands at 57.7%. This means that when CamE speakers interact with native speakers,
the degree of intelligibility is well above 50.0%.
Another interesting point to make here is the fact that when British and American
listeners were separated, the mean intelligibility scores tended to differ in a way that we must
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not overlook. When BrE speakers listened to CamE speakers, the mean intelligibility score,
62.9% was higher than when AmE speakers listened to CamE speakers, 59.7%. We use the
mean intelligibility scores for connected speech here because it is the most important of the
five tests. It represents the sum of all levels of English. The mean intelligibility scores show
that CamE speech is more intelligible to BrE speakers than to AmE speakers. The difference
may not be statistically very significant but should not be overlooked. This difference may be
explained in large part by the fact that the reference variety of English taught in Cameroonian
schools is British. It should also be stressed here that Britain was the colonial master of
Cameroon. This trend seems consistent but for the last two tests (Test IV & V) that involve
nucleus placement in words and sentences. AmE listeners tended to have a slight edge over
the BrE listeners at this level. The explanation for this is not very clear but it should be noted
that AmE and CamE tend to exhibit some similarities in respect of stress placement in words.
Another possible explanation could be that many young generation CamE speakers in their
oral rendition tend to aspire more to the AmE variety. They are aided in this effort by
watching American movies and CNN, which is more represented on the Cameroon media
landscape than the BBC.
Looking at the intelligibility situation between native English and CamE, one can see
some fascinating revelations. As mentioned before, we decided to present the intelligibility
situation between CamE speech and native English speech from both sides so as to be able to
make clear and forward looking statements about the intelligibility situation as it were. Table
6 shows that when CamE speakers listen to native English speakers, the mean intelligibility
score is 56.3%. The mean intelligibility score for the five tests stand at 59.5%. This means that
the degree of intelligibility between CamE speakers and NE speakers is well above 50.0% as
it was the case with the degree of intelligibility between CamE speakers and NE listeners.
For purpose of clarity we decided to analyse the intelligibility situation between BrE
speakers and AmE speakers to CamE speakers separately. The purpose of doing so was to see
if any significant difference existed between these two native varieties with regard to their
interaction with CamE speakers.
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Taking connected speech as a base, it was discovered that the mean intelligibility score
between BrE speakers and CamE speakers was 58.7 % as against 53.9% for AmE speakers to
CamE speakers. What this means is that CamE speakers understand more of BrE than they do
AmE. Unlike the difference between the mean intelligibility scores between BrE and AmE vis
a vis CamE speech, which was statistically insignificant, the difference when it comes to
CamE speakers listening to both accents seems fairly significant.
1.25.3 Summary of Findings
1. when CamE speakers speak, native English speakers can understand about 61.3%
2. when CamE speakers speak, BrE speakers can understand about 62.9%.
3. when CamE speakers speak, AmE speakers can understand about 59.7%
4. when native English speakers speak, CamE speakers can understand about 56.3 %
5. when BrE speakers speak, CamE speakers can understand about 58.7%
6. when AmE speakers speak, CamE speakers can understand about 53.9%
When we look at the picture presented by the scores above, some important questions come to
mind. Who is more intelligible than whom? The native speaker or the non-native speaker?
Who should be held responsible for breakdown in intelligibility in both situations? Which
variety should be held responsible for all the communication hitches that have led to these
seemingly low mean intelligibility scores?
From the statistics it can be seen that British and American speakers understood CamE
more than CamE speakers understood British and American English. From the standard
approach, it could be asked if therefore CamE is more intelligible than British and American
English. Or if British and Americans have more listening abilities than the CamE speakers.
These questions, however, do not concern us. Our preoccupation in this study is to look at
intelligibility as a joint effort of both participants in the communicative act. From previous
studies it was clear that both the native speaker and his or her variety were perfect, the norm
and that any other thing out of the realm was deficient and needed correction. The results
above show clearly that the whole issue of intelligibility is not a matter of who is a native
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speaker and who is not or which variety is native and which is not. This clearly shows that the
native speaker of English is not necessary the most intelligible English speaker nor that the
native variety is the most intelligible. The main point that one would like to highlight here is
that the unprecedented spread of English across the globe has led to the emergence of many
non-native varieties which have developed and acquired a certain degree of autonomy as
varieties in their own right. These varieties exhibit clear features which are systematic and
stable, and should be seen as such, rather than being styled deficient or being styled
unintelligible varieties. The starting point is for the native speakers and linguists in general to
see both native and non-native varieties as partners in the quest for international intelligibility.
The message that the results above send to us is that in a communication situation, be it
between native and non-native English speakers or between speakers of other varieties, it is
incumbent on both participants to “tune in” so as to facilitate the process rather than relying
on the differences between a “major” or “minor” variety which will only help to widen the
gap between speakers of different varieties all over the world, thus dashing the dreams of
international intelligibility of English.
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1.26 Interpretation of the Intelligibility Data
1.26.1 Causes of Intelligibility Failure With CamE Speakers and NE Listeners
In this section some of the texts of CamE speakers that caused intelligibility failure are
presented with the NE speakers’ version. The texts look short because only the parts that were
responsible for intelligibility failure are presented here.
Table 9: Intelligibility Failure in Connected Speech
CamE speakers Native Listeners’ responses
CamE 15 Marriage as seen marriage as sin
CamE 15 Is worth mentioning is worth measuring
CamE 8 To curb corruption to cork corruption
CamE 8 Cheating during teaching children
CamE 8 People’s hearts people’s hats
CamE 18 The country has surfaced the country has so faced
CamE 20 football suffers football so far is
CamE 20 president and his entourage president and his in to reach
CamE 14 in the first year in the face year
CamE 5 through sensitisation true sense of
CamE 9 saw its demise is the mice
CamE 20 in the junior in their junior
CamE 16 what I thought what I taught
CamE 2 in the world in the war
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the main goals of this study was to establish why
intelligibility broke down when CamE speakers (non-native) and British and American
speakers (native), interact. We will accomplish this task by carefully making a phonetic
analysis of the key words of the speaker’s statement which are responsible for these
communication hitches. This will enable us to make concrete statements about the likely
causes of intelligibility failure. The following examples will shed more light on this.
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Table 10: Causes of Intelligibility Failure (CamE Speakers / NE Listeners)
Speaker
No
Text/word Pronunciation
of key word(s)
Likely cause of intelligibility failure
CamE 8 the people’s hearts [hats] Vowel shortening
CamE 16 what I thought [tt] //>/t/
CamE 9 saw its demise [dmais] Difference in nucleus placement
CamE 20 entourage [intort] Anglicisation of a French loanword
CamE 20 to sit and talk on [tusitan tlk] Rhythmic difference
CamE 2 In the world [wl] Final consonant deletion
CamE 19 to blindfold [blainful] Monophthongisation of the vowel of -fold
From the data, a good number of causes of breakdown in communication were identified;
namely vowel shortening, differences in consonants, Anglicisation of French loanwords,
rhythmic differences, final consonant deletion, monophthongisation of diphthongs, nucleus
placement in words. It should be noted here, however, that most of the differences between
the accents under consideration do overlap. A glaring example is “blindfold” which the CamE
speaker pronounces as [blainful]. In this case, the cause of intelligibility failure may come
from more than one source. For instance, most Cameroonian speakers of English talk of
“blindfool” and not “blindfold” as the native speaker of English would have it. So, the
breakdown in communication here can be attributed to the fact that the CamE speaker really
meant “blindfool” and not “blindfold.” A second possibility is that breakdown in
communication here can be attributed to “consonant deletion”; in this case,[d] and [d ]. A
third possibility here could be that this communication hitch has arisen from the
monophthongisation of the native English diphthong [] to CamE [u]. In the face of such
complications only one or two of these possibilities may be presented as causes of
intelligibility breakdown in most cases. Throughout the analysis, a number of causes of
intelligibility failure were identified. For the purposes of clarity in our findings we decided to
put the differences between the participants that caused communication problems under well-
defined categories as follows:
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- Differences in nucleus placement in words
- Differences in rhythm
- Monophthongisation of Native English diphthongs
- Restructuring of Diphthongs
- Differences in consonant realisation
- Vowel Shortening
- Differences in Elision
- Unfamiliar lexis
- Speech Lapses
- Analogical deviation
- Differences in Monophthongs
- Anglicisation of French loanwords
- Yod Deletion
- Devoicing of Final consonants
It would be important to explain some of these categories in relation to the data used in this
study. It should be noted that we have preferred to use the word “difference” to categorise the
deviation between CamE and the native varieties, rather than “error” or “incorrect” as used by
previous researchers on intelligibility. For instance, Tiffen (1974:190ff) writes of “incorrect
word stress, pronunciation errors, mispronunciation of consonants etc.” This type of
categorization shows that the non-native variety or features were still being considered as
deficient and not different. This is quite the opposite of what this investigation sets out to
portray. Throughout the study, the non-native variety of English under study shall be seen as a
national variety in its own right, operating on a one-to-one platform with the native varieties
used for the comparison. Any cases of intelligibility failure that arise as a result of the CamE
speakers using features that mark this variety as a national variety shall be considered as
different from the native varieties and not deficient.
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1.26.1.1 Differences in Nucleus Placement in Words
The placement of nucleus in words here concerns those instances where the CamE speakers’
accentual pattern differs from the NE accentual pattern, thus leading to intelligibility
difficulties to the native listeners. As mentioned before, this particular category of word stress
ushers in an additional difficulty of a change in the sound quality in the affected word,
especially the quality of vowels. In such a situation, we always give the pride of place to
accentual deviation because the pattern of full and reduced vowels is induced by stress and not
vice versa (Simo Bobda 1997b:48).
1.26.1.2 Analogical Deviation
Analogical deviation has to do with a situation where the speaker generalises reading rules,
phonological rules or exploits other types of similarity with more regular, more common, or
earlier acquired words (Simo Bobda 1994:329). This type of deviation is now a recognised
feature of most non-native Englishes. For example, CamE speakers numbers 17 and 14
produced the words country and abstinence as [kauntri] and [abstnans] respectively. It is
clear that the word country, which the listener understood as counting, can be seen as an
analogy with the words count, counting and counter. The same logic applies to the word
abstinence, which is analogy with the stem word abstain. Since this phenomenon is strange to
the native speaker of English, it had to cause misunderstanding.
It should, however, be noted that most of the words that obeyed this deviation were
understood by the native speaker. There are even cases where the two words cited above were
easily understood by some listeners.
1.26.1.3 Rhythmic Differences
By rhythmic differences, we mean here a situation where the speakers’ utterance deviates
from the normal NE rhythm. In our data there are rhythmic difficulties identified both at the
level of words, phrases or clauses. As mentioned before, this phenomenon is closely linked to
nucleus placement in words. But in this study we shall consider only rhythmic differences
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above the word, that is, phrases and clauses. For example CamE20 produced “the indomitable
lions on the international scene” as [d indmitbl lajns n d intananal sin], CamE9
pronounced “ sociologists seem to hold today that” as [ssildis sim tu hl tude dat]. The
same speaker produced “the power of the envelope” as [di pa f dnvlp]. In the examples
cited above, it is clear that the rhythmic pattern of CamE and British or and American English
are different. In the first two examples the CamE speakers tend to use strong vowels in NE
unstressed syllables. This characteristic of using strong vowels in unstressed syllables makes
CamE speech sound flat. On the other hand, native English is a stress-timed language, a
phenomenon whereby the rhythm is made up of regular peaks of prominence. Given these
rhythmic differences between CamE and native English varieties, it is no surprise that the
examples above caused intelligibility failure when native speakers listened to CamE speakers.
1.26.1.4 Speech Lapses
Cases of speech lapses were identified in situations where the speaker was hesitating or
contemplating what to say. This phenomenon is closely linked to the rhythmic cases
illustrated above, because when a speaker hesitates a lot, this affects the rhythm. For example
CamE14: “I I I passed I passed too in June” [ai ai ai past ai past tu in dun] and CamE
speaker 14 “ you know life life was good was good” [ju no laif laif ws ut].
1.26.1.5 Unfamiliar Lexis
Three cases of intelligibility failure as a result of unfamiliar Lexis were identified in the
speech of CamE14 and CamE18. This usage comes about as a result of French influence on
English language in Cameroon. For example words like partiels, concour, maitrise etc. were
not familiar to NE speakers
1.26.1.6 Anglicisation of French Loanwords
 French loanwords were phonologically realised as English words. Gimson and Ramsaran
(1982:28) point out that there is a general tendency for the ordinary RP speaker to anglicise
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the sound and stress system of foreign words entering the English language, the anglicisation
of the French loanwords “entourage” and “nonchalant” caused a breakdown in communication
between CamE speakers and NE speakers.
1.26.1.7 Differences in Elision
Elision has to do with the disappearance of a phoneme or even complete syllables in a word.
A number of instances were identified in our analysis. CamE speaker 14, 19, 10 and 13
pronounced the words first, world, blindfold, youths, world’s, and held as [fs, wl, blainful,
jus, ws, hl]. Still under elision, we equally identified a good number of cases of
intelligibility breakdown that can be attributed to the dropping of the yod /j/. The following
examples will throw more light on this phenomenon:
community [kminiti] (CamE 19)
due  [du] (CamE 13 and 10)
communicated [kminikted] (CamE 3)
It should, however, be noted that in the word “human”, the yod was maintained but the /h/
preceding it was dropped as seen with CamE 12, 11 and 9 in human [juman]. This was
understood by three NE listeners as “you man”, “you and”, and “woman”, respectively. The
CamE speaker rarely makes use of the yod, especially in word medial position.
1.26.2 Other minor categories
This section focuses on other minor categories such as Vowel Shortening (5.3.1.8),
Monophthongisation of diphthongs (5.3.1.9), Restructuring of Diphthongs (5.3.1.10),
Consonantal Differences (5.3.1.11), and Divoicing Final Consonants (5.3.1.12)
1.26.2.1 Vowel Shortening
/i/ → /i/ in meaning [mini] (CamE 5 and 24)
// → // in certain [stin] (CamE 10)
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// → // in short [t] (CamE 24)
1.26.2.2 Monophthongisation of Diphthongs
/e/ → /a/ in status [status] (CamE 17)
/e/ → // in aids [ts] (CamE 1 and 19)
in faith [ft] (CamE 19)
in shaped [pt] (CamE 12 and 1)
1.26.2.3 Restructuring of Diphthongs
// > /ia/ in their [dia] (CamE 11 and 20)
// > /u/ in influence [influns] (CamE 2)
1.26.2.4 Consonantal Differences
// > /t/ in things [tins] (CamE 24)
in thought [tt] (CamE 24)
in through [tru] (CamE 13, 9,5,18)
in thrice [trais] (CamE 18)
// > /d/ in those [ds] (CamE 11)
in other [da] (CamE 10)
1.26.2.5 Devoicing Final Consonants
/d/ > /t/ in Aids [ts] (CamE 6)
in led [lt] (CamE 21)
1.26.3 Causes of Intelligibility Failure With NE Speakers and CamE Listeners
As seen under the CamE speakers’ table, we intend to find out precisely the major sources of
intelligibility breakdown when NE speakers speak to CamE listeners. The table below will
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enable us to sort out those areas of language analysis that made native English speech difficult
for CamE speakers to understand.
Table 11: Causes of Intelligibility Failure (NE Speakers / CamE Listeners)
Speaker
No.
Word/text Pronunciation
of key words
Likely cause of
intelligibility failure
AmE 16 things you [u] Assimilation
BrE 2 innocence [nsns] Difference in nucleus
placement
BrE 3 resort [rzt] (/s/ → /z/) Difference in consonant
production
AmE 13 want to look [wnluk] Differences in elision
AmE 13 volume [vlum] (/o/ → //) Difference in vowel
BrE 9 my only answer [majnljæns] Differences in Linking
BrE 4 and then, I, then I left [mnd n, a, na left] Speech Lapses
AmE 11 everyone has to be in [vriwnhs tbin] Difference in rhythm
From the table above we see eight different causes of intelligibility failure, namely,
assimilation, linking, elision, differences in vowels, differences in consonants, nucleus
placement in words, speech lapses and differences in rhythm. It should be noted that the likely
cause of intelligibility failure in each case is assumed to be the major one, for there may be
other likely causes that can be ascribed to the same instance of communication breakdown.
We try as much as possible to ascribe cases of intelligibility failure to the one major cause and
to relegate the minor causes to the background. For example, differences in nucleus placement
in words will consequently lead to change in vowel quality in these environments. In the
example above, the word “innocence” pronounced [nsns], by BrE 2, the CamE speaker will
pronounce it [insns]. In this case, difference in stress placement has led to change in vowel
quality. We cannot ascribe this case of intelligibility failure to difference in vowel realisation
because that is not the major cause of failure. As mentioned above the pattern of full and
reduced vowels is induced by stress and not vice versa.
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This does not, however, cancel the fact that there are no problems in ascribing cases of
intelligibility breakdown to certain causes. In some cases one may be faced with two or more
possible causes. In such cases, extreme care has to be taken in order to come out with the
major cause of failure. A case in point is BrE 1 who said “that I had to learn all the
grammatical rules”. The CamE listener wrote down nothing. In this case, it is very difficult to
say where the problem lies. It may be a rhythmic problem, it may be a problem with the word
“grammatical” where stress placement deviates from that of CamE, and so on.
After careful analysis, a number of categories were defined, which varied in precision. These
categories were then used to describe the differences that were registered in the analysis, as
we will see below:
- Differences in nucleus placement in words
- Differences in rhythm
- Speech lapses
- Assimilation
- Linking
- Elision
- Differences in vowel production
- Differences in consonant production
We shall briefly look at each category in relation to the analysis made so far.
1.26.3.1 Differences in Nucleus Placement in Words
Differences in nucleus placement concern instances where the NE speakers’ accentual pattern
differed from the CamE speakers’ accentual pattern and thus led to breakdown in
intelligibility with the listeners. As seen above, differences in nucleus placement in words
often lead to differences in vowel production. In this case we often give the pride of place to
accentual deviation. For instance, AmE 15 pronounced “Texas” as [tkss] and the
pronunciation of “embarrassed” as [mbærst] by BrE 10.
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1.26.3.2 Differences in Rhythm
By rhythmic differences, we mean any variation from the CamE rhythm above the word. The
normal CamE rhythm as seen above deviates markedly from NE rhythm. The unit is made up
strong forms even in NE unstressed syllables. Native English speech is stress-timed as against
CamE speech, which is syllable-timed. For example BrE 1 says  “and so on but she didn’t”
[ndsn btddnt], as AmE 1 says “so as to work” [soztwk]. The CamE speakers
could not get all the words especially the functional ones given that the native speakers
“swallow” them, in a way. That is, they are hardly pronounced with force as the stressed
syllables. The CamE speaker, on the other hand, will tend to use strong forms even in
unstressed syllables. This creates serious problems when CamE speakers and NE speakers
interact.
1.26.3.3 Speech Lapses
This category has to do with a speaker hesitating in connected speech. It often occurs when a
speaker dries up or runs short of words. In a bid to solve this problem, he/she interrupts the
rhythm of the sentence or utterance as well as the intonation grouping. The category is closely
linked to rhythm. The following examples will shed more light on this.
AmE 16: Will it, will become, and more, emm,a regional ya, kind of variant
AmE 20: I even, I like its funny, but I would say
BrE 1: and I , I found, I realise that the, that it was very encouraging
1.26.3.4 Assimilation
This category has to do with words in company. It is the adjustments that sounds undergo in
their environment. There are many kinds of assimilation but the one that led to intelligibility
problems between native English speakers and the CamE speakers was mostly progressive
and regressive assimilation. Progressive assimilation refers to a situation where a sound
influences the next. The following examples will throw more light on this concept.
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AmE 6: things you [u] for [z ju]
BrE 10: eight years [etz] for [et jz]
BrE 4: ten minutes [tm mnts] for [tn mnts]
1.26.3.5 Elision
Elision is the disappearance of one or more sounds within a word or at word boundary. This
phenomenon is very common in native speech, as we will see in the examples that follow.
BrE 4: after all [æftrl] for [æft l]
BrE 8: particularly [ptkl] for [ptkjull]
AmE 11: last two [læstu] for [læst tu]
1.26.3.6 Linking
It is generally held that one of the hallmarks of a fluent speaker is the ability to link words
together in connected speech. This usually involves the last segment of a word and the first
segment of the following word. It should be noted that this phenomenon is more common with
the native speakers than the non-native speakers. For example, for the quest for euphony,
native speakers tend to insert /j/, /w/ or /r/ between two vowels belonging to two adjacent
words. Most of these instances lead to intelligibility failure when CamE speakers listened to
BrE and AmE speakers as seen in the examples below.
BrE 4: the airport [jpt] for [ pt]
AmE 18: get off [rv] for [t v]
BrE 2: be able [bijebl] for [bi ebl]
1.26.3.7 Differences in Consonant Production
This category was not abundant in the texts. It is a situation where breakdown in
communication occurs, as a result of differences in the pronunciation of a particular consonant
between CamE speakers and the two native accents under study. Examples:
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AmE 17: petty [pi] for CamE [piti]
BrE 3: resort [rzt for CamE [rist]
AmE 12: matter [mæ] for CamE [mata]
1.26.3.8 Differences in Vowel Production
By differences in vowel production, we mean the cases of intelligibility failure recorded as a
result of deviant pronunciation of certain vowels by NE speakers. Examples:
// > // in snobbish [snb] (AmE 12)
in jobs [dps] (AmE 11)
/au/ > // in southern [sn] (AmE 15)
1.26.4 Summary of Causes of Intelligibility Failure in Connected Speech
In this section we shall attempt a summary of the causes of communication breakdown in
connected speech. Table 12 below shows the causes of intelligibility failure among
Cameroonian speakers of English
Looking at the table, differences in nucleus placement in words constitute the largest
single cause of intelligibility failure in connected speech. This is closely followed by
differences in rhythmic pattern, differences in Elision, speech lapses, etc. Differences in
consonants, yod deletion, unfamiliar lexis as well as the anglicisation of French loanwords and
analogical deviations tend to cause less problems of intelligibility. The table below will throw
more light on the situation of causes of intelligibility problems in connected speech.
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Table 12: Causes of Intelligibility Failure in CamE Speech: Frequency
              CamE Speaker No
Cause of Failure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total
1.Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
04 2 4 04 4 03 3 4 3 3 05 3 04 4 3 3 4 3 4 03 68
2.Differences in Elision 4 2 3 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 4 3 4 0 0 0 3 0 2 2 32
3.Differences in Rhythm 1 1 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 3 0 3 4 0 26
4.Monophthongisation of
Native English Diphthongs
3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 4 2 2 0 2 2 25
5.Speech Lapses 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 3 2 2 2 0 2 3 22
6.Differences in
Monophthongs
2 1 0 3 1 2 1 3 0 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 26
7.Differences in Consonants 0 0 1 2 2 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 3 2 3 0 0 21
8.Vowel Shortening 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 13
9.Restructuring of
Diphthongs
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 05
10.Devoicing of Final
Consonants
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 2 0 09
11.Yod Deletion 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 07
12.Unfamiliar Lexis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 04
13.Analogical Deviation 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 04
14. Anglicisation of French
Loanwords
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 03
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1.26.4.1 Summary of Causes of Intelligibility Failure in CamE Speech
The main reason of having brought out the 14 categories in the table above was simply to
paint a more specific picture of the causes of intelligibility. While it was necessary to do
that, it did not actually bring out the major areas of intelligibility difficulties in this variety
of English. The reason being that most of the categories cited above are closely related. For
example, the dichotomy between “restructuring of native English diphthongs”,
“differences in monophthongs”, “differences in consonants” can all be grouped under
segmental differences. This is also applicable to nucleus placement in words, differences in
rhythm, which can be grouped under suprasegmental differences.
The fourteen categories are grouped under four main groupings, namely, segmental
differences, supra segmental differences, phonotactic differences and finally lexical
differences. It may be a bit surprising to see us stretch the analysis to the level of lexical
differences. This does not really concern us, but what we thought was that bringing this to
the fore will help to throw more light on the debate on what type of test material can be
used to assess intelligibility.
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Table 13: Causes of Intelligibility Failure in CamE Speech: Major Categories
 A. Suprasegmental Differences
1. Differences in Nucleus Placement in Words      68
2. Differences in Rhythm      36
3. Speech Lapses      22
total   126 46.5%
 B. Segmental Differences
1. Monophthongisation of Native English Diphthongs      25
2. Differences in Monophthongs      26
3. Restructuring of Diphthongs       05
4. Vowel Shortening       13
5. Devoicing of Final Consonants       26
6. Other Differences in Consonants       09
7. Yod Deletion        07
8. Analogical Deviation        04
9. Anglicisation of French Loanwords        03
Total  109 40.2%
 C. Phonotactic Differences
 Differences in Elision        32 11.8%
Total    32 11.8%
 D. Lexical Differences
 Unfamiliar Lexis        04 1.5%
Total    04 1.5%
 Total     271
1.26.4.2 Summary of Causes of Intelligibility Failure in NE Speech
Table 14 shows the causes of intelligibility failure among NE speakers (BrE and AmE
speakers). It is worth noting here that the number of intelligibility failures as seen in the
analysis of the data on speaker by speaker (appendix II) may not correspond to the figures
on the tables presented here. The reason is that the speakers’ percentage score was based
on the number of correct units - there were cases where nucleus placement in a particular
word caused about four cases of intelligibility failure in the same text. In the data on
speaker-by-speaker failure this word will be presented only once, but was counted as
having broken down communication in four instances.
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For both British and American English speakers, nucleus placement in words
constitutes the largest single cause of intelligibility failure. This category accounted for
32.8% of the failures. This was closely followed by differences in vowel production,
accounting for 16.8% and differences in rhythm, 14.8%. Differences in Assimilation and
consonant production proved to be the categories that posed less problems of intelligibility
in native English speech, accounting for barely 4.40% and 4.40% of intelligibility failures
respectively.
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Table 14: Causes of Intelligibility Failure in NE Speech: Frequency
                NE Speaker No
Cause of Failure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 total
Nucleus placement in words 06 05 05 06 05 05 03 02 05 09 06 03 08 05 06 06 04 07 04 07 119
Differences in rhythm 04 02 03 02 02 05 03 04 02 04 03 01 01 01 03 04 02 02 03 03 54
Speech lapses 02 03 01 01 02 02 00 04 02 02 03 01 00 01 01 02 00 02 02 02 33
Assimilation 01 01 01 01 00 02 00 01 00 01 01 00 00 01 03 01 01 01 00 00 16
Linking 01 06 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 03 02 03 03 00 02 02 05 02 00 02 38
Elision 02 00 00 03 01 00 00 02 01 01 04 03 04 00 00 00 00 01 01 03 26
Differences in vowels 01 01 00 00 02 01 01 04 01 03 07 07 04 05 02 04 06 05 06 01 61
Differences in consonants 00 00 01 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 03 01 01 00 04 02 00 02 00 16
total 17 18 12 15 13 16 08 18 12 23 28 21 21 14 17 23 20 20 18 18 363
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Table 15 shows causes of intelligibility failure for NE summarised into 3 main groupings,
namely, suprasegmental differences, phonotactic differences and segmental differences. It is
clear that suprasegmental differences (56.7%) constitute the largest source of intelligibility
failure for NE speech. This is closely followed by phonotactic differences (22.03%) and lastly
segmental differences (21.21%). It should be noted that the difference between phonotactic
differences and segmental differences is not statistically significant.
Table 15: Causes of Intelligibility Failure in NE Speech: Major Categories
A. Suprasegmental Differences
1. Differences in Nucleus Placement in Words      119
2. Differences in Rhythm      54
3. Speech Lapses      33
total   206 56.7%
 B. Phonotactic Differences
1. Differences in Linking      38
2. Differences in Elision      26
3. Differences in Assimilation        16
total   80 22.03%
 C. Segmental Differences
1. Differences in Vowel Production      61
2. Differences in Consonant Production        16 11.8%
total    77 21.21%
Total     363
Table 16 below shows the sources of intelligibility failure in BrE summarised under three
major categories in rank order. It shows that subcategories under the main categories with the
number of cases of intelligibility failures registered as well as the percentage score of each
major category relative to the total of NE failures. The analysis show that suprasegmental
features constitute the greatest threat to intelligibility in BrE with respect to connected speech
with a percentage score of 27.8% as against 09.6% and 04.4% for phonotactic and segmental
features respectively.
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Table 16: Causes of Intelligibility Failure in BrE Speech: Major Categories
 A. Suprasegmental Differences
1. Differences in Nucleus Placement in Words      51
2. Differences in Rhythm      31
3. Speech Lapses      19
total   101
Relative to Total of NE Failures 27.8%
 B. Phonotactic Differences
1. Differences in Linking      17
2. Differences in Elision      10
3. Differences in Assimilation        08
total   35
Relative to Total of NE Failures 09.6%
 C. Segmental Differences
1. Differences in Vowel Production      14
2. Differences in Consonant Production        02
total    16
Relative to Total of NE Failures 04.4%
Total     152
Relative to Total of NE Failures 41.8%
Table 17 below shows the causes of intelligibility failure in AmE summarised into three main
categories; these are namely, supra segmental features, segmental features and phonotactic
features in rank order. Supra segmental features still constitute the main source of
intelligibility failure. The only difference between BrE and AmE revealed by the analysis is
that segmental features only come third place in BrE speech, while in AmE speech this
category occupies the second place. Another point to note is that the percentage scores for
AmE are relatively higher than the scores for BrE. This shows that AmE caused more
intelligibility problems to CamE speakers than BrE.
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Table 17: Causes of Intelligibility Failure in AmE Speech: Major Categories
A. Suprasegmental Differences
1. Differences in Nucleus Placement in Words      68
2. Differences in Rhythm      23
3. Speech Lapses      14
Total   105
Relative to Total of NE Failures 28.9%
 B. Phonotactic Differences
1. Differences in Linking      21
2. Differences in Elision      16
3. Differences in Assimilation        08
Total   45
Relative to Total of NE Failures 12.4%
 C. Segmental Differences
1. Differences in Vowel Production      47
2. Differences in Consonant Production        14
Total    61
Relative to Total of NE Failures 16.8%
Total     211
Relative to Total of NE Failures 58.1%
1.26.4.3 Comparative Analysis on the Causes of Intelligibility Failure for CamE and
NE Speech.
The summary below paints a clear picture of the main causes of intelligibility failure for
CamE (non-native English) and BrE and AmE (native English) speech.
Table 18: Intelligibility Failure in CamE Speech: Summary
Cause of Failure Number of Failure in %
1. Suprasegmental Differences 126 46.5%
2. Segmental Differences 109 40.2%
3. Phonotactic Differences 32 11.8%
4. Lexical Differences 04 01.5%
Total 271 100%
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Table 19: Intelligibility Failure in NE Speech: Summary
Cause of Failure Number of Failure in %
1. Suprasegmental Differences 206 56.7%
2. Phonotactic Differences 80 22.03%
3. Segmental Differences 77 21.21%
Total 363 99.94%
From the two tables above we  see that supra segments constitute the main source of
intelligibility failure for both CamE speech and native English speech. However, they differ in
the category that closely follows supra segments. While for CamE, supra segmental
differences are closely followed by segmental differences, for NE speech supra segmental
differences are closely followed by phonotactic differences. There is, however, a high degree
of agreement on the major causes of intelligibility failure between CamE and native English,
because the difference witnessed in the second largest cause of intelligibility between the two
accents is statistically insignificant. The results thus show beyond all doubts that it is the
suprasegmental category that poses enormous intelligibility problems when CamE speakers
and NE speakers interact.
Table 20: Causes of Intelligibility Failure BrE and AmE Compared: British English
Cause of Failure Number of Failure in %
1. Suprasegmental Differences 101 27.8%
2. Phonotactic Differences 35 09.6%
3. Segmental Differences 16 04.4%
Total 152 41.8%
Table 21: Causes of Intelligibility Failure BrE and AmE Compared: American English
Cause of Failure Number of Failure in %
1. Suprasegmental Differences 105 28.9%
2. Segmental Differences 61 16.8%
3. Phonotactic Differences 45 12.4%
Total 211 58.1%
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From the above summaries it will be seen that supra segmental differences is the major cause
of intelligibility failure for British and American English. The second most common sources
of intelligibility failure for AmE and BrE do differ; they are segmental differences and
phonotactic differences respectively.
1.26.4.4 Summary of Major Sources of Intelligibility Failure Between CamE and NE
Speakers
1. Supra segmental differences pose the greatest single threat to intelligibility when native
speakers listen to CamE speakers - 46.5%, as against 40.2%, 11.8% and 1.5% for
Segmental differences, Phonotactic differences and Lexical differences, respectively.
2. Supra segmental differences pose the single greatest threat to intelligibility when CamE
speakers listen to native speakers - 56.7%, as against 22.03% and 21.21% for Phonotactic
and Segmental differences respectively.
3. Supra segmental differences pose the greatest single threat to intelligibility when CamE
speakers listen to BrE speakers - 27.8% relative to total of NE failures as against 09.6% and
04.4% for Phonotactic and Segmental differences respectively.
4. Supra segmental differences pose the single greatest threat to intelligibility when CamE
speakers listen to AmE speakers - 28.9%, relative to the total of NE failures as against 16.8,
and 12.4% relative to the total of the NE failures respectively.
Generally AmE speech (58.1%) was more problematic to CamE listeners than BrE
speech (41.8%). It will also be seen that the total number of intelligibility failures for AmE is
211 as opposed to 152 for BrE. On the bases of these figures, we can say that AmE is less
intelligible to CamE than BrE.
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CHAPTER SIX
Other Causes of Intelligibility Failure
1.27 Introduction
This chapter considers instances of intelligibility failure with respect to segments, supra
segments and phonotactics. It is intended to give a detailed account of causes of intelligibility
failure in these three categories. The analysis is based on Test I (connected speech). Some
findings on the subsidiary tests will also be reported where necessary. This is the more so
because there may be some agreements or discrepancies between them that could help throw
more light on the findings in general.
1.28 Segmental Failures
This section analyses segmental differences between CamE speech and NE speech that led to
intelligibility failure. It will consider monophthongs, diphthongs, triphthongs and consonants.
As stated in the introduction above, some findings on Test III will also be reported in this
section.
1.28.1 Differences in Monophthongs
The table below shows the differences in the realisation of monophthongs between CamE and
British and American English that led to intelligibility failure in connected speech. The main
area of difficulty between CamE and the NE monophthongs is the length quality of most
monophthongs, which CamE does not respect. It should however be noted that our findings do
no seem to show this as a very serious cause of intelligibility when CamE speakers interact
with most native speakers. The central and open back vowels appear to constitute the bulk of
intelligibility problems that occurred in connected speech. The table below shows those
monophthongs that their production led to intelligibility failure.
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Table 22: NE Monophthongs that Caused Intelligibility Problems in Connected Speech
Monophthong // /i/ // // // // //
Number of Failures 12 8 3 3 2 2 1
The findings show that // tends to pose enormous problems of intelligibility among CamE
speakers and British and American listeners. It should, however, be noted that the American
listeners did not have as many problems with this particular sound as the British listeners did.
// is closely followed by /i/ and then // and //. One other revelation that is worth taking
note of is the fact that the central vowel, // that CamE speakers find it very difficult to
produce, did not pose any significant problems of understanding to the native listeners.
Another point that needs attention here is the fact that there were no significant
differences recorded in the analysis with regard to the differences between British English and
American English. That is why we did not see any need in presenting separate findings for the
two varieties.
Table 23: Summary of Monophthongs that Caused Intelligibilty Problems in Test III
Monophthong // /i/ // // /u/ // //
Number of Failures 37 36 28 26 14 13 12
The above results show that the production of the vowels //, /i/, // and // continue to be a
major source of communication breakdown between CamE speakers and British and
American listeners. This agrees in large part with the results obtained from the text on
connected speech. The only discrepancy between the two tests is that many more cases of
vowel differences leading to intelligibility failure were registered in Test III. This can be
attributed to the fact that Test III was prepared on the bases of the differences between the
varieties of English under consideration and also that in Test I, context provided meaning.
This was not the case with Test III, which had to do with sentences built in isolation, with very
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little contextual assistance given to the NE listeners. In such cases the production of any sound
with a CamE flavour easily caused unintelligibility.
We shall now try to look at the CamE realisation of monophthongs with regard to
intelligibility.
1.28.1.1 The Monophthong //
This vowel presents serious problems for CamE speakers of English. That explains why it
stands out as the vowel that constituted the highest cause of intelligibility failure. // was
realised as //and //, in most cases. As mentioned before, American listeners tended to
understand the CamE speakers’ realisation of this sound - in some cases better than the British
listeners. Among the words involved were hurry and sergeant, which were not understood by
a majority of British listeners but understood by a majority of American listeners. This can be
explained by the fact that AmE and BrE portray some differences in the production of these
vowels. For example, the words sergeant and hurry are realised as [srdnt] and [hri] in
AmE, [sdnt] and [hr] in British English and [sdnt] and [hri] in CamE. The
following cases of intelligibility failure were identified:
//  →  // world [wl] (CamE 1, 4 and 6)
curb [kp] (CamE 4 and 7)
church [tt] (CamE 8)
colonel  [kll]  (CamE 8)
surviving [svaivi] (CamE 10)
//  →  //  first [fs]    (CamE 1, 6, 10, 11, 14 and 20)
certain  [stin] (CamE 10)
person [psin] (CamE 11)
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1.28.1.2 The Monophthong /i/
This vowel in normal circumstances was not supposed to have been much of a problem to
CamE speakers, but surprisingly, it is one of the vowels that caused most of the intelligibility
problems in both connected speech, and even the subsidiary tests. When we say it was
normally expected to have caused fewer problems of understanding, it is because it is
relatively close to vowel phonemes occurring in CamE. The problem observed here is that the
CamE speakers tend to ignore the length quality in this sound, and produce something which
is neither the lax counterpart // nor the tense one /i/. The CamE speaker produces something
midway between the two, which renders pairs like sin and seen, bit and beat, dip and deep, etc,
homophonous. This is enough to lead to intelligibility failure when British and American
listeners who make these distinctions interact with CamE speakers. The reduction of the length
of vowels in the following cases caused intelligibility failure.
/i/  →  /i/ meaning [mini]  (CamE 5 and 16)
weakening [wikni] (CamE 5)
seeds [sits]  (CamE 7)
ease  [is]  (CamE 9)
deep [dip] (CamE 9)
meeting [mitin] (CamE 13)
stream  [strim] (CamE 13)
The lack of contrast between /i/ and // in the speech of CamE speakers was not the only
problem posed by this sound. It was equally realised as // in the following words:
/i/  →  // secret [skrt] (CamE 5 and 12)
legally [lali] (CamE 12)
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1.28.1.3 The Monophthong //
In rank order, this vowel was the third largest single cause of intelligibility failure with regard
to monophthongs. The use of length diacritics in this sound as well as tense high front vowel is
to emphasise the aspect of length in these sounds, otherwise we are using the 10L system of
transcription for this work. A second reason for this is that the CamE sound //, which stands
for both the mid-low back rounded vowel and the low back rounded vowel, can lead to
confusion if we do not clearly show how the two differ. As was the case with the tense front
vowel /i/, most problems of intelligibility with // resulted from the fact that CamE speakers
do not observe the vowel length of this particular vowel. Let us look at the following
examples:
//  →  // short /t] (CamE 5)
north  [nt] (CamE 15)
The non-observance of the length of this vowel creates ambiguity. For example, short/shot and
north/not/nought are rendered homophonous. This is different in NE speech, and explains why
this sound caused intelligibility failure in CamE speech.
1.28.1.4 The Monophthong //
The CamE speakers seldom use this sound. The few who use the sound do so at environments
only typical of CamE. It should, however, be noted that the sound is among those sounds that
caused fewer problems to the native speakers. Only two instances of intelligibility failure were
identified. CamE 2 pronounced the word hamper [hampa]. This word was understood as
harm part, which shows that it is the second syllable of the word that caused the problem.
Another case was with the article the realised as [de] for native English []. Apart from these,
the schwa constituted less of a problem to both the British and American listeners.
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1.28.1.5 The Monophthong //
Although this vowel is not found on the phonetic inventory of CamE, it presented as few
problems of intelligibility as the schwa did in the test. // is generally replaced by //. This
tendency conforms to the general tendency in nearly all of West Africa (Todd 1984). It is
interesting to note that in our data, the replacement of // by // by most CamE speakers did
not cause any problem of intelligibility. The only three cases of intelligibility failure occurred
when // was replaced by /a/ in the word one [wan], understood as want , in the word but,
realised as [bt], understood as bed and finally // replaced by /a/ in the word country. This
last case is often attributed to analogical deviation.
//  →  /a/ one [wan] (CamE 8)
//  →  // but [bt] (CamE 15)
//  →  /a/ country [kantri] (CamE 4,14, 17)
1.28.1.6 The Monophthong //
This monophthong caused relatively few problems of intelligibility. Despite the differences
between CamE and the native varieties on this sound, most of the native listeners could
understand what was being said. The following two cases were identified:
//  →  /a/ heart   [hat] (CamE 15)
palm   [pam] (CamE15 )
1.28.1.7 The Monophthong //
This vowel is among those sounds that caused relatively few intelligibility problems. The only
instance where the sound caused unintelligibility was when CamE4 pronounced the word
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wealth as [wlt], thus the replacement of // by //. Apart from this single case, the sound
posed no other intelligibility problems.
The rest of the monophthongs not mentioned here, did not threaten intelligibility in any
way.
1.28.2 Differences in Diphthongs
As far as diphthongs are concerned, not all of them presented intelligibility problems as seen
in the table below. We have decided to present only one table here because there was no
significant difference between British and American listeners. They all faced the same
problems with the CamE speakers. From the table, it will be noted that the diphthong /e/
constituted the bulk of the intelligibility failures. /e/ was closely followed by //. In all, only
four diphthongs posed as a threat to intelligibility of CamE, with // and // posing less of a
threat than /e/ and //. The table below represents a summary of those diphthongs that led to
intelligibility failure in CamE speakers’ connected speech texts.
Table 24: Major Diphthong Failures in Connected Speech
Diphthong /e/ // // //
Number of Failures 10 8 5 4
Again, the results got from Test III (Phonemic Contrast Elicitation) show a higher degree of
intelligibility failure than the test on connected speech. The two reasons given for the same
phenomenon in monophthongs apply here too. First, that the listener was left with limited
contextual clues in Test III, given that the test was made up of isolated sentences. Second, that
the test was constructed with certain differences between CamE and British and American
English in mind. The table below presents the major diphthong differences between CamE and
British and American English that led to intelligibility problems.
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Table 25: Major Failures due to Diphthong Restructuring in Test III
Diphthong /e/ // // //
Number of Failures 35 34 17 17
It is clear from the tables above that the same diphthongs pose intelligibility problems both in
connected speech and in Test III. The only difference is the degree of failure registered.
We shall now try to examine the diphthongs above, one after another, as we interpret the
results obtained from the two types of texts.
1.28.2.1 The Diphthong /e/
This diphthong was responsible for the highest degree of intelligibility failure. Most of these
difficulties occurred as a result of CamE speakers’ tendency to monophthongise this diphthong
to /e/. Examples include:
/e/  →  /e/ Aids [ets] (CamE 1, 3, and 19)
shaped [ep] (CamE 1)
lady [ledi] (CamE 1)
weight [wet] (CamE 3)
shaving [evi] (CamE 3)
blame [blem] (CamE 12)
faith [fet] (CamE 12 and 19)
making [meki] (CamE 12)
major [med] (CamE 17)
/e/ was also rendered as /a/ in the word status. This was, however, only once. Two
pronounced the same word in the same way like other CamE speakers, but this did not lead to
intelligibility failure. This is not surprising because the two listeners were Americans. It
should be noted that American speakers equally monophthongise the RP diphthong, /e/ to /æ/,
which is nearer to the CamE rendition of the sound as /a/.
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/e/  →  /a/ status [status] (CamE 15)
1.28.2.2 The Diphthong //
This diphthong was the second largest cause of intelligibility failure after the diphthong /e/.
The sound was replaced by /o/, // and /u/, as seen in the table below.
//  →  /o/ sown [son] (CamE 7)
low [lo] (CamE 12)
social [soal] (CamE 15)
token [token] (CamE 15)
cope [kop] (CamE 17)
//  →  // don’t [dnt] (CamE 12)
//  →  /u/ chosen [tuzn] (CamE 13)
1.28.2.3 The Diphthong //
Although this vowel is very rare in CamE speech, this difference did not pose the expected
problems of intelligibility to native listeners. Only three cases of intelligibility failure were
identified as seen below.
//  → /ia/ their [dia] (CamE and 20)
//  → // varied [vrit] (CamE 15)
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1.28.2.4 The Diphthong //
Only two instances of intelligibility failure were registered as a result of the differences
between the RP realisation of this diphthong and the CamE realisation. The two cases are
presented below.
//  →  /u/ influence [influns] (CamE 2)
//  →  /u/ poor [pu] (CamE 4)
The other four diphthongs namely, /a, a,  and /, did not cause any intelligibility failure as
far as connected speech was concerned. This does not mean that CamE realisation of these
diphthongs does agree with NE realisation. There were cases where the two differed, but this
did not bring about any communication breakdown.
In Test III, which had to do with phonemic contrast elicitation, the very four diphthongs
that caused intelligibility problems in connected speech were the ones that caused problems of
intelligibility.
1.28.3 Differences in the Production of Consonants
As far as consonant differences between CamE and the two native varieties are concerned, the
number of intelligibility failures was relatively lower than the number registered as a result of
vowel differences. With regard to the position of these consonants in the words, consonants at
the initial position caused more intelligibility problems than those in the medial and final
positions. For example, 31 cases of intelligibility failure were registered at word initial
position, 8 cases at word final position and 4 cases at word medial position. These results are
summarised below.
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Word initial position
//  →  /t/ through [tru] (CamE 3, 5, 11,18)
thought [tt]  (CamE 7, 4, 3, 6, 14, 12, 8, 5, 16,)
things [tis] (CamE 4, 16)
threaten [trtin] (CamE 7)
third [tt] (CamE 7,14)
theatre [tita] (CamE 14)
thrice [trais] (CamE 18)
//  →  /d/ though [do] (CamE 4)
the [de] (CamE 16)
their [dia] (CamE 11)
thus [ds] (CamE 17, 5)
/d/  →  // gesture [st] (CamE 17)
Word medial position
//  →  /d/ although [oldo] (CamE 12)
rather [rada] (CamE 18)
/s/  →  /z/ assume [azum] (CamE 7)
Word final position
/z/  →  /ks/ plugs [plks] (CamE 4, 9, 15, 20)
//  →  /k/ drug [drk] (CamE 3)
//  →  /t/ mouth [maut] (CamE 5, 17, 4)
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From the analysis above, one can say that the two inter dental sounds // and // constituted
the bulk of instances of intelligibility failures in connected speech. CamE speakers tend to
substitute these two consonants for the voiceless and voiced alveolar fricatives /t/ and /d/, as
seen above. The voiceless inter dental fricative // proved to be the largest single cause of
intelligibility failure in the consonant category, closely followed by its voiced counterpart //.
Most of the cases occurred at word initial position, with the cases at word final position mostly
attributed to the process of devoicing the final consonant. This is a typical characteristic of
CamE as well as of most West African varieties of English.
In Test III, a good number of differences in the pronunciation of consonants brought
about intelligibility problems. The two major instances had to do with devoicing of consonants
and the pronunciation of silent letters by the CamE speakers. Compared to the situation in
connected speech texts, Test III did not bring about many cases of intelligibility failure as a
result of differences in the production of consonants. The same observation holds when we
compare the effect of consonants and vowels in the same Test (III). It is clear from the
analysis that differences in vowel production between CamE speakers and British and
American speakers caused more intelligibility problems than the consonant category. This
may be explained by the fact that the consonants of CamE and the two native varieties do not
share as many differences as the vowels do. Below is a summary of consonant differences that
occurred in Test III.
Table 26: Major Consonantal Differences in Test III
Consonant /, k/ /, t/ /, z/ Silent /b/
pronounced
Silent //
pronounced
Silent /r/
pronounced
Number of Failures 15 11 4 11 11 15
It should be noted that many instances of final consonant devoicing, pronunciation of silent
letters, etc. were observed in the speech of CamE speakers, but most of them did not cause any
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intelligibility problems as expected. Spelling pronunciation generates most of the cases. This
may be due to contextual clues the listeners got from the texts.
It will also be seen that there is not much correlation between the consonantal
differences in the connected speech and Test III, which had to do with phonemic contrast
elicitation. In connected speech, final consonant devoicing is a prominent phenomenon, but
most of these did not cause any intelligibility problems, although this was not the case with
Test III (phonemes). This goes a long way to underline the importance of context as far as
intelligibility is concerned. It also highlights the fact that intelligibility is not merely a
word/utterance recognition process. The listeners need to understand what is said, which in
turn helps them to get most of the words right, despite the differences that exist between their
varieties and those of the speakers. We shall now present the analysis of the intelligibility
failures caused by differences in the production of consonants in connected speech.
Fricatives constituted the largest source of intelligibility failure, with the two inter dental
fricatives // and //, causing the highest number of failures. Apart from these two, the voiced
and voiceless palatal alveolar fricatives// and // were rendered as /d/ and /t/ as a result of
the CamE speakers’ tendency to anglicise the pronunciation of French loanwords regime,
nonchalant and entourage [ridim], [nntalan] and [ntret].
Fricatives were closely followed by plosives. Most plosives that caused intelligibility
failure were as a result of CamE speaker’s tendency to devoice most final consonants. // and
/d/ were the consonants that suffered the highest instances of being devoiced at word final
position.
Affricates did not pose many problems of intelligibility. In most cases /d/ was rendered
as /t/ and sometimes as //, and /t/ was realised as //. This did not pose as many problems as
fricatives did.
Nasals too posed few problems of intelligibility. Only a few cases arose when two CamE
speakers pronounced meeting and thing as [mitin] and [tin]. These were the only cases of
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intelligibility failure noticed at the level of nasals. It should, however, be noted that many
CamE speakers do not often substitute the velar nasal // for the alveolar nasal /n/.
Laterals and frictionless continuants proved to be less of an issue with regard to
intelligibility problems in both connected speech and Test III (phonemic contrast elicitation).
We have so far discussed the principal segmental differences between the CamE and British
and American English that led to intelligibility difficulties in the connected speech of CamE
speakers.
At the level of monophthongs, it was discovered that the main features of CamE was the
tendency to ignore vowel contrast. The CamE speakers consistently ignored this aspect of
contrasting the vowels, for example /i, /, /u, /, /, /, etc. This non-observance of the length
quality of these vowels rendered pairs like sin/seen, bit/beat, pull/pool, homophonous.
Although this sounds as a very serious problem, this was not the case when British and
American users of English listened to the CamE speakers. Most of these cases did not break
down communication. This may be explained by the fact that the listener got some clues from
the context. The sound that presented the highest degree of difficulty to the native English
listeners was the open central vowel //. Many listeners failed to understand it in varied
phonological environments.
Another interesting observation in the category of monophthongs concerns the schwa,
//. It is the weakest sound in English, which is why it is often found in unstressed
environments of words. Since the stress patterns of CamE and that of the two native varieties
under consideration diverge markedly, one would expect that this sound would have
constituted the greatest problem to native English listeners when listening to CamE speakers.
But this was not the case. The production of this sound failed to produce cases of intelligibility
failure, both in connected speech and Test III (phonemes).
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As regards the diphthong category, /e/ was the sound that presented considerable
intelligibility difficulties to the native English listeners. This was closely followed by // and
//. In most cases these diphthongs were monophthongised, and in some cases, they were
simply restructured into some diphthongs that were not attested in native English. A few cases
of triphthongs were identified. Their effect was, however, very insignificant to be given
serious attention here.
Compared with the vowel category, the consonantal differences identified were fewer
than those of the vowels. The major differences centred on the voiced and voiceless inter
dental fricatives // and //, which the CamE speakers systematically substituted for the
voiced and voiceless alveolar plosives /d/ and /t/ respectively.
A close look at connected speech texts and Test III will reveal that there is a certain
degree of agreement between the two with regard to monophthongs and diphthongs. But with
the consonantal differences a lot of disagreement was registered. In all there were some
consonants that presented no problems of intelligibility in the connected speech texts, but
caused intelligibility failure in Test III. These findings tend to highlight the primordial role
that context plays in the process of intelligibility testing. Equally, it gives more credence to the
choice of connected speech when it comes to selecting test material for intelligibility testing.
1.29 Phonotactic Differences Leading to Intelligibility Failure
We are going to examine those differences at the level of phonotactics and lexis that brought
about intelligibility difficulties when British and American speakers listened to CamE
speakers. Under phonotactic differences we are going to consider differences at the level of
elision, and under lexical differences, we are going to look at the unfamiliar lexis that served
as a barrier to intelligibility.
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1.29.1 Differences in Phoneme Elision Leading to Intelligibility Failure
Elision of phonemes in environments contrary to the practice in British and American English
led to intelligibility problems, as we will see in the statistics below.
Initial position : 4
Medial position : 20
Final position : 15
From the statistics above, it is clear that elision of phonemes at word medial and word final
position constituted a greater threat to intelligibility. Details are found below.
1.29.1.1 Elision of initial phonemes
The four cases of intelligibility failure that occurred as a result of elision of phonemes at word
initial position concerned only one phoneme /h/, in the word human.
Elision of /h/ human [juman] (CamE 8, 9, 11, 12)
1.29.1.2 Elision of Phonemes at Word Medial Position
Elision of /t/ whites [wais] (CamE 1)
Elision of // youths [jus] (CamE 3, 4, 5, 6, 7...20)
Elision of /l/ boils [bis] (CamE 3)
Elision of /j/ during [duri] (CamE 8)
communicated [kminiktt] (CamE 3)
due [du] (CamE 10)
communities [kminitis] (CamE 19)
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Elision of /d/ widespread [waisprt] (CamE 12)
blindfold [blainful] (CamE 19)
Elision of // parent [prnt] (CamE 3, 7)
It is worth noting that the deletion of the yod /j/ did not affect intelligibility when it came to
American listeners as much as it affected the British listeners. This is simply because
American English does not observe the yod in these environments either. This was the same
with a few cases of non-observance of the rules of pre-R breaking, as in the word parent. The
American listeners in Test II (Reading passage) all had the word correct, but a good number of
British listeners failed to understand it when the schwa was elided.
1.29.1.3 Elision of Phonemes at Word Final Position
CamE speakers have the tendency to either devoice final consonants or delete them
completely. A very large number of cases of elision at word final position were identified, but
majority of them did not cause any intelligibility difficulties. Of all the cases that caused
intelligibility failure, the voiceless alveolar plosive /t/ was the most elided sound. The
examples below will shed more light on this phenomenon.
Final /t/ Ranked [rak] (CamE 1, 11)
Rampant [rampan] (CamE 1, 6, 13)
Best [bs] (CamE 17)
Dropped [rp] (CamE 20)
Sect [sk] (CamE 11)
Final /d/ World [wl] (CamE 1, 2, 10)
Blind [blain] (CamE 9)
Held [hl] (CamE 13, 17)
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Judging from the examples above, the two phonemes that caused intelligibility failure were the
/d/and /t/.  Elision of phonemes at word medial and final positions constituted the greatest
threat to intelligibility in this category.
1.30 Suprasegmental Differences Leading to Intelligibility Failure
1.30.1 Differences in the Nucleus Placement in Words that Led to Intelligibility
Failure
In this category, intelligibility failure occurred as a result of the differences that exist between
CamE and British and American accentual pattern within the word. As mentioned before, this
phenomenon is often accompanied by vowel differences within the word. Care was taken not
to assign phonemic differences to accentual differences and vice versa. Although it must be
admitted that there are moments when it is hardly possible to draw a clear-cut dichotomy
between the two.
The differences noticed in this domain had to do with situations where CamE speakers
moved the stress from the first syllable onto the second, third and even fourth, which is a very
systematic way of behaviour with regard to CamE stress pattern.  That is, the tendency to
move the stress forward from its native English position. There were, however, a few cases
where stress was moved backwards. The last revelation from the data involves a few cases
where the speakers reversed NE rules of primary and secondary stress. That is, in words where
NE varieties have secondary stress followed by primary stress, some CamE speakers did just
the opposite. This practice was consistent throughout the exercise. There were also three cases
where compound words were stressed differently, and this led to intelligibility failure. As far
as the movement of the nucleus away from its native English position is concerned, the
following facts were registered:
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There were 18 cases of movement of stress from first syllable onto succeeding syllables
that led to intelligibility failure. Movement of stress from the second syllable onto the third or
fourth syllable that led to intelligibility failure occurred in 23 cases. Movement of stress
towards the first or second syllable that led to intelligibility failure appeared in 20 cases. There
were 04 cases in which differences in primary and secondary stress rules occurred, whereas 03
cases in which differences in nucleus placement in compound words could be seen.
From the statistics above, one can conclude that native English and CamE accentual patterns
portray some striking of differences. What is presented above is strictly what caused
intelligibility failure. There were so many instances in connected speech where CamE
speakers consistently moved the stress from its normal NE position to positions within the
word that typically carry stress in CamE. It should be noted that the difference between the
primary and secondary stress in CamE is not always very clear. This difference is blurred in
most cases because CamE speakers use strong vowels in NE unstressed syllables. One needs a
keen ear to be able to differentiate between the two within a word. Some people will prefer to
see both as primary stress.
The most important thing to note about this category is that it constitutes one of the
major causes of intelligibility failure between CamE speakers and British and American
listeners. The findings of both stress placement differences in connected speech texts and
those of Test IV tend to agree in large part, but for the fact that some words that were well
understood in connected speech despite the deviations - caused intelligibility problems to the
same listeners when it came to Test IV (Placement of Nucleus in Words).
1.30.2 Speech Lapses
This phenomenon is when the CamE speakers hesitated, were dry of words, or were struggling
to get a good choice of words to express themselves, etc. In the course of doing so, the rhythm
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of their speech was somewhat interrupted. It should be noted that of all the five tests designed
for this experiment, only the test on connected speech is capable of exhibiting instances of
intelligibility failure as a result of speech lapses. The lack of intelligibility here does not mean
that hesitations are a feature reserved only to CamE speakers or non-native speakers of
English. NE speakers also hesitate.
1.30.3 Rhythmic Differences that Led to Intelligibility Failure
This category of differences between the varieties under consideration has to do with
situations in the data where CamE speakers’ utterances deviate from the normal NE rhythm. In
most of the cases, the utterances were characterised by very strong forms causing the rhythm
to sound staccato, thus deviating markedly from the NE rhythm that is glissando. In our texts,
the CamE speakers tended to use strong forms in NE unstressed syllables. This is the
characteristic of syllable-timed languages as opposed to BrE and AmE, which are stress-timed
languages. (see appendix IV for examples)
1.30.4 Placement of Nucleus in Sentences
In this test, the CamE speakers were required to contradict a statement made by an
interviewer, and to place the nucleus in one of three places in the sentences selected as
responses. For example:
No, `Susan will be in England in April
No, Susan will be in `England in April
No, Susan will be in England in `April.
It should be noted that this test recorded the lowest intelligibility score (44.3%) among CamE
speakers. In many cases, the speakers failed to place the nucleus in the words that would
provide a contrast to the statement made by the interviewer. The CamE speakers used the
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same rhythmic pattern irrespective of the contrast they were required to make. Both British
and American listeners found it very difficult to make out the contrast. This led to a very low
degree of intelligibility.
1.31 Causes of Intelligibility Failure: Rhythmic and Stress Features in NE
Speech
1.31.1 Differences in Rhythm
Unlike CamE speakers, who tend to use strong forms even in NE unstressed syllables, the
native English speakers were consistent in where they placed the nucleus in their utterances. It
is a well-known fact that the production of words in continuous speech is based upon the
stress-group which is made up of weak and strong syllables. All the syllables of a stress-group
are knitted together, as if they made a single word. As Simo Bobda and Mbangwana
(1993:130) put it, it is the principal characteristic of English speech of having rhythmic stress,
which simply shows speakers having a tendency to stress syllables at roughly equal space in
time. This is diametrically opposed to CamE stress, which tends to use strong forms even in
unstressed syllables. It was therefore a problem for CamE speakers to understand a good
number of utterances produced by NE speakers in this way.
1.31.2 Differences in Nucleus Placement in Words
As was the case with the CamE speakers, NE speakers deviated markedly from the normal
CamE accentual pattern within the word. This consequently led to differences in vowels
characterised by reduced forms. As mentioned earlier, this was the category that constituted
the largest cause of unintelligibility for both CamE and NE speakers. Unlike the deviation
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from NE accentual pattern, which was made up of the movement of the accent from the first
syllable onto second third or fourth, the deviations from CamE accentual pattern were
characterised by the movement of the accent away from the fourth, third and second syllable
backward most often to the first syllable. About 119 cases of deviant stress placement were
identified. The cases are distributed as follows: Movement of stress away from fourth syllable
backward to preceding syllables, 20 cases, movement of stress away from third syllable
backward to preceding syllables, 36 cases, movement of stress away from second syllable
backward to first syllable, 32 cases. Differences in nucleus placement in compounds, 10 cases.
Differences in primary and secondary stress rules, 10 cases.
1.31.3 Differences in Nucleus Placement in Compounds that Led to Intelligibility
Failure
Normally, CamE tends to place stress in the second part of compound words. NE deviates
from this, as it tends to place the nucleus in the first part of compounds, as we will see in the
examples below. This caused some problems of intelligibility when CamE speakers listened to
NE speakers.
Underground [ndrand] (BrE 4)
Software  [sftwr] (AmE 13)
Nowadays [nadez] (BrE 2)
Widespread [wadspred] (AmE 16)
Neighbourhood [nebhd] (AmE 14)
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1.31.4 Differences in Primary and Secondary Stress Rules that Led to
Intelligibility Failure
NE stress pattern tends to deviate markedly from the stress pattern of CamE, especially when
it comes to primary and secondary stress placement in words. CamE has the tendency to
reverse the rule. In some cases where NE portrays primary and secondary stress, CamE does
just the opposite. That is, replacing the primary stress with secondary stress, and vice versa.
The following examples from our data will throw more light on this.
International [ntnænl] (AmE 17, 18)
Psychological [sakldkl] (AmE 20)
Individual [ndvdl] (BrE 1)
Biological [baldkl] (BrE 9)
1.31.5 Differences in Nucleus Placement in Sentences
In this category, as was the case with CamE speech, the NE Speakers were required to listen to
a statement made by the interviewer and to place the nucleus in one of the three places in the
sentences that we built as answers.
`No, this `car was made in North America.
`No, this car was made in `North America.
`No, this car was made in North `America.
This test was made up of 15 of such sentences as seen above. The 20 NE Speakers produced
300 examples. Unlike the CamE Speakers - who tended to use strong forms in almost all
syllables, NE speakers place the nucleus in conformity with the instructions given. This
explains in large part why the mean intelligibility score for CamE speakers was relatively low
(44.3%) compared to that of the NE speakers (58.7%). This shows that CamE speakers had
more difficulties with this test than the NE speakers. In this way, the NE listeners found it
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difficult to make out the contrast that their CamE counterparts were trying to make. But for the
CamE speakers, the contrast was somehow clearer, although there were still many cases of
intelligibility failure recorded.
On the basis of the above data, we see that the NE and CamE accentual patterns do differ
tremendously; the reason for which being that this category stands out in both native and
CamE texts in constituting the largest single cause of intelligibility failure when the speakers
of these two varieties interacted. Again, it was proved that a good number of words that
caused problems of intelligibility in Test IV (Nucleus placement in Words) did not do so in
connected speech.
In Test V (Nucleus Placement in Sentences) NE mean intelligibility score was relatively better
than CamE mean intelligibility score. As remarked earlier in CamE, this shows that isolated
words and sentences can hardly depict a vivid picture of the intelligibility situation among
speakers of different varieties of English. Connected speech seems to be the best so far.
1.32 Segmental Differences
This section deals with segmental features in three tests that led to intelligibility failure in NE
speech. That is, monophthongs, diphthongs, and even triphthongs and consonants. We shall
first of all treat segmental failures with regard to connected speech texts (Tests I & II).
Second, the findings on Test III will equally be reported.
1.32.1 Differences in Monophthongs in NE
The table below shows the monophthongs of NE that caused intelligibility failure when CamE
speakers listened to NE speakers in connected speech. Unlike the length of the vowel that
caused enormous problems of intelligibility in CamE speech to NE listeners, it was discovered
that the AmE open vowel // stood out as the largest single source of intelligibility failure
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when CamE speakers listened to NE speech. It was realised that this vowel caused
intelligibility problems even in three letter words like lot, got, etc. Of the five monophthongs
that surfaced as sources of intelligibility failure, this sound alone recorded 40 out of the 55
cases of intelligibility failure. The following examples will throw more light on this.
Table 27: Major Monophthongs Causing Intelligibility Failure in Test I
Phoneme // // // //
Number 40 06 05 04
From the table, it is clear that monophthongs were not so much of a threat to intelligibility
between CamE listeners and NE speakers. But though the AmE vowel // caused intelligibility
failure as many as 40 times, the others were less of a threat to communication. The reason for
this high number is that CamE speakers’ ears are not as tuned to AmE the way they are to BrE.
In listening to CamE speakers, BrE and AmE speakers did not portray this type of significant
difference. We will now look at the way monophthongs behaved in Test III (Phonemic
Contrast Elicitation).
Table 28: Summary of Monophthongs that Caused Intelligibility Failure in Test III
Phoneme // // // // // // //
Number 79 35 31 26 24 18 13
The results above show that the schwa (//) is the monophthong that caused a great deal of
communication problems when CamE speakers listened to NE speakers. With a record of 79
failures out of the 226 cases of intelligibility failure registered, it means that the sound is a
force to reckon with when it comes to considering the sources of intelligibility failure at the
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level of monophthongs. This may be explained in large part by the fact that CamE lacks the
tendency to weaken vowels in unstressed positions, which is a major characteristic of NE
speakers. The schwa is closely followed by //, which is another sound that signals weak
syllables within a word. The sound // is another main source of intelligibility failure here for
very understandable reasons. The CamE sound inventory does not possess this sound. It is
often replaced by the //, which is not the NE mid-low (back) rounded vowel, but something
that incorporates both the low back rounded vowel //, the mid-low back unrounded vowel //
and the mid-low back rounded vowel //. Although these three stand out as the main causes of
intelligibility failure in Test III, the rest of the monophthongs are equally very significant
when it comes to considering intelligibility failure between CamE speakers and NE speakers.
Looking at the two cases of monophthong differences that led to intelligibility problems in
connected speech and phonemic contrast elicitation, we will see that the numbers of
monophthongs as well as the number of times intelligibility failed in phonemic contrast
elicitation tend to outnumber that in connected speech. This is quite understandable, given that
Test III was prepared in advance by the researcher bearing in mind the various areas of
difficulty between the two accents under investigation. It was also discovered that a good
number of words that caused intelligibility failure in Test III failed to do so in Test I. This was
probably because of the clues the listeners got from the context. Since Test III was made up of
words embedded in isolated sentences, this advantage was blurred by the disjointed nature of
the sentences. We shall try to look at these phonemes one after another in the paragraphs that
follow.
1.32.1.1 The Monophthong //
This vowel presented a lot of intelligibility problems when CamE speakers listened to a NE
speaker. The vowel was understood as /a/ in nearly all the cases. It should be noted here that
this was only when CamE speakers listened to AmE speakers. This sound stands out as a
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major vocalic difference not only between CamE and AmE but also between AmE and BrE.
Since CamE speakers replace this sound with /a/, which is itself a deviant sound from NE, it
created the enormous problems it did. Some of the words that caused intelligibility problems
because of this sound were process, rocks, volume, pops, topic etc., produced as [prrs,
rks, vlum, pps, tpk], etc.
1.32.1.2 The Monophthong //
The schwa did not cause problems of communication in connected speech the way it did in
Test III. It was a major source of intelligibility failure in Test III, as seen on table 28. Again,
this goes a long way to highlight the importance of context in communication. There were as
many cases of vowel reduction in connected speech as there were in phonemic contrast
elicitation, but the context helped to neutralise this in connected speech.
1.32.1.3 The Monophthong //
It is not surprising that this sound was such a problem to CamE speakers who listened to NE
speakers. It is a sound that equally appears in weak syllables like the schwa. Since the
phenomenon of stressed and unstressed syllables or weak and strong forms is not a
characteristic trait of CamE, this was bound to be a source of intelligibility difficulty. The
sound was systematically replaced by /a/ in favourite, vineyard, etc. It is important to stress
here that the deviation in the word vineyard is motivated by analogical deviation. The
influence of spelling is very strong on non-native speakers. They have the tendency to rely on
the analogy of the root word when speaking. Thus CamE speakers see the word vineyard as
vine+yard=[vanjat]. They see the derived segment as just appended on the stem, while NE
transforms them completely into a new pronunciation, since according to the NE speaker they
are fused and not merely combined words.
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1.32.1.4 The Monophthong //
This sound is among the monophthongs that caused intelligibility problems in Test I, II & III.
CamE does not have this particular sound in its sound inventory. The sound is mostly replaced
by // as in shut, bus, /a/ as in country, southern, // as in cut, but etc. As seen above, the
replacement of the STRUT sound by the FOUND sound in the words country and southern by
CamE speakers can be attributed to analogical deviation. The CamE speaker does not see why
the words count and south should be pronounced [kant] and [sat] and country and southern
would be pronounced as [kntr] and [sn], as in native English speech.
1.32.1.5 The Monophthong //
This sound is one of the sounds that is a source of intelligibility problems not only when
CamE speakers listen to NE speakers, but equally when NE speakers listen to CamE speakers.
In CamE speech, this is the vowel that constituted the highest cause of intelligibility failure.
For NE speech, it is also a major contributor to the intelligibility problems when CamE
speakers listen to NE speech. CamE speakers replace the sound with // as in colonel, person,
certain, surprise, church, etc [klnl, sprais, tt], // as in person, certain, first etc. [psn,
stin, fs]. In short, the sound is extremely problematic in the relationship between CamE and
NE.
1.32.1.6 The Monophthong //
This vowel has also proven to be a vital source of intelligibility failure between CamE
speakers and NE speakers. It may be surprising to see the sound accompanied by length
diacritics. This is simply to differentiate it from the CamE //, which is not the same as the NE
sound. As seen above, it covers about three NE sounds. CamE does not observe the
differences between long and short vowels in the way that NE does.
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The rest of the vowels cited above tend to cause relatively fewer problems of
intelligibility. Generally monophthongs stand out as the highest source of intelligibility
problems when it comes to segmental failure between CamE and NE speakers.
1.32.2 Differences in Diphthongs
As far as diphthongs are concerned, only three of the eight diphthongs did not pose any
intelligibility problems in connected speech. The rest of them caused some relatively small
number of intelligibility problems, as we see in the table below.
Table 29: Summary of Diphthongs that Caused Intelligibility Failure in Test I
Diphthong // // // // /e/
Number of Failures 09 08 06 05 02
From the table, we can see that the diphthong that caused the highest number of failures was
the //, with 09 failures. This was closely followed by //, // and //, with /e/ causing the
fewest  intelligibility problems, with barely 02 instances of intelligibility failure. In all, the
five diphthongs did not cause as many communication difficulties as the monophthongs did.
1.32.2.1 Diphthong Differences in Test III (Phonemic Contrast Elicitation)
As usual, Test III shows a higher degree of intelligibility failure than Tests I & II. This is not
strange because the test was built with preconceived phonemic problems between the accents
under study. The table below presents the diphthongs that caused intelligibility problems and
the frequency.
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Table 30: Summary of Diphthongs that Caused Intelligibility Failure in Test III
Diphthong // /e/ // // /a/
Number of Failures 42 35 25 24 15
We can deduce from the table that almost the same diphthongs that posed intelligibility
problems in connected speech texts are the ones that caused problems in Test III (Phonemic
Contrast Elicitation). The only difference is that they do not appear in the same rank order, and
also the diphthong /a/ did not appear as one of the diphthongs identified as a source of
intelligibility failure. The diphthong // is responsible for the highest number of
communication breakdowns in Test III.  While this type of breakdown in CamE could be
attributed to the tendency in CamE to monophthongise NE diphthongs, the failure in NE can
be attributed to the fact that the NE speakers diphthongise CamE monophthongs. This
phenomenon did not, however, cause as many problems in connected speech as they did in
phonemic contrast elicitation because of the contextual clues that were available in the former.
CamE replaced the NE // with // or we can say that NE replaces the CamE // with //, as
in the word moment [mmnt] for CamE [mmnt].
The diphthong // is closely followed by /e/. It is also due to the NE tendency to
diphthongise CamE monophthongs. The sound was realised as // as in lake, /a/ as in Abel, etc.
This was closely followed by //, // and /a/. None of the five diphthongs can be
overlooked when it comes to a discussion on the likely causes of intelligibility failure between
CamE and NE.
Apart from monophthong and diphthong differences that led to intelligibility failure
between CamE and NE speakers, some triphthongs also caused problems. Three triphthongs
were identified; namely /a/ and /a/. The two sounds caused intelligibility failure 4 and 3
times respectively in Tests I & II and 19 times in Test III. Comparatively, triphthongs caused
the fewest problems of intelligibility when CamE speakers listened to NE speakers. CamE
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restructures the two sounds to /aja/ and /awa/ as in the words biased and hour [bajast] and
[awa], respectively.
1.32.3 Differences in Consonants
The consonant charts of CamE and NE are basically the same. Apart from the voiced and the
voiceless inter dental fricatives // and // and the flap //, there are no other serious
differences that exist between CamE and NE consonants.
In the connected speech texts, only 4 out of 18 cases of intelligibility failure could be
traced to differences in consonant production between CamE and the two NE varieties. They
are presented in the table below.
Table 31: Summary of Consonants that Caused Intelligibility Failure in Test I
Consonant // // // /z/
Number of failures 07 05 04 02
From the table we will see that the AmE flap // constituted the most common source
of intelligibility failure in the connected speech texts. This sound was found only in the speech
of AmE speakers. The sound was closely followed by the voiced and voiceless inter dental
fricatives // and //, occurring 05 and 04 times in the texts respectively. The last consonant
sound as seen above is the voiced alveolar fricative /z/, which caused intelligibility problems
twice in the words position and resort. Let us consider the following examples:
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/t/>//
matter [mæ] (AmE 12)
cities [ss] (AmE 12)
pretty [pri] (AmE 12, 16)
little [ll] (AmE 19, 11)
/d/>//
humidity [hjumti] (AmE 14)
/d/>//
their [] (BrE 6)
/t/>//
youth [j] (BrE 8)
/s/>/z/
position [pzn] (BrE 4)
resort [rzt] (AmE 15)
Apart from the few consonants cited above, there were no other causes of intelligibility failure
in consonants   apart from those registered in Test III, which we will see below.
In Test III (Phonemic Contrast Elicitation), we equally noticed that consonants had no
major role to play with regard to cases of intelligibility failure. Only five consonants were
identified as sources of intelligibility failure as seen below.
Table 32: Summary of Consonants that Caused Intelligibility Failure in Test III
Consonant Silent /b/ // Silent /w/ Silent // //
Number of failures 17 10 10 09 08
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As we can see from table 32, a majority of the consonants are silent letters. CamE tends to
produce silent letters. This is not a characteristic trait of NE. This is why the omission of these
sounds by NE speakers caused intelligibility failure when CamE speakers listened to NE
speakers. Spelling induces the pronunciation of silent letters by CamE speakers in most cases.
1.33 Differences in Phonotactics that Led to Intelligibility Failure in NE
Speech
There is a great difference between sounds in isolation and sounds in company. When a sound
is in isolation, it is in its ideal form, but when it is placed in a word or near other sounds that
have a relationship with it, it is subjected to a number of modifications. This phenomenon
favours mostly NE speakers of the language, as non-native speakers or learners tend to fail in
most cases to respect these modifications. In our texts on NE, the NE speakers make utmost
use of this phenomenon. Since the CamE speaker does not make much use of this
phenomenon, there were bound to be some difficulties in understanding the NE speakers. The
processes that caused most of the problems were linking, elision and assimilation. We shall
discuss these in detail below.
1.33.1 Linking
NE speakers make extensive use of linking in their speech because this enhances fluency.
Linking usually involves the last segment of a word and the first segment of the following
word. This leads to liaison and other related phenomena. In our texts, these phenomena are
visible, as we see in the examples below.
years old [jzd] (BrE 2)
find out [fandat] (BrE 2)
quite interesting [kwatntrst] (BrE 10)
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In NE, it is difficult to find a word-final vowel that precedes another vowel beginning a word.
The NE speakers use a /w/ or/j/ coloration between these two vowels. This makes their speech
fluent. Examples:
/j/ insertion
the age [jed] (AmE 16)
to occupy [tjkjupa] (BrE 2)
the answer [jæns] (BrE 3)
my only answer [majnljæns] (BrE 9))
the other [j] (BrE10)
/w/ insertion
you all [juwl] (AmE15)
too old [tuwld] (BrE3)
AmE pronounces /r/ in word final position or before a consonant. That is why it is called a
rhotic accent. BrE is a non-rhotic accent but when a word ends in r or re and the following
word begins with a vowel sound, some Britons pronounce the r for purposes of euphony. In
our texts a good number of these r pronunciations that led to intelligibility failure were
identified, as we see in the examples below.
/r/ insertion
here in Germany [hrndmni] (AmE16f)
water and [wætrnd] (AmE20)
another activity [nræktvt] (AmE18))
their own [rn] (AmE13)
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Also, words ending with vowels (except the I and u sounds) are sometimes lengthened with a
/r/when the following word begins with a vowel, even if there is no orthographic r, as we see
in the examples below.
Intrusive /r/
a lot of fun [lrv fn] (AmE 11)
get off [rf] (AmE 18)
deal of [drf] (AmE 13)
1.33.2 Elision
Elision is the disappearance of one or more sounds from a word. In our texts, most of the cases
of elision are contextual or juxtapositional elision. This has to do with a sound, which exists in
a word said in isolation but is dropped when following or preceding another word, as we see in
the following examples.
/h/ sent her [snt] (BrE1)
/v/ a lot of people [ltpipl] (BrE5)
/t/ want to look [wænlk] (AmE13)
// for me [fmi] (AmE13)
/t/ last twelve [læstwlv] (AmE 11)
// after all [æftrl] (BrE 4)
/v/ lots of people [ltspipl] (AmE 12)
Apart from contextual elision viewed above, there were also cases where sounds were dropped
within the same word. In some cases only one sound was dropped, but in other cases more
than one sound was dropped, as the examples below show.
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Elision involving one sound
/t/ quantity [kwnti] (AmE20)
/j/ reduce [rdus] (AmE20)
produce [prdus] (AmE20)
// generally [dnrl] (BrE8,10)
typical [tpkl] (AmE13))
// usually [jul] (AmE15)
1.33.3 Assimilation
Assimilation is the phenomenon whereby a sound takes on features of a neighbouring sound.
As we have seen in the other processes of sounds in company, the process of assimilation is
also motivated by the unconscious quest for euphony. People always want to sound pleasant to
the ears of those who listen to them. We usually have many types of assimilation, namely,
historical and contextual assimilation, coalescent and ordinary assimilation, progressive and
regressive assimilation as well as contact and distant assimilation.
We were able to identify two types, namely, coalescent and ordinary assimilation and
regressive assimilation.
1.33.3.1 Coalescent Assimilation
By Coalescent assimilation is meant a phenomenon whereby a sequence of two sounds
coalesce or come together and merge to give place to a single new sound different from either
of the original sounds. This is a typical characteristic of NE speech, as we will see in the
examples that follow.
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/t/+/j/=/t/
eight years [etz] (BrE 1)
last year [læstr] (AmE 15)
/s/+/j/=//
this year [r] (AmE 18)
bless you [blu] (AmE 15)
/d/+/j/=/d/
hundred year [hndrdrs] (AmE 11)
find you [fandu] (BrE 5)
/z/+/j/=//
things you [u] (AmE16)
1.33.3.2 Regressive Assimilation
This is a phenomenon whereby a sound influences the preceding one as in the lone example
below.
ten minutes [tm mnts] (BrE4)
In this example, we can see that in isolation, ten is pronounced [tn]; but before minutes, BrE4
pronounced it as [tm]. In this case, /n/ has become bilabial /m/. This is because of the
influence of /m/ in the word minutes. It should be stressed here that many cases of ordinary
assimilation were heard in the speech of NE speakers, but most of them did not lead to
intelligibility failure.
Judging from the cases of intelligibility failure registered as a result of differences in
phonotactics between NE speakers and CamE speakers; one can conclude that this category
was a major force to reckon with. From the analysis it was discovered that intelligibility
failure caused by phonotactic differences ranked second when it came to the intelligibility of
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AmE speech to CamE Speakers, and third place when it came to overall causes of
intelligibility failure between the accents under consideration. However linking stood out as
the highest cause of intelligibility failure in NE speech, closely followed by elision and then
assimilation, as we can see in the analysis above.
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CHAPTER VII
Conclusions
1.34 Overview of the Findings
We set out in this study to measure the intelligibility of CamE speakers to NESs and vice
versa, and to analyse the major causes of intelligibility failure between interlocutors of these
varieties. The focus was on segmental and supra segmental features. Unlike previous
studies(Bansal 1969, Tiffen 1974) that concentrated on measuring the intelligibility of non-
native speech only, we took a step further to measure the intelligibility of NE speech as well,
in a bid to place intelligibility on a wider platform. This approach was inconceivable a few
decades ago as researchers in the field were still carried away by the general attitude towards,
and perception of the new English varieties that were emerging at the time. These varieties
were perceived as deficient and thus detrimental to the growth of English as a world language
( Gimson 1965, Prator 1968). Research during this period centred on analysing the new
varieties vis a vis the native variety so as to look for remedies to the crisis. Although a
majority of scholars generally agree that English is no longer a monolith, research on related
concepts like intelligibility is yet to reflect this landscape. This work was therefore intended as
a contribution in this direction.
The study was designed to investigate and measure performance in spontaneous speech
by comparing the listeners’ texts to the speakers’ original version and scoring correct units,
and also by analysing the phonetic errors leading to breakdown in communication. This
method proved very reliable both for the spontaneous speech texts and the reading passage for
CamE and NESs. The scores for Test I (Connected Speech) ranged from 76.9% to 47.5% with
a mean intelligibility score 61.3% for CamE speakers and from 86.4% to 26.6% with a mean
intelligibility score of 56.3% for NESs. Analysing British and American English vis a vis
CamE, separately, the scores for Test I ranged from 86.4% to 38.4% and from 70.4% to 26.6%
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with mean intelligibility scores of 58.7% and 53.9% for British and American English,
respectively. In the same vein, comparing CamE connected speech texts to British English
only, the intelligibility scores ranged from 76.9% to 50% with mean intelligibility score of
62.9%. When CamE speech was analysed vis a vis American English the score ranged from
70.6% to 47.5% with a mean intelligibility score of 59.7%.
 Test I was used in this study as the main test for measuring the intelligibility of CamE
and NEs as well as analysing the main sources of intelligibility failure in interpersonal
communication between speakers of these varieties. The results indicate the following:
1. That CamE is more intelligible to NESs (61.3 %) than NE is to CamE speakers (56.3%)
2. That CamE is more intelligible to British speakers (62.9%) than to AmE speakers (59.7%)
3. That BrE is more intelligible to CamE speakers (58.7%) than AmE is (53.9%)
These findings raise some questions in our minds: Considering the dichotomy between native
and non-native varieties of English, what can we say about intelligibility? If native speakers
can understand non-native varieties more than non-native speakers understand native varieties,
what are the implications of this outcome to the teaching/learning of English in the world?
How does this contribute to the debate on English as an international languageor the dream of
establishing a neutral international variety of English to cater for the needs of international
intelligibility? What are the implications of these results on general attitudes towards the
varieties? Are the scores statistically significant enough to call for a radical shift in positions
hitherto held by scholars?
The main message conveyed by these findings is that the failure by CamE speakers to
understand NE the way NSs understand them does not mean that NE varieties are deficient,
nor does it mean that CamE speakers have a bad ear when it comes to listening to NE. The
main problem here is that the two varieties have differences that create communication
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barriers. In the same connection, if NSs understand more of CamE, it does not mean that
CamE speakers are more efficient than NESs, or that the variety possesses certain positive
values that NE lacks. It equally does not mean that NSs have a better ear than CamE speakers.
It simply points to the fact that the two varieties are different, and that scholars should
concentrate on tracing the main sources of these differences. This is preferable to spending
precious time thinking that the new Englishes are inferior varieties of the standard NEs and
and that they should keep adjusting according to the norms laid down by the standard variety.
We are not saying that the results obtained in this study can dismiss the notion of a standard
variety, nor are we saying that the notion of standard should dismiss the realities of diversity.
Crystal (1999:15) succinctly captures this:
 …the need to maintain international intelligibility demands the recognition of a
standard variety of English, at the same time as the need to maintain local identity
demands the recognition of local varieties of English. My fundamental principle is that
we need both, in a linguistically healthy world.
Another main objective of the study was to analyse the major sources of intelligibility failure
among speakers of CamE, BrE and AmE. The following results were got:
1. Supra segmental differences pose the greatest threat to intelligibility when native speakers
listen to CamE speakers. The degree of intelligibility failure is 46.5% for suprasegmental
differences as opposed to 40.2% for segmental differences, 11.8% for phonotactic
differences and 1.5% for lexical differences.
2. Supra segmental differences pose the greatest threat to intelligibility when CamE speakers
listen to native speakers The rate of intelligibility failure is 56.7% for suprasegmental
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differences as opposed to 22.03% for phonotactic and 21.21% for segmental differences
respectively.
3. Supra segmental differences pose the greatest threat to intelligibility when CamE speakers
listen to BrE speakers. The rate of intelligibility failure is 27.8% relative to total of NE
supra segmental failures as against 09.6% and 04.4% for phonotactic and segmental
differences respectively.
4. Supra segmental differences pose the greatest threat to intelligibility when CamE speakers
listen to AmE speakers. The degree of intelligibility failure is 28.9% relative to the total of
NE supra segmental failure as against 16.8, and 12.4% relative to the total of the NE failure
in phonotactic and segmental differences respectively.
On the basis of the statistics above, it can be claimed that supra segments stand out as the
greatest source of intelligibility breakdown when CamE speakers and NESs interact. It should
be stressed here that there has been heated debate on whether the greatest source of
intelligibility among native and non-native speakers is caused by segmental or supra
segmental differences. While some scholars think that segments constitute the greatest source
of intelligibility failure (Jenkins 1998), others (Bansal 1969, Tiffen1974) think that supra
segments do. This explains why Rosewarne (1999:46) holds that the assertion commonly
made in the early 1990s that supra segmental features have the greatest impact upon
intelligibility does not appear to have been established empirically. Our results favour the
argument for supra segmental features as can be observed from our results of the sources of
intelligibility failure in NE, as well as in NNE (CamE).
1.35 Suprasegmental Features
This category covers factors like differences in nucleus placement in words, differences in
nucleus placement in sentences, differences in rhythm, and speech lapses. The results show
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that differences at the supra segmental level constitute the greatest cause of intelligibility
failure for both CamE, BrE and AmE speakers. The results will be helpful to those who think
that a neutral variety of English should be established to serve the needs of international
communication (Widdowson 1994, Jenkins 2000). If this were to happen, they would pay
attention to supra segmental features, especially with regard to word and sentence stress. The
main problem with the two major accents under study is that their accentual patterns are
different. For instance, the main problem NSs face when listening to CamE speakers is the
tendency in CamE to move the stress away from its BrE or AmE backward position onto
preceding syllables. In some cases, though few, CamE speakers move the stress from native
English forward position backwards to earlier syllables. This is the same scenario noticed with
the stress placement in words with respect to NSs. In short, the stress rules for the two accents
differ considerably. A very noticeable characteristic of CamE that creates more intelligibility
barriers is the fact that most of the speakers do not make use of reduced forms of vowels in
unstressed syllables. This use of strong forms is often confused in the literature where many
interpret it as NNEs having stress on every syllable.
It must be stressed here that nucleus placement in sentences cause more problems to
CamE speakers than to NSs. Proof of this is that Test V (Nucleus Placement in Sentences)
indicate the lowest mean intelligibility score in CamE speech, 44.3%, as against 58.7% for NE
speech.
In the same way, rhythmic differences contribute to making the category of supra
segment the greatest source of intelligibility failure. CamE speakers tend to use strong forms
even in NE unstressed syllables. This practice is different from that in NE, which exhibits a
stress-timed rhythm. Evidently, the category of supra segments is a major source of
intelligibility failure between NE and NNE varieties. This is important, not because NNE
teaching programmes should emphasise it in order to make NNESs become intelligible to the
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NSs as earlier researchers (Tiffen 1974) recommended, but rather for both NE and NNESs to
be aware of these differences as scholars continue the search for solutions.
1.36 Segmental Differences that Led to Intelligibility Failure
Contrary to the assertion by some researchers that segmental features pose the greatest threat
to intelligibility among speakers of different varieties of English, our results show that this
category only comes second after supra segmental features. It is even more interesting to note
that in some cases like the ranking of the main sources of intelligibility in AmE and BrE
speech to CamE speakers, segmental differences that lead to intelligibility failure only come
third after supra segmental and phonotactic differences. This phenomenon is also observed in
the situation between BrE and CamE speakers. It should however be noted that segmental
features come second after supra segments when CamE and NNESs interact.
In this category it is observed that at the level of monophthongs, the NURSE vowel
poses the highest problems of intelligibility in connected speech. This same phenomenon is
observed in Test III. It should be stressed here that the NURSE vowel is so far the most
influential vowel phoneme when it comes to intelligibility among NES and NNESs in general.
It is even observed that the realisation of the vowel varies tremendously from variety to
variety, and sometimes in the same speech community (see Schmied 1996 and Simo Bobda
2000d). This phoneme is closely followed by /i/ and then the schwa //. It is worth
mentioning that although CamE speakers consistently fail to observe the contrast between
pairs of vowels like /, æ/, /u, /, /i, /, most of these differences do not lead to intelligibility
failure when native speakers listen to them. The same is true in situations where native
speakers observe these contrasts. In the two situations it is easier for listeners to understand the
differences in connected speech texts. In most cases, the context helps the listeners out.
Related to this is a very interesting phenomenon that is noticed with the AmE vowel, // for
God, lot, hot and pot. This vowel is one of the major problems in the speech of AmE speakers,
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scoring 40 out of the 55 cases of intelligibility failure recorded in connected speech texts. It is
surprising to discover that realisation of this sound lead to intelligibility failure in simple three
letter words like the ones cited above. The schwa, //, //, // and // equally cause
intelligibility barriers in the speech of native speakers, with //and //, causing less of a
problem of intelligibility.
As far as RP diphthongs are concerned, four /e, , , / cause intelligibility
breakdown between CamE, BrE and AmE listeners, with /e/ and // posing more problems
than // and //. Almost the same phenomenon is observed in the speech of native speakers.
The only difference is at the level of rank order. For example, //and // constitute the
highest source of intelligibility breakdown in the speech of NSs as against /e/ and //for the
speech of CamE speakers. While CamE speakers monophthongise most of the RP diphthongs,
NSs produced them so systematically. Some AmE speakers monophthongise a few of the
diphthongs, especially when it comes to observing the Pre-R breaking.
Concerning the so-called triphthongs, it should be noted that CamE speakers do not
make use of triphthongs. Interestingly, the few that are noticed in the speech of NSs do not
cause many intelligibility problems.
With regard to the pronunciation of consonant phonemes, it should be emphasised here
that the consonant charts of NE and NNE varieties are basically the same. Apart from the
voiced and the voiceless inter dental fricatives // and // which are systematically realised by
CamE as /d, t/, the only consonant sound that poses some intelligibility problems among the
speakers is the AmE flap //. Like the // of God, pot and hot, the flap r causes more
intelligibility problems than expected. Another noticeable area of intelligibility problems has
to do with native silent letters like /b, w, / that are pronounced by CamE speakers differently.
In some cases they even pose more intelligibility problems when compared with the inter-
dental fricatives /, /.
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1.37 Phonotactic Differences that Led to Intelligibility Failure
In this category, we discovered that CamE speakers do not make much use of phenomena like
assimilation and liaison. Their connected speech reveals that differences in elision of
phonemes, both at word boundary and within the word, pose some considerable degree of
intelligibility failure. Phoneme elision at word-medial and word-final positions constitutes the
bulk of differences that cause communication difficulties in the speech of CamE speakers.
Unlike CamE speakers, who rarely make use of phenomena like assimilation and liaison,
NESs’ extensive use of these phenomena lead to a considerable degree of intelligibility failure.
As far as liaison is concerned, we discovered that NESs use /j/ and /w/ coloration between two
vowels as in the age realised as [jed] for [ ed] (AmE16) and you all realised as [juwl]
for [ju l] (AmE15). The r is also extensively used to link words especially by the AmE
speakers. Evidently, this /r/ insertion is not only used when a word ends in r or re and the
following word begins with a vowel sound. For example, their own realised as [rn] for
[ n]. It is also used when words ending with vowels (except the // and /u/ sounds) are
sometimes lengthened with a /r/ if the following word begins with a vowel. In such a case
where there is no orthographic r, we say the r is intrusive as in get off realised as [rf] for
[t f] (AmE18).
Similarly, elision is identified to constitute one of the intelligibility problems in NE
speech. Sounds are dropped when following another word as in sent her [snt] for [snt h]
(BrE 1). Apart from sounds being dropped at word boundary, some phonemes are also
dropped within the word as in quantity [kwnti] for [kwntt] (AmE20) and usually
realised as [juli] for [jul] (AmE15).
Finally, the NESs make use of assimilation. This is not a main characteristic of NNE.
Cases of coalescent and regressive assimilation are identified, which lead to intelligibility
failure in connected speech. For instance, eight years becomes [etz] for [et jz] (BrE1)
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and this year becomes [r] for [s jr] (AmE18). The lone case of regressive assimilation
has to do with the words ten minutes realised as [tm mnts] for [tn mnts] (BrE4).
Conspicuously absent in the whole set of data are cases of differences in handling
consonant clusters between CamE and NESs. The handling of this phonotactic aspect does not
pose any intelligibility threat worth reporting.
1.38 Pedagocical Implications
The implications of these results for the teaching of English are very clear. Three possibilities
present themselves in this connection: CamE, which is the local variety of English spoken in
the country; NE, which is the variety spoken in ENL countries, and EIL, which is a neutral
international variety proposed by some scholars to serve the needs of international
intelligibility. An important question to ask is: Which of these varieties is suitable for CamE
speakers, and why? This question is quite complex. Looking at the results of this study and
other previous ones, it is clear that CamE is suitable for teaching in Cameroon, because the
variety takes into account the sociolinguistic and cultural realities of the Cameroon local
linguistic landscape. It is also the variety that they are used to, and thus they will not need to
be drilled on what is standard and what is substandard. For example, the grapheme, “th” which
is one of the hallmarks of NNEs will not pose any problem in Cameroon. CamE learners will
not need to put aside their realisation of this grapheme as /d/ and /t/ for NE // and //. But
two major problems present themselves at this level. For what purpose do Cameroonians learn
English? Is it just for purposes of intranational communication or equally for international
communication? Is the variety sufficiently described and codified as to take up this function
without problems? To answer the first question, one would say that Cameroonians need
English more for intranational communication than for international communication. But the
fact that science and technology are reducing the world to a global village means that the
Cameroonians, like any other peoples, would need to be internationally intelligible in order to
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fit into this new world. The problem that immediately poses itself is which variety to go for so
as to guarantee either international intelligibility or both international and intranational
intelligibility. At this juncture, the problem of maintaining the local variety for purposes of
national identity and learning an international variety for international communication
purposes ushers in serious debate. Which of BrE, AmE or EIL can better serve the needs for
international intelligibility? By all indication, BrE and AmE are surely not the better choices
for implementation, given that our results show the considerable degree of difficulty that
CamE speakers face when interacting with British and American speakers. Choosing the EIL
norm may be better given that the proponents of this norm think that its features would be a
blend of both native and non-native features (Bamgbose 1998). Some radical proponents of
this model like Jenkins (1998, 2000, 2002) even think that because of the numerical
predominance of non-native speakers over native speakers, priority should be given to main
features of the new Englishes. No matter how attractive the establishment of this international
neutral medium is, it should be stressed here that there are a number of problems that may
impair the accomplishment of this task. One of these problems is well stated by Seidlholfer
(2003:21), who contends that the obvious obstacle to the adoption of EIL for teaching has
been the absence of sufficient (if any) descriptive work on EIL, which would be a necessary
requirement as a component of EIL-focussed curricula. Another problem may be that creating
such a supra-language (without identifiable native speakers) may not solve the problem. The
possibility of this type of language surviving for long is debatable.
Having looked at the advantages and disadvantages of using any of the three models for
teaching in Cameroon, it can be said that there is no absolute solution to the problem of a
suitable model for the learners. The paradox is that NE tends to have more advantages than the
other two, CamE and EIL. First, the NE varieties are well documented and possess sufficient
didactic material for teaching. Second, they have power. This seems to be a very important
characteristic of the NEs. Crystal (1997, 1999, 2000) points out that for a language to gain and
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maintain prestige it must possess political, military and economic power. This is surely what
the native varieties have that local or non-native varieties do not. Thus, although our results
show that CamE is suitable for teaching in the country, coupled with recommendations made
by eminent scholars on the topic, my suspicion is that the native norms will continue to hold
sway in non-native settings for some time. We will need to codify these non-native varieties
and radically change attitudes towards them. Proof of this is that the textbooks and other
didactic materials used in Cameroon at the moment are still based on NE norms.
Lastly, our results equally call for some remarks about the teaching of English in native
settings. If we want to focus on international intelligibility, then we will need both native and
non-native speakers to make concessions. Our aim of testing the intelligibility of both native
and non-native speakers was to find a common ground for the two to function in a world that
is becoming a global village. We posit that speakers of different varieties are expected to
contribute to the success of this lofty goal. It may be very difficult to convince native speakers
of English to compromise or for them to develop accommodation skills that are necessary for
international intelligibility. Thus Jenkins (2000:227) posits that the future of EIL is
inextricably bound up with its own pronunciation. She warns that if the “traditional paradigm”
persists in English pronunciation teaching, then English will not be able to serve the needs of
international intelligibility. Similarly, Kachru (1992:67) points out that the newer role of
English as the language of international communication “puts a burden on those who use it as
their first language, as well as on those who use it as their second language.” That seems to be
the unpalatable truth for NSs of English. It is clear that if the dream of EIL comes true, they
will have to learn it too so as not to be left behind.
This will require a change of attitude towards NNE varieties by NSs. It should, however,
be made clear that the establishment of EIL does not mean that local or national varieties will
be lost. As Crystal (1999) says, we need both the national and the international varieties for a
linguistically healthy world. This will enable speakers of different varieties in the world to
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speak whichever variety they choose at home, but also be able to communicate on a global
scale.
1.39 Suggestions for Further Research
Whilst contributing to the complex concept of intelligibility, it is important to note further
areas of research.
From a West African perspective intelligibility is not really an issue within West Africa
itself, despite internal variation. CamE may be called to stand pars pro totum for West African
English in this respect and there may be no real need for further research in this area.
However, the situation appears to be different via East Africa and Southern Africa, and
consequently further research is needed, especially since the literature has shown that this is
the category of speakers that have the highest possibilities of contact.
Broadening the perspective, further research could be undertaken between various other
New Englishes. Again from an African (though more East/Southern) perspective, Indian
English and, more generally, Asian L2 varieties of English stand out here. This is more so
given that with the growing Asian economy, more and more Africans are likely to move
towards that subcontinent for job opportunities.
Although pronunciation certainly is the most crucial factor in the intelligibility between
varieties of a language, parallel patterns are observable on other levels of language. Thus,
further research on intelligibility can be carried out on other levels of language analysis, most
importantly, lexis.
On the basis of the above argument, it is clear that the heated debate on the complex
concept of intelligibility is far from over. The subject has raised and is still raising a myriad of
concerns especially with regard to issues of international intelligibility. It would appear that
the more we write the more there is to write about.
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APPENDICES
Appendix I: Background of Informants
Speaker No. Age Place of birth Country Sex Variety of English spoken
NE1 60 Preston England M BrE
NE2 42 Manchester England F BrE
NE3 36 Kent England M BrE
NE4 36 LondonKennt England M BrE
NE5 45 London England M BrE
NE6 35 London England M BrE
NE7 27 Derby England F BrE
NE8 27 Nottingham England M BrE
NE9 30 Manchester England M BrE
NE10 32 Lamington England F BrE
NE11 40 Barnstable USA M AmE
NE12 25 Texas USA F AmE
NE13 46 Texas USA M AmE
NE14 43 S. California USA F AmE
NE15 28 New York USA M AmE
NE16 31 Memphis USA M AmE
NE17 18 Texas USA F AmE
NE18 32 Virginia USA F AmE
NE19 32 New York USA F AmE
NE20 23 California USA M AmE
Speaker No Age Place of birth Mother tongue Sex Province of Origin
CamE1 21 Akum Akum F NW
CamE2 20 Mamfe Bayangi F SW
CamE3 22 Kumba Bafaw F SW
CamE4 19 Banso Lamso F NW
Came5 18 Kumba Bafaw M SW
CamE6 27 Bakundou Bakundou F SW
CamE7 28 Bafut Bafut F NW
CamE8 23 Nkambe Limbum M NW
CamE9 21 Wum Aghem M NW
CamE10 19 Mankon Mankon M NW
CamE11 20 Batibo Batibo M NW
Came12 21 Batibo Batibo M NW
CamE13 19 Kumba Bafaw M SW
CamE14 20 Baforchu Baforchu F NW
CamE15 20 Mamfe Mamfe F SW
CamE16 19 Banso Lamso F NW
CamE17 19 Pinyin Pinyin F NW
CamE18 28 Santa Ngemba M NW
CamE19 27 Awing Awing M NW
CamE20 26 Akum Akum M NW
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Appendix II: Test Material
CamE speech samples
CamE Speaker 1
Aids, aids is acquired immune deficiency syndrome./ HIV/Aids today in Cameroon is one of the most/ the most
spoken disease that that attack Cameroonians today./ HIV is Human Immuno Deficiency Virus./ Today in
Cameroon HIV kills 600 Cameroonians a day/ and it ranges between the ages 15-20 years especially./ We can we
can be infected through mother and .. mother to child /during pregnancy.or by sex making or and through through
blood./ As well Aids can be prevented by practising fidelity, using condoms  and abstinence./ Condoms which are
available now at a very low price/. At times they are shared to they are shared in conferences organised./ The
measures taken to taken for its cure/ eh… dr Victor Anumanguh who who during his research saw a discovered/ a
vaccine called vanivax in 1999 which prevents the quick development of the virus/ and it cost and its cost was
first 70000frs/ and now it is reduced to 28000frs./ Today today conferences are organised./ On the 6th on the 6th of
this November2002,/the first lady, the first African ladies organised the synergy for African women/ where they
talked about how aids can be prevented/ and how the youths must must have to have to conduct themselves/
towards the aids and and condoms are shared out/. So I send a message to all Cameroonians today/ that aids
really exist because there are many people today/ who don’t believe that aids really exist./ They think that eh…
they talk about aids just to sell just for a market/ to sell condoms which have been available but I will say that/
aids is not only found here they don’t talk about aids only here in Cameroon./ It is also all over the world./ And
we have seen many people who witness from this./ So we must take it into consideration especially
Cameroonians which are my fellow countrymen./ The information today about HIV/aids/ are mainly  are mainly
eh.. carried out in towns in Cameroon/ but I think that if the information could reach the villages/ or the less
developed towns here in Cameroon./ I think that most of them could have believed/ could have believed that aids
really exists because they don’t believe/ because when conferences are organised  are organised /they are only
staged here in towns like Yaoundé, doula / but in the villages, they are not.  And when for example/ they share
they say you have to share condoms to/ in the hospital for them to give to the patients, / they instead sell them and
a for example a farmer in a native village /will see that the money he spends to buy the condom, / may be is the
money he could use to buy some food to eat. / And it is more rampant, aids is more rampant in the less developed
world/ than in the developed world because the information they are given does not convince them/ they think
that it is a way of selling condoms by the whites by the whites. /
CamE Speaker 2
Football in Cameroon. / Cameroon is ranked amongst the three best sporting countries in Africa and about the
13th in the world. / In Cameroon we have sporting activities like/ foot ball, baseball, volley ball table tennis
boxing and most especially football. / Football in Cameroon started about the 1950s and by the 1980s, /Cameroon
football had become popular in Africa in particular/ and the world as a whole./ Football has been very beneficial
to the Cameroonian footballer,/ and the Cameroonian citizen in general./ But we can not overlook some pertinent
problems/ that hamper the smooth progress of football in Cameroon./ As far as the benefits of the Cameroonian
football are concerned,/ the rapid growth in Cameroon football/ has increased the morals and prestige of our
professionals./ Being the best in the continent,/ the wages of our professionals abroad have increased
tremendously./ The indomitable loins of Cameroon have successfully won the prestigious African cup of nations
4 times./ That was in 1982, 1988, 2000 in Ghana Nigeria and 2002 in Mali./ Cameroon was also the first African
country/ to reach the ¼ finals of the world cup./ That was in 1990 in Italy with the help of players like Milla
Roger, Omam B. Thomas Nkono Kunde Emmanuel amongst others./ Roger Milla, the best Cameroonian attacker
won the prize of the African best player of the century./Even though best in the African continent and one of the
best in the world,/ Cameroonian football suffers from inadequate football infrastructure./ A big football nation
like Cameroon/ has been unable to host the African cup of nation because of lack of infrastructure./ Also, second
division, first division and second division football in Cameroon/ is poorly financed./ Little or no subventions are
given especially to division two teams./ The addition, in addition to lack of finances,/ poor road infrastructures
make it difficult for players/ to travel from one town tom another for a football match./ Institutions of football are
also few in the country/ and the few that exist are meant for the children of the rich./ For instance we have
institutions of football like /the Kadje sports academy, the Brasseries football school at the Njarakwan sporting
complex /but the increase in the school fees has deprived poor and talented Cameroonians/ from attending some
of the colleges football schools thereby hindering their talents in football./ Also and most especially, the intrusion
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of politics into Cameroonian football/ is also a major problem especially when it comes to the national team./
Good players are at times kept out of the pitch /because they can they come from certain regions of the country./
Our politicians would always influence the list of players/ to take part in an international competition./ Cameroon
football can maintain and promote /can be maintained and promoted if the following considerations are taken into
consideration./ Second division football are given subventions/ good football infrastructures constructed in the
country,/our football schools should be opened to all Cameroonians/ and above all, politics left out of football./ If
the above are taken into consideration,/ Cameroon will continue to rule not only the continent/ but subsequently
the world in football./
CamE Speaker 3
Aids can be defined as acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome./ Aids has lived with human beings for a very
long time now./ Aids is not the only illness./ But it is dangerous nowadays because it has no cure./ many
scientists and even the government try to come out with a cure/ with a drug which can cure aids but to no avail./
They have only come out with a drug that can prolong someone’s life./ a drug which can make an infected person
top live longer./ Statistics shows that out of the 4 million persons affected by this disease/ affected by this illness
2 million of which come from Africa/ the rate of people dying in Africa because of this disease is rampant./ Thus
reducing the population./ Africa is a less developed world./ And due to lack of job opportunities,/ people engage
themselves in prostitution./ Malnutrition is also one of the problems which increase the rate of aids ./ lack of
money to buy food causes people to do what they don’t want./ An example like in Cameroon many of our youths/
are contaminated with this disease because of idleness ./ Most of our youths are degree holders/ who have just
dropped from the universities and because of no jobs opportunity/  they go out to prostitute so as to earn a living./
Aids can be contaminated through using blades /which has already been used by an infected person./ Through
shaving machines through blood transfusion/ from a mother to an unborn child./ In this type of    it is only 10 out
of a hundred /once the virus is out, it can die within ten minutes./ the lifespan of aids virus is only 10 minutes./
Women are those who easily get this disease./ The probability for a man having it is rare./ In the body there is the
white and the red blood cell./ The white blood cells fight against diseases that is found in the body./ Once all the
white blood cells are killed, you are exposed to diseases ./ there are many symptoms to prove that a person has
the illness./ The first symptom which can be seen is that,/ the infected person loses wait, appetite, he starts
having on the body./ When someone has the HIV virus in him and goes for the test,/ the doctor will advise him
the type of diet to take /and what to do and what not to do./ This is not to save the person from dying but it
prolongs the person’s life./ Due to the high rate of aids, condoms have been produced /to prevent many people
from being victims of aids./ But these condoms are not all that hundred %./ This is because in the process of
sexual intercourse,/ the condom could get burst the condom could get burst/ and it go into the stomach X of the
woman causing an operation./ Catholics reject the use of condoms because it is out of their belief./ It leads to
fornication and adultery ./ Catholics demand fidelity and abstention./ One has to go into sex only when he or she
is married./ And after getting married you must be faithful to your husband./ And youths must abstain from sex./
CamE Speaker 4
 Corruption is the practice of unpleasant things in a country. /Such societal ills include favouritism
embezzlement, and bribery./ Corruption causes the stagnation of economic and political development of a
country./ This practice also increases the wealth to the wealthier class /and helps to reduce the rank of the poor
masses to nothing./ Corruption has eaten deep into the fabric of our country./ Cameroon appear to have been the
most corrupt country in the world in the year 2001 ./ This classification was quite apt because only Francophones
and children of ministers/ can succeed in entering advanced institutions such as ENAM EMIA ERIC and a few
others./ There is total marginalisation  between the francophones and the Anglophones./ Top government officers
in Cameroon have made government posts to be hereditary./ Corruption is also visible in ministeries./ Some
directors take files and sit on them /waiting for their mouths to be oiled./ For example, 35 students left a higher
institution of learning /when their files were submitted, only 19 files went through./ One former minister in
Cameroon by name Kontcho,/  took money to USA for the national team players /but claimed that the money was
missing in the plain or fell in the ocean. /Something needs to be done to this country /or else this practice will one
time leads X to bloodshed./ Though most Africans African leaders practise corruption /but that of Cameroon
increases at an alarming rate./ That is why most African countries, will remain backward /or uncivilised because
of all the malpractices./ On the other hand, countries such as the USA Britain and many others are developed
/because they are perfect in all their deeds./ That is either they are serious or they are not serious. /African
countries are still to act out of instincts in order to join the civilised race./ To curb corruption out of this country,
will not be a very easy process./ First, tribalism is the root cause of corruption. /If people start treating files in
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offices without preference to their tribesmen and women, it will be good. /The problem of English and French as
two official language X of Cameroon is also accountable./ All citizens are equal before the law. /And should not
be treated according to the language they speak. /The government of Cameroon can be accused for instituting
corruption./ It is practised in all government offices especially in the ministries./ If the government changes
hands, I hope corruption will reduce/   .
CamE Speaker 5
Aids is the short form of the Acquired Immune deficiency Syndrome./ What is dangerous about this disease is
that/ when we acquire it, it kills all the body anti biotic/ thus weakening our defence system./ When our immune
system is destroyed, /our body becomes permeable that is allowing or permitting /some foreign pathogenic
bacteria to invade the whole system. /When our body system is invaded by the foreign bodies,/ we start exhibiting
some signs malaria fever, typhoid fever,/ cough skin disease, running stomach to name a few./ One thing we
should note is that aids by itself does not kill /it only attacks and weakens the body’s defence system /thus
rendering it easy for other diseases to take control/ it is not a secret that aids originated from the western world.
/In Africa, the first trace of aids was discovered in 1982 /and for  20 yrs now it has been the preoccupation of
many health ministries /many health ministries and individual researchers throughout the world./ The truth is that
more than 65% of people have been contaminated with the disease in Africa./ And the question is why is Africa,
the home of many contaminated persons/ than the new world where the disease naturally originated? /One of the
reasons advanced for this question is that/ many African were not aware of the existence of the disease./ By the
time they knew about it many persons had already been attacked./ Many people did not believe the existence of
the disease despite the widespread sensitisation./ Some coined the meaning of aids thus, American innovation to
discourage sex. /Many more people discarded the use of condoms./ To them the introduction of the condom is a
way to prevent people/ from deriving the actual pleasure of sex/. So they continued to have unprotected sexual
intercourse. /At the end of the day many people started supporting their chins with their palms./ Aids can also be
transmitted through the process of blood transfusion,/ unsterelized syringes, drips during pregnancy./ In
Cameroon the campaign to fight aids is taking a very interesting phase./ The CRTV has been very active in the
fight /through sensitisation of the public using educative programmes of the radio and television./ The press
should not also be left out. Individuals and social institutions have also been very instrumental in the fight. Last
Monday the Cameroon government signed an agreement with Prof. Victor Anuma Nguh legalising the former’s
vaccine which he claims has been tested on more than 17 HIV positive patients and it has been proved reliable.
CamE Speaker 6
Aids and acquire immune deficiency syndrome./ aids is said to be a virus  from some foreign laboratory ./ But the
whites claim that it came from the monkey,/ that is black man. /Aids is world wide but more rampant in Africa,/
especially in South Africa./ Aids is very active amongst amongst youths that is from 20-30 years./ This age group
is said to be very sexually active./ They involve themselves into unprotected sex./ Which is one of the major
ways of contacting this disease./ Aids is a disease which destroys the defence system of a human being
/completely rendering the person exposed to any disease which comes across his way./ Aids lives in blood cells
and bodyXX ./ Most African countries lost its population through this deadly disease. And so a great move to
eradicate this disease is carried on by the surviving few./ Aids is contacted through unprotected sex,/ the use of
unsterelized needle blood transfusion and through mother to child during child delivery. In Cameroon, the first
lady, Chantal Biya, took a giant step by assembling all the African first ladies /to develop a new strategies X to
wipe away this deadly disease. The first lady in their own way, accepted to sensitise their population /and use
support the doctors carrying on research to come out with a vaccine for this deadly disease./ This disease called
aids can be prevented by abstaining from unprotected sex or to use condoms/. But as concerns married people,
they should stay faithful to their partners,/ that is one man one wife./ Presently in Cameroon, the aids screening
test is going on free /as they join the rest of the world in celebrating the world’s aids day./ In Cameroon we hear
over tv radio and spontaneous talks /about how to prevent ourselves from being affected./ Vanivax which was
discovered by since 1995 by dr victor Anuma Nguh,/ is a vaccine given to both to those infected /and those who
want to prevent the virus has at last received financial material and nationwide support/ from the government of
Cameroon on the 26-11-2002 to continue his research on this vaccine./
CamE Speaker 7
You are not to accept a bribe for bribe lies where sighted men /and can destroy the world of righteous men says
exodus./ Millions of bribes change hands everyday. And millions of people suffer the consequences./ Corruption
has grown so widespread and sophisticated that/ it threatens to undermine the very fabrics of society./ In most
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countries, almost nothing gets done unless a palm is greased./ Bribery runs rampantly especially in the world of
commerce ./ some companies allocate a third of all their profits /just to pay off corrupt government bureaucrats./
Inevitably the ones who suffer most on corruption are the poor/. As they find it rare to give a bribe/. For some
being corrupt may be the easiest way /or indeed the only way to get what they want./ At times a bribe may
provide a convenient means of avoiding punishment./ Many who observe that politicians policemen and judges
seem to ignore corruption/ or even practise it themselves, are merely following their example. Fighting
corruption./ Two powerful forces keep stocking the piles of corruption, /selfishness and greed. Because of
selfishness, corrupt people turn a blind eye to the suffering that corruption inflicts on others /and they justify
bribery simply because they benefit from it./ The more material benefits they amass the greedier this practisers
XX of corruption become./ A mere lover of silver will not be satisfied with silver observed Solomon./ Neither
any lover of wealth with income granted greed may be good for making money /but it invariably winks at
corruption and illegality./ A third force that should not be overlooked is the role of the invisible ruler of this
world./ Actually the biggest bribe on record was sated thus,/ I will give you all the kingdoms of the world /if you
fall down and do an act of worship to me”/ Closer to us is the roman empire which at its height/ was the greatest
human administration the world had ever seen ./ Roman legislation was so effective that it is still the base of the
legal code of many countries./ Despite Rome’s achievements however her legions were unable to conquer one
indecisious XX enemy, that is, corruption./ Today some rulers have hidden away in secret banks/ large sums of
money acquired by bribery and corruption./ Since corruption has remained entrenched for so long /must we
assume that it is just part of human nature or can something be done to curbXX it? /If we can recognise that
corruption is destructive and wrong, /since its benefits are scrupulous and are to a detriment of XX others /it will
be a great step to curb corruption/ it will also need a change of heart or many hearts /. as the fight of corruption is
a moral one /that cannot be won by legislation alone or by the sword of legal penalty./ Seeds of virtue and
integrity have to be sown in people’s hearts/ to do away with corruption./
CamE Speaker 8
Corruption in Cameroon./ Corruption has eaten deep into the Cameroonian society./ It is carried out in so many
ways./  The civil servants go to work at their own appointed time/ and come back home whenever they wish to./
Then while at the job side, or in the offices people are not attended to /and if they are to do so it will take a long
time./ If one does not know how to speak French /and enters any office with a francophone as boss,/ he or she
will be discriminated against. /Money for the development of the country go XX into private pockets./
Competitive examinations into professional schools depend on whether one has a God father or not./ Secondly
one must give extra money in the form of bribery in order to be admitted ./ other forms of corruption include,
prostitution mostly by girls cheating during official examinations. /Thieves break into houses, boys rape girls and
students accuse their teacher./ It is funny that people say no to corruption not knowing that they are practising it.
/Responsible citizens dress in coats only to practise incompetence. /Pastors and Christians also contribute their
own share of corruption./ In church it is said, no drinking of alcohol and the practising of fornication/ yet they are
the very ones who do these things./ Everybody want XX to be a lieutenant or colonel/ but how will they achieve
this goal?/
CamE Speaker 9
I hate to hear people talk as if corruption is found only in Cameroon/. In fact many sociologists seem to hold
today that corruption is a universal cankerworm./ Prove of this is that we find corruption any where humans have
lived./ In Exodus we get a warning /“ bribe not the wise men for bribery blinds clear sighted men and disturbs the
righteous.”/ The Roman empire saw its demise /partly because of the corrupt practices of many of its officials.
However, corruption is considered a major set back to the economic progress of the country today./ It is alleged
that ¾ of all the contracts won in this /country are through corrupt means. /The more reason that every ministry is
setting up an anti corruption units ./ in the educational domain, students and teachers freely give and accept
bribery with ease/ while it is generally accepted that you can only be promoted /to a higher post of responsibility
through the power of an envelope/. Even in the sports where we expect the country to strive,/ corruption is found
there./ A player who is talented is left in the cold because an uncle or dad is given bribery to put another there./ If
we are all unanimous that corruption has eaten deep into the fabric of our community /then broad XX remedies
should be implemented./ Of recent the government has embarked on putting up anti corruption units/ while
legislation have been passed punishing corrupt people severely./ This tool does not seem to solve the problem./
Corrupt people pass uncut /while those who are supposed to sanction those who are corrupted /are themselves
corrupt./ I therefore personally believe that corruption can only be eliminated from our community through moral
education./ This is because corruption is a moral crime./ If every families  XX steps up its moral obligations/ then
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we must have achieved a better society. /Corruption and fraud is generally caused by greed and selfishness /and
can be eliminated only by fighting these moral cankerworms. Eric
CamE Speaker 10
Hiv  is a new virus./ It is the first virus in the world or sexually transmitted disease./ It was killing women before
./ it had become the leading cause of death among women/ of the productive age in many parts of the world./ By
the second half of the 1980s it was only in 1990 /that the world’s aids day called the whole world’s attention to
the extent of the problem /women have been dealing with and dying from for more than a decade/ It hasn’t got a
class border,/ class because of how it is transmitted./ All of us are potentially vulnerable to it./ We should not
imagine we are divided among those who have aids and HIV/ and those who know they are infected by aids by
aids and HIV./ And those who do not know it can be transmitted through blood transfusion and during
pregnancy./ One cannot get it by living in the same house or feeding or clothing /XX .  from the blood stream,
HIV travels to other parts of the body./ HiV has been isolated in   xx in the gastronal intestinal tract/ kidney
lungs, bones, bones marrow and certain brain cells./ And adrenal glands eyes heart  joins lever skin etc./ aids
which stands for Acquired Immune deficiency Syndrome./ Immune deficiency means that the immune system is
destroyed. /Due to the fact that  Africans are affected by the disease /there is a great move to eradicate this
disease./ This move is carried on by the surviving few/.the first lady of Cameroon Madame Chantal Biya took a
giant step by assembling all the African first ladies /in the African synergy conference in order to develop a new
strategy to wipe away this deadly disease./  They accepted to sensitise their  and to give support to drs searching a
vaccine for this disease./ Vanivax which was discovered since 1999 by Dr xxx a vaccine /which is given to both
infected and those who want to prevent the virus./ He has at last received financial material and nationwide
support by the government of Cameroon /on the 26-11-2002. it continues to he continues his research on this
vaccine ./ presently in Cameroon the Aids screening test is going on for free/ and the join the rest of the world in
celebrating the world’s day./ On TV and radio there are spontaneous talk about how to prevent one from being
affected./ Also we do realise that Africans at the hinterlands and in certain towns /are more effected by this  xx
are more effected and they don’t have get enough information /like those that are in Europe or in developed
countries who are being well sensitised ./ so the government of Cameroon should dispatch xxx medical doctors
and personnel/ to some of this areas so as to avoid the spread of the disease in our villages./
CamE Speaker 11
Corruption has to do with people and their actions. It can either be in the form of finances, which is the dishonest
attitude of offering and accepting bribe. Or the debasement of morals especially among the youths whose morals
have been corrupt and so can do anything for the sake of getting money. The origin of corruption is not known
but statistics have shown that this started when human beings started forming communities. Obligations and
fidelities are violated because people always neglect social moral legal and spiritual norms of society. Corruption
is boundless because it is a worldwide practice and differs in its intensity and dimensions and the way the various
governments and societies try to handle it. This ill has eaten deep into the fabrics of society and every govern no
government has taken it lying down in its various fights against this ill. Talking about corruption in my country
Cameroon. Cameroon used to be the third corrupt country in the world. Later it ranked to the first and today I
don’t even know the position of Cameroon as far as corruption is concerned. Talking about corruption only at the
administrative level, coding of files because it is a common error that people often make. Corruption is a societal
daily affair xxx at the level of finances it seems nobody succeeds without palms being greased  especially when it
comes to documentation. What is more surprising is that people always stretch their eyes when offering their
daily service services hoping to get something. Thus the denial of human rights and duties. In the domain of
moral, most countries suffer from moral decadence because of this ill. In offices employers make jobs available
only to people who can grease their palms or when it comes to women only those who can offer their bodies for
sex  are being provided with jobs. And at the end of the day, competent persons go away without jobs thus
bringing about mismanagement and the various sectors of the economy. Today prostitution pornography and
other mystical sects XXX are flourishing occupations in society because the persons involved cannot claim the
opportunities of jobs that rightly belongsxxx to them. Through this ills deadly diseases are being enriched like
aids. As such the fight against aids can only become a reality if corruption is first fought against.
CamE Speaker 12
The need to talk about corruption remains very crucial /but the existence of corruption within is not very specific
to Cameroon alone./ Corruption is a couch which has existence ever since human beings/ started organising
themselves into communities /what generally differs from corruption in different counties /is its intensity its
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dimensions and the way government /and society at large deal with the problem so as to reduce it./ Corruption is
the violation of the obligations , of property /fidelity and impartiality in the exercise of public service.  To the
detriment of the user./ This corruption takes place when an individual is paid to perform /or refrain from
performing his duty either with gifts promises or presents./ Our society at large believexxx that  /corruption is the
result of the conscious act generally for money / they formed outside social and legal xxx or spiritual norms/.
Corruption is legally morally and socially condemned /because it is the denial of the legal principles of the
equality /citizens  xxx right and duty a free rendering of public services./ In describing the act of bribery and
corruption/ most people use words like back door, the oiling of palms/ xx the practice of corruption has become a
widespread phenomenon today /. today before an employee renders any service in a public or private
administrarion,/ he must be given or will expect to receive a person requesting this service /but the most common
bribe offered is money./ One cannot lay the blame of present day corruption without looking at its .xxxxx. /there
are some similarities between present day corruption and that in the past./ Thus the past can hardly be changed./
Corruption in the country like Cameroon today is caused by /low salaries, the desire to get rich at all costs,
ignorants of rights,/ lack of professionalism communication and xxxx./ With corruption, justice becomes unjust.
/The phenomenon is so common that to be honest is considered being criminal /or anyone who doesn’t practise it
is considered a fool./ And it is no longer practised in secret but legally./ Everything being equal, corruption has
just added  to the xxx number of structural problems in the world today./I think government is putting efforts like
remuneration /to stop corruption in Cameroon ./Again government is making effort to employ the unem for to
employ the unemployed, /specially university graduates who don’t have anything to do./
CamE Speaker 13
Aids means acquired immune deficiency syndrome. /Aids is a virus which originated from the whites /as a result
of the whites having sex with animals. /As a result aids, which used to exist within animals/ came now to exist
with the human being /but whites put the blame on the blacks./ Due to the present of too many whites in south
Africa, /aids have xx become very rampant in south Africa. /Aids is transmitted through several ways, /that is
from a pregnant mother to an unborn baby. /Through the use of unsterilized needles and through sexual
intercourse./  Aids can be prevented by the use of sterilised needles, /through the use of condoms and though
crusade sxx to the people./ Aids can last the blood stream for years before it is being discovered./ During this
period, the patient is known as a healthy carrier./ As a result of reducing the virus, conferences have been held,/
for example, the meeting of African first ladies early November 2002 in Cameroon./ This ladies adopted means
on how to redress the situation of the spread of the disease./ On the 28 11 2002, 1000 condoms were distributed
to hotels/ in the north province of Cameroon as a means to reduce the spread of aids./ To this effect first Dec has
been chosen as world’s aids day /that is a day in which means have been adopted to prevent the spread of the
disease./ I will advise Cameroonians to prevent aids by abstaining from premarital sex /. Then I will advise the
medical practitioners to use sterilised instruments in the hospitals, / then I will advise Cameroonians visiting the
medical practitioners to use sterilised needles/ should not used blades xxx that has been used on other patients. /
CamE Speaker 14
I went to the university in 1987./ then it was the university of Yaoundé./ Not university of Yaoundé 1./ In fact
there were no two universities in the country/ there was just one university in the whole country./ And everybody
had to go to if you wanted to go to the university in Cameroon/ u had to go to the university of Yaoundé ./ I got to
the university of Yaoundé/and I got registered into the department of English in the faculty of letters and social
sciences ./in our time we used to have scholarship / students used to have scholarship/ But for one reason or the
other you wouldn’t have it/ I was one of the unfortunate ones /who didn’t have any scholarship when I went to
the university./  In the first year. Eh  I think it motivated me some how/ I mean I I led a very very poor and
miserable life in the first year./ It was a very very hard life for a student./ No money and very little support from
my parents/ not because they did not want to support me/ but bc they didn’t have anything to support me with./
But I realised that if you worked hard and passed to the second year/ you automatically got your scholarship. So I
tried/ I worked hard I passed my we called it then the partiels ,/ that is the mid-year exam /and eh I didn’t make it
in june unfortunately/ and it was really really difficult very very difficult/ but then I came back in September I
had two subjects to rewrite/ which I did and passed and then I got to the second year/ and when I got to the
second year eh /I had stipends like the rest of my of my friends /. it helped a lot because I mean in the first year
because /I didn’t have any money, or very little money./ I was supposed to live with a friend you know /to share
things with her and some time to depend on her as well./ Eventually when I got to having my own eh stipends /I
looked for my own room and you can properly manage if u live on your own./ It helps a lot I had to do my own
things ./ when I saw that I could study conveniently in the second year, /I went to the third year eh you know
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happily./ In the third year I also tried to study hard /in fact I mean eh we had a rule there if u failed your exams/ if
you repeated a class, then your stipend was slashed by half/ so and I didn’t want that at all. /So I passed to the
third year and in the third year /I I I passed too in june./ Eh for some reason I thought I would like to continue
with my studies /I I wanted to do a maitrise , but then the department of English the rules were very very stiff./
Luckily the university opened the department of theatre arts/ eh well some of us applied to to to to to to I mean I
was a theatre arts student /because I used to read theatre arts as an option ./ I did African literature as a
specialisation and/ I would have liked to continue with African literature/ but then I couldn’t register in African
literature department /I registered in the theatre arts department and I got to doing the professional maitrise./ I
defended after after 1 year . I mean all is good life in the university was good in those days/ because students
used to have eh a lot of money or so/  ya, I would call it a lot of money 30000frs a month /eh students you know
organised parties  I remember after the exams especially/ in june you go to a party everyday I mean every other
day/ from Monday to Sunday every other day/ there was this group which was organising a party this ex students
group,/ this tribal group you know so many parties./ You will go out you go shopping you go places /you know
visit friends you know I mean life life was good./ I think life in the university is good generally./ Really really
good. /
CamE Speaker 15
The concept of marriage in the Bafut traditional society. /Marriage as a social institution is given varied treatment
according to various backgrounds./ Here we are talking about marriage as seen or as understood by the Bafut
man./ Bafut is a tribe situated in the Nw province of Cameroon./ For the Bafut man marriage is a conjugal union/
of a man and a woman sharing their love exclusively and eminently./ This union can either be monogamy that is/
a union between one man and one woman, or polygamy/ that is a union between one man and two or more
wives./ Here it will be good to mentioned xxx the fact that polyandry which is a marriage between one woman
and two or more husbands/ is alien to the Bafut man./ Marriage entails making choice a life choice,/ and
according to the Bafut tradition, it is the man who makes the choice/ of the type of wife or wives that  he may or
he likes or he wants./ This choice, however, mustxx be confirmed by his own family and that of the the partners
family./ There are some factors influencing this choice./ We have factors like the moral background of the
partner/ and that of the family, the social status family ties /and even children born out of wedlock can be
considered as a factor that can bring a man and a woman  together /as  husband and wife in the bafut tranditional
society./ When this choice is made then the whole marriage ceremony is introduced./ This ceremony starts with
negotiations between the two families/ and it is normally coordinated by a go between or a match player./ This
match player has  as his duty to bring the two families together/ to sit and talk on terms of  marriage./ It is during
this such talks that the family of the to be wife,/ outlines or states the various conditions which must xxx be
fulfilled/ b4 their daughter is given out to marriage./ Here we talk of the bride price or the bride wealth,/ which
entails money palm wine, palm oil /and even to extreme cases clothes, blankets./ But it is worth mentioning here
that these things/ are not as if the man is paying the wife’s family/ or put it blanketly xx  that the man is buying
the woman, no! / it is a sign it is a token of appreciation given to the bride’ family./
CamE Speaker 16
The university of Buea is found in the sw province of Cameroon. It is the only Anglo-Saxon university in
Cameroon. Ya, when I had my advanced level from prebyterian high school Kumba, I decided to send in my
application to the department of sociology and anthropology. In this university they take students in order of
merit and you must have a minimum of 4 points b4 you can get a place in that university. So I was anxiously
waiting for the list to come out. So when the list came out I saw my name there it was something really good. I
had to rush to Buea next week the following week to see how I can go about my registration procedures. When I
got there it was not really what I thought I thought everything was going to be so smooth. But it was a bit
difficult. I had to start from going to the bank to pay fees taking the receipt to the administra administration
office, to get one or two things done. Finally I was through with the registration procedures. A thing that took me
about one week. The following week I had to start with lectures. It was not really easy for me bc that was a
change from sciences to social and management science. Bc actually I did chemistry biology and geography at
the advanced level. So that was a complete change for me. I had to look at life now from a different perspective.
So the first day was not easy for me. I managed to follow up lectures and to get the meaning of what was being
said. Ya, 2 weeks later we had test it was noot easy. The questions they were  a bit difficult bc that was a change
from normally direct questions from the science department to some sort of expaining action from really
explaining what society is all about. That is for every action there must be a reaction and there must be a reaction
and consequence. I had to fail the first semester was a bit difficult for me. I did not pass all my courses. I had to
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fail 2 ya in that first semester. But the following semesters were just ok bc I had to make up everything to see that
I go through the programme at the required time frame. What I found so unrealistic was the dressing of the girls
in that university. Actually the dressing patterns of the girls were very terrible. Girls will put on very short skirts
transparent blouses to class that even the lecturers the male lecturers unable to carry out their teaching
procedures. It got to a point that the rector of the university could no longer bear it and had to set out rules that
could maintain a certain level of dressing. Ya.
CamE Speaker 17
One cannot talk of aids without first making mention of HIV, which stands for the human immuno-virus. which
is a virus whose origin cannot be traced but for my point of view I see it as a laboratory invention. This virus
attacks the human defence system killing the white blood cells thus exposing the body to diseases such as
tuberculoses malaria and sexually transmittable diseases, which then attacks you and are incurable. Aids stand for
acquired immune deficiency syndrome. it is a disease whose origin is not quite known. And it is ravaging xxxxx.
The cure for aids has also not been discovered, but scientists and doctors including Prof. V. Anumah Ngu
struggling to come up with a vaccine for this disease . The teenage class of the population is those who are very
much exposed to the aids pandemic. Especially girls, this is because of the quest for money. Also other classes of
people include the military class, the driving class, young millionaires. This is because they this is because with
their money they come for the innocents who know nothing about this deadly disease. However measures are
being taken especially in Cameroon to combat the aids pandemic. Such as the national campaign against
HIV/Aids, which is currently going on, to mark the international aids day on the 31 Dec. There is also the free
blood-screening test, which every individual is given a free chance to go in for the aids test to know his, or her
status as far as the aids pandemic is concerned. When u go in for the test this will help you to direct your life to
abstain from violent and unprescribed sex and to know your status as far as the disease is concerned. Further
more there is the distribution of condoms. This is done nationwide to help people to prewvent themselves from
the disease. It is being carried out in many ministries in the nation’s capital where condoms are distributed to the
workers. And the intense and inceasing search for a vaccine has not been met as mentioned before. Prof Victor A
N is in a search for a vaccine to combat this aids disease. How long will this vaccine come one do not know xxx
by God’s grace we hope a solution for the disease will be coming. There is also the humanitarian gesture of the
Cameroonian first lady Mme Chantal Biya, and the Cerac foundation this is a prominent foundation that is
helping to fight out the aids disease in Cameroon. This foundation together with the mother childcare centre is
fighting the aids disease especially with the young and mothers. How to cope with the disease. There is also the
Fombang foundation this foundation is a non-governmental foundation, owned by an individual. Who is bringing
out strategies to fight out the aids disease and to encourage youths to go in for abstinence? Some time last month
there was a conference held in Cameroon on the aids pandemic. This conference was known as xxx organised by
first lady, Mme Chantal biya. It involves all the countries of Africa. xxx the first ladies of Africa. But in my
viewpoint abstinence is the best for youths but it creates problems for marrige couples. If we follow this
viewpoint we will be creating a world free of the AIDS  virus.
CamE Speaker 18
No concept has proved to be well understood if it is not wll defined./As far as I see it, corruption opposed
to/Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte’s  career open to talent is a human virtue /where merit is not given where it is
deserved /r when the one person is treated with preference and the other treated with bias./In this situation, the
western world remains almost untouched/and Africa bears the whole burden/ May be with regards to Africa as
their colonial child. /Wen I first read Achebe’s  no longer at Ease,/I quarrelled with him in his view that the
African is corrupt through and through./But today I embrace him./Corruption in Cameroon particularly is a
syndrome./The country has surfaced thrice as first or second in procession in corruption in the world at
large./And I would like to cite Sir francis Philip J in his view that /Ifa country is not up and doing in trade having
crisis in all its industries,/widespread unemployed, administrative instability, there is all evidence that/its rulers
are men of incompetence lacking in craftsmanship statesmanship/and of course they are attracted and
corrupt./Corruption in Cameroon varies from one place to another /nd manifests in different ways./To begin with
in academic institutions it consists in lecturers selling marks to students /specially in university institutions./If u
are able to buy in cash, you pay./Faced with such a situation only the rich can be able to validate their courses/ If
you can pay in kind it will suffice./that you should be femal then lecturers will go in/for canal desires to satisfy
them./In the academic institutions still,/in Cameroon particularly, sitting for a competitive examination /therwise
known in French as a concour requires that/you should deposit a certain amount of money,/to those conducting
the interviews in order to make you to give you a pass/xxx . This has led to widespread disenchantment. /At that
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moment, those who finally go in for the councour /r for the course are not competent./their lack apitude most if
not all of them have not yet finished their undergraduate course./In the ministry you have to deposit applications
and also use money to chase your files/ If this is not done your files will be  thrown into the dustbin  and they
remain there/ In health institutions decisions are also corrupt/Drugs some drugs xx which are supposed to be free
are sold at very exorbitant prices./Tribalism also greatly contributes to corruption./In offices in order to occupy
and a job with credit /ne does not employ the person who is competent/rather, he brings a tribesman to occupy the
post./Consequently, it leads to a very unbearable situation./The problem of the Anglophone francophone in this
country,Cameroon is also that /hich greatly contributes to corruption/.people are treated according to their foreign
language they speak/rather than to their mother tongue/ And I will personally quarrel with this idea of
Anglophone francophone/ifit were English-speaking and French-speaking it could have been better/ And that is
why I favour the cessation  of the western em southern Cameroons./
CamE Speaker 19
Aids. Aids has been defined as acquired immune deficiency syndrome./And illness which is not an illness in
itself/but a state in any illness where thewhite blood cells are immuned/theyre no longer able to fight the illness/
As I see it aids is merely  an intelligently coined illness/intended to blindfold the masses/ If it is such a state then
I entertain a controversial point of view/ It is therefore not a new illness bc  even from the time of Milton
Socrates/and even Aristotle Shakespeare and Chaucer people used to be sick in such a way that/they went to
hospital and they were administered medication/toan extent where the illness could nolonger be cured by the
medication/and consequently they died/ I strongly believe that aids is merely a diminution,/it merely defines that
state Therefore, it is not an illness./Nevertheless the international community has taken upon itself stringency
measures/to  fight against this pandemic as it is said to be./To begin with, condoms have been produced/and
many other ways fidelity to one sexual partner on the other hand abstinence/. Whatever it may be is not much of
my look out/bc I take refuge under the fact that man is a victim of any catasttophe in which he can die./As the
bible says from dust man rose and to dust he shall return/ Man must die and as francis versisi says/it is in dying
that we have eternal life/ That in itself as I see is a categorical imperativeman must die/ Imagine that such
pademic as aids were not existing/and men being without dying imagine how the world would have looked like/
A dungeon I mean./Consequently aids or no aids  I have no xxx bc man must die/ Apart from aids there are many
there are many other deadly disease like/typhoid syphilis malaria and a host of many other catastrophes like
earthquakes the floods/to name but this few which man has not been able to combat./If we claim therefore to
combat aids,/I see it is grossly misled./All we have to  count on  is on God./I see that we have lost faith in God/ If
god wishes he can stamp out aids as soon as He wishes/and of course some people  may be very angry with it/bc
aids has provided them with employment/ That is the controversial nature of man and his very nature
complexity./It has been a controversial point of view in me/but in one way or the other we must prevent aids.
Sampson/
CamE Speaker 20
Football is one of the most important games in Cameroon/ among others like basketball volleyball, handball.
Football is the game Cameroonian love most. Because/ the Cameroon national team the indmitable lions /have
been doing a lot to bring glory to this country./ Many Cameroonians have developed a lot of interest in football
bc /each time the indomitable lions go out for any football encounter /they bring back glory to the country./
Football in Cameroon at the national level is not very interesting because/ the first division, the second division,
the third division  football championships / are not very very serious./ Many Cameroonians do not even know
anything about/ the first division championship or even the second division championship bc/ the good players
that crop up in this country/ leave the country before they even start doing very well./ Most crop  clubs in Europe
take away these players even when /they are still in the junior national team. /So those that are left back home
cannot really impress the population /and to make them to like division 1 football or national football./ The
Cameroon indomitable lions at the national scene,/ that is we start from Africa, has left indelible marks/. they
have been very very hardworking. /They have won the African nations cup several times,/ they have produced
very important players like milla Roger like Abega theophile like Mbida arantes and a host of many others./
These players have shown that Cameroon is a big football nation./ I think on the African scene Cameroon is
among/ the first three teams that do well in Africa./ On the world scene Cameroon football has equally left  some
news which cam be desired /.they have gone to the world cup several times./ We are thinking of the 1982 world
cup  in spain /where they came back unbeaten after playing with peru ploand and italy ./ italy went on to win the
cup after drawing 1-1 with Cameroon./ We are equally thinking of the 1986 world cup/ we are thinking of the
famous 1990 world cup in italy,/ where Cameroon broke the record of going right up to the ¼ finals ./ the first
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African country to have reached that stage of the competition./ The team played so well, they won several
matches /and at the quarter finals they were eliminated by England/ after extra time./ We are also thinking of the
1994 world cup in in America/ we are also thinking of the 1998 world cup in France /where they did not really
perform well even in America. /We are thinking of the recent world cup that took place in Korea and Japan./The
indomitable lions still played well although they did not go far /but the team is still among the first best teams in
Africa./ Cameroon football suffers a lot of problems bc /politics is played even there in the national team./
Politics to select players, politics to get the coach /politics to do everything around the club./ Technicians are not
brought in to help the team /but people are brought in bc of their tribes bc of so many things/and this is a very
very dangerous thing for Cameroon football /and we think that the president and his entourage will try as much as
possible /to remove this politics in Cameroon football so that we can see better days ahead./
NE Speech samples
NE Speaker 1
Hi my name is Wilkins./ I was born in Britain./  My family and I lived in Switzerland  for 10 years and then
moved to French Canada/ for another 4 years then from French Canada to Scotland for 8 years/ and after 8 years
in Scotland  we moved back  again to French Canada/ to the city of Montreal before I took retirement 5 years
ago./ In the last 2 or 3 years I have been teaching English./ It is fascinating./ I really enjoy it./ eh I am particularly
interested in how an individual/ how a person acquires a second language./ I had to acquire French and of course/
my wife and I  and  my children had to learn French in Switzerland./ When I was in the university in Canada
some years ago,/ I studied for a year or so in the university/ to obtain a certificate for teaching English as a
second language./ And when I was there, one of my assignments was /  writing a paper on how a second language
is acquired./ And I thought that as a good idea would be/ to contact one of my daughters and ask her simply/
“Susan how did you learn French?”/ For her to surprise me./  I sent her an e-mail she replied by e-mail she really
surprised me./ I expected that she would say to me /that I had to learn all these grammatical rules /and so on but
she didn’t ./ What she said to me was /“ dad, papa, I simply listened to the language. /I listened to the language. /
I listened to French./ And I said to myself this sounds right/ but this doesn’t sound right./  And that is how I
learned the language./ I didn’t learn it in an organised fashion,/ I listened to people speaking./ So while talking to
my students about how to learn English/ I say to them/ you really need to try and listen to the language/ if you are
musical it will help./ Musical people used to discern sounds/ if u are musical you can generally/  you have a good
ear for language or for music./ And people who listen to the language/  continue to saturate themselves with the
language/ and by that I mean they use every opportunity they can/ of hearing the language to want to learn./ So I
said to my students don’t just restrict your learning of English/ to 90 minutes  once a week ,/ this class for
example./ Try to listen to a little English every day./ You have the BBC world service,/ which is excellent,/ you
can get/ you can get that here in Leipzig/ you can get BBC world./  You have TV/  very limited I agree/ but you
have CNN, American English./ Then you have the opportunity of cassettes /and CDs if you are driving a car for
example/ you can listen to a cassettes in English or a CD./ If u don’t have a vehicle you can may be listen to a CD
or a cassette or radio programme/ while while you are if you are  while you are doing something else./ And
gradually the language begins to assimilate itself/ into your mind./ And I found that the that was most
encouraging./I found that if I listen to enough German,/ sooner or later I will begin to express myself using words
/or phrases that I have never consciously learned/ but they are coming to my mind simply because/ I had listened
to them./from classical radio stations, on the radio. Or I had a German programme on the television/ and so my
mind begins to assimilate these words/ and phrases and then I suddenly come out with a phrase/ or I start to use a
word that I didn’t realise/ that I consciously learnt and that is very exciting. / And gradually as you immerse
yourself in the culture/ if it is possible to do this gradually immerse yourself in the culture/ use the language you
will gradually begin to acquire the language. / I am not saying that rules are not important./ I am not saying  that
we mustn’t study rules./  Rules are ok./ Rules are useful if you have to write the language/ and you start t write
letters in French/ so I had to learn grammatical rules/ but when you speak do you have anything to do with rules?/
Of course you don’t./  You simply speak and a lot about our mother tongue/ when we use our mother tongue we
make  mistakes/ we make grammatical errors/  the point is to be understood/ the point is not to feel  embarrassed
when we make mistakes./ And then what happens to the language when you begin to self correct./ And my lady
friend is interesting/ when she hears me speak German ./ Very often I will self- correct and/ do you know what is
happening now?/ 9  out of 10 the first time I say the word is correct/ then I try to then I think its wrong/  then I
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self correct it and make it wrong./  But it is  it is a wonderful and exciting thing/ to able to acquire another
language /
NE Speaker 2
I am going to talk about home schooling/ which is something that I have done for very/ eh for my children all
over the years/ and it is something that I am very firmly committed to/ so it is something that I like to talk
about./em basically we decided when  emm the children were we have four children/ and when they were quite
young we started to/ start thinking about schooling/ we started to consider the idea  of home schooling./ We really
felt very much that we wanted to em/ give them some sort of opportunity to be who they are/ in God children of
God rather than emm going to a school/ and at the time filled with many things other than God./ Em I am so it is
xxx our convictions/ as Christians really  that have  so firmly upon me in particular/ why I wanted to do this /
many non Christians could send their children too/ .I believe that school starts very early to children /especially in
the west nowadays/ very often they’re pushing children into schooling/ at three years old and every minute of
their time/ is filled with activities / They don’t really learn how to play./ They don’t learn how to occupy
themselves/ and they are just filled with activity upon activity./ So by home schooling /we will be able to allow
the children/ to have far more time play and enjoy themselves/ with and just be children/ which I think is taken
away from many children/ in the west nowadays./ They lose their innocence so often/ when they go to school/
they learn other things from other children ./ Things that you don’t necessarily wanted them to know/ until they
are old enough to handle ./ Their behaviour can also change when they go to school /and when they are home
they are in a secure environment/and learning the sort of things you want them to learn./ So they are basically
better/ I also think that we can provide a better education very often at home/ such as in the early years because
we can do one to one teaching/ and we can do  much in English/ which they already master and that makes us/to
gain some much more time to do other things./  And I found out that my children/ were able to have a much more
broader education very early./ . We would go out into the garden /we look at flowers and the children are
naturally inquisitive/ and asked questions about things. / So I had I was teaching em/ the biology of eh em
flowers to my 4 year olds/ because they were asking about what the little things in the middle of the flowers
were/ and then we looked at books and we happened to see that/education starts with them and their questions. /
And therefore they are far more interested in it./  em finally I suppose that it all comes down to the fact that/ they
have more time , broader education/ em I believe that the world is too fast nowadays/ and people have no time to
reflect./  And I think that that is a very important thing /and it is something that is lost/ if they start off/ if they
start off having this time taken away from them/ em well they have got activities and things done for them,/ they
don’t learn as children./ But I think that that is so important for the them/ to just learn how to to eh occupy
themselves,/ to think for themselves,/ not to just be passive for other people to fill their minds/ with whatever the
people want to fill/ so I think that for life that is so important/ so that is why we chose the home school/ although
our children have gone to/ currently all of them are now in school/ we have been flexible/ we feel that at the
moment it is the right thing for them to be/ one of them is 14 now/ I think she is doing very well in school./ So
they are actually gaining the benefits of other things now/ that the school can offer but we are very grateful/ to
have got the opportunity to chose to start them off in a home school environment./
NE Speaker 3
As far as I am a concerned, / I grew up in a semi Christian background. / My mother grew up going to church/ but
I don’t think her family was really really had a faith of their own. / I think that it was just part of the culture/ or
tradition of growing up going to church/ but my mother strongly believed that/ it was good for her children to be
brought up with good morals/ and values and things/ so we went to Sunday school/ as we were kids. But as I got
to a teenage age/ I had all sort of questions./ I didn’t want to just / I didn’t want to just I didn’t want to just be
accepting things /I had to be deciding for myself./ Whether I really believed in what they were saying/ so I had
such types of questions/ and nobody really could answer them/ I don’t know whether people  didn’t just have
faith either/r or whether they just accepted things/ and never gone to the questioning phase/  so nobody could
answer them/ so this is me it was not a good sign/ so I decided to leave the church at 14 /and go away thinking
about whether I really believed /or not  which of course I didn’t do/ because at 14 15  you don’t do that kind of
thing./ so I left the church  completely as a teenager/ and it is only when I came to think/ a bit  more seriously
about what was important in life/ that  I came back to God./ I had security and I thought that was important in
life/ my family was away/  I mean I didn’t get on with the people/ I was living with/.. I had to resort to
myself/and ask what my purpose in life was/ in terms of a job/or what direction and I was a bit confused by that. /
So I think it was not really well to think in terms of security /and I had to decide that I had to do something else/
and that had to be real purpose of life/ so I found God like that really eh by asking a lot of questions/ and God
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very graciously putting people in my life/ who did know him and had a good relationship with Him/ and they
could answer the questions that I had./ And yes through the grace that He revealed Himself to me/ and it was all
true that he really died for me./ And that He really wanted my life/ and that He had direction and purpose for it./
And I became a Christian under  a lady that I became friends with./ She told me the basic principles of the
Gospel./ I had which I hadn’t understood /which I found really annoying./that I could have gone to church for 14
15 years of my life/  not actually understood why this  Jesus did come/ I just had to learn a lot of morals/ and
good stories .but not really the purpose of the gospel so /. It was quite annoying for several years I did   go to
church/ because I thought it was stupid/. Ya so I became a Christian/ ya I became a Christian and I dropped out at
/ I decided to go to/ what I was going to do in terms of direction / well I took a holiday to Germany/ which I think
was my first connection with this country /and then I was in black forest and God was gracious again/ although I
had no real Christian fellowship/ or anything who reveal His words to me /. There was actually a mission based
in a very small village/ that I worked in/ There were Christian youths they were kind of doing fine/ I think so I
managed to meet with them occasionally/ and got a little bit of fellowship/ like that but was a good time with
God/ great time with God/ And I really got back to real teaching/ when I came back to the UK/ and went back to
the university./
NE Speaker 4
Ok I am going to tell you about my trip to England /for an interview that I went on the other week./ Um so I live
in Germany./ I had to go to a place called Swenden in England for an interview./ I got on the tram to the train
station/ and then I got on the train to the airport./ When I was at the airport, I arrived there over two hours early./
This airport is a very very tiny airport./ So I went through all the baggage checks and passport controls/ and
everything very very quickly and then I ended up sitting waiting/ for my plane for two hours basically./ And
nobody else turned up until about half an hour before./ The plane was to leave so I felt a bit dizzy./ But then I got
on the plane and that was very nice./ But there weren’t very many people there,/ only about 15 people on the
plane./ And then ahh I landed in England./ Now when I landed in England I went through the passport control
/and then I realised I left my suit on the plane./ Uhm and then it was too late to go back and fetch my suit,/
because I had already come through the passport control./ So I was a bit worried because I needed my suit for the
interview./ So I went back and talked to the person at the passport control/ and I said what should I do and she
told me to see the baggage handler./ So I went to the baggage handler and said what should I do/ and she said oh
good, go and see the ticket desk./ So I went to the ticket desk and it was amazing because she had just had a
phone call from the plane saying that/ someone had left a suit on the plane. /Uhm and I had to wait for about 40
minutes or something./ Then somebody came with my suit./ So I was very happy and very relieved./ So uhm then
I got a train to Cambridge/ where I was staying with a friend of mine./And then the next day I took a train down
to London./ I went through the underground./ And then I took another train up to the town/ where my interview
was at./ All the time with this nice suit I bought for the interview./ And again I got to the town quite early for my
interview/ so I wasted some time in the town which wasn’t very interesting./ I  when I went to my interview and
ahh./ I thought the ninterview went pretty well./ I had to give a ten minutes presentation /and then they asked me
some questions./ Um and then I ahh. I left. / Now on the train on the way back I discovered that/ I had a little hole
in my suit in a rather embarrassing position./ And so I was hopeful the people who were interviewing me couldn’t
see this hole./ But I think the jacket covered it./ So I think I was safe then but then I um went back to Cambridge./
And I went out with my friend in Cambridge./ And we had a meal and that was very nice./ And then I went back
home, back to Germany,/on the plane the next day with my broken suit./ And then I thought well since I only
really bought the suit for the interview/ then I could take it back to the shop./ Um because its got a hole in it/ and
you shouldn’t get a hole in it after one day./ So I can take it back to the shop and get my money back/ and then I
will be quite happy after./ But I haven’t done that yet./ Um what else is there to talk about?/ Oh  yes./ The
interview didn’t go very well in the end,/ because I didn’t get the job./ And in fact they put me on the reserve list
for the job./ And then I asked them what that meant/ and  and they said that I was at the bottom of the reserve
list./ So may be they saw the whole in my suit /and that’s why they didn’t give me the job, I don’t know./ But
since then I have been offered another job here/ where I am living in Germany./ So I am not too upset, after all./
NE Speaker 5
My name is John Hansen./ I am from Manchester in England/ and I would like to talk for about 5 minutes./ On
the topic of how I became a Christian./ I grew up in a non-Christian home./ My father was an atheist./ That means
he didn’t believe in God/ and my mother was , had a very  she believed in God /but never went to church./ And so
the first 18 years of my life I grew up really not knowing anything about Christianity,/ really and I didn’t even
realise that people are called Christians anyway./ It wasn’t until I went to the university where I met other
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students/ amongst whom were some who said they were Christians/ and that was the first encounter I had with
this people./ And they talked to me about God/ and specifically about Jesus Christ /and I had many problems with
that/ because I thought it was a fairy story./ But there was something about these people that/ I found very
attractive and appealing and it was their life./  If you like, their character that really affected me much if not more
than what they were actually saying./ So I got interested through this people,/ in the gospel./ and two guys in
particular/ one called Martin and one called Steve,/ who spent a lot of time with me talking about Christianity/
and we had a lot of arguments and debates /at times well into the night ./ We battled it out for over 18 months and
we became good friends/ although I didn’t agree with them on my things./ However, just before I was 21, I came
to a point in my life where/ I did believe that what they were saying was true./ So I went to church one night just I
just went to any church / and joined the service and it was as if the man preaching was preaching directly to me./
He was just explaining how people become Christians./ He said that if we wanted to invite Jesus into our lives
/we should do so/ so I did so without telling anybody./I just did it and went home privately/ without telling
anybody./ And when I woke up the next morning,/ and I woke up there was something different/ and I felt
different and I had to remember why./ I remembered that I had added Jesus into my life./ I felt completely
changed./ And so I went to the university,/ and a lot of people were asking what was happening to me/ because I
was so happy I was whistling/ and walking around with a good friend of mind./I told them that I was a Christian/
and that I met Jesus Christ./ And that was 25 years ago./ And I am so glad that I am with God./  I am glad that I
asked him into my life./ People asked me if I did this because desperate/ or I really needed Christ./  My only
answer was that I did this because simply believed it was true./ And  that something that was true,/ I wanted to
know about it and be part of it./ And I believe in Jesus because/ I believe it is true./Since in life it has not been
always easy/ or Christians will tell you that it is not simple./ And that there are battles and that there are
difficulties./ But God will always see you through /if you believe in him./ One thing we should know about life is
that/ we should not follow God for what we get from Him /but for what we can do to glorify him. /
NE Speaker 6
Good afternoon my name is Paul /and I am from London in England /and I am going to talk about my testimony./
Eh I became a Christian  eh 8 years  ago/
As if 8 years ago is a weekend./ And b4 I  was a Christian I had enjoyed life  a lot/ and I had  some good friends I
used to go out with them/ I used to go to school I used to enjoy life./ I had then moved up to Derby at the middle
of England/ then I was there for 6 years actually./ And when I moved up to Derby/  I really I had a bit of change
of perspective./ I started thinking about my life and what it meant./ What was important in life./ I met some
people up there some people/ and I became very good friends /and that was really important because that really
helped me to think/ and that was important in my life./ Em and soon after I arrived I started thinking about some
important question/ about what life was all about/ who God was and what was important./ It took a little while
but I really did realise/ that the answer to life was really in Jesus/ and what He did for us./  The fact that he did
die on the cross/ you know that was really important./ And just how important it was /and just how much of a
difference it  makes/ a lot and so I gave my life to God in 1995/ February 95 and things since then have been
really good/  eh I started off a year after that/ I went to the church up there  which is really encouraging and
motivating./ I also signed off with the University Christian Union /and I gained a lot of good friends there./ I
think what really struck me was that/ although we were also different characters/ and different people  we all had
something in common/ and you know/ and it was not just something  that/ oh  we were Christians there was some
definitely some sort of/ em definite  come there was something  almost tangible/  really between us really
something  that we knew it was some sort of/ xx that was really obvious that we shared/  and then a few years
after/ as I can tell me and  my good friend Teresa we decided that we loved each other /and we wanted marriage
and so we  married in Derby/ we have a family up there/ and we had a good time  with the service/  really a
special time/  I think I have been married to her for almost 4 years now./ A little while after we were in Derby/
we  realised that we wanted to move back to her family/ we were pleased to settle in Derby /so by the year 2000
we moved down to Bath/  in Somerset and we settled in a house in a church./ . X,funny name./ And we had quite
a good time as we were there./But then  we then decided we would like to do something different/ and we came
to Leipzig in 2002/ and we’ve been here 6 months./  Its been a really lovely time./ I have been teaching in the
international school./ My wife has been teaching English  Vocabulary and grammar/ and that has been really
great./ its been lovely opportunity./ We really enjoyed it and a lot./ And but we are going to be going back to
Bath/ eh   later this year and probably  start to settle down and get being  used to/ may be members of our family/
and also to think about life./
NE Speaker 7
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I’ll tell you about my journey yesterday. / I left my house about 9.30 in the morning./ And I travelled by car to a
town 45 minutes away./ And then I stopped for lunch because I was very hungry./ What I had for lunch?/ I had a
fried breakfast which consisted of sausages egg, beacon, /baked beans and fried bread./ And I particularly liked
the fried bread. /But immediately after that I caught my train and found my seat/ and there was a nice lady who
sat next to me. / I had a bit of trouble finding where to put my bag/ but after that I was fine. /So I sat on the train
for a couple of hours/ until I got to the London station. / Then I had to find my bag again and then try to find the
train, the underground./ This one was running a bit late/ because something had happened earlier in the day./ So I
ended up being stuck on the train in the underground for quite sometime./ It was all silent and we just sat there
for about 20 minutes/ waiting for someone to tell us what was going to happen./ So then finally the train started
moving again./ And got me across London to the place I needed to be./ At which time I missed the connecting
train I was supposed to catch,/ but it was ok because there was another train a couple of minutes afterwards./ So I
got onto that one and then that took me to the airport./ Now while I was at the airport I had a phone call/ from
somebody I work with telling me that I had not got the job/ that I had interviewed for, a couple of days before./
So that was a little bit disappointing but it wasn’t too much of a surprise./ So I phoned my parents and told them
that I hadn’t got the job/ and then phoned another friend to tell them /before I was able to take my bags to the
checking desk /and get them put on the plane./ Last of all my plane was very small./ There were two seats./ I have
never been in a plane quite that small but it was fine./ People on the plane mainly spoke German/which was a
little bit confusing at first,/ because my German was not really good./ But it was ok because they spoke English
as well./ And a couple of hours later I arrived in Germany and it was very cold./ Then I got here and then my
friend met me on the train /which was very nice because I haven’t seen her for several years./ So that was nice
and then we had a drink./ And then we caught the bus and that took us to the other train station./ We finally got
back to her house./  So it had been quite a long day,/ but it was a good day as well./ This morning I went for a
walk into the city/ with a map kindly given to me by my friends./ So I found my way up into the middle of the
city/  sort of the town centre and I had a little look  around/ and there were lots of shops./ So I went into the shops
and I recognised a few of the shops names./ So I went into those and had a nice little look around then it closed./ I
quite liked some of them but I thought  I would better not buy anything /because I couldn’t afford./ And I didn’t
really need any more clothes at the moment./ So after a while I went into McDonalds/ because it was the only
place I could recognise the name./ It was quite cold again so I had to keep going into shops/ just to keep warm a
bit./ I found that a very good trick was actually to go inside a phone box,/ because the chill was taken away and
then look at my maps/ to try and work out where I was before continuing on my journey./ I stayed in the town
centre for a couple of hours/ and decided I’d walk back and by then I wanted something to eat./
NE Speaker 8
Ok. umm I’m the last person in this group/ and hopefully I want bore you /and keep rambling on as I normally do
./ I’m very good at doing/ Umm so Umm let me tell you a little bit about myself./ Umm I am 27 years old and
I’m going to be 28 shortly in March/ Umm and it’s quite a good age to be/ I don’t think it’s very old actually
umm/ and I enjoy just being this age at the moment./  Umm I’ve just recently moved into a four-bedroom house,/
which is absolutely fantastic, and I don’t want to go to work any more/ because it’s so nice./  Umm I do actually
go to work though, unfortunately./  Umm although I very much enjoy my work./  I work as a social worker./  And
I work with adults with learning disabilities./  Umm I get a lot of pleasure from my actually working with my
clients/ I`ve  quite a hefty case load probably got almost about 30 probably 28, 29 actually/ Umm on my case
load at the moment/ and Umm that is quite a lot of people to be working with particularly/ because they have
quite intense support needs./  Umm it demands a lot of my time and emm just recently/ I’m just been working
with just one particular client./  And he seems to be causing a lot of problems at the moment/ and to the rest of
my clients seems to be gone/ by the waste side at the moment which isn’t very good,/ but unfortunately that is the
level that we’re working at at the moment./  Umm I do feel in I’m quite pleased actually/ that I’m on holiday at
the moment,/ because it has been quite stressful./  And I don’t deal very well with stress./  And and so it’s quite
nice so just to be away./  And it’s nice to be here in Germany never been to Germany before./  And so that’s quite
as well./  Umm let me tell you, think what else I can talk to you about./  I I enjoy music I’m very much a music
fan./  And I play the piano. / And a little bit of guitar. /  And I sing and I participate a lot in the church.  At the
moment I’m sort umm, sort on jointly lead the worship.  And that’s really exciting as well with the sort of things
that’s going to be happening.  And in the worship umm it’s good to sort of lead a number of people.  And and to
and just praise their lives and see their lives develop ahh.into into something the God wants them to move into
and it’s great actually just to be apart of a church and just to see things really moving and we probably quite a
lively church really we are a particularly a joy kind of like jumping up and down and umm jumping about all
over the place really ahh. Expressing my kind of worship to God and that is really good.  and umm I know some
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people don’t particularly like that kind of worship, but I , I do like that and umm it gives a good way of me letting
out some of my personalities as while.  The church is going very well at the moment.  There’s um, we, we’ve
umm had a chap with us now for a the pastor has been with us a year and things are really sort of looking up.
And things are going very well.  And umm I recently start moving on really from the south, which I’m very much
apart of.  And I looking more sort of to the future now in terms of my role and my leadership sort of role really
within the church.  And that’s quite exciting.  And and umm just to just to really sort of see things sort of more in
my direction.  One thing that I’m really umm have been excited about is opportunities to talk to people about God
at work.  Umm which I haven’t had a lot of opportunities before to do.  And it’s great to sort of move into that
and to see that it’s part of a ministry as well.  And in the work place there’s a number of people that I’ve bumped
into as well since we’ve moved teams and there are couple people there that are Christians and that’s a real
benefit to me.  And it’s very nice, because I can start to umm really get close to them from what their saying and
things that they’re doing and really enjoying umm just encouraging each other in, about how symptoms of talking
to others as while and uh…
NE Speaker 9
Ok I am going to talk to you today about cloning. / I am going to talk a little bit about issue of cloning in general./
With regard to humans beings cloned/ and how cloning is developing in Great Britain where I come from./Until
very recently scientist thought that it would be possible to clone mammals./ In the 1970s they have been able to
successfully clone a frog./ But I thought that cloning a fully grown mammal is impossible,/  until in 1997 that a
sheep was cloned by  a group of scientist in an institut in Scotland./ And this changed the whole way of thinking
because/ they have shown that it is possible to clone a fully grown mammal./ The reason that they thought this
was impossible previously/ was because each cell in a fully grown  mammal  has grown/ and taking on a
particular role or responsibility/ as it is a nerve cell or skin cell or a muscle cell./ And I thought for this reason it
would be impossible./ Xxxx cloning as still to take the and from the cell of the animal/ that you want to clone and
then to implant this into  the nucleus of another cell/ and to create an embryo from that./  They successfully
managed to do that/ with dolly  but not without its problems./ Even though they successfully built a cloned
sheep./ The sheep is suffering from xxx ./ even though the sheep is only 5 years old./ But we are not sure it is due
to the cloning process./ They haven’t cloned enough sheep in order to do a big enough sample for the  to tell./ But
I think that this could be due to some aspect of the  genetic process/ that they are not very sure about/ . So for this
reason xxx animal welfare campaigners are against./ They claim that interfering in the biological process in this
way /could lead to a lot of suffering / because of so much uncertainty in that area because  cloning is more of an
art than a science./ Xxx about how it actually works x over 200 attempts to xx the sheep./ Another hot topic is
that on human cloning./ No one has been able to produce a human clone/ thus far but an American group called
xxx did  claim to have been able to cloned humans/ but they were unwilling to let that be proved with dna test./
So for that reason we can say that that no human has been cloned/ actually cloning of whole humans  is not of
much benefit./  The most benefit that can be got from cloning humans/ is to clone embryos for stem cells/ Stem
cells are some what magical cells that can turn into any type of cell /as is  required of them./  If you implant stem
cells any where in the body and they will turn into the type of cells in the place that they were implanted./ So a lot
of research is being done in cloning embryos/  so as to produce stem cells to repair damaged tissue/ in a particular
person for instance xxxxx
NE Speaker 10
Hallo, I am going to talk about my day today./ I got up at half past seven /I got up at seven o’clock this morning/
and I set off for school/ it should have been half past seven/ and I was really lazy and I didn’t leave the house
until a quarter to 8./ then I had to walk through the woods  through the snow to school ./ Where I work because I
am a teacher/ On the way there I got a bit scared /because I was walking through the woods/ and a squirrel
jumped out at me/ and I jumped and I was a bit embarrassed/ because there was somebody walking the other
way/ and I thought it was a bit embarrassing/ that I was jumping because there was a squirrel./ And eventually I
got to school/.... When I got to school I had to register my ---/ I had to see if he was there./ Most of them were
there today./ Eh two of them are ill so they weren’t in school./ In my first lesson I had just one student/ when you
have one student in class, /but she is a student she doesn’t like doing work very much,/ so it was quite difficult.
/Eh we were revising eh for our exams, /and we talked about the Versailles treaty /which was the treaty after the
first world war./ And then she had to write an essay,/ it was actually a good essay./in the exams she wrote some
very very bad essays/ but this time it was quite ok./ So that was my first two lessons/ and at break time, I had a
cup of teat /and I talked to some of my friends in the staff room/ and we were complaining about life/ because
there is a lot of hard work to do at the school at the moment./ And after that I had the 10th grade and that was
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quite interesting/ because we had a new student./ He arrived this week in the school/ and she and her brother are
refugees from Iraq./But they are settling in the school very well/ and they are happy that they are in the school/
because they were not allowed to go to a German school/ because the German schools wouldn’t take refugees
over a certain age./ So I took a lot of time while they were doing some work,/ I was marking and lunch time was
ready from there /because I had lots of children inside to finish up their home work/ because they have been very
bad and not  done their home work at home/ so I had  them inside doing their home work./ And they were all
complaining about it./ They didn’t think I was very fair because/ if they don’t do the work they had to take the
punishment for it/ and I am sure they will learn when they get older./After lunch that was when the real  thing
started because/ I had my teacher grade for 45 minutess./ And last week they were very bad /there was one lesson
last week when they threw nails/ pens and other things out of the window,/ when they shouted at people who
were walking pass the school,/ when they played on the computer /and when they played on the telephone and
rang people  they shouldn’t have rung./So I was able to tell then off./ And that was quite fun./Some of the boys in
my class have been in detention since last week/ because they were so naughty and it was quite fun telling them a
bit more./ They think I am really nasty, you know./ Which I quite like./ After that the kids all had art or music or
something fun/ and I had a free lesson and I was supposed to be doing some work./ But I kept getting distracted
by things./  I wanted to check my email./ Then I had an email from my husband./ So that was lovely and
exciting./The last lesson of the day, I had to look after a group of students/ who were working in the library./and
that was quite good but I had to tell some of them off as well/because they kept not doing their work,/ generally
kids are naughty./ I used to be a primary school teacher/ and I used to teach 8 year olds and 9 year olds/ and I
think they are much better behaved than the 14 year olds./ I really think 14 year old boys are one of the
unpleasant things in the world./And I thought this when I was a 14 year old girl but I think its even more now. /
They really make the lives of their teachers/ and the girls of the class a misery./ I don’t like 14 year old boys very
much./ But they will probably be better next year when they are 15./
NE Speaker 11
I will like to tell u a bit about my job in the United States,/ and a little bit about the work I have done here in
Germany./ I’ve been involved in industrial manufacturing/ for most of my career/ and the company that I worked
for  for the last 12 years,/ was a private company./ And what that means is that/ this is not owned by the
government / but lets  say by a group of people./ Like a public company would be owned by./ In other words
there is no stock./ It could be owned by the members of the same family./ And this is not unusual in the United
States/ but basically what it means is that /when the company is a hundred years old/ and it has been passing from
one generation to the next  over that time./ I like working for a private company for a number of reasons./ For one
reason, there seems to be less bureaucracy involved in a small private company/ than in a big company  with lets
say /a huge organisation  that moves very slowly./  Usually there used to be little politics involved in my job/ and
I enjoyed that too./ Because I really don’t enjoy politics at work./ It is fun to read about politics in a newspaper
/but it is less fun to be a victim of it in the work place./ Being a small private company there are other advantages
too. /I think it really allows people the opportunity to creativity. / It eh it allows people to express themselves /and
really have more opportunities for advancements in certain cases/ than you find in a big company. / In a big
company it is very easy to be overlooked. / In the United States we have an expression that is called/ ah a little
fish in a big ocean sometimes is better to be/ eh em lets say a big fish in a small pond. / And in a small company
you can  actually do that/ and you can see the impact of your work everyday./ In a big company things are so
large/ and massive that the efforts of one person tend to be diluted./ Not to say everything is perfect in a small
company /you tend to end up having the sons, daughters,/ nephews of the ownership eh being /lets say promoted
in a way that wouldn’t have been in a public company/ but on the whole in this company this people/ they are
family members who are involved in management/ which is quite good./ I have got the opportunity to know quite
a few of them/ and they have been extremely friendly/ and also quite gracious/ in fact that eh  they don’t
exclusively make it into a club of the sons and daughter of the ownership./ There are certainly a lot of
opportunities for other people/ to contribute and be recognised in this company/ and I like that./ one of the things
I have learnt about management/ and talking to people is that relationships are extremely important./ This is also
a technical company/ and so the natural tendency is to worry much more about things/ and tasks to be completed
than about people./ But it really makes a huge difference in the atmosphere/ in other words the work life of the
company/ if the people are considered as human beings./ When their feelings are considered/ when they are
actually taken into account before decisions are made/ tends to make a huge difference./ As soon as it was
possible to do that /of course the main function of any company,/ and in the United States in particular is to make
money./  And so sometimes, lets say people’s personal feelings have to come second to the company./ As a
matter of fact, as a as a member of management/ you are expected em and graded on your ability to look after the
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interest of the company first /and certainly if that rule is violated / eh  there are consequences as far as being a
manager./  For the good of the employees as well/ make the good of the company your paramount task./ But that
is usually not too difficult indeed ./ Communication of course is extremely important./ Some of the ...words used
in the last two years/ have to do with the concept of strategic alignment./ And what that means is that all the
people in the company/need to be thinking about the same goals ,/ working towards the same objectives, /.... So
part of what has to happen in the company/ is that the person who basically has, lets say, the lowest job in the
company/ although I wont call any job in the company low,/but people that have even the least amount of
responsibility in the company/should understand the goals and the objectives /should understand their role and
making sure that/ those objectives are fulfilled /so all the way down from the president of the company/through
the manager through the supervisors/ down to the shop workers/  and actually extending through to the/ eh the
suppliers of the organisation/ everyone has to be in alignment so as to work towards /. to make the company to
survive and to be successful
NE Speaker 12
Well ahh I just want to talk about umm my travels./  I guess I traveled about ahh 13 months ahh around the
world./  And was a while pretty pretty nice time/ actually and yeah I just want to talk about /umm places that I’ve
visited./ And maybe some nice events which I had./  Ok, so first of all everything started when I lived in the UK
for a year./  I was working and studying there/ and so umm well because/ it was right in London and it’s umm
people from all over the world. /And I talked to them and yeah get the idea of doing/ ahh worldwide travel./ And
seeing lots of other places and meeting lots of other people /from other different cultures and different
backgrounds./ And so I got everything organized/ and well I left for the whole  wide world./ And uhm well three
continents were supposed to be explored by me./ Uhm and well the first one Africa to be more precise South
Africa/ uhm where I visited Cape Town/ and while there met a lot of Africans/ uhm and I also went to Namibia
where I’ve got some relatives/ and I stayed with them for some days./ And get to say uhm yeah, know them./ You
know days yeah well I mean they told me a bit about ahh background/ uhm the situation over there ah being
white/ and uhm living in a well in an environment with mostly black people/ and whats quite interesting actually
uhm./ And then I went to Johannesburg.(Jerburt) it’s called/ uhm to uhm Australia and the west coast the states
for two months/ first of all and I traveled along the coast uhm for about six weeks/ together with some guys from
uhm Britain from England./ Uhm and I saw lots of beautiful places and long coasts and beaches in the southern
part/ without anybody there so it was really kind of a desert, deserted place./ Uhm yeah and then I went to the
east coast completely different./ Sydney Melbourne and also those big places big cities./ World cities and yeah
it’s quite different./ Uhm but I liked it as well./ I mean of trade I like it anyway. /It’s a nice place./ I mean the last
continent I visited was Uhm America,/ the United States and a bit of Canada./ Uhm well I traveled along the west
coast visiting several cities/ and uhm grand states such as the Sierra Nevada/ which is pretty close to the Rocky
Mountains as well./ And all I went all the way up to Wan cower/ which is just on the coast on the bother of ahh of
the United States, but in Canada./ Uhm while there I finally went to the west coast to see New York/,
Philadelphia, Washington, all the big places in American history./ While and then uhm just. I ok/ because I don’t
know how long this is going to be./ Ok uhm yeah I mean  I realized quite a lot of difference between/ the
mentality of the people./ And those well on those continents like I found Australia to be pretty open./ They are
really friendly,/ because I mean they are actually all foreigners in their own country/ because I mean Australia
was only like invaded./ I don’t know a hundred or two hundred years ago./ So they are all those people from all
different nationalities and well,/ and they are all pretty new there so they’re really friendly to everybody/ who
comes and even no matter, you know,/ how they look like, no matter where they come from./ It’s really nice./ In
Africa it was a big difference,/ because as soon as you go there./ I mean a white woman traveling alone uhm
/young free as you would say. /I mean it’s a bit difficult./ And uhm in America in the States well I personally
didn’t, didn’t feel so much/ umm related to those people over there./ I mean they’re kind of  a bit snobbish./
That’s my opinion I mean./ Everybody can think differently about this./ But I find it to be and I was mostly only
talking to people from other places/ who also traveled and had seen lots of places/ uhm yeah. But my favorite is
like Australia./
NE Speaker 13
My name is …/ I teach in an international school in Leipzig./ and my typical day would start quite early/ when I I
rise, have breakfast/ I usually have something like porridge and some cups of tea./ I get dressed./ I have a shower
I get dressed./ I then go to go down to the train stop at Goldelering/ where I catch the number one tram to school./
Which journey takes about ten to fifteen minutes/ depending on the weather and the traffic./ I get to school, sign
in, greet everybody,/ go to the staff room to see if there are any messages left for me/ take the papers that I need
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and then go to my teaching room/ which is the computer room in the school./ Eh eh I get ready for the first
lesson./ I get the preparations that I made./ I switch the computers on./ I get the soft ware ready it might be
needed by the class, /I check my email and I then as I say prepare for the first set of students./ In our computer
room in school we have about 20 to 22 computers./ 20 of which are useable by the students and we have a variety
of soft ware./ Normal office soft ware like Microsoft word for writing reports/ and doing children use for their
essays./ We have Microsoft excel used to do mathematical calculations/ and we have a variety of other soft
wares/ which allow them to draw pictures manipulate photographs/ and do basically what they like./ We have
also got a scanner,/ which allows them to scan pictures and texts into their work./ We have printers, which allow
them to print out their work/ both in black and white and in colour./ And its reasonably well equipped at the
moment./ We are thinking of expanding the services within the school/ using wireless networks and but ahh/ that
is only something we are just thinking about at the moment./ And the children’s projects can be on any subject/
really depending on what they are busy doing in other lessons./ We integrate the computer teaching/ with the
other teachings within the school./ So that the children use the computers to produce essays/ and projects on
Mathematics, Geography, History/ ahh they do their essays in English and English Literature using the
computer./ And a wide variety of tasks and projects and emm many./  Emm I have about six lessons to teach and
eight periods a day./ emm each period lasts approximately 45 minutes./ Well some periods are longer than that
and twice as long./ This allows for additional work./ I also teach the children to learn the programme on the
computers,/ to produce their own programmes to do what they wish./ The computer languages I teach them /ehh
visual basic and others so that they can create web pages of their own./ Emm ok now some of the projects that the
children are working on/ we get a level of expertise from the children./ And some of the projects are very
welcome/ others are not quite so good./ Some of the children are ehh as all children are really/ some are lazy
some of the other children work much harder./ And the level of performance in their project is dependent upon/
just about how much work they are prepared to put in./  Also their interest in the subject they are working on./ If
they are particularly interested on ehh Geography subject/ may be emm the world ehh the environment or
something like that/ if they are very interested in that then they will put a lot of work into that/ But if it is another
topic perhaps the Pharaohs of ancient Egypt /something like that they are not terribly interested in or whatever/
they will not put quite so much effort into it/ and the project is much less in volume and in quality./ But if their
interest is great then the volume is much larger/ and the quality is much better./ With the advent of the Internet,/
the students have access to a great deal additional information/that the old students didn’t have./ Of the older
students like myself we only had access to books,/ which were available in the school./ Whereas the students
today have access to a huge amount of information on the Internet./ They can research on almost any topic they
can to look for/ and its all there and a great deal of information./ We have to be careful that they don’t plagiarise./
This means that they copy peoples’ works and insert it into their project and call it their own./ We have to take
great care about this/ and we don’t mind them using the information from the Internet /but they have to rewrite it
in their own words./
NE Speaker 14
Hello, Today I’m going to speak about my family umm./ My family and I were born in St. Louis Missouri in the
United States./  We are a big family by American standards./  We have six children in the family, five girls and
one boy./  I am the 5th girl of five girls./ And my brother was younger then I was./  St. Louis Missouri is a small
city even though it has everything we need or that anyone could really ever need./  We have shopping malls we
have ahh Kinos, oops, sorry that was German,/ we have lost of places where you go to the movies, movie
houses./  And ahh a very good schools./  the temperature in St. Louis is really something crazy,/ because in
summer time in Fahrenheit degrees/ it can get up to 100 degrees/ and the humidity is very very high,/ but in the
winter time we can get down to –4° Fahrenheit  which is very cold.  And the wind chill factor is also extremely
high so even thou it may only be 4 degrees
-4 ° ahh from the actual temperature,/ because the wind is blowing so heavily or so strongly/ it can get down to
minus 20-25°/. So we have two extreme,/ two extremes in St. Louis./ Now let me get back to my family ahh./ My
mother raised all of us./  And we start with the oldest daughter Sheryl/ then the second one is Lanett third
daughter Yvonne ,/ fourth Renee fifth Linda and the last child Leon is the number 6./  We were a bunch of crazy
kids./ I have to admit, because we really like to explore a lot./  So my mother unfortunately had to keep a very
good eye on us/ to make sure we didn’t get into to much trouble./  Umm back in those days there were no
computers no computer games/ so we spent much of the time being out/ and playing games with the other
neighborhood children./  Baseball was a favorite and basketball we really didn’t have ahh pavement, umm./
Cement surface where we could bounce the balls./ So we didn’t  play basket ball./  And it seems to me that our
back yard was huge/ even thou when I went back as an adult/ and I looked at our house the back yard wasn’t
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really that big,/ but of course when you’re children everything seems big./  Umm we didn’t get,/ we were actually
pretty good kids/ my family and the neighborhood kids,/ but of course we would get into arguments and
sometimes fights over/ was the ball in was the ball out./ It was on the line./ You cheated no you cheated./ No I’m
not./  So sometimes we did have to be separated,/ but I think we can chop that up into just being normal children./
What were some of the other games that we played?/  Umm, hopscotch, which is where you take a piece of chalk
/and you draw boxes on the cement./ And then you try to hop in the certain boxes./ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 without
stepping on the line/ and you have to pick up a piece/ a rock that you throw into the box./  Umm, I think there
was more to it then that,/ but I don’t remember the rest of the rules, /but it was fun and it ahh made us have to test
our balance/ and our control of standing on one foot/ and bending down and picking up a rock./  And once again
it was what we did for fun and it was also very cheap/ it did not cost us any money./  However sometimes we got
into trouble for using the wrong colored chalk on the pavement/ and then we would have to take buckets of water
and go out and scrub the chalk away./  Or, because my mother really didn’t want us to mark up the pavement./
Ahh. Let’s see./ What else was there about St. Louis or my family./  Oh. My mother worked the whole day so we
were in charge of doing the clothes,/ washing the clothes, hanging them out to dry/ cleaning the house and we
developed a game so to make it interesting/ so that we wouldn’t be completely bored doing this./  And the game
was called the boss was coming./  And what we would do is/ umm My older sister Lanett would say./  Ok the
boss will be here in 2 hours./  We have to do everything so we would set the timer/ to how long we would have to
clean each room of the house./  And then we would run around like crazy people trying to hurry up/ and do
everything cause if the boss showed up/ and we were not finished we would get in trouble./  Now it really would
not have been that big of a problem/ if we were not finished by the time my mother came home./  However we
acted as if it would be, get the job done quickly and yeah have fun also./
NE Speaker 15
Hi My name is Joshua/ and I am an American and also a German./  I was born in New York City in 1981/ and my
family then moved along so that my dad could find work./  I moved to Rhode Island when I was one years old/
and then I moved to Ohio,/ which is a state in the Northern central part of the United States /and then my dad
found another job in California/ working for an oil company and there my two brothers were born, /but now I live
in Texas /which is the second largest State in the United States/ and I’ve been living there for about 10 years./  In
Texas there are is a lot of forest/ and also a lot of desert./  I live in the part were there are many tall trees and
national forests./  And my family lives on a farm/ which has 10 acres of land/ I an studying architecture at the
University of Houston./  Which is about 40 minutes South/ and Houston is about three million people in
population./  The weather in Texas is very humid./  We get a lot of rain in our part of Texas,/ because we’re close
to the Gulf of Mexico./  The weather is very humid which means/ there’s a lot of moisture in the air/ so plants are
very green in my part of Texas,/ but the other part of Texas is very dry air /and the plants are much smaller/ and
their not quite as green./  I’m now studying in Germany as an exchange student,/ because my mother comes from
Germany and I’ve always wanted to learn the language/ and visit the places that my mother grow up./  My family
also lives here in Germany./  My moms sisters and her families and also my grandmother./  And just last year I
was able to visit my grandmother umm for the first time./  Umm along with my family, /because it it’s a very
expensive to travel from the United States to Germany./  And my family has not had a lot of money to do that./
This year I am now living in Leipzig, Germany./  And I am living in a student housing/ from the University and I
have many international room mates. / I live with three other boys one from Finland/ another from the Czech
Republic and another from Italy./  And the food in Germany is great./  There’s bratwurst and many other
specialties/ that you can only find in Germany./  The German language is also a lot harder to, /to learn I think
then English, /because it has a lot of grammar compared to English./  Ahh The English that we speak in Texas is
very simple/ and not so complicated,/ but I think that Germany mixes a lot of Grammar/ in that takes many years
to understand so well back to Texas./  I grew most of my life there in Texas,/ but most people say that I do not
have a Texan accent./  A Texas accent would be instead of saying you all/ we would say you’ll which means you
in plural/ and the Texas accent just pronounces certain vowels in different ways./ So most people would
recognizes and say that you were from the south. / If you speak with this accent. /  In the schooling system we
start Kindergarten with grade, /with five years old and we belong to this school called Elementary School. /  And
after the six grade we move on to Junior high school/ which is grades 7 and 8./  When we are finish with Junior
High School/ we go to High School,/ which is 4 years grades 9 to 12. / After High School you don’t have to go to
school any more,/ but you can decide to go to college./  The college is very expensive so only people who wish to
study more/ and have the money to do so decide to go study in college. / In Texas there are also many foreigners.
/ It’s a very mixed culture./ Many people come from Mexico. / Which is the Hispanic race/ and many can not
speak English very well, /so then are allowed to learn English in the schools/ and also study Spanish subjects so
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that they can adjust to culture in the United States./  Houston has actually about 1/3 of the population Hispanic
/and Hispanic people are usually in the poor class of people,/ but Hispanics continue to come from Mexico/ each
year so there’s a mix of poor Hispanics/ and also middle class Hispanics./
NE Speaker 16
Well i  have been asked to say  a little bit of something about English/ and why it has become such a popular
language in the world./ I didn’t really realise how important it was/ until after i  left America at the age of 19/ and
saw  how many people were learning it  here in Germany/  and how the Europeans and how it is really the main
language/ for people to communicate from different cultures./ Emm and I always wondered why English and why
not another language./  French or Spanish because as far as I know,/ there are more countries that have Spanish as
a mother language and English./ emm but I was told that the reason English is so big is because/ it is an easy
language to learn./ Em it is easier than a lot of other languages/ certainly easier than German./ So I can’t ya
thought well I guess that makes sense/  because it is so easy as it is being learnt all over the world./ emm  I heard
that the French don’t like English/ because their language used to be the biggest one/ the the lingua franca./ the
one that everyone in the world spoke/ or diplomats and politicians and just in the last 50 years,/ has English
become so popular and widespread as it is now./ Em and of course, because English is being spoken all over the
world / there are many different varieties./ I have heard from em from students of my engineers/ that there are
different varieties of English./ They have to translate./ There are manuals  for they have to send machineries
overseas/  and there is for like  for engineering, /there is a different English spoken in Great Britain and in
America./ but also a different one in Australia/ and even another a Chinese version of electronic English/ is
different than anywhere else./ And so its eh quite interesting to have Germans teach u about ur language/ and ehh
and to find out things you would have been able to learn here./ If you had not had that contact./ I guess I can
really say I am thankful to have grown up speaking English/  and to have it as an asset and something I don’t
have to  to struggle with./  I think it also makes a lot of English-speaking people are lazy/ they can go anywhere
and speak English./ They don’t really have to learn any other language./  In America in Britain  lowest level of
foreign language./ People I mean foreign language speakers/  people who speak a language other than English./ If
I take the case of America its very unusual/ that someone is fluent in another language other than English./ That
is probably ehh part of the results  is the fact that/ America is big place and a lot of people  don’t leave North
America ./ It is also due to the result that/ you can go any where in the world /and somebody is going to talk
English to you./ I don’t know what that/ what that will mean to the development of the language/ or what is gona
happen/ xx  and over the next 50 years./  I just can’t imagine that English will become less important./ And eh I
think emmm /I think you are going to see/ I had a lot of evidence that British English is becoming more
Americanised/ from the American media and youths especially getting into it./ I just hope youth culture is
becoming popular in great Britain/  so emm interestingly the variety of English that people consider to be British
English/ is oxford English from the south./ quite posh./ You might say em snobbish./ It sounds very popular but
/a lot of my friends  from the north of England/ from Manchester, Liverpool and cities up in that direction/ they
say things just like I did from America./ And it is also true that the Irish  speak an English/ which is very similar
to American English/ so a lot of times the differences are not just between countries/ but within the country/  so I
can imagine that ./ ya that this this proper English/ will become  more and more of emmm  a regional variants/ as
spoken in and not even in all of England./ So yea the the colonization problem had a big effect/ in the fact that
English spread to the rest of the world/ and and I was surprised how well/ a lot of my friends from Africa/ when I
came to Germany/ how well a lot of my friends from Africa/ could speak English./They seem to do it with
easiness for a lot of them/ that wasn’t even their first language./ But it is really impressive to to emm to see how
good/ their English is even French still , French French/
NE Speaker 17
my name is Sadie/ I moved to Germany when I was 14 years old./ I have met some pretty different people out
here./ I have met older people and people that travelled once,/  and people who came here with their whole
families or alone./  And I have met new friends. It was kind of hard leaving my old friends./ xx I think school was
much more easier in the States than here./ I am taking six classes now./ I am on a programme called international
law./ It also comes with a crash programme called community service and others./ I take Chemistry Maths
English , German and others./ I really like sports and so I do that after school on Wednesdays/ . and then I do
other activities./ My acts are influenced by my upbringing./ I grew up with two big brothers./  We used to have a
lot of fun./ We used to play football and other games./ On the week ends I go out with my friends./  I usually try
to do all my home work on Saturdays/ and on Sundays  sometimes it doesn’t happen./ I have a dog called pipi./
He is a dog, 5 years old, he is a red dog./ We got him from one of my parents’ friends ./ One of my other dogs
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died at 12./ Her name was spindles./ Here in Germany the winters are longer/ and it is really cold./ I come from
Texas and I have a nice pool in my back yard/ and we have a long summer and a short winter./ Here is a long
winter and a short summer./ So I am getting used to things/ so  I have started going skiing and trying to do do
other things./ But it is a very good place and/ eh eh and eh foodstuffs different as well/ and eh I have got some
interesting adventures/ since I have been living here with trams/ and public transportation and such things./ I have
been told that the buses aren’txx so good/ and also here there are only trams where it takes three steps to get to
the place where you sit/ and at one time a woman had a pram and a 11/2 year old in it/ and we were trying to get
down at three steps/ and  unfortunately the tram door closed on it ./ The baby fell out./ It was quite strange and
frightful/ but it was basically ok.and it was quite scaring in the tram./ And the conductor or whatever got out and
tried to apologise/ of course it was in German so we had difficulties in understanding him./ There are other times
that you have to wait for about 6 minutes/ before the tram comes. / And you try to make it to the next stop/ and
before you get there the tram comes and leaves /and you are not able to catch it. /
NE Speaker 18
Okay okay I am a teacher,/ a biology teacher in a high school./ I teach here in an international school./ I moved
from a public school in the United States./ And here the classes are much smaller/ the school is smaller and the
classes are much smaller./ There are fewer supplies so we have to invent new ideas for activities,/ but that’s kinds
of fun too./ xx and then we have fewer colleagues so because the school is smaller./ So I work with fewer
teachers./ There are problems in the classroom because/ there are so many languages which are being spoken
between students/ and their English is the primary language so I have to really make myself speak much slowly,/
and clearly and try to omit colloquialisms or local expressions from in my language/ that I realize that other
people don’t understand /or it has different meaning so I have to be very careful./ Other than that xxx students
seem to be about the same in xx allover. /They want to have fun, they want to rock xx back in their chairs, /they
want to try to change the subject all the times/ so that when I get off the subject/ then they can do talk about more
funny things. /  But they don’t like to do homework,/ and they want learning to be easy but it is not so easy all the
time./ So in fact sometimes they get really frustrated when they are learning/ and that’s the point I want them to
be/ because when I become frustrated that means we are just about to learn something new./ I am I enjoy meeting
with students and watching them grow./ I teach them year after year./ I really like seeing their faces when I find
that/ they have understood something new and the concept./ And I really enjoy working with other teachers who
feel the same way/ the same way I do when I am teaching./ And I will like to continue teaching./ I want to always
become a better teacher/and em em okey so ya we share here in the international  school/ we share a building
with a school, /a German school and I often have to share the same classroom/ and they don’t like it./ if I try to
use their supplies, use their board/ and we have to share storage facilities for our equipment/ and one of the things
that I have problems with is that I have microscopes/ and and would want to use the microscopes for different
labs during the year /and so far this year one time has these other teachers hidden the microscopes/ and I could
not use them for a lab/ so I had to try to find another activity to for the students that day/ and for many times the
teachers had the locks/ changed the locks on the rooms so that my key will no longer work for the storage room/
so I could not get to the microscopes./ So we again, the students and I/ had to come up with a new activity for that
day./ so ya and so the students rise they are good about that/ they are always fine and patient and wait for me to
find new activities/ and I find just something interesting to do and continue doing./ And some students we are
always trying to push the limits for for okay./ So the students try to push my limits/ and so many times the
students will, for example,/ they will be listening to a portable CD player,/ listening to music and I will ask them
to put it away,/ and they put it away for 5 minutes and when they think that I am not looking,/ they will put it out
again and start listening to it again,/ and so I ask them to put it away again/ and then they go over the school rules
and then they turn away from me/ and pretend that I can’t see them and they think that I cannot see them/ and
they put the earplug in one ear/ so that they will then listen to it with one ear,/ and thinking that I can’t see them./
And so I catch them and I take their CD players away/ and we have to give it to the headmaster,/ and the
headmaster waits until they have been without it for quite a while/ and then we turn it to them when they come
and ask for them/ but and I keep doing the same things./  they don’t learn from their mistakes./ they just want to
have a good time/ and do what they want to do/ xx  and see if they can get away  with./ Breaking whatever rules
they choose to./
NE Speaker 19
Hello my name is lynn./ I am going to talk about my favourite place in the world./ I have travelled a lot./ To
several different countries ./ but I still think the most beautiful place in the world is Dingle./ The dingle peninsula
in south part of Ireland./ I go there a lot and the landscape is incredibly beautiful./ Em there are lots of , there are
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not many people, /who live there./ It is quite remote but its so beautiful./ You have lovely mountains, the coast is
incredibly --- /and then you have the Atlantic ocean pounding the rocks,/ pounding the coast line lots of foam/eh
its always quite windy and fresh /and it is very invigorating em/ its beautiful to walk around, /to cycle around./ Its
not so nice during the summer/ when you have lots of American tourists/ because its such a quiet little place./ Its
like a piece of heaven./ It is not really meant for so many tourists./ And but its just so beautiful /and when I go
down there, /I always feel like the real world is on another planet./ You can just forget about everything/ and look
at the ocean  and walk in the mountains./ I try  and go up the mountains my friends love mountain climbing/so I
go with them but I am not particularly fit,/ I always have to be pulled up the mountain /rather than walking up
and when you are up,/ on top and the air is so clean and so fresh/and you are looking at the Atlantic/ and you can
just see from miles/ and all these colours of green,/ along the mountain, its incredibly beautiful./ And I’m very
lucky because one of my best friends from church/ her family has a house down there./ So we get to go down
there quite often /and it’s a beautiful house made of stone and wood /and it is right on the beach, /so it is
incredible. / When you look at the window,/ when you are sitting around the table having your meal/  you can see
the mountain the main mountain /on the peninsula which is called mt Brandon/. And it’s very beautiful,/ and
Dingle is very famous its traditional Irish Pops/ and Dingle is a tiny town but/ it has more pops than any other
town in the island./ And every pop you go into you have traditional Irish music,/ you have a group of musicians
playing/ you have men with caps and pipes/ drinking Guinness and speaking Irish./ And they are just really really
lively/ and good for very authentic not like other pops abroad/ which is really nice./ Also in dingle, you can take a
tour in a fishing boat./ There is a Dauphin called fungi /and who follows the fishermens’ boats everyday./He
never leaves Dingle harbours so if you go on a fishing boat/ Fungi will come and splash around in the water /and
jump and play./ So lots of people like to see that./ Oh what else can I say?./ Ya I had my first donkey ride in
dingle./ my uncle has a caravan he drives round the peninsula/ and next to where he has his caravan  there is a fire
with a little woman/called Cots and they have a donkey called Neddy. /and when I was 17 I took Neddy/ and I
went with her to have a ride around the lanes/ the little roads and then it was marvellous/ I was/ it was really
good./ One of the little men came up to me/ and he was walking down the road/ and said haaa you are a very
good donkey rider./ And I said thank you very much./ It was a sweet complement./ Dingle is the must beautiful
place in the world./ I think everybody should go there./
NE Speaker 20
Hello, my name is Wilson./ I come from the US. /I like beer. /the beer in Germany is quite good./ because its
much fresher than what I am used to in the  United States./ In the United States beer is produced in very large
factories/ they are much interested in commercial profit/ than making a good product./ Here in Germany,
however much of the beer is produced in smaller local breweries/ where people have pride in their work/ and
therefore produce beer that is not normally cheaper /but a kind of above what I am used to in the united states./
People need to drink beer in Germany because/ it gets very very cold in the wintertime/ and there is less sunlight
in the day/ therefore, people become depressed and angry/. they do not like being here and so/ they drink beer to
make them feel happier. /I am not certain why I like beer./ I like the taste./ I like the way it makes me feel./I like
learning about the process how beer is made./ I  like learning what types of foods what types of beer./ I like
drinking beer like my father./I like drinking beer with my friends./ I even like drinking beer with my enemies./
Often I like having a beer at lunch but usually/, I wait until the evening./ Last night I began drinking beer at about
7pm/ and I continued to drink beer till about 1.30 in the morning./ That is close like it is too much beer ./ On the
whole I had a good time./ and today I was not hang over./ Hang over by the  way is the feeling one has the
following day/ when one has drunk too much beer the day before./ For instance when its hangover one gets up,/
must drink much water and has a head that hurts very badly./ One person, people may also feel sick to their
stomach/ or have difficulty eating or drinking alcohol the next day./ I really have difficulty drinking beer in any
quantities /although I think the optimum level is small levels,/ three four beers at a time./One should not exceed
those lines./ It is probably better  that one drinks like a beer each day/ xxxx. A disadvantage of beer is that it has
many calories,/ and can make you fat./ So when you drink much beer, /you must also exercise more in order not
to get fat./ There are health advantages to drinking beer, however,/ it helps one reduce stress at the end of the
day./ It can improve your mood./ Well it can also make you depressed./ And I recently read that drinking beer
reduces the risk of having a heart attack./ I personally drink beer for my psychological health/ more than my
physical health./ when I drink beer I become satisfied with my surroundings./ I do not want to strive to change
them. /That is often important because /there are often so many things that we can change about our
surroundings/
Ok I am going to tell you about my trip to England/ for an interview that I went on the other week./ Um so I live
in Germany./ I had to go to a place called Swenden in England for an interview./ I got on the tram to the train
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station and then I got on the train to the airport./ When I was at the airport,/ I arrived there over two hours early.
/This airport is a very very tiny airport./ So I went through all the baggage checks/ and passport controls and
everything very very quickly/ and then I ended up sitting waiting for my plane for two hours basically./ And
nobody else turned up until about half an hour before./ The plane was to leave so I felt a bit dizzy./ But then I got
on the plane and that was very nice./ But there weren’t very many people there,/ only about 15 people on the
plane./ And then ahh I landed in England./ Now when I landed in England I went through the passport control/
and then I realised I left my suit on the plane./ Uhm and then it was too late to go back and fetch my suit,/
because I had already come through the passport control./ So I was a bit worried because I needed my suit for the
interview./ So I went back and talked to the person at the passport control/ and I said what should I do and she
went straight to see the baggage handler./ So I went to the baggage handler and said what should I do/ and she
said oh good, go and see the ticket desk./ So I went to the ticket desk and it was amazing because she had just had
a phone call from the plane/ saying that someone had left a suit on the plane./ Uhm and I had to wait for about 40
minutes or something./ Then somebody came with my suit./ So I was very happy and very relieved./ So uhm then
I got a train to Cambridge/ where I was staying with a friend of mine./ And then the next day I took a train down
to London./ I went through the underground./ And then I took another train up to the town where my interview
was at./ All the time with this nice suit I bought for the interview./ And again I got to the town quite early for my
interview /so I wasted some time in the town which wasn’t very interesting./ I when I went to my interview and
ahh. /I thought the interview went pretty well./ I had to give a ten minutes presentation and then they asked me
some questions./ Um and then I ahh. I left./ Now on the train on the way back/I discovered that I had a little hole
in my suit in a rather embarrassing position./ And so I was hopeful the people who were interviewing me couldn’t
see this hole./ But I think the jacket covered it./ So I think I was safe then but then I um went back to Cambridge./
And I went out with my friend in Cambridge./ And we had a meal and that was very nice./ And then I went back
home, back to Germany./ On the plane the next day with my broken suit./ And then I thought well since I only
really bought the suit for the interview /then I could take it back to the shop./ Um because its got a hole in it and
you shouldn’t get a hole in it after one day./ So I can take it back to the shop and get my money back/ and then I
will be quite happy after./ But I haven’t done that yet./ Um what else is there to talk about?/ Oh  yes./ The
interview didn’t go very well in the end,/ because I didn’t get the job./ And in fact they put me on the reserve list
for the job./ And then I asked them what that meant /and  and they said that I was at the bottom of the reserve
list./ So may be they saw the whole in my suit /and that’s why they didn’t give me the job, I don’t know./ But
since then I have been offered another job here/where I am living in Germany. /So I am not too upset, afterall./
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Test II: Reading Passage for CamE and NE speakers
Reading Passage for CamE speakers
The passage was taken from Daniel O. Alishire’s Understanding Today’s Youth (Convention
Press 1989)
No mouth, earplugs, and dark glasses: those are the characteristics the youth in our discussion decided
would make for perfect parents. It was kind of them, I thought to decide on earplugs and dark glasses.
They could have declared that parents should have neither hearing nor vision. When I asked why they
wanted parents to have dark glasses, the youth said that they didn’t mind so much what parents saw;
they just didn’t want to have to look parents in the eyes!” Bright kids,” I thought myself. Although all
this conversation was part of the bright remark prelude, which frequently precedes a serious
conversation among youth, it still revealed something.
Reading Passage for the NE speakers
The passage was taken from David Crystal’s English as a global Language (Cambridge 1997)
I believe in the fundamental value of a common language, as an amazing world resource that presents
us with unprecedented possibilities for mutual understanding, and thus enables us to find fresh
opportunities for international co-operation. In my ideal world, everyone would have fluent command
of a single world language. I am already in the fortunate position of being a fluent user of their
language, which is most in contention for this role, and have cause to reflect every day on the benefits
of having it at my disposal. A large part of my academic life, as a specialist in applied English
linguistics, has been devoted to making these benefits available to others, so that the legacy of an
unfavoured linguistic heritage should not lead inevitably to disadvantage.
Details of Test III CamE speakers
The target words are written in italics
1. Do you remember the martyr?
2. The colonel is in the house.
3. They aren’t safe.
4. These are new cymbals
5. He is a sergeant
6. He is in the vineyard
7. She was short for that purpose.
8. They were all biased.
9. The ewe is under the tree.
10. I need a plumber this morning.
11. The leopard is dirty.
12. The word is sure not shore
13. The yacht is too slow.
14. Give this book to Abel.
15. Is this Joan?
16. The cart ran down the road.
17. I have never seen a Briton.
18. The buffalo has not been caught.
19. The leg is small.
20. The child is in the court
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21. Put your bag against the wall.
22. They are at the quay.
23. Take the umbrella away.
24. They weren’t there.
25. The compilation is going on.
26. The mayor has failed.
27. The accident damaged his heart.
28. That is what I thought today.
29. Did you say” coveted”?
30. It was for hours.
31. I hate tours
32. The amoeba cannot be seen.
33. Are they similar?
34. I need a survey on that.
35. This is for Satan
36. Give me two hangers.
37. There was a lot of bombing yesterday.
38. Their book is empty
39. This is quite luxurious.
40. The fuel is finished.
Details of Test III NE speakers
The target words are written in italics
1. I can see him in the vineyard.
2. They are all biased.
3. The ewe is missing.
4. The leopard is dirty.
5. The yacht is too slow.
6. Did you see the martyr?
7. The colonel is not there.
8. They aren’t there.
9. Joan was with Peter yesterday.
10. The buffalo has not been caught.
11. The mayor has failed.
12. They weren’t allowed to go.
13. She is at the quay with her pet.
14. Let me have the sword.
15. Two pairs of cymbals are enough.
16. Do not leave Abel behind.
17. This can’t be one of the components.
18. This is quite fatal.
19. Did you say genital?
20. This is a southern invention.
21. I need a plumber this afternoon.
22. That is what I thought today.
23. The word is “coveted”
24. The pepper is red
25. The bowl is on the floor.
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26. This towel is not for me
27. A tour is necessary
28. They are not similar.
29. The survey has failed.
30. Let me have the hangers.
31. There was a lot of bombing yesterday.
32. Their books are here.
33. That is a luxury.
34. Do you need some fuel?
35. This should be his favourite.
36. They have small lakes.
37. It is good to use the word” sure”
38. The sergeant is at work.
39. Get Britain involved.
40. The cart ran down the road.
Test four: Nucleus Placement in words
Details of Test IV CamE speakers
1. You need to record that.
2. He seconds you.
3. Are these measures curative?
4. This is an opponent.
5. I need an umbrella.
6. Did you say Apartheid?
7. The petrol is not good.
8. Get Evelyn involved..
9. That is quite tentative.
10. She hates plantains.
Details of Test IV NE speakers.
1. John is an aspirant for it.
2. This is quite indicative
3. She is not my opponent in anyway.
4. We need to record it now.
5. We need a rural approach to it.
6. It is not possible to second her.
7. Take the umbrella away.
8. The word is” imitative”
9. The petrol is not good.
10. It is a good ingredient for what you need.
Details of Test V for CamE speakers
Interviewer:  John a North American linguist.
Speaker: Bloomfield is a North American linguist.
Interviewer. Bloomfield is a North African linguist.
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Speaker. Bloomfield is a North American linguist.
Interviewer: Bloomfield is a South American linguist.
Speaker. Bloomfield is a North American linguist.
Interviewer: Next Friday will be martin’s birthday.
Speaker: Next Friday will be Mary’s birthday.
Interviewer: Next Saturday will be Mary’s birthday
Speaker: Next Friday will be Mary’s birthday.
Interviewer: Next Friday will be Mary’s day off.
Speaker: Next Friday will be Mary’s birthday.
Interviewer: Susan will be in Cameroon in April.
Speaker: Susan will be in England in April.
Interviewer: Julian will be in England in April.
Speaker: Susan will be in England in April.
Interviewer: Susan will be in England in June.
Speaker: Susan will be in England in April.
Interviewer: Cameroon has four state universities.
Speaker: Cameroon has six state universities.
Interviewer: Cameroon has six private universities.
Speaker: Cameroon has six state universities.
Interviewer: Ghana has six state universities.
Speaker: Cameroon has six state universities.
Interviewer: Egypt is in South Africa.
Speaker: Egypt is in north Africa.
Interviewer: Egypt is in North America.
Speaker: Egypt is in North Africa.
Interviewer: Gabon is in North Africa.
Speaker: Egypt is in North Africa.
Details of Test V NE speakers 
Interviewer: Next Saturday will be Paul’s birthday.
Speaker: Next Saturday will be Peter’s birthday.
Interviewer: Next Saturday will be Peter’s day off.
Speaker: Next Saturday will be Peter’s birthday.
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Interviewer: Next Sunday will be Peter’s birthday.
Speaker: Next Saturday will be Peter’s birthday.
Interviewer: The green bag is on the bed.
Speaker: The green bag is on the table.
Interviewer: The blue bag is on the table.
Speaker: The green bag is on the table.
Interviewer: The green book is on the table.
Speaker: The green bag is on the table.
Interviewer: Bloomfield will be in Cameroon in June.
Speaker: Bloomfield will be in England in June.
Interviewer: Bloomfield will be in England in July.
Speaker: Bloomfield will be in England in June.
Interviewer: Olympian will be in England in June.
Speaker: Bloomfield will be in England in June.
Interviewer: This bicycle was made in North Africa.
Speaker: This car was made in North America.
Interviewer: This car was made in South America.
Speaker: This car was made in North America.
Interviewer: This car was made in North Africa.
Speaker: This car was made in North America.
Interviewer: Eliasmill was born in November 2001.
Speaker: Eliasmill was born in November 2002.
Interviewer: Eliasmill was born in June 2002.
Speaker: Eliasmill was born in November 2002.
Interviewer: Peter was born in November 2002.
Speaker: Eliasmill was born in November 2002.
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Appendix III: Intelligibility Failure Speaker by Speaker
CamE 1
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > //
// > //
world [wl]
first /fs/
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
/e/ > // aids [ts]
shaped [pt]
lady [ldi]
Differences in Elision final /kt/
final /d/
medial /t/
final /t/
ranked [ra]
world [wl]
whites [wais]
rampant [rampan]
Speech Lapses /we can be infected through mother and / mother to child/
/and it it cost and its cost was first 70.000frs/
/by the whites by the whites/
Rhythm Aids can be prevented [tskanbiprivntt]
CamE 2
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > /a/ hamper [hampa] (understood as harm part)
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
// > /u/ influence [influns]
Differences in Elision /-d/
/-t/
world [wl] (understood as war)
best  [bs] (understood as bless)
Nucleus Placement in
Words
subvention [sbvnn] (understood as some…)
attending [atndi] (understood as obtaining)
Rhythm The indomitable lions [d indmitbu lajns]
CamE 3
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
/e/ > // Aids [ts] (understood as its)
weight [wt] (understood as wet)
shaving [vi] (understood as sharing)
Restructuring of
Consonants
// > /t/ through  [tru] (understood as two)
Final Consonant
Devoicing
// > /k/ drug  [drk]
Differences in Elision medial //
medial /l/
medial /j/
youths  [jus]
boils [bis]
communicated [kminiktt]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
contaminate [kntamint] (understood as come and make)
affected [afktt] (understood as are infected)
probability [prbabiliti] (…)
condemned [kndm] (understood as …them)
Rhythm are degree holders [adiri hldas] (address hold that)
and go into the stomach [an o intu d stmak] (…)
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CamE 4
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > //
// > //
wealth [wlt]
world [wl]
curb [kb]
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
// > /u/ poor [pu]
Restructuring of
Consonants
// > /d/
// > /t/
though [do]
things [tis]
Analogical deviation country [kantri]
Speech Lapses /Most Africans / African leaders practise corruption/
/ one minister/ one former minister of in Cameroon/
Nucleus Placement in
Words
appears [apis]
unpleasant [nplsan]
CamE 5
Vowel Shortening // > //
/i/ > /i/
short [t]
meaning [mini]
weakening [wikni]
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
/i/ > // secret [skrt]
Restructuring of
Consonants
// > /d/
// > /t/
thus [ds]
through [tru]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
support [spt] (understood as saw …)
preoccupation [prkupen] (understood as pri…)
educative [duktif] (understood as air to…)
CamE 6
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > //
// > //
first [fs] (understood as fence)
world [wl] (understood as word)
Final Consonant
Devoicing
/d/ > /t/ Aids [ts]
Differences in Elision medial //
final /t/
youths [jus]
rampant [rampan]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
laboratory [labratri]
Rhythm but more rampant [bt m rampan]
comes across his way [kmsakrshiswe]
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CamE 7
Vowel Shortening // > /a/
/i/ > /i/
heart [hats]
seeds [sits]
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > // curb [kb]
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
// > /o/
// > /ia/
sown [son]
their [dia]
Restructuring of
Consonants
// > /t/
/z/ > /s/
threaten [trtn]
third [tt]
assume [azum]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
sophisticated [sfistiktt] (understood as so fit…)
convenient [knvinin] (understood as confidence)
invisible [invisibl]
Anglicisation of
French loanwords
regime [ridim]
CamE 8
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > //
// > /a/
church [tt]
colonel [klnl]
one [wan]
Yod Deletion during [duri]
Differences in Elision initial /h/ human [juman]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
competitive [kmptitif] (understood as come pest…)
secondly [sknli] (understood as secondary)
examination [kzaminn] (understood as ex-army…)
attended [atndt] (understood as at end…)
CamE 9
Vowel Shortening /i/ > /i/ ease [is]
deep [dip]
Differences in Elision initial /h/
final /d/
human [juman]
blind [blain]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
sociologist [ssildis] (understood as so...)
demise [dmais] (understood as the mice)
alleged [altt] (understood as a lecture)
Speech Lapses /Then this must/ we must have achieved a better society/
Rhythm people talk as if [pipl talk asif]
the power of the envelope [di pa f d nvlp]
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CamE 10
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > //
// < //
certain [stin]
first [fs]
surviving [svaivi]
Differences in Elision final /d/
medial /j/
world’s [wls]
world [wl]
due [du]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
spontaneous [spntnis] (understood as spun...)
CamE 11
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > // person [psin]
first [fs]
Restructuring of
Consonants
// > /t/
// > /d/
through [tru]
their [dia]
Differences in Elision final /t/
initial /h/
medial /j/
ranked [rak]
sect [sk]
human [juman]
occupation [kpn]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
intensity [intnsiti] (understood as in the city)
Speech Lapses /and every govern/ no government has taken it lying down/
/that is more/ what is/ what is more surprising is that/
/when offering/ offering their daily service/ services/
Rhythm I don’t even know [ai dntivinno]
this ill has eaten deep [disilhasitin]
CamE 12
Restructuring of
Monophthongs /i/ > //
legally [lali]
secret [skrt]
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
// > /o/
/e/ > //
// > //
low [lo]
blame [blm]
faith [ft]
making [mki]
don’t [dnt]
Differences in Elision initial /h/
medial /j/
medial /d/
human [juman]
communities [kminitis]
widespread [waisprt]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
refrain [ rifrn] (understood as offering)
remuneration [rmunirn] (understood as red moon…)
phenomenon [fnmnn] (understood as fen…..)
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CamE 13
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
/i/ > /i/ meeting [mitin]
stream [strim]
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
// > /u/
/e/ > //
chosen [tuzn]
Aids [ts]
Differences in Elision medial /j/
medial //
final /t/
final /d/
due [du]
period [pirit]
rampant [rampan]
held [hl]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
transmitted [transmitt] (understood as transplant)
exist [kzis]
Speech Lapses /first December/ to this effect, first December has has been chosen/
/I will I will advise I will advise Cameroonians/
Rhythm they should not use blades [deud nt jus blts]
which used to [wit us tu]
CamE 14
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > // first [fst]
Restructuring of
Consonants
// > /t/ theatre [tita]
thought [tt]
third [tt]
Analogical Deviation Country [kauntri]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
department [dipatmnt] (understood as dip…)
conveniently [knvininli] (understood as come)
Speech Lapses /I went to the third year eh you know happily/
/I I I passed too/ I made it in June/
/eh well some of us applied to to to to I mean I was a theatre arts student/
Unfamiliar Lexis partiels (French word) (‘mid term exams’)
maitrise (French word) (‘graduate studies or master’s degree’)
ancien (French word) (‘an old student or a repeater in a given class’)
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CamE 15
Vowel Shortening /i/ > /i/
// > //
// > /a/
seen [sin]
week [wik]
north [nt]
palm [pam]
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > // but [bt]
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
// > //
// > //
/e/ > /a/
social [sal]
token [tkn]
varied [vrit]
status [status]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
according [akdi]
negotiation [nin] (understood as neck …)
appreciation [apriin] (understood as opposition)
Speech Lapses /it is during this, eh, such talks that/
/that the the to-be/ the family of the to-be wife/
Rhythm to sit and talk on [tu sit antkn]
it is worth mentioning [itis wt mnni]
CamE 16
Vowel Shortening /i/ > /i/
// > //
meaning [mini]
short [t]
Restructuring of
Diphthongs /e/ > //
waiting [wti]
male [ml]
Restructuring of
Consonants
// > /t/
// > /d/
things [tins]
thought [tt]
they [de]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
procedures [prsidjus] (understood as proceed)
transparent [transprn] (understood as transplant)
sociology [ssdi]
Speech Lapses take / taking the receipt to the administra/ administration/
that the lectures/ the male lecturers unable to carry / to carry out their teaching
procedures/
Rhythm in order of merit [in da f mrit]
when I got there [wn ai t d]
out of the four million persons [aut f d f milin psins]
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CamE 17
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
/e/ > //
// > /o/
major [md]
cope [kop]
Restructuring of
Consonants
/d/ > //
// > /d/
gesture [st]
thus [ds]
Differences in Elision medial //
final /t/
final /d/
youths [jus]
best [bs]
held [hl]
Analogical Deviation abstinence [abstnans] (abstaining)
country [kauntri] (count it)
Nucleus Placement in
Words
campaign [kampn]
transmittable [transmitbl]
exposing [kspsi]
encourage [nkrt]
Speech Lapses /but the best/ for me/ for my viewpoint abstaining is the best/
/this is because they / this is because with their money/
CamE 18
Restructuring of
Consonants
// > /t/
// > /d/
thrice [trais]
through  [tru]
rather [rada]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
deposit [dpsit]
embrace [mbrs]
icompetence [inkmpitns]
Rhythm up and doing [p an duin]
no longer at ease [no la at is]
it will suffice [it wil sfais]
Unfamiliar Lexis concour [kku]
Anglicisation of
French Loanwords
nonchalant [nntalan]
CamE 19
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
/e/ > // faith [ft]
Aids [ts]
Differences in Elision medial /j/
medial /d/ and final /d/
community [kminiti]
blindfold [blainful]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
Malaria [malria] (understood as mat layer)
community [kminiti] (understood as come…)
complexity [kmplsiti] (understood as couple…)
catastrophe [katastrfi]
Speech Lapses /however/ we have to/ but in one way or another/
/what is / the thing is / I see that we have lost faith in God/
Rhythm they went to the hospital [d wn tu de hspitl]
of my look out [f mai lukaut]
and to dust he shall return [an tu ds hi al ritn]
and we have eternal life [an wi haf itnal laif]
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CamE 20
Restructuring of
Monophthongs
// > //
// > /e/
first [fst]
the /de/
Restructuring of
Diphthongs
// > /ia/ their [dia]
Differences in Elision final /n/
final /t/
nineteen [nainti]
dropped [drp]
Nucleus Placement in
Words
indelible [indlbl]
Speech Lapses /politics is/ the government/ politics to select players/
/they/ the boys/ they have shown/ they have been very hardworking/
/on the inter/ on the world scene/
Anglicisation of
French Loanwords
entourage [ntort]
Native Speakers
NE 1
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > // vehicle [vkl]
Differences in Linking How a person [harpsn]
Differences in Elision Particularly [ptkl]
Sent her [sent]
Differences in
Assimilation Eight years [etz]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Switzerland [swtzlnd]
Individual [ndvdl]
Grammatical [rmætkl]
Saturate [sætret]
Cassettes [ksts]
Assimilate [smlet]
Speech Lapses /while, while you if you are while you are doing something else/
/and I I found I realise that the that it was very encouraging/
Differences in Rhythm It is fascinating [ts fæsnet]
And of course [nfkz]
For her to surprise me [fhtsprazmi]
And so on but she didn’t [nsn bt dnt]
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NE 2
Differences in Vowel
Production
/ia/ > // their []
Differences in Linking years old [jzld]
to occupy [tjkjupa]
be able [bijebl]
secure environment [skjrnvarnmnt]
found out [fandat]
retirement [rtamnt]
Differences in
Assimilation
that you [ætu]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Committed [kmtd]
Nowadays [nadez]
Innocence [nsns]
Education [eduken]
Flexible [fleksbl]
Speech Lapses which is I have which is something that I have done for very/
we decided when emm the children were, we have four children/
in God, children of God rather than emm going to a school, ya/
Differences in Rhythm they are pushing [pu]
we feel that at the moment [wflt mmnt]
NE 3
Differences in Consonant
Production
/s/ > /z/ resort [rzt]
Differences in Linking the answer [jæns]
Differences in
Assimilation
God bless [b bls]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Teenage [tined]
Teenager [tined]
Important [mptnt]
Fellowship [felp]
Occasionally [kenl]
Speech Lapses I did didn’t want to just I didn’t want to just be accepting things
Differences in Rhythm As far as I am concerned [sfrz amknsn]
So this is me it was not a good sign [sssmi twsnt d sn]
I didn’t get on well with the people [a ddnt tnwelw pipl]
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NE 4
Differences in Consonant
Production
/s/ > /z/ position [pzn]
Differences in Linking The airport [jpt]
Differences in Elision Weren’t [wnt]
Bottom [btm]
After all [æftrl]
Differences in
Assimilation
Ten minute [tm mnt]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Interview [ntvju]
Baggage [bæd]
Amazing [mez]
London [lndn]
Underground [ndrand]
Embarrassing [mbærs]
Speech Lapses /Um and then, I, then I left/
Differences in Rhythm That was very nice [ætwz vrnas]
I was a bit worried [awzbtwrd]
NE 5
Differences in Vowel
Production
/e/ > /e/
/a/ > //
atheist [eiist]
their []
Differences in Linking My only answer [majljæns]
Differences in Elision A lot of people [ltpipl]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Christianity [krstænti]
Anyway [eniwe]
Students [stjudnts]
Arguments [jumnts]
Assessment [sesmnt]
Speech Lapses /and, but my mother was, had a, she believed in God
/I went I just just went to any church/
Differences in Rhythm And when I woke up the [ndwena wkp]
And I am so glad that I am with God [ndaæmslædt amw d]
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NE 6
Differences in Vowel
Production
/au/ > // southern [sn]
Differences in Linking year after [jræft]
Differences in
Assimilation
eight years [etz]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Important [mptnt]
Character [kærkt]
International [ntnænl]
Probably [prbbl]
Vocabulary [vkæbjulr]
Speech Lapses I met I met some people some people
There was was some definitely some sort of
Differences in Rhythm I had enjoyed life a lot [ahdendlaflt]
And that was important in my life [ntwzmptntn malaf]
And what was important [ndwætwzmptnt]
A lot and I gave my life [ltnaev mala]
And we’ve been here for x´six months [ndwvbinfsks mns]
NE 7
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > // moment [mmnt]
Differences in Linking The airport [jpt]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Sausage [ssd]
Particularly [ptkjull]
Underground [ndrand]
Differences in Rhythm Had a bit of trouble [hdbtvtrbl]
It was all silent [twzl salnt]
So that was a bit [stwzbt]
NE 8
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > //
// > //
/ia/ > /a/
/ia/ > //
shortly [tl]
moment [mmnt]
clients [klants]
their []
Differences in Linking Couple of people [kplrvppl]
Differences in Elision A lot of people [ltpipl]
Particularly [ptkl]
Differences in
Assimilation
This year []
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Probably [prbbli]
Symptoms [smptms]
Speech Lapses I’m very umm let me um very good um so um let me tell you/
Umm I I I am on I do feel in I’m quite pleased that I’m on holiday/
And /and so it’s ya/ quite nice so/ just to be away/
Umm there’s, we, we’ve umm had , we’ve got a chap/
Differences in Rhythm I get a lot of pleasure [atltvpl]
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NE 9
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > // Sure []
Differences in Linking Be impossible [bijmpsbl]
Differences in Elision Particular [ptkl]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Britain [brtn]
Nucleus [njukls]
Embryo [embre]
Uncertainty [nstnt]
Biological [baldkl]
Speech Lapses /And so, so for, we , for that reason we we cannot, can say/
at about, ya , until emm lets say until 1997/
Differences in Rhythm Could lead to a lot of suffering [kd lidtltv sfr]
Is more of an art than a science [smrvntn sans]
NE 10
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > //
/a/ > //
// > //
moment [mmnt]
their []
sure []
Differences in Linking The other [j]
Quite interesting [kwatntrst]
Year old [jrld]
Differences in Elision Generally [denrl]
Differences in
Assimilation
Eight year [et]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Embarrassed [mbærst]
Embarrassing [mbærs]
Students [stjudnts]
Essay [ese]
Complaining [kmplen]
Refugee [refjudi]
Certain [stn]
Husband [hsbnd]
Unpleasant [npleznt]
Speech Lapses /You, when you in class when you have one student in class/
/it is ya I think but I think its even even more now/
Differences in Rhythm There was a squirrel [wsskwrl]
I had to see my boss [ahætsimabs]
And then she had to write an essay [nnihdtratnese]
On the telephone [ntelfn]
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NE 11
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > //
/ju/ > /u/
/ia/ > /r/
// > //
job [db]
stock [stk]
pond [pnd]
sons [sns]
newspaper [nuspepr]
their [r]
sure []
Differences in Consonant
Production
/t/ > // little [ll]
Differences in Linking Group of people [ruppipl]
Not unusual [ntnjul]
Differences in Elision Last twelve [læstwelv]
Talking to people [tkppl]
Particular [ptkl]
Last two [læstu]
Differences in
Assimilation
Hundred years [hndredrz]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Career [krr]
Bureaucracy [bjrkrsi]
Ownership [nrp]
Atmosphere [ætmsfr]
Speech Lapses / which, who are, which is quite ya ,good/
as a matter of as as a member of management/
Differences in Rhythm there are certainly a lot of [rstnl lrf]
every one has to be in [vrwn zbin]
so as to work [soz t wk]
NE 12
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > //
// > //
/a/ > /i/
/a/ > //
lots [lts]
snobbish [snb]
 explore [ksplr]
via [vi]
southern [sn]
Differences in Consonant
Production
/t/ > // cities [sis]
matter [mær]
Differences in Linking the idea [jad]
a bit about [brbat]
they are [ej]
Differences in Elision want to [wn]
lots of people [ltspipl]
Speech Lapses and yeah, and get to , say know know them/
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NE 13
Differences in Vowel
Production
/ia/ > //
/wa/ > /a/
// > //
their []
shower [a]
topic [tpk]
Differences in Consonant
Production
/t/ > // letter [l]
Differences in Linking deal of [drv]
were available [wrvelbl]
their own [rn]
Differences in Elision typical [tpkl]
usually [jul]
for me [fmi]
want to look [wnluk]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
preparation [prepren]
software [sftw]
mathematical [mæmætkl]
manipulate [mnpjulet]
geography [dirfi]
plagiarise [pledraz]
expertise [ksptiz]
Differences in Rhythm they will put a lot of work into that [ewlptlrv wknt æt]
NE 14
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > // Lost [lst]
Lot [lt]
Hop [hp]
Rock [rk]
Boss [bs]
Differences in Consonant
Production
/d/ > // Humidity [hjumti]
Differences in Elision Going to [n]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Neighborhood [nebhd]
Hopscotch [hpskt]
Speech Lapses Ahh lets what can ahh let’s see/yah
Differences in Rhythm It was on the line [twzn lan]
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NE 15
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > //
/au/ > //
lot [lt
southern [sdn]
Differences in Linking lot of [lrv]
you all [juwl]
Differences in
Assimilation
Last year [læstr]
This year [r]
Each year [tr]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Texas [tkss]
Architecture [ktektr]
Exchange [kstend]
Kindergarten [kndtn]
Elementary [lmntri]
Speech Lapses /To, harder, i mean, I think than English/
Differences in Rhythm And also a lot of desert [nlso lrvdzrt]
Is also a lot harder to [slsolt hdrtu]
NE 16
Differences in Vowel
Production
/u/ > //
 /ia/> //
// > //
fluent [flnt]
their []
lot of [lt v]
snobbish [snb]
Differences in Consonant
Production
/ t/ > //
/t/ > //
little [lil]
cities [sis]
getting [ei]
youth [ju]
Differences in Linking the age [jed]
 and a lot of people  [nltpip]
Differences in
Assimilation
/z/ +/j/ =// things you [u]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Widespread [wadspred]
 politician [pltn]
Britain [brtn]
Speech Lapses So I can’t ya thought well, I guess that that makes sense,
Will it will become and more emm a regional ya kind of variant/
Differences in Rhythm there are more [er mr]
 but I was told [btwstld]
 than a lot of [nltv]
 and to have it as an asset [nt avtsæset]
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NE 17
Differences in Vowel
Production
/ia/ > /(r)/
// > //
their [/
brother [br]
dog [d]
apologise [pldas]
lot [lt]
Differences in Consonant
Production
/t/ > // pretty [pri]
Differences in Linking Years old [jzold]
my old [majold]
a lot of fun [lrfn]
we got him [wrm]
here in Germany [hirindmi]
Differences in Elision New [nu]
Differences in
Assimilation
out here [atr]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Adventure [dvent(r)/
Conductor [kndkt(r)
Apologise [pldaz]
International [ntnænl]
Differences in Rhythm so I am getting used to things [soame justz]
it was quite scaring [twzkwatskr]
NE 18
Differences in Vowel
Production
/ia/ > /r/
// > //
their [r]
rock [rk]
board [bd]
storage [strd]
locks [lks]
Differences in Linking Get off [rf]
Another activity [nræktvti]
Differences in Elision want to do [wndu]
Differences in
Assimilation
this year [r]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
International [ntnænl]
 Colloquialisms [klkwlzmz]
Facilities [fslts]
Speech Lapses /and em em okay ya we, here in the so ya we share many things lets say/
Differences in Rhythm they want to try to change [wn tra tend]
but it is not so easy all the time [btisnt sozil tam]
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NE 19
Differences in Vowel
Production
/au/ > //
/ar/ > /a/
// > //
// > //
Southern [sn]
Ireland [alnd]
rocks [rks]
pops [pps]
lots [lts]
Differences in Consonant
Production
/t/ > // sitting [s]
little [ll]
Differences in Elision // mountain [mantn]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Favourite [fevrt]
Peninsula [pnnsl]
Invigorating [nvret]
Particularly [ptkjulli]
Speech Lapses You there are you have men with hats and pipes
It it I was yea it was really good
Differences in Rhythm I go there a lot and the landscape [a orltnlændskep]
And walk in the mountains [nd wkn mantn]
So we get to go down there [sowtodan r]
NE 20
Differences in Vowel
Production
// > // process [prses]
Differences in Linking Here in [hrn], water and [wtrn]
Differences in Elision reduce [rdus]
produce [prdus]
Differences in Nucleus
Placement in Words
Commercial [kml]
Certain [stn]
Surroundings [srandz]
Psychological [sakldkl
Hangover [hæv]
Speech Lapses /I even I like its like funny but I would say ya I like/
Differences in rhythm
on the whole [nhl|
I am used to in the United States [mjust nijunatdstets]
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Appendix IV: Nucleus Placement in Words
Movement of stress from first syllable onto succeeding syllables that led to intelligibility failure
Interesting [intrsti]
Marital [marital]
Spiritual [spiritual]
Tentative [tntetif]
Suffer [sfa]
Curative [kjuretif]
Petrol [petrol]
Tentative [tntetif]
Evelyn [vlin]
Plantain [planten]
Movement of stress from the second syllable to third or fourth syllable that led to intelligibility
failure
Encourage [inkrt]
Contaminate [kntamint]
Sophisticated [sfistiktt]
Convenient [knvinint]
Competitive [kmptitif]
Remuneration [rmunirn]
Conveniently [knvininli]
Procedure [prosidiu]
Transparent [transprn]
Complexity [kmplksiti]
Catastrophe [katastrfi]
Apartheid [apatait]
Movement of stress towards first or second syllable that led to intelligibility failure
Condemned [kndm]
Appears [apis]
Support [spt]
Invisible [invisibl]
Demise [dmais]
Alleged [aldt]
Supposed [sopost]
According [akdin]
Exposing [ksposi]
Umbrella [mbrla]
Record (v) [rkd]
Opponent [pnnt]
Despite [dispait]
Unlike [nlaik]
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Probability [prbabiliti]
Preoccupation [prikpn]
Sociologist [ssildis]
Examination [kzaminn]
Differences in nucleus placement in compound words that led to intelligibility failure
Canker-worm [kakawm]
Workshop [wkp]
Bedroom [btrum]
Speech Lapses
And it cost and its cost cost was 70000frs (CamE 1)
One minis / one former minister/ (CamE 4)
Most/ most Africans/ African leaders practise corruption (CamE 4)
Then this must/ we must have achieved a better society (CamE 9)
And every/ every govern/ no government has taken it/ (CamE 11)
That is more/ what is / what is more surprising is that/ (CamE 11)
When offering/ offering their daily service/ services/ (CamE 11)
First December/ to this effect/ first December has been/ (CamE 13)
I will/ I will advise/ I will advise Cameroonians/ (CamE 13)
I went to the third/ third year eh you know/ happily/ (CamE 13)
It is during this eh/ such talks that/ (CamE 15)
That the / the to-be / the family of the to-be wife/ (CamE 15)
This is because they/ this is because their money/ (CamE 17)
However /we have to/ but in one way or another/ (CamE 19)
What is / the thing is/ (CamE 19)
Politics is / the government/ politics to select players (CamE 20)
On the inter/ on the world scene/ (CamE 20)
Rhythm
And go into the stomach [an o intu de stmak] (CamE 3)
But more rampant [bt m rampan] (CamE 6)
I don’t even know [ai dntivin no] (CamE 11)
This ill has eaten deep [dis il has itin dip] (CamE 11)
They should not use blades [de ut nt jus blts] (CamE 13)
It is worth mentioning [itis wt mnni] (CamE15)
To sit and talk on [tu sitan tk n] (CamE 15)
In order of merit [in da f mrit] (CamE 16)
When I got there [wn ai t d] (CamE16)
Out of the four million persons [au tf de f milin psins] (CamE 16)
No longer at ease [no la at is] (CamE18)
It will suffice [it wil sfais] (CamE 18)
And to dust he shall return [an tu ds hi al ritn] (CamE19)
They went to the hospital [de wn tu de hspitl] (CamE 19)
And we have eternal life [an wi haf itnal laif] (CamE 19)
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Has equally left some news [has ikweli lefsm njus](CamE20)
Wish used to [wius tu] (CamE13)
The power of the envelope [de paf dinvlp] (CamE9)
Comes across his way [kmsakrs iswe] (CamE 6)
As degree holders [sdiri holdas] (CamE 3)
Rhythm: NE speakers
And to have it as an asset [ndthvts næset] (AmE 16)
On the whole [nhl] (AmE 20)
So we get to go down there [so w to dan r] (AmE 19)
We feel that at the moment [w fil t tmmnt] (BrE 2)
For her to surprise me [fhtsprasmi] (BrE 3)
I had to see my boss [ahdtsimabs] (BrE 10)
And I am so glad that I am with God [ndæms lædt æmwd] (BrE 5)
It was on the line [twsnlan] (AmE 4)
I get a lot of pleasure [atltvpl] (BrE 8)
Everyone has to be in [vrwn hstbiin] (AmE 1)
Nucleus Placement in words: NE speakers
Movement of accent away from fourth syllable backward to preceding syllables
Architecture [ktktr] (AmE 15)
Manipulate [mnpjulet] (AmE 13)
Colloquialisms [klkwlzmz] (AmE 18)
Invigorating [nvret] (AmE 19)
Apologise [pldaz] (AmE 17)
Politician [plt n] (AmE 16)
Vocabulary [vkæbjlr] (BrE 6)
Movement of accent away from third syllable backward to preceding syllables:
Alignment [lanmnt] (AmE 11)
Atmosphere [ætmsfr] (AmE 11)
Ownership [np] (AmE 11)
Bureaucracy [bjrkrsi] (AmE 11)
Continent [kntnnt] (AmE 12)
Favourite [fevrt] (AmE 12, 14)
Fahrenheit [færnhat] (AmE 14)
Particularly [ptkjulri] (BrE 4)
Embarrassing [mbærs] (BrE 4)
Plagiarise [pledraz] (AmE 13)
Geography [dirf] (AmE 13)
Assessment [ssmnt] (BrE 5)
Unpleasant [nplznt] (BrE 10)
Occasionally [kenl] (BrE 3)
Saturate [sætret] (BrE 1)
Innocence [nsns] (BrE 2)
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Important [mptnt] (BrE 3)
Equipment [kwpmnt] (AmE 18)
Movement of accent away from second syllable backward first positions
Probably [prbbli] (AmE 16&20)
Britain [brtn] (AmE 16& BrE9)
Colleague [kl] (AmE 18)
Frustrated [frstretd] (AmE 18)
Flexible [flksbl] (BrE 2)
Teenage [tind] (BrE 3)
Students [stjudnts] (BrE 10&5)
Nucleus [njukls] (BrE 9)
Bagage [bæd] (BrE 4)
Sausage [ssd] (BrE 7)
Symptoms [smptms] (BrE 8)
Mountain [mantn] (AmE 12)
Texas [tkss] (AmE 15)
Moisture [mst] (AmE 15)
Character [kærkt] (BrE 6)
Switzerland [swtslnd] (BrE 1)
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Underground [ndrand] (BrE 4)
Software [sftwr] (AmE 13)
Nowadays [nadez] (BrE 2)
Widespread [wadspred] (AmE 16)
Neighbourhood [nebhd] (AmE 14)
Hopscotch [hpskt] (AmE 14)
Hangover [hæv] (AmE 20)
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International [ntnænl] (AmE 17, 18)
Psychological [sakldkl] (AmE 20)
Individual [ndvdl] (BrE 1)
Biological [baldkl] (BrE 9)
Mathematical [mæmætkl] (AmE 13)
Elementary [lmntri] (AmE 15)
